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"Mark Levinson cannot be
inexpensive but in the
long-term, the best is the
cheapest!"
audio salon

0

the return
of the king:
part)
Mark Levinson, the company who
first defined the high-end, are well
placed for the new era in their new
Durpose-built facility in
Massachusetts— the most modern of
its type. Last month we featured the
breathtaking pre-amplifier, model
3205 based closely on the
groundbreaking performance and
flexibility of the Reference model,
No 32.
One of the most remarkable
products from Mark Levinson is the
one-box No 39, which was much
more than aCD player; offering
future proof upgrading, and
future-proof flexibility as aCD
transport, DAC, digital source
pre-amp and built-in analocue fully
balanced volume control. This was
updated to the 3905 which received
rave reviews worldwide. Now in
the UK, the price is down to £5,495
thanks to the lower exchange rates,
and the economics of the new
factory. Quality, amazingly, is up.
Although there is no design
revision, thelWstruction, parts,
board orientaMn and many
production techniques place Mark
Levinson very firmly back on the top
rung of any ladder.
Whether the 3905 is to be your
investment within amulti-brandli
system or within aLevinson systern,
it will outperform significantly
the multi-format disc players now
popular, especially when the CD is
recently remastered using DSD or
other modern technique. CD is the
universal format for many years to
come and the 3905 will make agreat
deal of sense. The series-2software
Clink system') will put asmile on the
face of all audiophiles. Stable,
sophisticated, and way ahead of the
rest.
We have sold Mark Levinson since
Harman Audio Group started to ship
it to the UK in the very early 80's.
Contact us soon or visit

audio salon,
the townhouse, 4park circus
glasgow, G3 6AX, scotland
tel 0141 333 9700
fax 0141 333 9097
info@audiosalon.co.uk
vvww.audiosalon.co.uk
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ubjective or objective? Which side are you on? If you've come

Editorial staff
Editor • Steve Harris
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • Rene Andrew
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser

into hi-fi only recently, or if you've picked up this issue with an
eye to the home cinema reviews in AVTech, the question may

seem meaningless. But if you've been following the hobby for a
couple of decades, you might just remember remember how the
battle lines were drawn in the great ' musicality' debate.

Editorial contacts
tel. 02087260811
fax • 020 8726 8399
e-mail • hi-finews@ipcmedia.com
HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon. Surrey CR9 1HZ

On one side were ' subjective' reviewers, who just wrote about what they
thought products sounded like and didn't worry about lab measurements.
Instead, they talked about ' musicality', the ability of the equipment to
convey the musical experience.

Technical Advisers
Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

On the other side were old-school engineering- based
manufacturers, reviewers and recording professionals,
who thought that the ' musicality brigade' were simply
deluding themselves and others. But those

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

'subjectivists' persisted in discovering that amplifiers,
turntables and cables, and indeed every part of the
system, could have an effect on sound quality.

Senior Contributing Editor
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Advertising
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Of course, the debate never ended. In this issue John
Crabbe inveighs against bi-wiring [ page 67], Ivor
Humphreys is unconvinced by special mains cables
[page 42]; and no less an authority than Geoffrey Horn
['Views' page 93] wonders why we're making all this fuss

A product that
is technically
flawed may still
sound good
on some music

about higher- resolution digital audio, citing ablind
listening test of more than 20 years ago which seemed to prove that CD's

Publisher
Angela O'Farrell

44.1kHz/16 bit was indeed perfect.

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

But in reality, both for lab measurement techniques and listening
expectations, things have moved on. That's why we are happy to give space

Chief Photographer
Roger Phillips
Contributors
aassica/Music: Christopher Breunig
Jazz:Ben Watson Rock:Johnny Black, Ken Kessler
Hifi:David Allcock, David Berriman, Tony Bolton,
Christopher Breunig, John Crabbe, Ben Duncan, Barry Fox,
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Jimmy Hughes, Ivor Humphreys, Paul Miller, Howard Popeck
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Subscriptions queries
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Hi Fi News magazine incorporates: Stereo, Tape & Tape
Recorders, Audio News, Record News, Audio Record Review.
The Gramophone Record, Which CD? and Music Business.
Hi Fi News is amember of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
(ABC) and of EISA ( www.eisa.awards.org).

to intelligent but purely subjective reviews — but we also acknowledge that
lab testing has avital role. Aproduct that is technically quite flawed may
still sound good on some music, in some systems— but in another context
could just sound terrible.
If this is true for hi-fi, it's doubly so in home cinema, where — as used to
be the case with hi-fi — products are often marketed on the basis of
technical specifications. That's why we're so enthusiastic about AVTech,
which combines the advanced and revealing lab test regimes with properly
rigorous listening and viewing assessments.
Do you agree? Fill in the AVTech questionnaire and let us know!
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Hi Fi News is published on the first Friday of the month preceding the cover
date by IPC Focus Network, part of the IPC Media Group. It costs £ 3.80 per
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America; £ 78.73 for the rest of the world. Rates are for airmail delivery. See
the subscriptions order form page or call 0845 676 7778 for latest special
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Steve Harris,
EDITOR

Hi- Fi News

Presumably not awaiter but an acoustician, the chap in the white jacket is
seen at work in the control room of AIRO, the Acoustical Investigation and
Research Organisation Ltd, set up in 195810 provide facilities for the
study of problems in architectral acoustics, noise control, acoustical
measurements, sound insulation and ahost of related subjects.' Probably
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underfloor horn speaker built and described by the late Rex Baldock, the
Shure M55- Ecartridge reviewed by John Crabbe; and acommercial horn
loudspeaker from acompany called Record Housing, reviewed by the late
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of more interest to the hi-fi fanatics of November 1964 were the

Ralph West — to whom JC pays tribute on page 15 of this issue.
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18 Definitive Test: Audiopax
Reference 100 loudspeaker

46

Three-way high-end loudspeaker from

China based hi-fi brand Opera Audio has

Brazil proves to be an easy listen as

its wooden-top valve output CD player

David Allcock discovers

reviewed by David Allcock

24 Ayre Acoustics AX-7
integrated amplifier

49

PMC DB1+ loudspeaker

High-tech 60W integrated amplifier for

The DB1 mini-monitor gets aplus point
with anew soft-dome tweeter and

£2395 — is this the best balance between

improved crossover, finds Ken Kessler

sub-£ 1500 and post-£3000? asks KK

29

Musical Fidelity X-DAC
v3 D/A converter

53 GSP Audio Era
Gold/Elevator EXP
Good things come in small packages,

The venerable X-DAC gets the version 3

including this wideband m-cphono stage

treatment, while Ian Harris listens in

combination, Andrew Harrison discovers

32

Cyrus Audio 8
Integrated, NAD C162/C 272,
Roksan Caspian M Series 1
Three amps for three figures — two

2

Opera Audio
Consonance 2.2 CD player

57

Headroom Total BitHead

Portable headphone amp run from USB
power or batteries impresses Ken Kessler

integrateds and apre/power combination

57

all at less than £ 1000, by Tony Bolton

Ken Kessler weighs up aslightly more

38

Audio One Stylus Balance

affordable electronic tracking force gauge

Moore Medio PC

Ayre Acoustics AX-7

DVD, TV, CD and radio: home-

59

integrated amplifier

entertainment-in-a-Windows- PC gets

DNM fan Christopher Breunig gives a

booted by Andrew Harrison

second opinion on this lauded CD player

42 Russ Andrews SJA1 and
SJA2 pre/power amplifiers

Can the two-way S6e floorstander

Ivor Humphreys revisits the Samuel

maintain Spendor's winning streak?

Johnson amps, now tweaked by RA

Martin Colloms sounds it out

í
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Spendor S6e speaker
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Alan Shaw of Harbeth shoots down the myth'

72

42

Stylish Russ Andrews amps

Audio Classics

revive Samuel Johnson

Ken Kessler visits the US vintage hi-fi specialist

84

The Feature: digital amplifiers

How digital amps work: Keith Howard explains the
basics of class Doperation, and its real benefits

lAVTech

Win this Denon AVR-3805 receiver
worth £ 1000: see the fifth edition of

1. P
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Musical Fidelity X-DAC v3
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74 Classical

81

Jacquelin du Pré on DVD

Areturn to form by Elvis

video, Mahler 5on SACD

Costello and the Imposters,

Rock

with the BP0 and Abbado,

reviewed along with The

historic Beethoven 1-9 in

Thrills, Tara Angell, Aero and

mono, and Prokofiev galore

Since I
Was ALittle Girl...

79 Jazz

83 Audiophile

Sublime piano and violin

Sugar Hill Gang and Aimee

duet with Cecil Taylor, and

Mann on DVD-Audio; SACD

Lithuania's Ganelin Trio, No

offerings feature Dave

Spaghetti Edition

Brubeck and Jerry Lee Lewis
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"A Certifiable

Masterpiece"

Hifi Show &
AN Expo 2004
24 - 26 September

"This is to debut amplifiers
what Led Zeppelin Iwas to debut LP's"

See and hear the
wonderful T + A products
in the Le Meridien Hotel
at stand number 12 in the
syndicate suites on
the ground floor

Ken Kessler, Ilifi News, February 2004

é•

V10
T . A Gm Turntable with SME arm

T + AVio Valve Amplifier

T + A are the number thigh end brand in Germany and with reviews like this,
is it any wonder? T + A products fall into two main categories with some of
the most Audiophile products currently available on the market, in one, as well
as some of the most stylish AN products available in the other, both of which
just happen to look stunning and sound stunning.

T+

T + A K6 DVD
system

A Criterion TC11

T • A Criterion TCh
"Make no mistake this is afine reproducer, whose
hallmark is undoubtedly the excellent
electrostatic tweeter.
Martin Collonts,
Het News, April 200 ;

T. A K6 DVD system
"You'll know it's money
well spent because it
delivers the goods."
Ken Kessler,
lliFi News, March 2003

T + A Talis
speakers
T. A Talis speakers
"These speakers floored me. Perhaps it was
because Iwas expecting the worst tinselly ' German'
sound and all but ended up witnessing the best
performance of the group."
Choice, March 2002

T+A UK DEALERS
AUDIOVISION
5BETHEL STREET BRIGHOUSE,
WEST YORKSHIRE 11D6 JR
014
1
4713996 • STEPHEN SIAIPSON
GUILDFORD AUDIO
GRINDING IIALT, So EPSOM ROAD,
GUILDFORD, GUI :RR
Toz4/13 437477 • TREVOR MARTIN

HOME NETWORKS SOUND 8£ VISION
zo43 STRATFORD ROAD, HAIL GREEN.
BIRMINGHAM 1128 SAS
Ton:766846o • FRANK MOONET

HADWINS (KENDAL) LTD
a:13 FINKLE STREET, KENDAL.
CUMBRIA I.A4 4AB
Ton» rum •
jONATILINVIIXINSON

KEVIN GALLOWAY AUDIO
it MILTON ROAD, KILMARNOCK
AYSH IRE, SCOTLAND EA; - FIG
015635741115 KEVIN GALLOWAY

KENT HOME CINEMA CENTRE
64 LONDON ROAD, SOUTHBOROUGH,
TUNBRIDGE WELLS TN: oPA
Tcep 434007 • AUSTAIR COLLIE

1(.1 WEST ONE (LONDON)
z6A NEW CAVENDISH ROAD,
LONDON WiG STY T *so /486 AIM

RIVERSIDE HIFI
4.0 RICHMOND ROAD, EAST TWICKENHAM,
MIDDLESEX TWE zEB •T
SS.» 76E3 • PARESH SHAH

MIDLAND HIFI STUDIO
FINCHFIELD ROAD WEST,
FINCHFIELIE WOLVERHAMPTON,
WEST MIDLANDS WV: SAY
MIKE NORTON

SOUNDS OF MUSIC
or: CHAPEL PLACE, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT
TN; YQ • T0492 5470°3 •
JOHNJEFFRIES

OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD
CANTAY HOUSE, PARK END STREET, OXFORD oXi eD
0:864 440874 '
ION HARKER

ZEN AUDIO & VISION
:s STORY STREET. HULL HIS }SA
Toi411:0739, • CAROLINE NEAL

THE HIFI STORE
41 COWGATE, PETERBOROUGH PEI INA
T. «n334:755. STEVE WILCOCK

For more information please contact BBG Distribution Ltd
magebbg.eu.com

Tel: + 44 ( 0)20 8863 9117 • Website: www.bbg-ay.com • E-mail:
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What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Sources

Silverline set for first DualDisc releases
On 2November, Silverline Records,
adivision of the 5.1 Entertainment
Group, is set to launch the first

iliiesman Robert Cray gets ai Silveri me
DualDisc release of his Time Will Tell album

batch of albums in its DualDisc
catalogue. DualDiscs are two-sided
discs with CD on one side and DVD
on the other, and the CD side is
promised to play on existing CD
hardware. The DVD side, playable
on regular DVD players, PCs and
game consoles, will provide the full
album in DVD-Audio five-channel
surround sound. There are also
extras such as music videos,
interviews, photo galleries, web
links, concert footage and lyrics.
DualDisc was developed in
conjunction with aconsortium of
record labels, including EMI Music,
Sony BMG Music Entertainment,
Universal Music Group and the

and aset from vibes virtuoso Roy

Queensryche, Lynyrd Skynyrd, Styx,

Hancock, Queen, Aaron Neville and

Warner Music Group.

Ayers, the latter again caught at

Widespread Panic and Living

many others. ' DualDisc is an
exciting product for independent

Ronnie Scott's. Classical

Colour. Another 25 titles will follow

cover arange of styles. Blues, soul

enthusiasts must make do with a

on 16 November, bringing the total

labels,' saio 5.1/Silverline CEO

and roots are represented by Robert

couple of ' popular' readings— The

released . n2004 to 50.

John Trickett. ' It provides awindow

Cray's Time Will Tell, Gary Moore's

London Symphony Orchestra's

Behind Silverline lies the 5.1

into new and up-and-coming artists

Back To The Blues, The Mavericks'

Handel's Messiah and the Utah

Entertairment Group, acompany

for whom getting close to their fans

eponymous album, and live

Symphony Orchestra delivering The

with agood deal of experience in

is acritical success factor. DualDisc

recordings of Taj Mahal and Curtis

Nutcracker Suite. Adult-orientated

audio/visual and DVD production,

also provides ameans to invigorate

Mayfield at Ronnie Scott's. Jazz

rock and pop has amore impressive

having mixed ono produced

classic titles with fresh and

listeners are provided for with two

initial showing, with reissues from

project for Norah Jones,

compelling content.'

titles from vocalist Jane Monheit

Blondie, Blues -rraveler,

Fleerwond Mac, St.ng Herbie

www.5pointl.net

This initial launch is designed to

Audiopax announces Model 5 pre- amp

DIS surround
over the internet

Audiopax distributor Elliot Davis of

harmonic distortion spectrum

input/record/source selectors. The

Precious Music describes the new

between the pre-amp, amplifier and

rear provides aHigh/Low gain

On July 22 this year, Digital Theater

$3970 Audiopax Model 5inverting

speakers, allowing you to fine-tune

switch, two sets cf outputs and Aux,

Systems ( DTS) linked up with

pre-amp as ' the least sonically

the interfaces ot an audio system

CD, DVD and Tuner inputs plus

Swedish Radio to demonstrate the

coloured pre-amp we have ever

and adjust the instrumental

Direct, which turns off internal

viability of streaming high-

experienced'. In an effort to

timbres, micro-dynamic range,

switching circuitty when only one

definition surround-sound audio

produce the most revealing and

overall definition, bass impact and

source is connected to ensure the

over the irternet.

'musical' pre-amplifier on the

articulation of the musiciars

best possible setting.

market, Brazil- based company

performing in your listening room.

Audiopax has spent years testing

The Model 5is asolid-state

Specif cations for the model
include afrequency response of

Audio, mixed live in 5.1-channel
surround-sound from an outside
broadcast source, was encoded at

the way in which the new pre- amp

design, using transformer coupling,

10I-tz to 90kHz (-3dB), asignal to

24- bit, 96kHz using DTS's

interfaces with awide range of

and includes remote control

noise ratio better than 90dBA

Coherent Acoustics codec, and

audio system components.

operation. It measures 450 x150 x

weighted ref. 1V, and less than

streamed on to the Sprint Network

250mm ( whd) and carries acentral

0.05% distortion at 2V output. It

Nia Internet Protocol ( I
P), at

address acommon audio situation,

master volume flanked on the left

will sell for £ 4450 in the UK.

1.5Mb/s. This rate is equivalent to

where gain controls are found at

by the two TimbreLock Gain

Precious Music, 0141 332 5205

the full DVD-V and DVB bit- rate.

more than one point in the signal

controls and on the right by two

www.audiopax.com

TimbreLock is intended to

preferred relative gain setting in
their systems, but these settings are
not predictable or even repeatable.
The Model 5's TimbreLock promises
to offer ascientific, predictable
solution, defining adramatically

The success of the experiment
proves the viability of very high

path. Most audiophiles discover a
The Model 5's
TintreLock systerr

quality audio multicasting over

promises a
'scientific solution'

evolving potential for IP delivery of

to relative gain
settings

broadband, and points to the
programming by broadcasters—
particularly in Europe, where
services offering up to 8Mbit

improved overall gain setting via a

connect ons are starting to come

one-time adjustment. This, says the

online.

company, will optimise the

v/ww.sr.se/multikanal

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Naim makes DVD statement

Shorts
Black Rhodium moves
High-performance cable

As exclusively

supplier Black Rhodium has

previewed in HFAfs

moved to new premises at 2

AVTech supplement

The Paddocks, Ascot Business

[May 2004], Naim has

Park, Longbridge Lane, Derby

designed aOVO player

DE24 8UJ.

to augment its entry-

www.blackrhodium.co.uk

level 5Series. The

KEF XQ price cuts

versions, both capable of playing

DVD5 will be available in two

KEF has announced adrop in

DVD-Audio discs. The base model,

supply

the prices of its XQ speakers.

at £ 2350, has atwo-channel

takes about a

The three-way XQ One drops

analogue output that is able to play

third of the internal

£150 to £ 749, the four-way

24/192 stereo DVD-A material. It

volume of the case, with all

Two C is now £499 instead of

will also downmix 5.1 DVD-A discs

audio circuits also taking another

£799, and the floc:I-standing

to stereo. An additional board can

board. Naim's goal was to ensure the

surround-

XQ Five fall's £ 500 to £ 1499.

be fitted to enable full 5.1 analogue

DVD5 should sound at least as good

sound processor,

www.kef.corn

output of DVD-A, using two DIN

as the CD5 when playing CD, and to

acomms link allows AV2

sockets.

this end all video circuitry can be

information to be shown through the

Meadowlark price

The DVD5 is unusual in its use of

closed down when not in use. On the

DVD5 on-screen menu, such as

video side, the DVD5 sports DVI

volume setting and surround mode.

Meadowlark's Kestrel 2 speaker

an entirely linear power supply,

costs £ 1700 in standard finish

while practically every OVO player in

digital output with HDCP

or £ 2100 for other finishes,

the world uses aswitch- mode power

encryption, plus RGB on five BNC

available nthe future, ascaler that
will provice higher resolution video

An additional video card will be

not £ 3195 as we incorrectly

supply. An SMPS is asmaller,

sockets, with horizontal and vertical

stated in Last month's review.

cheaper and more efficient solution,

sync. Video is also available in

up to 1080p standard. This will also

Avid, 01480 457300

but Naim has found that they are

YPbPr, S-video and Composite form.

allow an external analogue video

inherently ruinous to sound quality,

Medio PC update

Faroudja DCDi deinterlacing chips

input to be connected, to benefit

both of the unit to which it is fitted

are used for progressive scan

from video sca,ing.

HFIV has just been informed

and any other Nairn components in

outputs.

Naim Audio, 01722 332266

that the Showshiliter software

the same system. The DVD5's power

When used with the Nairn AV2

www.nairn-audio.corn

that drives the Moore Medio
PC [ p,*-: B] has been updated.
closed video fornat has been

Gryphon larges it... literally

addressed wsth aplug-in to

Gryphon Audio Designs,

listening position with the Poseidon

convert . SSF files back to

unreconstructed high priests of the

remote control. The separate active

Criticism of Showshifter's

Streamlined NXT
sells off Cyrus

MPEG2. There's also now a

high-end, has unveiled the

crossover networks weigh in at 35kg

Summes saw ereshuffle at NXT,

facility to fast forward/rewind

gargantuan four- piece Poseidon

(771b) per channel. Thefour finely

with amanagement buyout of its

paused TV programmes.

system. Named after the Greek god

finished cabinets feature a

manufacturing subsidiary Cyrus.

www.mooremedw.com

of all things nautical, the four- piece,

distinctive arched baffle calculated

NXT hassold all trading assets of

34-driver Poseidon system consists

to ensure true time alignment at the

Cyrus Electronics Ltd to Cyrus

of matching mid/high frequency

listening position.

Audio Limited for £686,000.

Music First Audio
Last month's HFN review of

towers and bass towers for each

the Music First Audio Passive

channel and stands an imposing

weighs in at afloor-worrying 800kg.

Cyrus's turnover was £3.3m and it
contributed 87,00O in operating

Acomplete Poseidon system

In the year to 30 June 2003,

Magnetic Preamplifier omitted

1990mm ( 6ft 6k/in) tall. With a

According to Gryphon founder-and

the supplier details. The unit is

claimed 16Hz-40kHz frequency

CEO Flemming ERasmussen,

profits. However, according to NXT,

distributed by Real Hi Fi,

response +3dB ( depending on Q

available finish options are limited

Cyrus has now reached apoint where

0870 9096777

setting and room size), the four-way

only by ' the imagination of the buyer

it needs an injection of working

www.realhili.com

sealed-enclosure system is based on

and the goodwill of his bank

capital to develop new products —

aconstant- phase crossover said to

manager'. The recommended list

money NXT was not prepared to put

have all drivers in phase at all times

price is, after all, $ 130,000.

in. Indeed, the buyout is the final

at all frequencies, possibly for the

www.gryphon-audio.com

part of NXT's streegic withdrawal

first time in any loudspeaker.
Each bass column

from manufacturing and, according
to the company. will 'enable NXT to

incorporates eight 8in

focus on its core business of

drivers and acustom-

technology licensing'. NXT has now

TEAC CD/DAB

designed 1000W/4 ohm

reduced annual operating

An affordable new micro is the

Gryphon amplifier. The bass

expenses by over £ 2million.

TEAC Reference

columns employ Gryphon's

Se

rie; 250

CR H250 CD/DAB receiver,

NXT also announced that its

active QControl room

share interest in 20/20 Speech has
been diluted to 19.9% with the

partnering LS- H250 maple-

integration technology for

finish two-way speakers, all for

smooth, extended bass

issue of further shares to QinetiQ.

£300 wwwleac.co.uk

response. Qand bass level

NXT will now contribute no further

can be adjusted from the

R&D funding to 20/20 Speech.
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B&W Bowers&VVilkins

The magic of sound
I'm me again

www.bw700.com
For your virtual tour of the B&W 704 and 700 Series please visit our site, or call + 44 (0)1903 221 500
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Meridian 808 CD fills in DVD-A gap
Meridian Audio, self-styled leader in high-

Like other 800 Serie sproducts, the 808 uses a

'exquisite', and each component, down to the

performance Compact Disc playback, has

heavyweight case of metal and glass, with a

last resistor, is said to be selected for its sound.

announced aflagship CD player. The Meridian

modular construction comprising several

Audio 808 Signature Reference may seem a

different circuit boards inside.

surprise addition to the range, as Meridian has

Data buffers are utilised, with two first- in first-

An alterntative to the CD-only 808 model is
the 808i, which offers extra pre-amplifier
functionality. This includes six analogue inputs

been closely linked to developments in CD's

out ( FIFO) buffers aiding the player to claim a

(RCA only) and three digital inputs from a

'replacement format', DVD-Audio.

low figure of 90 picoseconds jitter, with the jitter

selection of three coaxial and two TosLink

spectrum held below 0.1Hz. A Resolution

connectors.

Now, with the company stating that DVD and
universal DVD-A/SACD players cannot get the

Enhancement' DSP upsamples 16/44.1 CD

The 808 is scheduled to become available in

best from CD, the 808 has been created as a

audio to 24/176.4, using one of the player's

September for £ 7195, while the 808i pre- amp

statement of what can be achieved now that

three 150M I
Ps processors.

version will cost £8250.

Meridian has ultimately mastered the art of
refinement of every aspect of CD playback.'

The 24-bit/192kHz-capable multi-bit/deltasigma D/A converter chips are described as

Meridian Audio, 01480 445678
www.meridian-audio.corn
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Thunder 2.2 rolls
for Talk Electronics

films, MP3s and ' gaming

whistles, including HDTV- ready

Developed directly from the top-

experiences'. Creature II is a

wideband component inputs.

of-the- range Thunder 3.1 CD

unique ' plug and play' solution,

NAD will be unveiling two new

player, Talk Electronics' new

compatible with Macs and PCs—

receivers in its AN line-up, models

Thunder 2.2 boasts abonus

both desktops and portables— as

T743 and 1753.

feature: it can be upgraded to

well as MP3 players and

New speaker systems from other

Thunder 3.1B specification at any

Walkmans. As an added bonus, if

award-winning companies,

The 2004 Home Entertainment

you are one of the first to visit their

Acoustic Energy, Canton, Jamo,

Its performance can also be

Show takes place on 23rd-24th

room, they will give you aCreature

KEF, Mission, Wharfedale and

enhanced with the addition of a
Whirlwind external power supply.

time by return ng it to the factory.

October at the Renaissance

II speaker system. For free! There

several others will be heard for the

Manchester Hotel, courtesy of

are five systems to give away on

first time and outstanding quality

leading retailer Practical Hi-fi, in

both days of the show.

two-channel hi-fi and AV

converted to aCD transport by

association with HiFi News.

Denon will be displaying many

The Thunder 2.2 can also be

amplification is promised from

fitting an additional digital output

of its award-winning products

established leaders such as Arcam,

board in place of the standard

manufacturers are unveiling new

along with new high-performance

Cyrus, Sugden, Quad, Marantz,

DAC board.

products at this year's Home

separates like the DVD-3910

Harman, Roksan and Denon.

Entertainment Show. Harman/JBL

HDM IReference Class Universal

Several world- leading

Other brands and products

Internally the Thunder 2.2
features the latest 24-bit/192kHz

join the list of such companies

DVD Player. Replacing 2003's all-

exhibiting are Cyrus, adding to its

D/A converter with 384-times

with the launch of its £ 1300

conquering universal player, the

CD8 and PSX-R models, and

oversampling filter, and anew

digital home cinema receiver, the

DVD-2900, the 3910 promises a

Exposure, which will be

high-accuracy 50 parts per million

DPR 2005. This product will be

major performance upgrade.

demonstrating its new high-

master clock running at

accompanied by the DVD-Audio

Adding to the expanding Denon

playing DVD 31 from Harman

2005 range will be the budget 6.1

performance CD models. Should

16.9344MHz, passed directly

vinyl be your bag, then take alook

into ahigh- quality buffer fed from

Kardon. Many other Harman and

Home Cinema Receiver, the AVR-

at the latest range of Pro-Ject

its own regulated and filtered

JBL products will be on display,

1705 and, further up the food

turntables.., and maybe add one

supply. Complete with full

including the unique JBL Creature

chain, the AVR-2805 AV and

of the latest Ortofon cartridges.

function RC5 remote control

II three-piece speaker system, a

multi- room receiver— which

For more details visit aim. Home-

handset, the 2.2 is priced at

high-quality stereo system for

boasts all manner of bells and

Entertainment-Show.co.uk

£1199.95.
Talk, 01276 709966
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"W'

CONE

Composite membrane technology

The " W" cone was already a leading innovation: yet we have improved it further

Focal_JIVI lab
the

Focal-JMIab UK - Jesson House • Tower Street - Coventry CV1

Sp,rit

of

Soud

lJN - Tel. 0845 660 26 80 - info@focal-jmlab.co.uk - www.focal-fr.com

After the Ovation...

bring on the Encore

OVER ELL
audio
"Awaken Your Senses"

Experience the world premier of OverKill audio's
fabulous Encore loudspeaker in the Wright Suite,
Park Inn Hotel, Heathrow at the 2004 HiFi Show
and AV Expo 24th, 25th and 26th September.
This loudspeaker system will astound you with
dynamics and agility breathing new life into your
system. Once heard, previous experiences and
expectations will be shattered.
Our linear phase digital crossovers use 60dB/octave
slopes allowing us to crossover at an incredibly low
200Hz.
Utilising our SDC compound the Manger driver is
totally free from the distortions which all cones and
domes are cursed with, allowing it to reveal sublime
detail and delicacy whilst maintaining linearity and
pure phase coherence to 35KHz.

Head unit — 1 piece casting using our proprietary
self-damping compound (patent pending). Stunning
aesthetics
combine
with
perfect
acoustic
characteristics allowing the Manger driver to reach
its ultimate performance.
Digital Crossover — OverKill's unique design
incorporating state of the art analogue to digital and
digital to analogue conversion. Full parametric
equalisation in real time, room measurement and
correction with the option of full preamp functionality.
Bass module — Solid Birch ply multi-layer
construction. No internal parallel walls. Three types of
damping materials internally.
Our 12" bass driver has ultra high power handling of
700 watts, sensitivity of 96dB/1W/1m. Lightening fast
bl to rnms ratio and massive 100mm (4") voice coil
resulting in ultra low distortion and freedom from
dynamic compression.

For more information or ademonstration contact us on 01954 250 696
or visit our website at www.overkillaudio.com
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Why semi- digital is no half measure for TacT buyers
The SDAi 2175 is the newest addition to the TacT

THD4 Nof 0.07% ( 180W/8 ohm). UK orices are

exchange for anyone upgrading to the true digital

range, and is ahigh performance, high-value

just £740 for the SDA 2175. and £ 990 for the

amplifiers at alater stage.

175W integrated amplifier. As with its brother,

SDAi 2175. As an additional incentive to

TacT Audio UK, 0870 9 100 100

the SDA 2175 power amp (the acronym SDA

purchase, TacT Audio UK will offer afull part-

www.tactaudio.co.uk

stands for semi digital amplifier'), this amplifier
differs from its family members by incorporating
analogue audio circuitry.
The H- bridge output circuitry of the SDA 1275
is virtually identical to that used in TacT M1 and
2150 models, but with different technology
before the output stage. It is aless complex
design compared to the previous true digital TacT
designs, using an analogue input to generate a
digitally switched output by Pulse Width
Modulation ( PWM). It boasts signal-to-noise
figures of 113dB ( A-wtd, ref 200W/8 ohm) and

O'hEocha subwoofer ready for take-off
Here's aclaim-and- a- half from those crazy spacecats at O'hEocha. The

The two 11-inch

firm's latest top-of-the- range subwoofer, the DSW 1000i, is apparently

aluminium cone

designed to be exhibited as ' functional art, rather than shamefully

drive units are

cloaked in veneer and hidden'. The firm hopes that with this eye-catching

enveloped in asleek and sturdy

design, form really follows function. The 1000i deliver fast tuneful bass

aluminium spacer unit. The DSW

down to a ' gut-wrenching' ( their words, not ours) 15Hz!

stands on three tapered legs,

Designed for slightly smaller rooms, the DSW 600i is identical to the
1000i apart from 400mm lopped off the top and aless powerful amplifier.
Now for the techie bit: advanced isobaric technology is Lsed for high

machined from solid aluminium
section, with the distinctive
O'hEocha spikes providing

performance and space- saving slenderness. Compound drivers are

maximum isolation from the floor.

mounted in aclose- coupled constant pressure' arrangement allowing

The retail price of DSW-1000i is

odd-order non-linearities to cancel. The result is significantly reduced

expected to be £ 2950, with the

driver distortion coupled with deep bass giving asuperior performance

DSW-600i chipping in at £ 2800.

when compared to other designs. Such design details allow for bass

o'hEocha, 01564 782 502

extension right down to that rumblingl 5Hz.

www.oheocha.com

Portable Pure promises DAB on the move

Events

custom backlit display shows the

23-24 October 2004

station name, scrolling text and

Home Entertainment Show,

programme information. There are

Renaissance Hotel, Manchester.

dedicated status icons for volume,

Call 01524 36991 or visit www.

time, sleep timer status, battery life

Home-Entertainment-Show.co.uk

and more. The on- board clock
function is automatically updated
by DAB broadcasts, so the time is
always correct. Nice touch.
Sound is delivered via stereo
speakers with full- range 3in drive
units in an acoustically optimised
casing with dual bass reflex ports for
richer, more natual reproduction of
low frequencies.

5-7 November 2004
What Hi Fi? Sound & Vision Show
2004, Novotel London West
20-21 November 2004
Scottish Hi Fi & Home Cinema
Show, Marriott Dalmahoy Hotel,
Edinburgh. Call 0141 221 0221
or visit: wwwscottishhifiand

Pure Digital has unveiled its latest

of FM playback. If t's likely simply

cost-effective DAB model, the Pure

to sit in your kitchen, there's a

Élan. The portable Élan boasts not

handy 230V AC to 9V DC external

early October, with asuggested

6-9 January 2005

only DAB, but also FM, and as well

power adapter supplied too.

selling price of £ 79.99.

International CES, Las Vegas,

as mains power, six ' C' cell batteries
allow 30 hours of DAB or 80 hours

Pure has crammed the Élan with
added extras. Its easy-to- read,

The model will be available from

WWW.pure.com

Nevada, USA. Event organised by

PURE Digital, 01923 277 488

the Consumer Electronics

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
www.hifinews.co.uk

homecinema.co.uk

Association of America. Contact
+1 ( 866) 233 7968
www cesweb.org
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Visit

Mar antz

8(
Mordaunt Short
in the
Vanguard Room

,

st' loor in the
c e Hote l
Renaissa n

TURNING MOVIES
INTO EXPERIENCES...
Whether you're in the deep cold throws of space, the dusty frontier of the wild west or the hot,
steamy jungles of Borneo, Maranta Home Entertainment takes you there. With expert technical
design and attention to the most minute details, Maranta delivers the purest, most true-to-life
sound and pictures possible. Something that's synonymous with the Maranta brand.

www.marantz.com IMarantz 01753 680868
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is a goodly age for

moving fast by the mid- 1930s; but

of his ploys was to horn- load a

renovation of Villereal's disused

anyone to reach, so sadness at

one manufacturer who particularly

succession of ever-smal.er drive-

church clock, subsequently

Ninety-two

Ralph West's parting is tempered by

attracted Ralph's attention, and

units while adding extensions of

climbing the tower each week to

gratitude that he remained with us

whom he befriended, was Paul

diminishing diameter at the horn's

wind it up. Despite his age, Ralph

for that long. He died in August, last

Voigt, whose Domestic horn

throat end, finally producing

persisted with that arduous task

of the Moir/Kelly/West advisory

speakers impressed everyone. One

acceptable sound from amere deaf-

until February of this year, when he

team that joined Miles Henslow in

aspect of these which especially

aid ear piece. He also kept his own

began to weaken from the

1956 to help establish policy and

intrigued him was the means

ears alert to the sound of live music

afflication which finally took him -

contents for the newly born Hi Fi

whereby the response was

via Blumein-style recording of

to the great dismay of the locals,

News. Jimmy Moir died in 1988

sustained below the horn's LF cut-

the Poly's orchestral concerts,

who'd come to love the English

and Stan Kelly in 2001, and with

off point via atapered quarter-wave

using the tapes as part of his LS

couple as much as the West's

the deaths of manufacturing

air-column loading the drive-cone's

test repertoire.

rejoiced in their French

doyens Jim Rogers and Peter

rear, afeature eventually used by

Walker in 2002/2003, Ralph West

RLW himself in the Corner Speaker

retirement, Ra ph uprooted and

was the only remaining figure of

he devised for Decca in 1949.

went to live in France with his wife

neighbours.

Yet in 1976, not long after his

Echoing that cross- national
cordiality - and despite feeling

Celia, occupying an old farmhouse

proud that the world's first full-

he'd acquired some years

range ESL had been British

versions for home construction, by

previously as aholiday retreat,

achievement - Ralph made no

setting, Ralph Leighton West had

which time the West manner vis-à-

situated near the small

bones about the French role in

developed marked radio-cum-audio

vis loudspeakers was a

southwestern town of V;Ilereal.

pioneering the audio use of

enthusiasms by the age of 18, and

well-established aspect of the

However, although he henceforth

electrostatic principles ( in

after obtaining aphysics degree

magazine. Indeed, his facility for

spent agood deal of time and

telephones, 1881), and once

and teaching certificate, he spent

describing the principles by which

energy creating anew life there,

casually remarked that it was

his whole professional life as a

speakers worked while reviewing

Ralph never lost touch with audio

Ampere and Coulomb who

lecturer in what became the

them in aconstructive spirit was his

friends and hi-fi developments in

discovered the electrodynamics

Telecommunications Dept of

special forte, illustrated at its best

the UK. Even at the ripe age of 87 it

laws on which all sound

London's Northern Polytechnic.

in his classic report cn the Quad

was he who, sharing my views on

reproduction relies.

There, as he once noted, they

ESL in Nov 1957. This is

the subject, alerted me to the

'managed to mix abit of high

reproduced, incidentally, in Ken

Electronic World article that

points were natural grist to the mill

fidelity with the more serious sides

Kessler's big book Quad - The

prompted the Jan 2000 ' Opinion'

of Ralph West's ever- lively mind,

of radio and electronics'. And from

Closest Approach ( IAG, Huntingdon

piece on speaker cables.

and if there's any sort of afterlife, I

our point of view that ' mixing' was

2003).

note whom I'd been privileged to
know from that generation.
Despite atotally unrelated family

the making of him.

Ten years on, that design was
described in HFN by Ralph in

Apart from being HF1V's main

But these audio concerns were

Such wide-ranging fundamental

hope that at least alittle of that

paralleled by alively fascination

alertness will remain with him. He

loudspeaker reviewer for nearly two

with things mechanical, and living

could then enliven whatever may be

prime interest, with the first

decades, RLW produced his book

in aregion brimming with old

the discarnate equivalent of

moving-coil devices ( 1925/26)

Loudspeakers in Your Home

comtoise clocks, he soon became

conversation when meeting up with

providing avital stimulant when

(Hernslow, London 1964) and was

the local expert on their repair and

all those audio pioneers he outlived,

Ralph was in his teens. Due to that

afamiliar figure at BSRA lecture

chiming maintenance.

m-cbreakthrough, things were

meetings and elsewhere, when one

Loudspeakers were always his

www.hifinews.co.uk

Evertually he even undertook

perhaps gathered together in some
ethereal hi-fi club.

Hf-FiNlows

John Crabbe
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20 years

of the world's best rated audio and video cables

20 years

of the world's best rated analogue and digital cables

20 years

of guaranteed quality ( Life- Long Warranty)

20 years

of ground- breaking technological innovation

R.I. Seirvices_ 32 Rawthy Avanue, .) idcoL ,„ tordshire, OX11 7XN
www.rtsaudio.co.uk

www.silteçhcables.com
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emember DCC? It was the digital compact cassette that
Philips launched alittle over 10 years ago, along with
Panasonic/Technics and against Sony's Mini Disc. DCC

delivered very good sound, and Philips boss Jan Timmer saw it
as the natural follow-on from CD, and not as contentious as
DAT or recordable CD. The biggest challenge was to make a
recording/playback head that also played analogue recordings.
Philips developed asingle head with nine inductive gaps to
record digital code, nine magneto resistive heads to play back
the digital recording, and two magneto resistive heads to play
analogue. ( There was no analogue recording mode.) The digital
play head gaps were just 70 microns wide, around the width of
ahuman hair. Like the conventional cassette, DCC recorded on
one half of the tape width only, and the whole head block

The cellphone companies are new trying to muscle in on the
audio act. But Idon't think the hi-f industry has much to

flipped through 180° at the end of the run to play the other

worry about, yet. Very wisely Nokia has now quietly shelved

half running in the opposite direction.
The first machines were too big,
bulky and expensive to catch on.

system that receives stereo from an FM station and descriptive

Microsoft and Intel
are pushing closer to
their goal, which will
suck all the relaxed
pleasure out of home
entertainment

plans to launch the 7700 range of phones with Virtual FM, the

By the time Technics delivered a

data from acellphone call that the user has to pay for. But
Nokia has obviously not given up on the idea of using the

tiny portable, DCC was dead.
The Philips team behind DCC

cellphone as amusic player. The company has been working
on aphone which claims to deliver hip quality sound from an

reworked it as acomputer data
recorder. One of the team lurked in

internal speaker.
The phone body has asmall speaker inside, and three

the corridor near Jan Timmer's

cavities that amplify sound by resonating like an organ pipe.
The front of the speaker fires sound into asmall cavity that

office, with atrolley of lab

company, leaving Philips free to

resonates at high frequencies. The back of the speaker fires
into abigger cavity, which resonates at low frequencies. Both
these cavities connect by tubes to athird cavity where all the

launch CD- R. So the DCC data

sound mixes, resonates some more and fires out of amouth in

project died too.

the side of the phone. It should be really nasty sitting next to

equipment, to try and make him
curious. But Timmer left the

But the lithographic thin film technology developed to make
the heads lives on. If you drink beer in Holland you may well be

someone with one of these.
Meanwhile, Motorola recently announced its most iconic

benefiting from it.
Fluxxion is asmall start-up company, based in the new

and secretive ( sic) product yet' — anew range of cellphones,

science park or High Tech Campus that Philips has been

At the press launch we were given aspecification sheet which
refers to the phones having a ' 22kHz polyphonic speaker'.

building since the management offices moved to Amsterdam.
Fluxxion is run by Peter Sygall who was one of the original
DCC team. He has adapted the DCC head- making system to
make filters in the same way microchips are made. Microchips
are made by etching fine patterns into a6in wafer of silicon;
DCC heads were made by etching gaps in thin metal layers
deposited on the silicon; and the new filters are made by
coating silicon with a1micron layer of silicon nitride and then

called V3 Razr, which are lighter and thinner than ever before.

Although this sounded very impressive. Ihad no idea what it
meant. So Iasked.
Product Director Michael Karasinski had no idea either and
could only say he thought it must mean whatever it means for
other Motorola phones. After abit of nagging he checked and
found out what he meant. Iquote:
The v3 speaker will support audio up to 22kHz frequency

etching 3 billion holes, each less than half amicron in size,

range. As areference the human ear can usually recognize up

through the nitride coating.

to 20kHz and dogs can hear up to 40kHz.'

The holes are small enough to trap bacteria. Future filters
will use 0.2 micron holes to trap viruses. The nitride coating is
so hard that the liquid can be pumped through in pulses to
stop clogging.
Says Sygall:

When we were making DCC heads, we didn't

Yes. Because Ihave spent most of my working life writing
about audio, Ikrow that only babies hear over 20kHz and
most adults are Imited to 15kHz. Asnail speaker can very
easily reproduce up to 22kHz and over, and the difficult
challenge is to make them reproduce lower frequencies. So

know we were doing nanotechnology because the word hadn't
been invented. We just did what we had to do to make DCC

what does the Moto phone go down to?

recorders work".

the new Moto phones are just the job for babies and dogs.

www.hifinews.co. uk

I've not had an answer on that, but at least we know that
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Audiopax

Reference
loo

loudspeaker

Hand- made in Brazil, the Reference 100 is aloudspeaker with a
price-tag that puts it up against some of the best transducers
money can buy. Review by David Allcock
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Auditions
loudspeaker

hand assembled item manufactured by Audiopax.

Audiopax Reference 100
PRICE

£10.995

represented integrated amplifiers. Cabling was all

ring tweeter.

Townshend Audio while mains cabling was all

An opening in the base of the satellite allows the

M

with Musical Fidelity's X-80 and aPerreaux R160i

while high frequencies are handled by aVifa XT

Isotek Elite. All equipment was powered through an

ention Rio de laniero and chances are that
its beaches or Sugar Loaf mountain will

cable from the bass unit to mate with the terminal

Isotek Substation and 2K Qube with equipment

block for the crossover, and on each speaker this

being

come to mind. One thing's for sure: you won't

terminal block is to the outside of the speaker pair,

supplemented by aVoodoo isolation rack.

think of high-end audio. Well, if Eduardo de Lima

while the inner connectors are used to connect to

Ihad been warned that these speakers were

has his say, this is all going to change. Lima is the

the amplifier. The binding posts ( asingle pair only,

designed for large rooms, despite their quite

founder of Audiopax, distributed in the UK by

no bi-wiring here) are machined to a very high

compact dimensions, and Iquickly discovered that

Ecosse-Precious Music, and the designer of all the

standard, although the polarity marking of the

a side wall anywhere near them destroyed their

products currently made by the company, including

terminals - using raised positive and negative

imaging capability. Likewise, the rear-firing bass

the Reference 100 speaker reviewed here.

signs in black plastic on ablack background - does

port needed plenty of space if it was to work

The 100 stands 1130 x280 x560mm ( hwd)

make identifying the terminals difficult. The

correctly. In the end Ifound myself with the

1

supported

on

an

RDC

Aspekt

rack

and tips the scales at 48kg. It looks like atypical

correct wiring scheme is explained in detail in the

speakers 78cm from side wall to centre line of the

three-way monitor, with cosmetics that echo the

accompanying manual. Aswitch sits between these

speaker and 85cm from the wall to the rear of the

Wilson WATT/Puppy school of design, but this

terminals, and is designed to contour the upper

speaker. This gave me 170cm between the inner

speaker has plenty of unique features. It begins

frequencies, with a reduced output in the ' up'

faces of the speakers.

with a base plate into which are screwed rubber

position. This does not lower the whole frequency

The 100 also requires a lot of attention to the

footers or spikes. From here are four round, black

range of the tweeter, only the highest frequencies.

toe- in, with slightly too much resulting in images

wooden spacers that provide isolation between the

base plate and the speaker's bass module. This
bass module is built up from panels of 28mm and

50mm MDF, then internally braced and given a

80mm-diameter port on the rear panel, which
extends 115mm deep.

The 250mm bass driver was designed by Lima

The 100 has avery different agenda to
almost any other high- end brand I've
encountered over the last few years

and is handmade in very small batches ( 10 per
batch) for this speaker.

Looking at the bass

enclosure, and the rest of the speaker for that

but this can be useful when mating the speaker to
solid-state amplifiers.

bunching together between the speakers and too
little

resulting

in

image

depth

that

was

compromised, and focus of the image rapidly

matter, it is hard to believe that it is made up from

My regular reference components were joined by

individual panels, so flawless is the finish. There

an array of different amplifiers for this review, with

deteriorating. In my room about 7° was found to

are no panel join lines.

analogue provided by my trusty Basis Gold Debut/

give the optimal presentation.

in

Graham 2.0/Lyra Argo with a Klyne System 7 PX

The first thing you'll notice with these speakers

Audiopax's own spray booth. A 12-stage finishing

Meanwhile,

each

cabinet

is

sprayed

3.5 phono stage, while digital was provided by an

is their transparency to the source amplifier.

process is employed to achieve that deep gloss,

Inca Design Katana SE or my Shanling SCD-T200.

Moreover, the Vifa XT tweeter is not only revealing

automotive quality finish.

Both Krell KRC-3 and Trilogy 902 shared pre-

but, run wide open, can sound just atouch bright.

You will also notice that these modules are not

amplification duties while power amplifiers were

The only amplifier that Ieventually ran with this

totally symmetrical, as the cabling to each driver

variously Bryston 3B- SST and 14B- SST amplifiers,

switch in the open position was the Model Eighty

exits the top of the module on opposite sides. Th is

Flying Mole DAD-M100pro HT monoblocks and

Eight monoblocks, with all my regular power amps

is because each pair of speakers is made as apair,

Audiopax's own Model Eighty Eight monoblocks,

needing this switch closed to tame the upper

with adistinct left and right speaker - even though
the bass, midrange and tweeters are all in perfect

The lowdown on those drivers

vertical alignment. Acknowledging the sonically
deleterious effect of placing the crossover in the

One of the truly unusual pads of this

suspension. Behind the scenes, the

bass cabinet, it has its own isolated enclosure at

speaker is its drivers. The Vita XT

voice coil is waund on a Kanto§

the rear of the satellites, a far more logical and

ring

former

benign

place the

concentric ring radiator, is arare

assembly is used, thougli

microphonic filter network. The crossover point

sight in the UK. The concentric

has

from the bass driver to the midrange is given as

configuration is designed to improve

Eduardo found that a too- large

environment

in

which

to

tweeter,

a 25mm

dual-

while a large

been

carefully

magnet

its

size

scaled

as

250Hz with a 6dB/octave slope, while the

off- axis response, while its wide

magnet assembly can introduce its

midrange crosses over to the tweeter around

frequency range of 1.5kHz to 40kHz

own distortion The bass driver is a

3.2kHz, with a12dB/octave slope.

eases integration with the nidrange.

250mm

same

used to iocream overall system

The satellite enclosure has parallel side panels,

The Audiopax-made midra ige uses

techniques used In he production of

transpareacy. is simpe as these

but the front baffle and rear panel are very

a200mm paper cone that's hand

the midrange, ensuring the bass

driven may seem it took neatly mur

different. with the front baffle slightly sloped back

doped and mated to asolid brass

driver is not only anatch tonally, big

years to develop them into the

to give ameasure of time alignment, while the rear

phase plug. This assembly is then

is also extremely fast and efficient

drivers

features astepped design with the crossover circuit

mounted

allowing asimpler crosscvei to be

productiot ceferenae 1JO.

in the middle. Once again the midrange driver is a

•••

to

a treated

cloth

unit, using tie

istalled
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Auditions
loudspeaker

Switch drops HF output, afeature found to
be necessary with most amplifiers
voiced for acommunity in the Australian outback,
let alone Brazil! This fact, combined with asimilar
sonic personality with the Audiopax Model Eighty
Eight amplifiers Ifound to be just too much, and
for the rest of the review used my Bryston amplifier
to give the sound alittle more drive and energy, to
help improve focus and spatial ability.
Regardless of what Ithrew at these speakers,
from the unyielding digital recording of Dire Straits
Brothers in Arms [
Vertigo 824 499-2] to the rock
edge of Sophie Ellis Bextor's ' You Get Yours' from
Shoot From The Hip [
Polydor 9865837], even
extending to the electronic sound of Kraftwerk Tour
De France Soundtracks [
EMI 591 708 2], nothing
seemed to provoke them into delivering a sound
that was aggressive. What this meant for these
speakers was unparalleled low levels of listener
fatigue; you really could listen to these all day, but
equally, for me at least, this did leave me feeling
the music was less involving than I'm used to. Ilike
asound which grabs my attention and demands
active listening. The Sophie Ellis Bextor track is
designed to grab your attention, while the bass on
the Kraftwerk album should have a slightly

frequencies. However, it must be said that very
expensive amplifiers are not essential, as the sub
£700/pair Flying Mole amps were used with great

electronic, unnatural edge to it — and in this
respect the Reference 100 seemed to remove this.

success with these speakers. The claimed
92dB/1W/m efficiency of this speaker, coupled

While this is all about presentation, this speaker
has avery different agenda and sonic prioritisation

with the aforementioned transparency, makes it

to almost any other high-end brand I've
encountered over the last few years, and is

critical of the quality, not quantity, of the power.
It was clear that this speaker possessed very

fundamental to the design philosophy of Audiopax.

different priorities and attributes to my regular
MartinLogan SL- 3 and even the PMC GB1
speakers reviewed last month. While this speaker
could make a3D image, it was smaller and less

Ipersonally found that when this was mixed with
the Model Eighty Eight amplifiers, the overall result
left me feeling disassociated with the music, hence
my preference for mating the Reference 100 with

focused than that provided by even the smaller and
much cheaper PMC GB1 speakers, even with the
same Bryston amplification, and was incomparable
to the vista presented by my SL-3 or the Vienna
Acoustics Strauss. With the toe- in optimised the
image did extend just beyond the outer edges of

solid-state amplifiers. This is aspeaker that's all
compressed stage was present regardless of the
amplification employed.
It took acouple of days of using this system on
a regula , basis to appreciate its strengths. Ihad

Whatever Ithrew at these speakers,
nothing seemed to provoke them into
delivering asound that was aggressive
the speaker, but depth was truncated compared
with my reference components. The Dave Brubeck

literally been in the listening room for about four

about the music and musicality, which means, for
avinyl enthusiast like me, that recordings rendered
unplayable by the likes of the SL-3or PMC OB-1
become usable, seemingly attenuating surface
noise and bringing forward the music. While this
does open up more music to the listener, Ialways
feel I'm losing the true brilliance of exceptional
recordings in atrade for amore polite presentation.
Given its size and ported enclosure I was
expecting the bass to be more extended, like that
from the Vienna Acoustics Strauss or Omen Ra
18:12; indeed, even the PMC OB1 seemed alittle
more extended, yet the Audiopax's ported

hours, when Irealised that the same CD, Dido's
Life For Rent [
BMG ALstralia 82876557422] —

enclosure didn't introduce the usual emphasis at

were no longer all together in the recording studio,
but instead seemed to have been shoehorned into

without the appalling copy protection of the British
release — had been playing constantly, and Ihad

enclosure has been carefully designed not to
compromise the dexterity of the speaker. Having

my listening room. While this certainly made for a

just sunk into the music, without focusing on any

accepted this, the portrayal of textures and

particular aspect of the music o,even objecting to
the limitations of the soundstage. While my Bryston

separation of instruments were not up there with

Quartet, on Time Out [
Classic Records CS 8192],

very intimate presentation, Icouldn't help but feel

the port's resonant frequency, suggesting this

leaning against the piano, while Paul Desmond's
sax was boxed in between the drum kit, Brubeck's
piano and Wright's bass. Needless to say that this

SST amos are an easy design to listen to, thei ,
grabs any speaker, and the listener's attention,

the best, and this was especially noticeable during
Brubeck's 'Take Five', where the piano and bass
seem to overlap in the lower registers, and there
were times when the two instruments didn't display

was very disconcerting for me, as Ivalue the ability
of a system to project a large, focused 3D

making he enjoyment of music an active, visceral

the separation

experience. The Reference 100 speakers
counterbalanced this ad presented music in a

remarkable recording.

that Eugene Wright on the bass was practically

studio heritage does make them an amplifier that

I know is captured on this

to evaluate this system from acompletely different

manner that can only be described as laidback — so

Moving into the midrange, female vocals were
portrayed in a beguiling manner, with great

perspective, as this feeling of a contracted and

laidback, in fact, that you'd think they had been

delicacy and silky smoothness, and yet the

soundstage very highly, so it was necessary for me

www.hifinews.co.uk
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L- Series Collector's Edition
A range of limited edition finishes have been released of
the Quad 11L and 12L loudspeakers. Only 250 pairs of
each are available worldwide. Each pair is numbered and
supplied with an authentication certificate. These are only
available whilst stocks last and will not be repeated.

!it

4j)

Authorised Stockists
•Aberdeen Milburn HiFi, 01224 585713 * Basingstoke Audio T, 01256 324311 • Bath
Radfords, 01225 446245 * Beckenham Musical Images, 0208 6633777 • Birmingham Music
Matters, 0121 4292811 * Bournemouth Movement Audio, 01202 529988 * Brentwood

Model shown is 11L in Ebony finish

Audio T, 01277 264729 * Bristol Radfords, 0117 9441010 * Cambridge Hughes Ltd. 01223
461518 * Canterbury Canterbury Hi Fi, 01227 765315 * Cardiff Sevenoaks, 02920 472899
•Carlisle l'ractical
•Cheltenham

01228 544792 * Cheadle

Audio Counsel, 0161 4916090

Hutchinsons, 01242 573012 * Cheshire

Stereo 0161 9735577

*Cornwall R.J.F., 01209 710777 * Coventry Frank Harvey, 02476 525200 *Crewe Sound
of Music. 01270 214143 * Darlington Music Matters, 01325 481418 • Edinburgh HiFi
Comer, 0131 5567901 * Edinburgh 1li-Fi Corner, 0131 2201535 * Exeter Howards, 01392
258518 *Falkirk Hi-H Comer, 01324 629011 *Gateshead

Lintone Audio, 0191 4772771

*Glasgow

HiFi Comer, 0141 2265711

Glasgow Audio, 0141 3324707 *Glasgow

•Guildford P.J. Ili-Fi. Ltd. 01483 504801 * Hampshire Hampshire Audio, 01962 854466
•Harrogate

HiFi Hut, 01423 810990 • Hastings

•Ilereford English Audio, 01432 355081 * Hove

Adams & Jarrett, 01424 437165

Sevenoaks, 01273 733338 * Hull

Zen

Audio, 01482 587397 * Inverness Telly on the Blink, 01463 233175 * Lancaster Romers Ili-

Product of the Year 2002-2003
What Hi Fi Sound & Vision ( 11L Loudspeakers)

Product of the Year 2003-2004
What HiFi Sound & Vision ( 11L Loudspeakers)

Fi 01254 867799 * Lancaster Practical.HiFi, 01524 39657 * Leeds Sevenoaks, 0113 2452775
•Leicester

Sevenoaks, 0116 2536567 *Lewisham

Billy Vee, 0208 3185755 *Lincoln

Sevenoaks, 01522 527397 * Liverpool Sevenoaks, 0151 7078417 * London Bartlett-., 0207
6072296 • London K.J. West One 0207 4868262 *London
•Macclesfield

Dooleys, 01625 423158 • Maidstone

Spatial Audio, 0207 4365358

Home Media Ltd., 01622 676703

•Manchester l'ractical HiFi, 0161 8398869 * Montrose Robert Richie, 01674 673675 •New
Malden t.:nilet Sound & Vision 0208 9429567 *Newbury B&B Hi Fi 01635 32474
•Newcastle Global HiFi Centre, 0191 2303600 * Newcastle (metro) Lintone Audio, 0191
461(6199 • Norwich Martins HiFi, 01603 627010 • Nottingham John Kirk, 01159 252986
•Nottingham

Sevenoaks, 01159 112121 * Oxford

Separates System of
the Year 2003-2004
HiFi News (99 Series and 11 LLoudspeakers)

Audio T, 01865 765961 • Preston

Sevenoaks, 01772 825777 • Reading B&BIii-Fi, 01189 583730 • Rugby Sounds Expensive,
01788 540772 * Salisbury Ili-H. 01722 322169 * Scarborough Zen Audio, 01723 350850
*Sheffield Moorgate Acoustics, 0114 275 6048 * Shrewsbury SMC Sound and Vision,
01743 232317 *Solihull Music Matters, 0121 7652(1254 * Southampton Sevenoaks, 02380
337770 *Staines Sevenoaks 01784 460777 • Stourbridge
•Sutton Coldfield

Music Matters, 01384 444184

Music Matters, 0121 3542311 * Tunbridge Wells Sounds of Music,

01892 5470113 *Warrington Doug Brady, 01925 828009 * Watford IIiFi City, 01923 226169
•Weybridge
•Wigan

Sevenoaks, 01932 828525 * Weymouth

Weymouth HiFi, 01305 785729

Adventures in Hi Fi, 01942 234202 * Witham Sevenoaks, 01376 501733

•Wolverhampton Sevenoaks, 01902 312225 * Worcester Worcester IliFi, 01905 612929
•Wrexham Acton Gate Audio, 01978 364500•York Vickers 1li-Fi, 01904 629659

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd, IAG House, Sovereign Court,
Ermine Business Park, Huntingdon, PE29 6XU
Download brochures and reviews from www.quad-hifi.co.uk,
Tel :- 0845 4580011, Fax :- 01480 431767
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Interview with

Eduardo de Lima
Audiopax has trodden its own path in the world of

considelation Istarted

high- end audio. a path directly attributed to the

work on the Model

company's founder and designer Eduardo de

3880. apredecessor

Lima. Eduardo is ahumble, softly spoken man,

to the Eighty Eight.

but even a brief conversation with him quickly
tells you that he possesses avision of audio
reproduction unsullied by conventional thinking.

When did your intenst
begin?
Iwas always

DA: Is your h.r-korntic cl

tIn

field cd audio"

fascinated by them

EDL: No, my actual training is in telecoms, in

they have a complex

which Iworked until 1started Audiopax. But I've

job, but many speakers just don't feel like real

had an interest in music and audio since Iwas

music. Before the launch of the Model Eighty

14. It was then that Istarted taking areal

Eight Iwas looking at building aspeaker. a

interest in audio, starting out building my own

smaller one that could still convey the scale and

amplifiers and speakers for my own interest, to

size of a musical performance. Itried numerous

understand how they worked.

drivers and designs, but every driver Itried had
compromises, apart of its performance which

How did Audio

stopped it sounding how Iwanted. Idecided that

Icontinued to pursue my inteiest in audio,

to get what Iwanted, Ihad to make it myself.

making amplifiers for myself and friends while
working in telecoms, but increasingly Iwanted to

Given the engineering required for the job, tàat's

work more in the audio business, so in 1995 I

ahuge +undertaking

decided to leave the industry and found

Yes, 1maybe underestimated how big ajob, as it

lack that metallic shimmer which differentiates a
live cymbal from arecording, but also making its

Audiopax. Initially lower- cost products held my

took me four years to finally make the drivers

interest, but Iwas being asked about making an

perform how Iwanted, and during this time Iwas

presence known in the air smounding live
recordings. which just seemed that bit less ' ive'

amplifier without compromise. an amplifier that

;lying different cahinets and materials. Eventually

than from the likes of tne SL-3or MB- 2.

embodied what Iwant from music. After much

'decided Ineeded athree-way speaker,

Overall, Ihave mixed feelings about this speaker.
It possesses some wonderful, unique attributes,

especially as Iwas being asked for a speaker to
this needed further work. Iknew that both the

has an exceptionally laidback oresentation, zero
listener fatigue and exceptional musicality. For

midrange and bass had to be very close in

some

design, to ensure an optimised component match
and asimple crossover, asimple crossover

recommend these speakers. Against this there is
the contracted soundstage, less air than I'm

work with the Model Eighty Eight amplifier, and

readers

these

attributes

alone

will

which did not take power from the amplifier. I

personally used to, the non- linearity through the

looked at numerous tweeters, again to not only

midrange and the smoothed-out high frequencies,

match my drivers, but also to allow a simple

coupleo with slightly less bass extension than I
wou'd expect at this price. While exceotionally well

crossover to be used, and the Vila XT was far
ahead of the others Itried.

finished, Iutimately found myself wanting more
invoivement . nthe music than the Reference 100

Look out for Audiopax's new Model 5 pre-

could deliver, and Ifeel at almost £ 11,000, these
speakers should deliver that, together with avast

amplifier in afuture issue, in which our
interview with Eduardo will be continued.

sourdstage, and greater midrange accuracy. I
would hesi:ate to recommend these speakers to

On my SL-3s Iwould have been very troub-ied by

someone looking for a more relaxed musical

this. Far me the aberration was less disturbing with
this speaker, yet d. least two people who came into

presentation, you can add these to your shortlist.

anyone with listening priorities like mine, but for
laidback nature of trese speakers never allowed
them to captivate me fully; instead they were
inclined to wash around and envelop me, leaving
me feeling like Iwas looking rn on aperformance,
rather than fully involved in the space in which the
recording took place.
It was through this midrange that Ialso noticed
an aberration in the midrange output, where
certain notes from Brubeck's piano held greater
emphasis than others. Now I aro aware that

the room while these speakers were in use were
very concerned by this.
The high frequencies, courtesy of the Vifa XT
tweeter, could never be described as subtle. They
have aprominence that makes hi- hats and cymbals
more noticeable than on the MB2 or my SL-3s, yet

David Allcock

Sus slier
Ecosse-Precious Music Ltd
0141 332 5205
www.precious-music.co.uk

1-11-FiNews verdict

they are incredibly smooth, so seem less distracting
than they would otherwise be, and possess very

Though

as he plays, but this was something far more
distinct, as : hough certair parts of the lower

gooc off-axis resbonse; in fact in this respect

soundstage and anon linear midrange, this speaker

they're outstanding. This smoothness does result in

has apresentation that's always smooth, relaxing and

midrange up to around

lkHz had a slight

absolute detail anc resolving ability being slightly

highly musical, especially with solid-state amplifiers.

emphasis, making the piano sound slightly uneven.

diminished, mostly heard on cymbals where they

Brubeck subtfy alters the weighting on these notes

www.hifinews.co.uk

it

displays

a somewhat

contracted
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Ayre
AX-a
7
mplifier
Stripped- down looks and micropressor control: this unashamedly
solid-state integrated offers sweet sounds without piling on the pounds
PRICE

M

wood feet .... seen to work, but I'm damned if I The company employs FET switches in the AX- 7's
know why.' [ See panel, p27.]
input selector circuitry because it feels that FETs
Though an American brand, Hansen's products
'offer transparent, noise-free switching, with no
have a very Euro feel to them. The AX- 7 is so
moving parts.' They're also honest enough to warn

agazines - let alone journalists - are
accused regularly of concentrating on

cleanly attired that you could almost mistake it

a handful of brands while ignoring

for a power amp rather than an integrated unit.

the user that source components with too great an
output level ( exceeding either 4V RMS

others. The reasons are manifold, not least being

No knobs, just eight Pezsized buttons and a

space limitations: if magazines gave coverage

unbalanced with 40k ohm input impedance, or

display; it shares afront panel with the matching

according to proportional representation, HiFi

8V

CX-7 CD player. Measuring only 438 x 120 x

News would need six whole issues just to review,

impedance) can overload the inputs and cause

336mm ( whd), it's no burden on your real estate.

say,

distortion. With the FET switches, ' both the

But for all that, you don't go wanting. To show its

signal and ground connections to each source

Sony's two-channel products.

But,

mea

culpa, Ireally have no excuse for failing to grab
something - anything - from Ayre.
Alas, Ayre is one of those ' quiet' brands. It
doesn't shout, doesn't court controversy, doesn't
play the pity card, doesn't bully nor spin tales of
bull. Think Copland, VIL, Rogue Audio, Lamm,
Bel Canto and dozens more - manufacturers free

RMS

balanced

with

20k

ohm

input

The volume level defaults to ' 11',
which surely attests to Hansen's love for
the film, This Is Spinal Tap

of drama, politics, hype. So we, the press, have to
be approached. Or we simply forget.

seriousness, for example, the AX- 7 offers two

component are switched, so that any un selected

pairs of balanced

inputs and two pairs of

head cheese, Charles Hansen, is well- respected,

components are completely disconnected from

unbalanced inputs, the former made via three- pin

down-to-earth and so far removed from the snake-

the system. This avoids any problems with

XLR connectors. There are still those who think

Which is unfair to Ayre, Iadmit. The company's

oil merchants who populate the high- end that I that balanced operation offers nothing for the
should have been drawn to him years ago. Here's
domestic audio user, but any Ayre retailer can
aguy who knows his science, eschews fashionquickly prove otherwise. ( And anyhow, isn't an
for-the-sake-of- it, yet has the baitsim to admit
that, say, George Cardas's burn- in disc and myrtle
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XLR connector superior to apast- its- prime phono
plug?) Ayre is also an exponent of zero feedback.

undesired ground loops.' Needless to say, the
AX- 7made no unwanted noises.
Build quality is hard to fault, and the unit
operated flawlessly, thanks in no small part, I'm
sure, to asophisticated microprocessor serving as
the Ayre's control system. Ayre states that, ' This

www.hifinews.co.uk
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bar above the front panel display. Neat, eh?
microprocessor is normally asleep' and all digital
systems are turned off, including the master Volume adjustments occur through FET switches
clock. When the microprocessor receives a combined with discrete metal-film resistors, 'to
command, either from the front panel or the create a volume control with crystal-clear

in labelling and operation. Ayre believes, for
example, that, ' In this modern era of diverse

transparency and no moving parts, along with

source. Instead, the AX- 7 has simple alpha-

remote control, it

wakes up' to execute the

command, and then

immediately returns to

'sleep' mode. This system ensures noise-free

digital accuracy and repeatability.' Those 66
steps give you ldB increments, which Ifound just

source components, it has become impractical to
pre- label the inputs with the actual name of the
numeric labels that allow you to easily remember
the selector button associated with each source
component.' Hah! The icons meant squat: a

As that paragraph reveals, the AX- 7comes with

about right, though I'm sure one or two of you
with bat- like hearing will find them too coarse.

aremote control (an all- metal ' luxury' alternative
to the standard plastic device is available for extra
outlay), but the coolest detail is the 66-step

When the unit is first connected to the mains,
the volume level defaults to ' 11', which surely
attests to Hansen's love for the film, This Is

astrology was let loose on the buttons.
shocked there was no Mogen Dovid.

volume control. It's accessed at the amplifier not
by aknob or buttons, but by touching the black

Spinal Tap. However, ' 11' in this case is arather
low, and therefore safe setting. After that, the

Then again, there is a rather nice display to
assist you, and you can turn it off entirely if you're

reproduction of music signals.'

Saturn- like planet, afive-pointed star, acrescent
moon — methinks some poor putz obsessed with
I'm

The transparency of the amp means you
can hear every nuance, and Ayre keeps
it on the right side of ' hygienic', too
current volume setting is retained in memory, and
will remain constant when changing inputs or
when the unit is placed in standby.
You wil; find yourself poring over the owner's

www.hifinews.co.uk

of the school that deems that preferable. When
commands are received, either from the frontpanel buttons or the remote, the display activates

manual because, despite the seeming clarity of

for afew seconds to confirm the command, and
then turns off automatically. Pressing the display

the cesign, Ayre has opted for its own techniques

button asecond time will illuminate it once more.
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You are looking at 2 products that are ridiculously priced.
the audio market ....
except these are too cheap!

Perhaps nothing new in

Based on an advanced, semi- digital topology, the 175 watt power amplifier and newly
launched 175 watt integrated amplifier are:

The specifications and performence of these beasts are comparable ( maybe even
better) than products costing four times the price. The noise floor is incredibly low,
the dynamic range very high. The sound is open, transparent, powerful and sweet.
There are no demos as this is a no brainer. They are priced to fly out the door.
They are that good. If you don't agree, return them within 3 weeks for a refund.
Why are TacT doing this?
1. We want to make audio history
2. Spend under a grand, and you'll realise what TacT can
do for more
3. Because we can
Phone or surf to buy something rather special...

Tar3r
er•UriliC)

tel

0870 9 100 100

www.tactaudio.co.uk
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amps if you want tube sound. The upside is that
the Ayre has deliciously controlled bass, very fluid
and fast, but less rich than say, that of GRAAF's
GM50 or the Audio Research VSi55. The only
other really vivid characteristic that may sway you
is treble that errs toward the sharp; this was more
noticeable with the PMC DB1+ and the WATT
Puppy than the LS3/5A.
For some, however, this added ' sparkle' may
prove delightful. Inoticed it first with astunning
mono recording from the 1950s, the xylophone

Those balanced connections, and Cardas terminals

break in Mickey Katz's ' You Belong To Me' — amix
of terrifying transient speed and percussive attack
far more revealing than mere drums. Through the
Ayre, the speed was unobstructed, the transients

In addition to the aforementioned single-ended
and balanced line inputs, there's an output to
feed to a tape deck, with proper buffering to

breathtakingly crisp. Valves add aroundness that
the Ayre lacks, but also lose atiny bit of the sheer

prevent any nasties when monitoring or playing
back tapes. And don't let the description of 'four
line sources/integrated amp' lull you into thinking
it's a bare- bones design. Ayre is very much

f

attuned to the need to assimilate with custom
installations or home cinemas, so the AX- 7 also
features a complex Processor Pass-Through'
capability. Thus you can incorporate the AX- 7into

combination Iwould recommend, and deep bass
from Barry Write recordings ( no, not his voice,

a complicated multi-channel set-up and still

but his bass player) or crescendos from the
magnificently recorded Jackie Gleason bachelor

enjoy untrammelled, purist stereo.
Along with the sockets on the back and an IEC

pad LPs would reveal its limits, but that's neither
here nor there. Icite it only to indicate that the

three- pin AC mains input are some of the best

Ayre is not fragile, acandy-ass toy, incapable of

Consider the Ayre as this: aperfect
oasis between sub-£ 1500 British
integrateds and £3000- plus separates
speaker terminals I've encountered. Designed by

dealing with tough loads. What it loved was the

Cardas, they only accept spade connectors, but
you can tighten them up with ease, as a large,

PMC DB1+ [see p491, which Irealise only costs
£625 a pair. But believe me when Itell you it

single knob presses acrossbar down on the spade
connectors. Simple, but very effective.

sounds like a £ 2000 speaker, and did not limit

Given a price of £ 2395 and power ratings
specified as 60W/ch into 8ohms or 120W/ch into
4 ohms, the Ayre was a natural for a bunch of
speakers to hand, including LS3/5As, the PMC
DB1+ and — just about — the Sonus Faber

the Ayre's recital. Better still, the amp wasn't
shamed by the LSI'5A, which we all know is a
law unto itself. Fed by the Marantz CD- 12 CD
player and the SME/Koetsu front-end via the EAR
324 phono stage, with Transparent Reference

force of the percussiveness. It's subtle enough to
ignore, but it's there if you care to listen for it.
But in the middle, the AX- 7 is sweet and
natural, voices coming through with plenty of
warmth to suggest a human source. The sheer
quietness and transparency of the Ayre means
that you can hear every nuance, every detail, and
Ayre keeps it on the right side of ' hygienic', too.
Add to this avery wide and open soundstage, of
acceptable rather than dramatic front-to- back
depth, and you have a hard-to-fault solution for
someone who wants audiophile performance
without ludicrous cost, poor perceived value or
user- unfriendliness.
If that's not clear enough, then consider the
Ayre AX- 7 as this: a perfect oasis in-between
sub-£ 1500 British integrateds and £ 3000- plus
separates. And if the latter is more your speed,
then Ayre can help you there, too.
Ken Kessler

Supplier
Symmetry
01727 865488
www.ayre.com
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wiring, it went something like this:
The AX- 7 unabashedly amodern sclid-state

Fluid, fast yet with apresentation that ensures vocals

suggest. But the real treat was the ease with
which the Ayre drove the Wilson WATT Puppy

amplifier, utterly un valve- like in any of the usual

highly transparent yet never overly analytical. Great

areas; Hansen clearly has no time for that game,

value, though match carefully to avoid sharp treble.

System 7 to acceptable

probably believing that you should make tube

Guarneri, the latter being hungrier than its specs

levels.

It's

not a

sound sweet and natural. the Ayre manages to sound

That Cardas disc
One of the real reasons Ifound Charles

brown). You play it through your setem.

Hansen so ' simpatico' was his sheer
open-mindedness. Clearly, he's a
measurements/logic type of guy who

It makes it sound better. Ihid you lot.
I've tried this now with ahalf- dozen

wouldn't dream of designing something
without it having a basis in good
electronics practice, but he's also a
music- Ionic' audiophile.
Hansen left aCD with me, its title
being Irrational, But Efficacious! It is a
CD version of aburn- in regime created
by George Cardas, of Cardas Cable, and

people, every single one of whom left
shaken. Its benefits reminaed me cf the
Gryphon burn- in devices, and it
imparted in mere minutes afreein of
the sound that Iassociate with, oh, a
week's real-time running- in. Hansen
doesn't even attempt to explain it. He
simply accepts it with Kierkegaardian

it consists of seven tracks including

leap of faith. Me? Iuse it every day.
Ithink Symmetry is selling the disc

test tone sweeps or noises ( white, pink,

for £ 15. It's worth every penny.

www.hifinews colik
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Musical Fidelity

DAC V3

digital-to-analogue converter

MUSICAL FIDELITY

`The best DAC in the world' is how MF describes its revamped X- Series V3.
What's for sure is that when used with the company's new X10 and PSU, it
makes abuild- as-you-go CD- based system that won't break the bank
Musical Fidelity X-DAC V3
PRICE

£499

A

lthough several of Musical Fidelity's new
X- Series components share names with

their predecessors, comparisons are not

really appropriate. And it's not just the aesthetic
differences between the two series. Performance
relationships between components have also
changed. At the time of the X- Ray CD player's
release, its technical performance was broadly
similar to its contemporary standalone DAC, the
X- 24K. This time around, Musical Fidelity claims
that not only does the X-DAC v3's Burr- Brown
DSD1792 and SRC4192/3 chipset substantially
outperform the unit within the new X- Ray, but
also that it is, technically, at least the equal of
anything currently on the market.

technical performance is absolutely paramount.

dependence on the excellence or otherwise of the
upsampling algorithms [see Technology boxl.

On this basis, the fact that the X-DAC v3 outperforms the universally acclaimed Tri Vista 21

included an Arcam 7se and aCreek CD50 Mk Il.

conversion, it is Antony Michaelson's feeling that

DAC in terms of S/N ratio, total

harmonic

distortion, jitter, separation and linearity, bodes
exceptionally well for the unit's performance.
This may not be quite the whole story, as the
X-DAC follows the recent high-end trend of
offering oversampling to 192kHz. This brings a

Transport ' donors' used to assess the unit
A Musical Fidelity Tri Vista Hybrid SACD player
was used as a comparison source, while
amplification was via the Musical Fidelity kWP
pre and kW monoblocs. Speakers were either
MartinLogan Prodigy hybrid electrostatics or the
Spendor S8e. While the core of this review is the

A recurring theme was the X-DAC's
ability to extract ariveting experience
from CDs Ifound mediocre at best
software element into the equation and, at this

X-DAC V3 itself, Ialso had on hand the X-10 V3

level, programming is as much an art as a
science. So while Iwill take the stellar technical

tube buffer and the XPSU V3 power supply.
Commencing with an Arcam 7se as transport,

regularly acknowledged that it takes more than an

performance of the X-DAC V3 on faith, how it

excellent set of lab results to make a great
product. But in the case of digital-to-analogue

compares to other upsampling DACs on the

one aspect immediately caught my ear: a mono
recording of David Oistrach playing Tchaikovsky's

market would seem to have at least some

Violin Concerto showed the unit's resolution to be

While this claim is pure Musical Fidelity, the
company having always put great emphasis on
class- leading technical performance, it has also

www.hifinews.co.uk
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6 key elements to Contemporary Art

,X-616

Di'nensionslw x c/ x h,cm):65x35x29

ie SERIES

`sJ

CP-4,371
Dfmeisi,ms(w x d < h,cm):35x65x127

The Six:
• Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
• Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time phase coherency.
• High-grade mirror-imaged girlish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
• High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
• Base chamber design, to increase weight by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.

CP-6381
Dimenlions(w x d x h,cm):35x65x127

• Designed by Dr. Joseph D'Appolito
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dynamics and rhythmic surefootedness all played

The art of upsampling

their part and the result, while not quite scaling
the heights of the vinyl LP, was arevelation at the
X-DAC's price point

Upsampling is a key part of
the X-DAC v3's specification.

Perhaps unsurprisingly for a Musical Fidelity

Basically, upsampling takes the

product, soundstaging was excellent. Width was

original 44.1 kHz CD signal and

outstanding on the Stones' Sympathy For The
Devil', with images stretching way outside both

inserts

empty'

samples ( or

samples that consist of strings of
algorithms, such as Wadia's

speakers, while soundstage depth extended
comfortably beyond my rear wall. Overall, there

calculated
binary
values),
between the existing samples

aset of algorithms decide how
additional digits are organised
within the extra samples so, any

Digimaster, may sound different
from those implementations that

was an impressive sense of space with a real

to

improvement would seem to be

use generic solutions.

the St Petersburg Chamber Choir piece.
At this point, Iinserted the X-10 v3 tube buffer

provide,

typically,

a

96kHz or 192kHz signal.
While many listeners feel that

Meanwhile, the X-DAC V3

grasp of hall ambience on live recordings such as

upsampling has finally allowed

what a software programmer
thinks you should hear, based on

offers 75 ohm RCA, S/PDIF and

Red Book CD replay to come of

the behaviour of the original

Toslink optical inputs, plus RCA

[HFN Sept ' 04] into the system. Immediately, the
music flowed alittle more freely, with anoticeably

age, the actual mechanics of the

signal, rather than information

left and right audio and RCA

sweeter top end and atouch more weight in the

process appear to be something

digital

of ablack art. Upsampling is a

from the recording itself. As
such, it is likely that upsampling

software- driven process, where

implementations using propriety

180 x88.2 x208mm (whd).

As for

bass. Switching the tube buffer in and out of the

dimensions, the unit measures

system definitely made the sound of the
unaccompanied X-DAC sound a little dry and
analytical, although Ihad not felt that the unit

loop

quite exceptional. With agood stereo recording,

excellent

the illusion of the soundstage aids the separation

verisimilitude. The unique Russian low basses,
descending to G below cello C, sound positively

of distinct components of a performance. With
mono, there is no such aid, but the X-DAC
resolved each section of the orchestra with clarity
and precision. While it is amatter of debate as to
whether optimal phase behaviour can create a
'fatter' mono image, there can clearly be no
lateral element to a mono signal. However, the
sheer definition and scale of the orchestra via the
X-DAC

had me questioning that knowledge

examination

ouputs.

of

low- frequency

was at fault in this respect before Iadded the
X-10. In terms of dynamics, the tube buffer

unearthly through many systems, but the X-DAC

actually had less effect than any other set-up I
have tried it with, which is abig thumbs up for

managed to resolve aclearly recognisable human
element, picking up abreathy resonance and the

the speed and dynamics inherent in the DAC
itself. The effect of adding the XPSU was similar,

most delicate tonal shifts, even at these truly

whether added to the X-DAC on its own, or with
both the DAC and the tube buffer. While there
was aworthwhile gain in bass grip and asubtle

subterranean vocal frequencies.

A recurring theme was the ability of the X-DAC
to extract a riveting experience from CDs that I but noticeable drop in the noise floor, the most
noticeable gain was in image focus. At first I
have often found mediocre at best. A perfect
thought these improvements were subtle, as Ihad

When the violin soared Icould hear the
bow sliding across the string, the sound
independent of the note itself
against what my ears were telling me. The
resolution of micro detail was also wonderfully
illustrated: when the solo violin soared,
unaccompanied, into the higher registers, Icould

example was Fleetwood Mac's 1977 legend
Rumours. Listening to ' Go Your Own Way' on
vinyl, Mick Fleetwood's bravura drum work formed
an angry rhythmic counterpoint to Lindsey

not really noticed them as shortcomings when the
units were using their own wall-wart PSUs. But,
as is often the case, removing the XPSU left me
in no doubt that the gains were quite substantial.
The X-DAC, X-10 and XPSU offer superb value
as an incremental approach to ahigh end digital
front end. Used on its own, the X-DAC v3 outperforms the £4000 Tri Vista hybrid SACD player
(CD mode) in terms of resolution, neutrality and
agility, although

it trails in ultimate weight,

presence and musicality. Add in the X-10 and the

clearly hear the bow sliding across the string, the

Buckingham's anguished vocal. On CD, the edge

XPSU and it becomes competitive in those latter

sound completely independent of the note itself.
Retaining aRussian theme, Itried arecording

of this tension usually seems somewhat blunted.
Happily, not only did the X-DAC extract every

traits while still offering a considerable price

of the St Petersburg Chamber Choir singing

ounce of emotion from the vocal, but it also
endowed the drumming with a real physicality.

player as transport, you get a set-up that can

You could sense the point of impact and feel the
force of each and every strike. Transient speed,

£2000 to £ 4000 arena. Better yet, you can pay

Chesnokov's ' We Praise Thee'. If our familiarity
with the human voice makes it agood test for a
system's fidelity, then this track provides an

saving. For around £ 1000, plus your original CD
happily trade punches with heavyweights in the
in easy stages without entering into atenner-aweek-for-the-rest-of-your-natural-life agreement
with the notorious Help! I'm Drowning Finance. MI
Ian Harris
E
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Musical Fidelity
020 900 2866
www.musicalfidelity.com

Hi-FiNews verdict
Realistic sounding yet able to extract every ounce of
MUSICAL FIDELITY

New upmarket

emotion from discs, the X-DAC v3 is amust- listen if

casing houses

you are looking to upgrade your digital front end and

cutting- edge

plan to stay with Red Book CD. Superb value.

chipset
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Your amp is the heart of your system, but you don't have to
spend afortune to find fine sound — as this trio of wellknown names shows. We compare Cyrus 8integrated, NAD
C162 pre/C 272 power amp and Roksan Caspian M- Series
NAD C162/C 272
PRICE £400/£450

Cyrus 8
PR ICE £ 800

Roksan Caspian M Series- 1
PR ICE £ 999

I

fyour antidote to the washout of asummer that was
2004 is to spend several hundred pounds jetting
off to far-off climes in search of some late-season

sun, then maybe you should think again. Asimilar
sum invested in anew amplifier for your hi-fi will
reward you with years of musical enjoyment, and
it'll be asure way to forget those soggy summer
blues. With this in mind, HFN has rounded up
three amplifiers costing between £800 and £999

being obvious from the unusually small 215 x75 x
360mm ( whd) dimensions, and the slightly
Batman-esque looks, which it shares with both its

sound levels at the lower end of the scale, allowing
for very precise control when it comes to setting
those late night listening levels.

predecessor and the rest of the Cyrus range. At the
bottom of the fascia is a row of seven buttons.
These are for source selection, and are labelled CD,

Look around the back of the amp and you'll see
that the row of gold-plated phono sockets for the

TU (tuner), AV, AUX 1and 2, and Tape 1and 2, the

twin sets of EU approved speaker terminals
(special plugs are provided) on either side, allowing

latter allowing for dubbing between two recording
devices if required. Above the buttons on the left

source inputs and tape loops are complemented by

for easy bi-wiring of speakers when possible. Below

The Cyrus 8 impressed me more than its
predecessor. The sound had grown, and
it displayed more weight and dexterity
are the standby power switch and the sensor for the

the phono sockets is acentrally placed mains IEC

remote control; below these are buttons for Mute

socket, an on/off switch, and arather inaccessible

to see how the latest offerings from some wellknown names in the industry compare.

and Phones. Parallel with these, to the right, is the

Taking things in alphabetical order ( and,

headphone socket. To the right of this is the input

volume control, which is surrounded by a ring of
red LEDs that glow in relation to the volume

socket for the optional Cyrus PSX power supply.
The instructions are quite comprehensive, and they

setting. The volume control is unusual in its
gearing: several rotations are required to increase

six hours before serious listening commences. In

coincidentally, in ascending order of price) the first
amp to be considered is the Cyrus 8 integrated.
This is the replacement for the Cyrus 7, its lineage

32
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note that the unit should be switched on for at least
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fhree

amps
for three

figures

fact, each amplifier in this test was eventually
given afull two weeks of daily use with both CD

action, with the soloist precisely placed slightly left
and forward of the main body of sound. The

and vinyl used as sources, the latter being aProJect RPM9X turntable running through an EAR

different textures of the violin were captured

834P phono stage.
The Cyrus impressed

me

more than

its

without being smoothed into the slightly synthetic
sound that can afflict recordings of this instrument
when replayed through lesser amplification.

predecessor, the Cyrus 7, which Ireviewed a

Iused a set of Jamo Concert 11 speakers

couple of years ago. Ifelt the sound had grown a

throughout this review, which are not always the

little and that it displayed more weight and greater
dexterity. Morcheeba's second LP, Big Calm
[ZEN017 LP] showed off the amp's timing and
imaging capabilities, the velvety tones of the lead
vocal being captured successfully without being
sweetened up in any way. The easy roll of the bass
guitar and drums was transmitted in a very
engaging, if slightly dispassionate way, but it still
got the feet moving and made the music involving
enough that late night listening sessions tended to
run well into the small hours.
Feeding more complex sounds into the system
from Yehudi Menuhin's early ' 60s recording of the
Mendelssohn and Bruch Violin Concertos [ HMV
records ASD3341 resulted in asatisfyingly detailed
sonic picture of the Philharmonia Orchestra in

www.hifinews.co.uk
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We wrote Fem.
Meridian began with analogue stereo,
and we know it inside out.
Audition this stereo system from our new G Series range,
for example. GO8 upsampling CD player, GO2 balanced
analogue preamplifier, and G56 stereo power amp.
Put them together with loudspeakers of your choice, and you'll be
listening to one of the most accurate, impressive systems around.
Today, Meridian's CD players are more popular than ever. Listen
to the new G Series and you'll hear why. For more details, contact
your authorised dealer or installer, or visit us on the web.
Superb stereo from Meridian. Are you listening?

BCDCDTHROYIE) STU/\RT

/MERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Limited
Latham Road, Beaufort Park
Huntingdon
Cambridgeshire PE29 6YE
United Kingdom
wwvv.meridian-audio.com
info@meridian-audio.com
T + 44 ( 0)1480 445678
F + 44 ( 0)1480 445686
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neat row of phono sockets for the line inputs and

Technology

tape loops. After these come a pair of phono

The Cyrus 8is an advance on the previous 7model,

be kept at an ideal proportion, to eliminate current

sockets for the Preout, the second pair having a

with the design brief being an increase in power to

limiting distortion. This causes power output figures to

range of — 12dB to OdB controlled by the adjacent

70W, along with greater current delivery ( Cyrus has
'effectively doubled the peak current capability and

be the same with 8or 4 ohm loads, where agood
traditional amp would double

halved

knob labelled Volume. Beyond this are sockets for
the NADLink and 12V trigger, which allow
—"wars;
for single handset control over an entire

300VA

power as load impedance halves.

transformer. Active and passive components are said to

The latest Caspian Integrated

be selected without budgetry compromise through

boasts 20% more power (from

exhaustive listening tests. The PSX-R optional upgrade
PSU can now be added without internal reconfiguration,

70W to 85W, 8ohm, 120W into 4
ohm), with new output devices
used. Ventialtion has been

output

impedance',

now

using

with its power directly solely to the pre-amp section.
The NAD C 272 includes what the company dubs

improved to allow longer dining

•

NAD system. A captive mains lead sits in
solitary splendour at the right hand side of
the casework.
The partnering NAD C 272 power
amplifier is alarge and purposeful- looking
beast. The fascia design is minimalist,

PowerDrive technology. Circuitry senses loudspeaker

before thermal cutouts will trip.

having a power switch in the top left

impedance and adjusts power supply settings to suit.

Volume knob position is indicated

The relationship between voltage and current is said to

with an LED marker.

corner accompanied by a discreet little
LED that changes colour from power
(green) to stand-by (amber) and protection

most amplifier-friendly units. The Cyrus seemed to
have little trouble in making them come to life. The
advertised 70 watt per channel of power output
had enough drive to get the cones moving at fairly
high volumes in a seemingly uncompressed
manner, and while Idoubt that Icame that close
to the full range of concert hall dynamics with this
combination, it was enough in the domestic

is still instantly recognisable as being from the
same manufacturer.

(red). More LEDs signal the usage of the 12V
trigger, Sense ( Sleep/Wake modes set by controls

The C 162 is the only unit of this trio to have an

on the back panel), Soft Clipping and Bridge mode.

on- board phono stage, and it's switchable in order
to cater for moving-coil as well as moving- magnet
cartridges. There are also two tape loops and inputs

In this latter state a power output of 300W is
claimed by the manufacturer in comparison to the

for CD, Video, Tuner and Auxiliary, so most
purchasers should find their needs catered for.

The NAD's motorised volume control is
capable of fine degrees of adjustment,
even with the remote handset

normal stereo power rating of 150W/ch.
From left to right the back panel features a
switch to select whether Sleep mode is
automatically selected after five minutes of no
signal being received by the input circuitry, plus
fixed and

variable gain

input sockets with

appropriate selector switches and a gain knob.
Beyond these are two sets of generously-sized
speaker sockets and switches for Bridge mode, the
12V trigger and, that saviour of so many hi-fi
systems at parties, the Soft Clipping switch. Once

environment to be acceptable and very enjoyable.
Moving up the price range by £ 50 brings the

These inputs are selected by arow of buttons on

flicked this adjusts the amplifier's power to,

the left of the fascia and are partnered by treble,

hopefully, non-speaker- melting power levels.

new NAD C 162 pre-amp and its matching C 272

bass and balance controls ( and adefeat button for
the purists) with abig volume control knob on the

As already mentioned, this pre-amp has an onboard phono stage, so for part of this review the

units, the pre-amp measuring 435 x80 x285mm
(whd) and weighing 4.8kg, and the power amp
tipping the scales at 11.2kg with dimensions of

right. Behind this knob lurks an Alps Blue Velvet

EAR 834P was dispensed with and the m-csection
of the amp given awork-out. Although not in the

435 x 132 x350 (whd). While the switches and
buttons seem to have lost the chunkiness that

the remote handset.
The back panel features relevant sockets and an

characterised older NAD products, the equipment

earth for the switchable phono stage, and then a

power amp into the equation. These are full-size

motorised volume control that proved capable of
fine degrees of adjustment, even when operated by

,:7"
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same class as afreestanding unit, the phono stage
proved to be very acceptable, giving good imaging
and the sensation of awell-extended and defined
bandwidth. Ihave previously described the NAD

The styling might range from 1970s to
1980s and 1990s, but these three
amplifiers are all fine modern performers
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What's so

about this speaker?

Designed by TacT to work with room correction and digital amplifiers. Each
speaker is created with very high quality drive units and no passive crossover.
The rule book for builcing speakers is chucked away as the room correction
system allows us to implement designs that are othe -wise impossible.
The results are lower distortion, improved transient response, a more iiinear
phase response and greater dynamics. A rather special technical build.

e-pg
How does it sound?
Very special...
tel 3870 F. 100 100
www.tactaudio.co.uk

Model shown £ 4 000
Road tax and metallic paint extra

HELICON
Brilliant Danish design and breath- taking
sound. These superlatives describe the
stunning new Helicon series by DAL'.
Daring curves with high gloss, real wooC
veneers render these speakers a * must
have

foi those seeking the ultimate in

aesthetic.. and sound

DALI's unique high frequency tweetee
nodule, with ribbon tweeter and us
tom enclosure, ensure that enthusiasts
receive more — much more — than exquisite
aesthetic. Music has never sparkled hke
this' Hehcor enchants the listener and
pays tribute so the creators of music.

Visit your local dealer and prepare far a
Istening session you'll never forget

1-toec H.0.0 L4i by DAu

• Helicon - New Dale, ribbon and soft dome wide dispersion tweeter module - Wood and paper
fibre composite corves - Multi Layer MDF technology cabinets - Resonance dispersing cabinets walls - Gold
plated multi function terminals - Absolute zero mechanical grounded base with integrated adjustable
spikes - And a lot

more groundbreaking new technology.

MALI
'A'

Audio Sales & Marketing

01977 798844

www.a-autioscatutions.co.uk
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Clockwise from below: the
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compact Cyrus Electronics 8
Integrated amplfier, complete with
BFA loudspeaker connectors and

Zr"

1/4in headphone socket on rear
panel; Roksan Caspian M Series-

ce

1integrated amplifier, now with

'

more power and improved
cooling; NAD C272 power
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and in fairly primary colours, and Ifelt that this
unit followed in the family tradition. What it does

that advises source selection and mode status.
The back layout contains the usual rows of
source, tape loop and pre-out sockets, followed by

positioning of images. Icould have wished for
greater depth in the soundstage, but for the price I

well, it does very well; feed it with rock music and

asingle set of speaker terminals, and the mains

the effect is pleasantly musical with quite good
timing. The Menuhin proved a disappointment,

IEC socket is situated on the right, alongside a
mains power switch.

Given the similar standards of sonic presentation
from the Roksan and Cyrus products, the Cyrus

sound as painting sonic images with abroad brush

felt the performance on offer was very good.

wins in the value-for-money stakes. However, for an
extra £200 the Roksan has acertain little sparkle,

however, as Ifelt that alot of the filigree detail that

The power output of the Roksan is claimed to be

characterises such music and performance was

85W/ch into 8 ohm, and Icertainly had no cause

more passion in its performance — enough, to these

!ost in the general assembly of the sound. Wiring
the EAR phono stage directly to the C272 (taking

to doubt this when the Jamo's responded with a

ears, to make it worth the extra money. The NAD
had fairly well controlled power aplenty, but didn't

advantage of the EAR's on-board level control)
showed this to be a somewhat looser-timbed

vocalist seemed to have alittle more of asmile on
her face as she sang compared to how she sounded

surprising amount of joie de vivre. Morcheeba's

present the level of tonal colour and background
information that flowed from the other two.
Tony Bolton

The Roksan's sound was from asimilar
school to the Cyrus, but alittle warmer,
with aslightly different take on texture
performer than the pre-amp, but it still had asolid
feel to it, rather like aheavyweight boxer, compared
to the bantam-weight speed and dexterity offered
by the Cyrus 8.

through the preceding Caspian model. Iwould
describe the differences as an increase in depth
and texture; not vast differences, but enough to be

Suppliers
NAD: Lenbrook UK
01908 319360
www.nadelectronics.corn
Cyrus Audio Ltd
01480 435577
www.cyrus.co.uk

noticeable and to give an extra degree of

The most expensive of this trio is the Roksan
Caspian M Series- 1amplifier, clad in the recently

satisfaction to the listener. Within the confines of

Roksan: Henley Designs

this group review, the sound was from a similar

01235 511166

fashionable silver finish, with afascia sporting just

school to the Cyrus, but a little warmer, with a

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

two knobs. The one on the left is for the selection
of the five line- level inputs, while the right hand

slightly different take on texture. Iearlier described

one is fo ,volume. To the right and left respectively

velvety, and the varying effects of light falling at

of these knobs are two buttons: the left one,
labelled Mode, operates either a mute or —20dB

differing angles upon velvet hopefully provides the
difference in presentation between the Cyrus and

cut to the volume; the other button selects the tape

the Roksan. Ienjoyed its musicality and excellent

loop. In the middle of this is an elliptical display

ability to convey rhythm, along with its precise

www.hifinews.co.uk

the voice of Morcheeba's Sky Edwards as being

Hi-FiNews verdict
Though the NAD lacks atouch of finesse, it's asolid
performer. The Cyrus presents itself well, with good
weight and detail, but for a little extra outlay the
sleek Roksan offers added depth, warmth and texture.
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Moore Medio
PRICE

£1999

C

onvergence is happening, we are often
being reminded, between the hi-fi and

audio-visual
world,
and
personal
compwing. The home PC can already play music
and video as well as operate as an internet

Microsoft Windows XP Home. High-specification
graphics and soundcards are included, providing

Soundserver, a PC with computer motherboard,
soundcard and ancillaries, dressed up in acase to

multichanrel audio outputs, plus DVI, S-video

resemble a CD player. This ran on a Linux
operating system, and while the product was
stable and relatively easy to use, i': was blighted

and VGA video. It can be used in conjunction with
either aplasma, LCD screen or projector, or with
aTV or computer monitor. Overal: control is via a
wireless computer keyboard and mouse. A hand-

by mediocre quality sound and noisy fans and
hard drives. The latter issue has beer addressed

held remote is also available for basic control.
The key software program for the Medio PC is a

from large assemblies of aluminium — making the

in the Medio PC, as it uses astudy case hewn

gateway, games machine and business tool, but

combined CD jukebox, DVD player and television

Medio resemble a hulking American power

few people use one for all of their film, television
and music needs. Despite the relatively low price
of aPC, compared to specialist hi-fi, this route is

viewing program called Showshifter, designed by
Scottish- based software company Home Media

amplifier — and employs high-quality fans,

Networks. This provides acommon interface for

cooling the hot- running processor and power

designed for quiet but efficient operation when

rarely expJored — and probably for good reason.
To enjoy music and films at home, asystem —
whether based on traditional
consumer
electronics or acomputer — needs to fulfil at least
three important criteria. It must have sufficient
quality of Performance to satisfy the user: it must
be reliable enough that you do not lose valuable
entertainment time through system failure; and it
must be easy to operate. Traditional PC systems,
at least :hose based on the ubiquitous Microsoft

Key software program for the Medio PC
is acombined jukebox, DVD player and
TV viewing program called Showshifter
such tasks as the selection of tracks on aCD or

supply. The hard-drives are entirely coo:ed by

finding aTV marine' to watch or record, and also
allows JPEG picture browsing and listening to

conduction,

essential needs; these issues will be explored in
more detail later.

compressed audio tracks. As the multimedia

passively-cooled with the aid of an

interface for the Medio, this software's stability

heatsink. Inside the PC's case, foam pads help

The Moore Medio PC is anew solution to the

Windows platform, have failed to meet these

mounted

internally to the two

external heatsinks, while the ATI graphics card is
internal

and ease-of- use is pivotal to the success of the

reduce noise. In use, the Medio PC squiet, but

challenge of combining aCD player, DVD player,

Medio PC as aconsumer product.

not silent. When sat within afew metres, the whirr

TV, and home PC in one box. At heart it is an IBM-

The nearest equivalent to the Medio package
reviewed so far in HFN was the original lmerge

of fans is audible, although it is less than you'd
find from amodern ' quiet' video projector.

type PC with Intel Pentium 4 processor, running
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When hi-fi and AV meet the
home PC — is this atrue
convergence product?

The optical drive is acombined CD-R/RW and

Inside: the Medio PC is ahigh- spec Wintel box

DVD±R/RW unit, with a trial version of Nero

—Windows XP software running on Intel P4

Burning

software

included.

To

watch

TV

broadcasts, two options are offered — either a Showshifter also has trouble selecting aparticular
DVB-T tuner card for Freeview digital TV, or a audio track from a DVD film, and useful
information like the file format and datarate of
more traditional analogue TV card. Either version
just needs arooftop aerial to be connected to a recorded music are not readily available. When
standard coaxial UHF socket on the back.
As an item of hardware, the Medio PC is
impressively built. It has a solid, heavyweight
feel, accentuated by stylish heatsink fins on

recording music, Microsoft's WMA codec or MP3
are offered, while video can only be crunched
down with Windows Media or DivX codees.

either side. The radio wireless keyboard is more

Picture quality is very good indeed when
watching DVDs or off-air digital TV, even using the

cramped than aregular keyboard and the mouse

built-in S-video output to aCRT TV, and this is

is heavier than a normal wired type, but both

improved further with a VGA connection to a

items do the job. Having a PC keyboard on the

plasma or projector. Unfortunately Ididn't have

sofa, however, means you must be careful how

the opportunity to try the DVI output, but this

you handle it, as it is easy to inadvertently press

should be the best connection method if adisplay

random keys, with unexpected results.

device supports this digital video output. A scan

pause live broadcasts, which forces the MPEG

In use, the Showshifter program provides a converter from Vine was loaned with the unit, but
colourfut purple graphical interface to navigate this seemed to induce dropped frames, so the

transport stream to be recorded to hard disk,
allowing you to restart viewing later from the point

around different functions. When

graphics card's S-vidêo was used instead.

it was paused. Data-rates of off-air digital TV vary,

inserted, there is the option to rip the disc to hard
drive, with track naming provided by the Compact

a CD is

Several bugs emerged when using Showshifter,
such as audio glitches (fraction of asecond drop-

but with the capacious storage included there is

Disc Data Base (
aka Gracenote), provided an

outs, remedied by restarting Showshifter, or

Unlike the Elgato EyeTV 400 unit [
HFN June

internet connection is active. Net connections

sometimes only by rebooting the PC1, as well as

can be made with abasic broadband USB modem

occasional random program crashes. It is not

2004], it's not possible to rewind to apoint before
the initial pause was made, and, like other

given away by ISPs, an ethernet network card, or

especially intuitive to use, and the built-in help
system, viewed in HTNL from a web browser,

computer-based DVB-T solutions I've seen, users
cannot receive any pay-TV channels that require

802.11 wireless card. If music tracks are named
manually by typing in data, there is no option to
correct spelling mistakes once the disc is ripped.

www. hifinews.co. uk

leaves something to be desired.
When watching digital TV, it is possible to

at least 100 hours of recording time available.

subscription. There is sadly no video editing
capability in Showshifter, for example to remove
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Ultimate performance
o
r your system

CC '[ he best musical

results of any
turntable I've ever heard,
regardless of price.
Since I've been listening to turntables

When it comes to Origin Live analogue products -

The experts agree
Voted by the public "best sound at the show award"
VIENNA SHOW
"You will not be prepared for the difference"
Most wanted component of 2004 award

HI Fl NEWS

STEREO TIMES

professionally for 32 years and am aware
of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, I

"This is one of the truly special products I've reviewed in the

hesitate somewhat to make this statement.

past 18 years"

STEREOPHILE (editor)

Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/
Aurora Gold is in aclass by itself. It sets anew
reference.

"sets a new reference"
"best buy"

TNT AUDIO

STEREO TIMES on the Aurora gold turntable

WHAT

& illustrious tonearm

*****

SOUND AND VISION

L.Youp test
winner

"Awsome sound"

MAJOR DEALERS
tel: 020 77247224
tel:
01530 414128
Leicestershire - Zouch Audio
tel:
07710 228 144
Birmingham - DCS
tel:
01904 629659
York - Vickers HiFi
London - Walrus Systems

For full information and list of dealers see web
site or phone

HI-FI WORLD

BOUND FOR SOUND

TONEARMS

TURNTABLES

Conqueror £2500

Sovereign £3850

Illustrious £ 1570

Resolution £ 1970

Encounter £970

Aurora Gold £ 1470

Silver £599

Aurora £997

[ OL1 £ 124 to £444

Tel: + 44 ( 0)23 80572663
E-mail: originlive@originlive.com

www.originlive.com

LIVE
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help reduce unwanted network intrusions. The
Medio PC also comes with one year of free 24hour telephone support, courtesy of an
outsourced support specialist.

But even with

these safeguards, auser must deal with the daily
problems of running a Windows computer — in
particular security compromises in the operating
system which allow someone to take control of the
computer, delete files or use the PC as aspam
relay. Plus there is the routine of scanning for
spyware, malware and other nasties that find their
way into Windows computers.
In short, this PC product would be of interest to
an experienced Microsoft Windows user, resigned
to the constant battle with an unreliable and
unpredictable operating system. The design and
construction of the hardware really is first-class,
and the components specified within are up to
the job ( and adual-processor architecture, said to
High- quality cooling fans means this PC isn't as

TV), and to overcome Showshifter's problems in

be available soon, would help ensure that the

noisy as most computers

playing and recording at the same time.

system is less stressed by processor- intensive

For multichannel audio connections you are

tasks, like video recompression).

information on current broadcast programmes you

required to use several 3.5mm stereo jack plugs
on the computer sourdcard. A digital audio

But if you are not prepared to put up with
maintaining aWindows PC in your free time, or

must connect to the internet and download the
data, rather than use off- air teletext-style

output is on aseparate 3.5mm minijack. Digital
purists may worry about impedance mismatches

you just want an entertainment centre with the
reliability of anormal TV, CD or DVD player, then

information

when trying to convert their optimised 75 ohm

this is far from being the convergence' product to
make your life better. No-one wants to come home

annoying

TV

adverts.

as

you

Also,

can

to

with

get

the

off- air

original

Final reservations on the worth of this
product rest on the merit of basing an
entertainment centre on aWindows PC
Hauppage software designed for its DVB-T card. It
is possible to I.sten to and record Freeview's
limited digital radio service, taking advantage of
the better-than- DAB quality here.
A bigger problem was found when trying to
transfer archived digital TV footage to DVD.
Despite the fact that both digital TV and DVD use

to watch TV or listen to music and have to reboot
a frozen computer, or endure cryptic Windows
error messages from crashing programs just when
you want to put your feet up and enjoy a film.
There
may
be
reliable
computer- based
convergence products on the horizon, but Ifeel it

leads with a jack-tophono adaptor, but with an

would be folly to expect atrustworthy solution to
be built around software from Microsoft Corp.

Arcam AV8 processor it worked satisfactorily.

Andrew Harrison

Overall audio performance was good for a
computer- based product, and certainly up to the

Supplier

task for less crit.cal television and DVD film use,

Studio 82

and video performance was first-class thanks to

01582 764246
www.mooremedio.com

the MPEG2 file format, it was not possible to burn

the top-spec video card installed, giving very fluid
video rendering. But final reservations on the

a DVD directly as the Showshifter program

worth of this product rest on the more practical

converts MPEG into a proprietary . SSF' format,
which cannot then be used like MPEG2, eg, to

question of the merit in basing an entertainment
centre on aWindows PC, with all the frustrations

Home multimedia centre offers DVD, digital TV, radio,

make a DVD. This is ostensibly to counter

and headaches that will ensue.

blighted by small flaws in key Showshifter program

Microsoft's NTFS file system, which is unable to

Freeware AVG anti-virus software is included,

hancle files larger than 2GB ( or about one hour of

as well as atrial version of Norton Systemworks to

FIFFINews verdict
CD and MP3 playback in one stylish, sturdy box but is
and major flaws in its Windows XP foundation.

Inside the Moore Medio
The 12kg, 435 x165 x355mm ( whd)
Medio PC contains an Intel Pentium 4
processor on an Asus P4 motherboard,
Intel i865 chipset, with 512MB of RAM.
This is clocked at 2.8GHz, with a
800MHz frontside bus and 512kB L2
cache. The processor is cooled by a
Zalman CPU fan, and the SMPS has a

high-spec gra3hics processor is an All
Radeon Sapphire 9600XT Ultimate with
128MB DDR RAM. Soundcard is an OEM
version of Creative Labs Audigy 2,
whict, can decode compressed 5.1
Dolby Digital 2nd DTS sound. An S/PDIF
output is provided for 2ch PCM or
multichannel bitstteams from DVD

Coolermaster. The 160GB hard drives —
one aWindows C:/ drive with operating

video. For TV, there's either aHauppage

system and programs, the other an El/
drive for storing added digital media —

TV).

are Samsung Spinpoint Serial ATA,

channels around 49MHz, and 16- bit

mounted to each side's heatsink. The

encryption helps keep data safe.

www.hifinews.co.uk

PVR 350 ( analogue) or PVR 500 ( digital
The

keyboard/mouse

Gyration
works

wireless
on

four
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but there was an obvious physical weakness in

standby. The new model substitutes afluorescent

forming agroove so near the wooden part's rear
top edge to accommodate the lip of the sliding

display for the LEDs and legends, and this shows
both the input name and a numerical indication

ack in the April 2000 issue Ienthused
over a pre/power combo from the then

cover. Andrews has revised this so that the metal
now surrounds the wood. It's still very striking,

of volume ( 1-99). It now recalls the last used
input from standby and the volume always returns

new Scottish- based company Samuel

but no longer, Ithink, quite awork of art. The
originals were available in a variety of finishes,

to ' 10', the output muted until it has settled.
Gain is effected by a motorised ALPS

was not as successful as this excellent kit

but RA has sensibly reduced the choice to just

potentiometer as before.

warranted and it is no longer marketed here, but
the good news is that the evergreen Russ Andrews

chrome/cherry or graphite/black.

has acquired the amplifiers for his own portfolio.

address three of the few criticisms Imade back in

Norman Johnson's design went to extraordinary
lengths over the power supply, employing no fewer

But this is no simple transfer: Si is making the

April 2000 — the lack of any visual indication of

than six mains transformers to feed independent

Russ Andrews SJAVSJA2
PRICE

£2750 £.:2500

B

Johnson Audio. Regrettably, take-up in the UK

amplifiers for Andrews, but to his specification. I
would have thought it difficult to better the
originals, but RA has rethought much fine detail
to produce designs which, in conjunction with
floorstanding loudspeakers called Quave LS1,
now form his Signature' system.
So what has changed? Well for a start the

Inside, the changes are little short of radical.

Major ergonomic changes to the pre-amp

With awide range of material Iwas
convinced of the amps' control and
presence, the rightness of the sound

fascia is modified. SJ's eiegant panel comprised
an unlikely man iage of curved wooden and metal

volume setting, the way the LED input indicators

sections

failed to line up with the display window legends

audio circuitry. Signal integrity depends on factors

presented a major challenge in manufacture. It

when viewed at an angle,

such as stability in line voltage,

looked stunning, like nothing else in the market,

insistence on reverting to its CD input from

42

whose

complex
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form

must

Hi-FiNews

have

and

the unit's

supplies for the logic, switching, display and
near-zero

crosstalk between channels and on the lowest
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Russ Andrews

Signature
SiAl/SJA2

pre/power amplifiers
These amps are not short on pedigree: they're
revamps of designs by Samuel Johnson Audio, but
with some radical changes inside

circuit for the rear- panel- mounted 6.35mm
headphones socket — good to see this retained.
There are six line- level inputs and the tape record
signal is duplicated for convenience. Inputs 1-3
have 500mV sensitivity while 4-6 are at 360mV,
giving useful options in matching output levels
from modern and older front-end components.
Input 1has an additional ( alternative) socket pair
at 1V sensitivity, apparently to suit HOOD players.
Since Kimber Kable forms the core, so to
speak, of RA's high profile cables and
interconnects business, it is no surprise to find it
used for the small amount of internal point-topoint wiring or indeed to see Kimber Kaps as the
only remaining signal coupling capacitors. The
cabinet sits on three of RA's oak cone feet and is
supplied with its 0.5m Crystal-Cu interconnects
and 0.9m Classic PowerKord mains lead. A plain,
33- button handset is substituted for the cute
four- button egg-shaped milled aluminium one
that Si provided. With the pre-amp this offers
input selection, volume control, mute and display
brightness ( four levels).
Mods to the power amplifier are less extensive,
confined, so far as Ican see, to the revised fascia,
bypassing of the front panel switch (which
confusingly remains in place as asupport for its
RA logo-engraved button), the internal wiring, the
omission of SJ's EMC mains filter and
the substitution of different toroidal mains
transformers. To recap, this design provides up to
50 watts per channel into 8ohms, with agenuine
doubling of its ability into 4ohms. Gain is 32dB
and the circuit is polarity ( phase) inverting.
As before, the transformers feed supplies
based

upon

four

10,000pF

BHC

Aerovox

reservoir capacitors per channel, this physical
independence reinforced by the use of two
identical PCBs and their attendant heatsinks
which run the full depth each side of the cabinet.
Inputs are on phonos ( gold-plated this time) and
the outputs on 4mm socket/binding posts.
It's four years since Iheard the original Si
combination so Ican't possibly tell if this new
version sounds better as claimed. What Ican say
is that it performs beautifully. Iused it between
possible noise floor. Andrews adopts an empirical
approach and after much experiment settled on a

listen and record options: with this new version it

the Meridian GO8 CD player and Quad ESL- 63s

is not possible to audition one source while

(and for awhile the marvellous little AVI Neutrons

switched mode supply for the audio circuits, one

recording another. Thus only six of the original 12

Ills) and was left in no doubt of the purity of

per channel. He chose a modular, open frame
unit from XPiQ — one of its SDS60 series. Control

encapsulated signal switching relays are required.

sound, it's open nature and control.

Input circuitry is also radically simpler, with wire

Turning first to acurrent favourite, the chamber

logic

more

links where previously there were high quality

version of John Rutter's Requiem from Clare

conventional supplies designed by Johnson.
&I's audio board is substantially modified too,
the component count much reduced. This has

buffer ICs and their associated components.
The board- mounted phono socket array is now
nickel- rather than gold-plated, the main output

College Choir, Cambridge [ Naxos 8.5571301. I
was struck by the immediacy of the voices. This is
a very fine recording which will sound well on

been achieved partly by abandoning the separate

copied to three pairs, with a separate amplifier

most decent kit, but heard through asystem as

and

display

still

www.hifinews.co.uk

rely

on

the
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See it.
Hear it.
Feel it.
For the
first time.

The Chord
SPM14000.
Ultimate mono
power amplifier.

W

ejust can't help ourselves.
Not one, not two, but three

new product launches ail at one show!
Come and experience them for yourself,

and see our full range of exquisite
hand-made audio products at the
HiFi Show gc AV Expo, September
24th - 26th, Concorde Suite,
Renaissance Hotel. Alternatively,
please contact us on 01622 721444,
email sales@chordelectronics.co.uk,
or visit www.chordelectronics.co.uk
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SPM 14000 ULTIMATI MONO POWER AMPLIFIER
CPA 3400 STEREO PRE AMPLIFIER
SPM 2400 FIVE-CFIANNEL POWER AMPLIFIER
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Chord Electronics Limited
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Isuppose this doesn't really matter) and the way
the pre-amp slides about on the Russ Andrews
wooden coned feet.
With mentors in John Crabbe and Geoffrey
Horn and ahero in the late Peter Walker, Ihave
to ask how it is that 0.9m of fancy mains lead
(six lengths of Kimber, braided, plus an earth
wire) can possibly affect the sound, plugged into
aring main comprising many metres of standard
13-amp copper cable — not to mention what
precedes it back to the local distribution box and
beyond. I also fail to comprehend how
unbalanced interconnects wired identically to
phono plugs at each end, can be directional with
an AC signal. The current in the ' hot' lead flows
to and fro, so if it was able to favour the ' to' it
would necessarily compromise the 'fro'. Ican't
hear the difference between 5m of RA's KimberThere's no shortage of outputs ( note the headphone socket) and inputs are at varying sensitivities

based interconnects and my own, made up a
decade ago from high quality coaxial Ethernet

transparent as this, it makes an altogether special

very well recorded, dynamically demanding oisc

impact. Soprano Elin Manahan Thomas's lovely

with much transient edge and with forward- driven
bass lines. Lesser power amps can seem sluggish,

cable that I happened to have left after a
computer network installation. You may be more
perceptive. Price aside, I've no quibble with these

softening the tempo subjectively, but the RA

products — Ijust don't see aneed for them.

power amp is on top of every demand, snapping
with the strings, enveloping with SJM's deep,
velvety vocals. This really is extremely good.

credibility in a single paragraph, Ishall end by

singing in the solos is conveyed with such detail,
such definition that you feel you are literally in
the Douai Abbey, Berkshire in front of her.
Also from Naxos and ir similar vein (and with
the same recording team) is tie new disc of
sacred choral music by Elgar from St John's

Working my way through awide range of material

Soprano Elin Manahan Thomas's singing
is conveyed with such detail you feel
you are literally in front of her

Having dissipated

saying that with or without its Kimber adjuncts
the SJA1/SJA2 is one of the finest sounding
amplifier combinations

lremained convinced of the control and presence

Supplier
Russ Andrews

sound. The 50 watts per channel rating may seem
modest but far more important is instantaneous

0845 345 1550

and entirely complemented by, the acoustic of the
St John's Chapel. The RA combination conveys

current and the SJ/RA design can clearly delver

this magnificently, with remarkable stability — as
smooth as anything I've neard and without any

that in abundance. Not once did fsuspect that

rather tiresome resetting of the volume setting to

responsive. Another favourite is Sarah Jane

ahushed level each time the pre-amp is powered

Morris's Blue Valentine [
Jazzhouse JHCD 038], a

up ( but as the advice is to leave it on all the time

It

is

Ivor Humphrey

on offer here, the essential rightness of the

The ' pace' too is hrghly rhythmic, tight,

used.

vicinity that I'd advocate in its place.

[8.557288]. Again we are treated to an altogether
tangible canvas, with voices and organ occupying,

sibilant emphasis despite its wide open top end.

I have

expensive — over half as much again as the SJ four
years ago — but it's difficult to equate sound and
the pound. Certainly I've heard little which
performs as well as this, and nothing in its price

College, Cambridge under Christopher Robinson

the program was pushing it towards the limit.
My only niggles with these products are the

my residual audiophile

www.russandrews.corn

Hi-FiNews verdict
Expensive, certainly, but the pace, power and grip on
offer here, allied to asound that's essentially 'right',
makes the Signature combination amust audition.
Detail and definition are up there with the best.

Signature stats and facts
These are solid-state pre/power amps

output is 50 watts per channel into

based on original designs from Samuel

8ohms, with agenuine doubling into 4

Johnson Audio, but with revised power

ohms. As with the pre- amp, mains input

supplies fitted and extensive fine tuning

is via an IEC three- pin socket. The
same interconnect, mains lead and oak

undertaken throughout.
To the rear, the Signature pre- amp
offers six line- level inputs - at 360mV,
500mV and IV sensitivity - two tape
loops, three line outputs and a
headphone output. Inside, independent
switched mode power supplies are
used for each channel.
The power amp is a dual- mono
design employing separate high current
toroidal mains transformers. Power

hifinews

cone feet adjuncts are supplied, as with
the pre- amp.
The pre- amp measures 360 x 100
360mm ( whd) and the power amp 360
x 100 x 315 (whd) and both units
are available in a choice of fascia
options: cherry/chrome ( as supplied for
this test) and black/graphite. Both units
feature Kimber internal cabling and
Kimber capacitors.

• .)
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Consonance

2.2CD player
consoPance
Reference CI) 22

Fresh from the Far East comes an affordable CD player that aims to win your
heart as much as your head with asound that's rich, liquid and analogue- like
Consonance 2.2

Another unusual design feature can be found

reference CD players. Townshend IsoIda DCT-300

under the lid where a Sovtek 6H30 dual triode
valve is employed in the output stage. The 6H30

interconnect and Is°Ida DCT speaker cables were
employed in the pre/power system while Signature

here are certain countries synonymous
with high- end audio, with the US, Canada,

was originally designed for the Russian military
and was unheard of until BAT in the USA began

interconnects with Odyssey 4speaker cables were
used with the integrated amps. All equipment was

UK and France immediately coming to
mind. Over the last 18 months, anew player has

using these valves in its pre- and power amps.
The 6H30 is used here after the Analog Devices

supported on RDC Aspekt racks with

PRICE

£1295

T

power

provided by an Isotek Substation and Qube.

entered the field — China — and now anew name

SSM 2141 balanced line driver I/C, driving the

Initially this player sounded dry, lacked stereo

from that country is vying for attention. That
brand is Consonance.

single-ended outputs only. The balanced outputs
are driven directly by the op-amps, giving the user

Like the Shanling CD- T100 [
HFN Jan 2003]
and Inca Design Katana, the 2.2 CD player boasts

the choice of avalve single-ended output or solid
state balanced output.

image focus and high frequencies sounded shut
in. But after an extended run-in period the sound
opened up and the soundstage developed fully.
Once run in fully the player impressed with its

excellent build quality, from the exquisite wooden

The Consonance 2.2 was used with a Krell

rich and liquid sound. While the 6H30 in the

detailing on top of the U-shaped lid to the solid

KRC-3 and Trilogy 902 pre-amp, Bryston 3B-SST

single-ended output stage had an undeniable

lOmm-thick aluminium front panel and quality

and 14B- SST power amps, with Musical Fidelity

effect of contouring the sound, even the solid

chrome plating of the two front panel controls.
The player is acentre- loading design, with the
display directly below the loading tray. Though the
controls appear to be rotary ones the left control
actually pivots up and down to turn the power
on/off and open the loading tray, while the right
control pivots on the vertical axis for play/stop and

Timing is very special. The player can
denote the interplay between musicians
in away many machines miss

the horizontal for next/repeat.
The back panel features an IEC power input, a

A308 and X-80 integrated amplifiers also being

state balanced output exhibited a fullness that

pair of quality RCA outputs, an S/PDIF digital

pressed into service. Martin Logan SL-3, ART

output, and apair of balanced outputs — unusual

Loudspeakers Skibo, Rocket RSC-750 and PMC

was unexpected given the modest price of this
player, the sound being more in keeping with that

at this price point, with only the Inca Design
players joining the Consonance in offering

GB- 1speakers were used with Musical Fidelity's
Tri Vista 21 DAC, while the Musical Fidelity X- Ray

heard from Wadia players. With Dido's Life For
Rent [
BMG 82876557422] — an Australian copy-

balanced outputs at under £ 1500.

V3 and Inca Design Katana SE were used as

protection- less disc CD that captures Dido's voice
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Auditions
CD player

Sovtek selling point
The Consonance uses the Philips
VAM 1202 transport, as seen in the
Katana and the Musical Fidelity
X- Ray V3 CD players, with the
Cirrus
192kHz

Logic

CS4396

24- bit

psampling DAC. The CS

4396 is a multi- bit Delta Sigma
modulation DAC that then feeds a
pair of Burr- Brown OPA 2604
op- amps. On the single- ended
outputs this feeds the 6H30 valve
output, while the balanced outputs

valve in the single- ended output

military applications during the

are connected to an SSM 2141

stage. The 6H30 is an ex- military,

Cold War. this tube made its way to

differential output I/C. The big

very high trapsconductanc€ dual-

China where it has been adopted

selling point of the Consonance

triode tube. Originally designed

for use in the Consonance player's

2.2 is the use of the Sovtek 6H30

specifically for use in Russian

single- ended output stage.

°A0e/7

Chrome- plated knobs pivot up and down
its presentation. This gives bass gu tar a body
that'll be welcomed by users of smaller speakers,
but the sound was alittle too full and weighty to
be convincing when .... eard through the SL-3.

Consonance has chosen
aPhil ps-made transport

Meanwhile, the lower midrange displays asubtle

mechanism for the 2.2

opaqueness that affects the openness and micro
dynamic detailing of guitar and piano notes, but
this diminishes as you move up through the
midrange, allowing the sound to open up and flow
effortlessly into the room. The subtle timing shifts
and cues of the musicians and Dido's voice can
be clearly heard, but the opaqueness in the lower
mids prevents the suspension of disbelief needed
to convince the listener that on this track there is
ahuman voice between the speakers. Having said
that, the player preces a rich, luxuriously full
sound that the listener can relax into.
The high frequencies have adefinite character,
with asubtle rolling c4f being present, though this
isn't as dramatic as tna: heard in the early Wadia
DACs like the 64.4. The effect is to tame the

in asurprisingly natural way, the 2.2 ensured that

performers in the depth plane was alittle blurred,

the vocals sounded very smooth and yet at no
point lacked the nuances and inflections needed

individual

representation of space between musicians. The

do not lack detail or texture, cymbals and

to give the impression of areal singer in the room

balanced output, wnile delivering asmaller stage

tambourines sounding correct and convincing.

with you. The result is aplayer you can isten to
for hours without fatigue, even when it is fed

size, gave mproved focus, bringing performers
into far sharper relief and bringing afeel of actual

The Consonance 2.2 has a distinct character
that Iwould suggest will appeal to someone who

modern pop recordings.

space between the performers in the depth plane.

likes the Sugden Masterclass player, but who is

The timing of this player is also something very

instruments overlapping with

no

Also noticeable was that transients were

brittleness and energetic high-frequency output
of many of today's recordings. High frequencies

looking to spend less money. It's amust- hear for

special. It has the ability to bring to the fore

diminished slightly when

heard through the

someone who yearns for the body and richness

subtle timing cues that denote the interplay

Consonance, again th is seemingly being traded in

of a late ' 80s British suspended subchassis

It's amust- hear for those who yearn for
the body and richness of alate '80s
British suspended subchassis turntable

turntable or who finct, listering fatigue aproblem
with CD generally. Any CD player that makes
musical enjoyment a priority deserves to be
recommended, while the 2.2 gives established
manufacturers another reason to worry about the
Far Eastern invasion of the hign-end.
David Allcock

between musicians in away that many machines.

favour of aslightly warmer sound. One example of

even those more expensive than this one, miss.

this was the acoustic guitar : hat appears during

Alium Audio

As for the soundstaging capabilities of this
player, they're alittle behind those of the Katana

the introduction of ' Sand in ny Shoes'. This had

01273 325901

a wonderfully natural and liquid sound, yet the

www.aliumaudio.com

and X- Ray V3 players. The single-ended outputs

transient of plectrum on string was merged with

showed the deepest and widest stage size, with

Hi-FiNews verdict

instruments located just beyond the speakers'

the sound emanating from the body of the guitar.
Through the Tri Vista 21 DAC and Katana these

edges. But image focus was a little behind the

two parts could be heard as separate entities.

best, as if the manual focus on an SLR camera
was slightly off,

blurring

the edge

especially extendeq, giving further credence to

definitions of performers. Likewise the position of

the idea that the 2.2 is not completely neutral in

www.hifinews.co.uk

subtly

The bass from this player is full without being

The emphasis here is firmly on the music, the 2.2
having arich, analogue- like sound that will appeal to
fans of ' 80s Brit turntadles. The lade off is in terms
of soundstaging and imaging, tho.igh timing is tops.

Hi Fi.
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MAIN BRANDS
STOCKED:
ACOUSTIC ENERGY

audio T

audio
E

XCELL

AMX
APOLLO
ARCAM
ARCAM FMI
ATACAMA
AUDIO TECHNICA
AUDIONET
AUDIOPHILE BASE
AUDIOVECTOR

www.audio-t.co.uk

E

BASINGSTOKE 01256 324311

.audio-excellence.c

2Feathers Lane

basingstoke@audio-t.co.uk

AUDIO EXCELLENCE and AUDIO T work together to bring

you the bE nefits of buying from alarge dealer: highly
trained staff, lor gguarantees, competitive prices and the
security ox"61 joint years in business. But please don't
think we' -eachain of clones - each of our stores is run as
an individual specialist shop with it's own opinions an3
stock profile. You'll find us enthusiastic and friendly
because we think that buying hifi should be as much fun

BRENTWOOD 01277 264730
30 Crown Street
brentwoodeaudio-t.co.uk

BRIGHTON 01273 609431
69 London Road
brighton@audio-t.co.uk

bristol@audio-excellence.co.uk

CUSTOM INSTALLATION If you want your Hi-Ft/Home

Cinema integrated seamlessly and/or invisibly into your
home we have adedicated team who do this to the highest

CAMBERLEY 01276 685597
173-175 London Road
cam berley@audi o-t.co.uk

CARDIFF 029 2022 8565
134-136 Crwys Road

cardiff0audio-excellence.co.uk

standards. Call us for advice on how you can enjoy music
and filrrs all round your home.
•3YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI

CHELTENHAM 01242 583960
38 Winchcombe Street
CHESTER 01244 345576
88/90 Boughton

SEPARATES
•FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
•PRICE PROMISE
• 10 DAY EXCHANGES
•30 DAY NO COST PENALTY
UPGRADES
•PART EXCHANGES
•INTEREST FREE OPTION ON SALES

For your FREE copy of

MUSIC
AT HOME

OVER f250*
•HOME LOANS AND HOME
DEMONSTRATIONS

(quote ref HFNO4a)

or vist our web site at

www.music-at-home.co.uk

chester@audio-excellence.co.uk

eastbourneilaudio-t.co.uk

ENFIELD 020 8367 3132
159a Chase Side
enfield@audio-t.co.uk

EPSOM 01372 748888
15 Upper High Street
epsomeaudio-t.co.uk

EXETER 01392 491194
156 Sidwell Street

exetereaudio-excellence.co.uk

GLOUCESTER 01452 300046
58 Bristol Road

PRICE -

HIGH WYCOMBE 01494 558585

PROMISE

WE KNOW YOU WONT FIND
V
V

BETTER SERVICE.
WE KNOW YOU VLON'T FIND
BETTER SOUND.
DEAL
BUT IF YOU FIND A BE
D
FROM ANOTHER AU
SHOP, LET US KNOW"
LONG AS NE CAN VERt
IT
WE'LL BE HAPPY TO MATCH IT

LOEVVE
LUTRON
M1 ACOUSTICS
MARANTZ
MERIDIAN
MICHELL
ENGINEERING
MILLER & KREISELL

EASTBOURNE 01323 731336
4Albert Parade, Green Street

*subject to status. written details on request

The Ultimate Guide 2004

FREEPHONE
0500 101501

ELAC
EPOS
GOLDRING
GRADO
NUTTER
SOB LU
ISOTEK
IXOS
JAMO
KEF
LEXICON
LINN
LIVING CONTROL

cheltenharreaudio-t.co.uk

• 61 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE
Jr"!
-

CLASSE
CRESTRON
CYRUS
DEMON
DYNAUDIO
DYNAVECTOR

BRISTOL 0117 926 4975
65 Park Street

as listening to it!

.."

AM
B&W
B&W NAUTILUS
BANDRIDGE
BEYER DYNAMIC
BLACK RHODIUM
BOSTON
BRYSTON
CHORD COMPANY
CHORD ELECTRONICS

MISSION
MUSICAL FIDELITY
NAD
MAIM
NEC
NORDOST
ONKYO
OPTIMUM
ORTOFON
PANASONIC
PARASOUND
PART I
NGT ON
PIONEER
PMC
PRIMARE
PRO AC
PROJECT
PURE DIGITAL

gloucesterOaudio-excellence.co.uk

30-32 Castle Street

wycombe@audio-t.co.uk

LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
020 7794 7848
190 West End Lane

hampstead@audio-t.co.uk

OXFORD 01865 765961
19 Old High Street, Headington
oxford@audio-t.co.uk

PORTSMOUTH 023 9266 3604
29 London Road, North End
portsmouth@audio-t.co.uk

CEDA

READING 0118 958 5463
4Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall
readingOaudio-t.co.uk

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8025 2827
10-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
southarripton 0 au dio-t.co.uk
SWANSEA 01792 474608
9High Street

swansedDaudio-excellence.co.uk

SWINDON 01793 538222
60 Fleet Street

swindoneaudio-t.co.uk

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
01892 525666
6High Street

tun bridge@aud io-t.co.uk

WORCESTER 01905 619059

Independence House
The Trinity

worce ster@audio -excellence.co.uk

All shops are closed on Sundays
and Mondays

QED
QUAD
QUADRASPIRE
REGA
REL
ROBERTS
ROTEL
ROYO
RU ARK
SENNHEISER
SHARP
SIM 2
SONANCE
SONUS S
YSTEMS
SOUNDSTYLE
SPEAKERCRAFT
SPENDOR
STANDS UNIQUE
TANNOY
TEAC
TIVOLI RADIO
TOM EVANS
TOTEM ACOUSTIC
TOVVNSHEND
AUDIO
VAN DEN NUL
WHARFEDALE
WILSON
BENESCH
YAMAHA
Not all
brands are
stocked
at all
stores.
Please
check
before
travelling.
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PMC

DB1+

oudspeaker

Atransmission line standmounter with aBBC pedigree and asound to
astound. Is PMC's DB1+ the LS3/5a substitute we've all been waiting for?
PMC DB1+
PRICE

£ 625

Peter Thomas of PMC - who worKed for many

damping. According to PMC, these changes not

years at the BBC, testing, yup, you guessed it,

only improve the acoustic characteristics of the

LS3/5As - was a beit puzzled by my failure to

monitors, for lower distortion, better-controlled

include the DB1+ in a recent round- up of

vertical anc off-axis dispersion, better stereo

ost readers know me primarily as afan
of panel speakers, electrostatics and

M

wannabes. It fitted the size and price profile, but,

imagery and higher power handling, but they also

ribbons in particular. So, too, you may

above all, it was conceived by acompany with its

know of my love for certain dynamic, ostensibly

roots in the BBC. Red-faced am I, or what? My

strengthen the sonic family resemblance to the
larger PMC systems, making it easier for

'conventional' speakers such as the BBC LS3/5A,

only excuse was that there are a few dozen

customers to create amix-and-match line-up for

Sonus Faber Homages and Wilson's WATT Puppy
combination. ! ndeed, it's easier to list my dislikes

contenders, and our choice was random.
Now upgraded to DB1i status, the speaker has

home cinema packages. Thus, these more
compact, affordable models exhibit ' similar high

-horns, speakers that fire off the walls, etc - than

become alittle monster - adeceptive mini that's

signal

to tell you my preferences. But what I'd drifted
away from was acloset love for an increasingly
rare speaker topology: transmission line systems.
We've all heard the drill: transmission line
systems have one- note bass, although incredibly
extended and with plenty of it relative to cabinet
size. Inever found them to be one- notey, and I
rue missing opportunities to pick up larger

definition,

consistent

on/off

axis

The sound was huge, more reminiscent
of a5ft-tall MartinLogan than asmall
speaker the size of aloaf of Hovis

examples of be art such as IMFs or acouple of

able to punch way above its weight. The mods,

dispersion, extended frequency response, and

Radford models. But, quietly, PMC has been
making a genuine transmission line speaker no

also applied to the FB1 and TB2, include the use

tonal consistency at all volume levels.'

of the high performance 27mm fabric soft dome

There are no free lurches, so PMC covered the

bigger than art LS3/5A, now upgraded to alevel of

tweeter found in far more costly PMC passive

dearer tweeter by increasing manufacturing

performance so disproportionate to its price and
size that Icouldn't resist having ago.

monitor systems, improvements to : he crossover
design and ' re-engineering' of the acoustic

economies in the less expensive models, and
made improvements intended to match the new

www.hifinews.co.uk
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For over 175 years Msendorfer has
been building high quality granc pianos.
The latest generation of BiisendDrfer
speakers guarantee you the sarre audio
experience and live atmosphere now at

To listen to 13dsendoirfer loudspeakers
contact us for a list of authorized dealers
and further information.

Auditions
The song remains the same

aplomb, and it was only when turning to the

Beyond the material improvements,

the absence of the bottom-most frequencies.

the 061+ remains atruly compact

However, PMC wanted to be able to play the
DB1+ alongside the LS3/5A and other killer mini-

Wilson WATT Puppy System 7 that one noticed

design measuring only 289 x155 x
234mm ( hwd), deeper but shorter

monitors and hammer them into submission.

and narrower than an LS3/5A. As

They did so, too, with playback levels. Power
handling is stated as up to 150W; Idon't know

you'd expect, the speaker worked
perfectly on the 24in tall IF stand.

how much Ifed them, but Iyielded before the

Within the cabinet is a four-fold

speakers did. This sheer room-filling capability

transmission line, effectively 5ft

must be adirect result of PMC's primary market:

long, fed by adoped 140mm woofer

heavy-handed

in a cast- magnesium frame. At the

things to break. If you need amini that can go
loud without sacrificing refinement, thank your

bacx are multi- way terminals that
allow hi- wiring, and the transmission

professionals who don't expect

lucky stars for the DB1+.

lineS foam-filled mouth opens at the
bac, along the upper edge. Despite

could complain about regarding size or price, yet

this the speakers can work as close

it acts as if it were the bastard mutant child of an

as 3-5in from the back wall, and

LS3/5A and aCerwin-Vega. It rocks like astudio
monitor, but with the sort of finesse usually

So far, so good. Here's aspeaker than no BWFH

PMC makes wall brackets for the
DB1+ precisely for this purpose.

lacking in speakers designed for reliability under
extreme conditions, rather than absolute sound
quality in front of picky audiophiles. And its BBC
pedigree is no more vividly revealed than through

tweeter including lowering the crossover point to

that provided the DB1+ with both its ' personality'

2kHz from 3kHz, 'to provide true second order roll

and its main selling point. More than any sub£1000 speaker of similar dimensions I've heard,

the midband, especially with voice.

the DB1+ does the most convincing hatchet job
of all on the argument that big sound needs big

decade, he retains his allegiance to old-school
Beeb standards. Vocals are warm, natural and

Frequency

speakers. Then again, we're talking about a 5ft

response is 50Hz-25kHz and sensitivity remains

transmission line folded into that wee cabinet.

full-bodied, with plenty of detail and near-LS3/5A
realism. What differs is abushel of sparkle up at

off.' Hand-selected and matched components
were used, and a drive unit impedance
compensation
network
enhanced
driver
integration

and

power handling.

It acts as if it were the mutant child of
an LS3/5A and aCerwin-Vega. It rocks
like astudio monitor, but with finessed

Though Thomas has been non- BBC for over a

the top, just enough to tell you that these
speakers could well sound much better with tubes
than transistors. Clearly, these are modern'sounding, if added snap and crisper transients are
what distances us from the era of the Spendor
Bd. Everyone who heard them was knocked out
by both the pedigreed performance and asound
that belied the size.

87dB. Impedance is nominally 8 ohms, and the

Sheer size wouldn't he convincing without the

Better still is the pricing. A pair of DB1+s will

speakers proved easy to drive despite asensitivity

mass to back it up, and the quantity of bass
produced by the DB1+ added bulk to the sound,

set you back £625 in the standard maple, cherry

even with material that upsets most small
monitors. The new album of reggae-style Dylan

'laid down' magnetically-shielded centre channel
versions cost £344.50 each, and the dedicated

abit on the low side by today's standards.
I couldn't resist trying the DB1+ with a
ludicrously varied array of amplifiers, from £ 799
to £ 10k- plus, including the PrimaLuna ProLogue

covers,

Is It Rolling,

Bob?,

or oak, with other veneers available at extra cost;

is filled with

brackets sell for £ 50. Current DB1 owners can

One valve amp, the Musical Fidelity NuVista

exaggerated lower registers that cause the LS3/5A

purchase an upgrade kit, including the hand-

integrated, the McIntosh C2200/MC2102 prepower combination and the Ayre AX- 7 integrated
amplifier, representing aspread of 35-130W/ch,

to fluff and fart. The DB1+ handled them with

selected and matched components, through PMC
dealers for £ 198. For this kind of performance,

solid-state and tube. All cabling came from

that's nothing short of astounding — and if Ihad
to do that wannabee round- up all over again, I

Transparent's Reference range, while sources

think this would be the winner. While the return

included the Marantz CD12/DA12 and Musical

of the genuine LS3/5A remains in limbo, here's

Fidelity NuVista CD players, and the SME Series

an LS3/5A substitute without the tears.
Ken Kessler

V tonearm/SME 30 Mk Il turntabie with Koetsu
Urushi Black and London Reference cartridges.

Supplier

PMC's Keith Tonge and Pete Thomas delivered
the speakers in person, and so Iwas treated to a

PMC Ltd

lazy set-up: they optimised the pair, using the IF

0870 4441044

stands and setting them up as far apart as

www.pmc-speakers.com

possible, beyond the outer edges of the WATT
Puppy 7s, with severe toe- in. Though the
speakers ended up some 9ft apart, there was no

1-11-FiNews verdict
Unburstable transmission line standmounter with a
room- filling sound that belies its compact size.

hole ri the middle; instead the sound was simply
huge, a wide, deep and tall soundstage more
reminiscent of a5ft tall MartinLogan than asmall
two-way speaker the size of aloaf of Hovis. This
reproduction of scale was the overwhelming trait

www.hifinews.co. uk

•

Superb midband with warm rich vocals reveals BBC
pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit
The bass unit is the same as on the DB1, but a
shielded version is now available at £ 689 apair

available for 061 owners. Aclass winner at the price.
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Auditions
phono stage

Graham Slee

Era Gold VI
Elevator EXP
GRAHAM

SLEE

V
ERA

o

GOLD

GRAHAM
C)FEN4S

SLEE

These wideband audio

CARTRIDGE LOADING

47000 -5100 L1000

cartridge pre- amps really

840 1--à

do open the window to
more sound from LP

100 r30
23 r—t

ELEVATOR

GSP Audio Era Gold & Elevator EXP
PRICE

£460/£510

EXP

more bandwidth just invites more noise and

the low end,

distortion into the system. Consequently most hi-

encourages accurate phase. So where most phono

keeping warp filters out also

fi is designed this way ( although more people are

amps restrict gain after, say, 40kHz, the Era Gold

people recognise that hi-fi products
need a certain amount of running- in

recognising that it might be an idea to give aflat

and Elevator EXP take pride in an operational

response at least as high as 100kHz; for example,

bandwith up into the megahertz.

when

to help ward off phase distortion at the top end of

M

new,

and

then

subsequent

warming- up before each use, in order to hear the

the traditional

passband).

Phono stages in

The Era Gold is amoving- magnet stage, able to
take the raw output of an m- m cartridge and raise

very best performance available. But if there was

particular tend to have their bandwidth curtailed,

it to line- level with the necessary equalisation.

ever an inquiry held to study how essential this

often from both directions, as low-cut filters are

There are no controls or adjustments to make, as

process can be, these boxes from GSP Audio

introduced to remove infrasonic signal from

it offers just the standard 47k ohm input for a

could be called forth as the star witness.

warped records and rumbling turntable bearings,

fixed- coil pick-up. Gain is 41.5dB, meaning it

The story actually starts at the very end of last

while ahigh-cut filter helps reduce the chance of

should work fine with any cartridge in the usual

year. After aconversation with Graham Slee about

picking up Radio Luxembourg as a byproduct of

range of output levels, as high as 10mV. It takes

audio design philosophy, with reference to his

the huge magnification of quiet pick-up signals.

its

select range of phono amplifiers, Iwas looking
forward to trying one of these phono amps that
have acquired something of acult following. Like
many bits of British hi-fi before them, they have a
'music first' school of design — that is, the
interesting things

happen

inside

with

the

electronics, rather than outside with fancy
casework. This will

power

from

a generous

12W

external

Iwas looking forward to trying one of
these wideband devices that have
acquired something of acult following

immediately turn off a

percentage of the audience who take pride in the

As you may have guessed from this preamble,

transformer, which plugs into the back of the Era

gilding of their audio lilies.

Graham Slee doesn't agree with such traditions.

from along bellwire-like lead.

Conventional wisdom in audio electronics says

It's all about slew rates and phase accuracy. To

For moving-coil cartridges, extra gain is needed

we can hear as high as 20kHz, on agood day with

accurately reproduce an impulsive signal, one

along with asympathetic lower input impedance.

afollowing wind; so quality hi-fi should reproduce

that appears very quickly and disappears as fast,

This is available by adding a step-up unit, the

harmonics this high, but not much higher. Any

you need avery wide bandwidth channel. And at

Elevator EXP. This serves the same function as a

www.hifinews.co.uk
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high-grade step-up transformer, but using solidstate electronics to achieve its goal rather than
inductive windings.

Gain without pain

o

.0 GL
.0 ..".no

For m3ving-coil cartridges, the

magnet cartridges of 2-10mV

The sound of the original combination of Era
Gold/Elevator EXP, after several months of steady

gain

output. It has no high-pass

use, was characterised by avery even, consistent
tonal balance, full of timbral colour, and

figures) can be combined for a
total of 64dEl. This is ahealthy

Elevator it advertises avery

shimmering with pure sweet treble that seemingly

amount suitable for low- output

wide

had no bound. There was little exaggeration in the

m- c cartridges,

<200pV

2.7MHz, with an equalisation

bass, just low extension, rich but quick. High

output. The Elevator EXP is aflat

curve plateu at 50kHz. Input

frequency details were this combination's
strength, being intricately rendered with

response gain stage, with an
advertised bandwidth from DC to

impedance is fixed at 47k
ohm and 100pF.

uncommon ephemerality — that is, quick to

5MHz (-3d8). Input impedance is

appear and then decay, but not without a

adjustable for resistance in seven

These units are unusual in
their minimalism. The Era

tenacious command of reverb tails as room

steps of 23, 30, 100, 840, 1k,

only

per

electrolytics and smaller tantalum

acoustic details faded to zero. Strummed acoustic
guitar could show the thwack and zing of

5.1k

types. Each stage gets 24V DC

capacitance is now fixed at

channel, an Analog Devices A3
817AN wideband chip suitable for

transient impact, while ride and hi- hat cymbals

100pF ( earlier model
adjustable in three steps).

RF use, while the Elevator uses a
total of one AD 823AN and two AD

transformer/rectifier unit, with

insisted that when it comes to jazz and rock

crosstalk figure of about 30dB, often much lower.
Well- recorded rock drums and their display in
believable reality was certainly one aspect to
benefit from the use of this phono amp combo.
On another level, the quietness from the GSP
effect was alarming. That's the quietness of

each

Era/22.5dB

rhythm ' n' timing, we should be paying attention
to more than just the basslines.
Left-to- right spread was deliciously wide, giving
the impression of full dual- mono architecture,
even if LP replay is acknowledged to have a

of

and

unit ( 41.5dB

Elevator;

47k

le,

maker's

ohm.

Input
was

The Era Gold is an RIAA-style
head amp suitable for moving-

MONO

filter as found in some stages

DC

(eg, IEC curve), and like the
response,

uses

5Hz

one

TT GROUND

OPIloN

INPUT

OUTPUT

%walk

to

op- amp

GRAHAM SLEE PROJECTS - UK MADE

MONO

CE

STEREO

TT GROUND INPUT OUTPUT
DC 24VGRAHAM
SLEE PROJECTS - UK MADE
Rge

I

from

its

own

* RI>

outboard

8291N. High-grade capacitors

further
voltage
regulation
provided by a 1A- rated 7818CD

include

device in each unit.

Starget

and

Elna

sounded akin to the first sample. Initial
differences centred on a drier, less flowing

steadily improving open treble, and increasingly

cha'acte of the later boxes, with a loss of the
sublime liquid treble quality that was previously

Gold and Elevator EXP are still settling daily, and
drawing closer to the addictive, valve- like purity

so inviting to the ear. This was replaced with a
more ' transistory' treble, especially on cymbals;
and sibi.ants could be accentuated on female

of the earlier samples.

voice. Wnere the first sample had stood out as

holographic soundstaging, the current GSP Era

With the GSP Audio Era Gold V and Elevator
EXP confirmed once again as something special,
it should be remembered that these are more
'enthusiast' products than, say, a Linn Linto.

Well- recorded rock drums and their
display in believable reality was one
aspect to benefit from the GSP units
intrinsic background hiss, quietness of groove
noise, and the subjectively low overall impact of

something quite magical, the new version was
more on apar with rivals around the same price.

record noise. Clicks and pops were relegated to
inconsequence when they appeared.

Afew weeks of continual use later (with thanks
to Ke.th Martin at Audiophile Candy for loaning

A lengthy review period was in part reaction to
running modifications to the design, which

an

inverse-RIAA equaliser,

indispensable for

correctly. Two external transformers must be
carefully sited — Ifound some experimentation
here on different surfaces could improve
performance — and their cables carefully dressed,
preferably observing 90° angles when crossing
other wires. Tweaking input impedance is
essential, with best sound from an Ortofon
Kontrapunkt A found at either 30 or 100 ohm.
System wiring, and local mains, must be clean
and free of noise, to help keep pick-up and RF

necessitated another trial of the revised Elevator

Era/Elevator were slowly catching up with the first
samples. Now

product's sound, let alone achange of circuit or

versions do have a tighter bass quality with

Unsurprisingly, the new Era Gold/Elevator EXP

relied upon for its quiet, fuss-free operation ( not
to mention, superb sound quality!), the GSP units
need a more tender loving care to behave

running- in phono stages), and the replacement

and Era. New cases and PCBs alone can rewrite a
components. Thus started another period of
running- in of the new electronics.

Where the Linto can be dropped in anywhere and

if

was evident that the latest

perhaps more perceived LF depth and impact,
where the previous generation could border on the
'fruity' at times. With its more accurate bass,

demodulation at bay. Finally, there's the issue of
run-in and warm-up as these units need to be left
on continuously — and used regularly! With those
practical points in mind, the GSP Audio Era
Gold/Elevator EXP pair rates as one of the finest
moving-coil phono stages I've used and earns a
hearty approval for record junkies who want to
hear more of what's really in the vinyl groove. II
Andrew Harrison

Supplier
HIAudio
01443 231458
www.gspaudio.co.uk

Hi-FiNews verdict
Twc-box moving- coil phono stage for the enthusiast,
one box for m- m, the other as an electronic step-up.
Sound is stunningly fast and open, with vinyl noises
largely ignored thanks to wideband circuitry.
Elevator EXP, simple but effective electric step-up
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Era Gold V. low- noise moving- magnet amplifier
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Heavy gauge high purity multi-strand
copper conductors
-Low density foam polyethylene
dielectric
Unique dual layer high frequency
shielding structure
Non-compression aluminium
clamping system
Factory terminated

No matter what your system, the innovative design of Chord cable will
transform the sound and really bring your music or soundtracks to life.
If you are passionate about music, listen to the Chord range of
interconnects and speaker cable and find out just how much you have
been missing.
Twenty years of experience, obsessive attention to the finest detail and
areal commitment to producing high performance products, make all
Chord interconnects and speaker cables avital component of any hi-fi
or home cinema system.

THE

CHORD
COMPANY
MOVING SOUND & VISION

Used and recommended by manufacturers, retailers, hi-fi magazines
and recording studios throughout the world, Chord cables are chosen
for the dramatic improvements they can bring to any level of system.
Highly compatible, dynamically balanced,
detailed, coherent and musically involving,

To find out more visit

Chord interconnects and speaker cables are

www.chord.co.uk

stocked by all the best hi-fi retailers.

call + 44 ( 0)1980 625700
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www.audioreference.co.uk

01252 702705
email: info@audioreference.co.uk

DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO EQUIPMENT
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GamuT

Transfiguration
Clearaudio
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LaCampane
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Halcro dm1C & dm 58 amplification

Audio Valve

Stello

ACCUSTIC ARTS ACAPELLA CAT CLEARAUDIO GAMUT GRAHAM HALCRO SHAKTI SHUN MOOK STELLO TRANSFIGURATION VIRTUAL DYNAMICS

See us at the Hifi Show & AV Expo 2004

Room 1076/78 Renaissance Hotel.
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IleadRoom Total BitHead
HeadRoom Total BitHead
PRICE

£150

Q

uality after- market headphones require
something better than the weedy output

from a personal hi-fi, and that's where

mail-order headphone-accessory manufacturer
HeadRoom enters the picture.
The Total BitHead is abattery-operated device
able to drive two pairs of cans, taking the line or
headphone output and amplifying it to drive
quality headphones such as those made by
Sennheiser or Grado. It features avolume control,
agreen LED to indicate power on and ared LED

the cable into a USB socket. Immediately the
sounds of my PC were fed to the Sennheiser

maybe they'll upgrade their home hi-fi systems

to indicate clipping. The Total BitHead can also

HD414s, and

and help save the industry 111

run off USB ports, making it asuperb add-on for
personal computers, notebooks and laptops, and
yes, MP3 players so-equipped; there's a
conventional stereo 3.5mm socket as well for
those without USB. Unsurprisingly, the BitHead is
the same size as an iPod. Also, the unit features
HeadRoom's switchable audio image processor,
for enhanced performance, which creates a
smoother left-right sensation and is worth trying.

I was treated to the sort of

enough iPod users taste decent sound quality,

headphone playback Iexpect from a decent

Ken Kessler

amplifier. Ialso used it with a Sony cassette
Walkman and aPanasonic CD portable. In every

Supplier

case, the sound was more robust, solid and clear
than using the headphones directly driven from
the portables' own headphone sections.

406-587-9466
www.headphone.com

At $ 269 (£ 150), the total BitHead isn't
cheap. You'll get 40 hours from one set of

FIFFINews verdict

HeadRoom

batteries, while the USB power takes over when

It's not just the BitHead's ability to run off USB ports

Having tried a number of the company's

you use it with a PC running off the mains. If

that gives it the edge over rivals; its robust, clear and

amplifiers in the past, Ionly needed aquick burst

you're a serious headphone and computer or

through the conventional line input. What Iloved
was the absolutely instant set-up when Iplugged

MP3 player user, the Total BitHead will enhance
your pleasure immeasurably. And who knows? If

solid sound also proves awinner. Also supplied are
the cables you'll need, while USB set-up is abreeze.

Audio One Stylus Gauge
Audio One Stylus Gauge
PRICE

£ 140

S

tylus gauges rank among the most
absurdly priced accessories in audio —

height of the Audio One to the thickness of an LP.

especially when you see the price of

graduations, the ClearAudio gauge and the stillbetter-than-the-rest Technics, and confirmed that

I compared

similar scales offered to the jewellery trade.

the

results

to

the

SME

V's

the Audio One scales were accurate to 0.05g.

It was thinking about screwy prices that led

Ihave only one complaint. Its jeweller's origins

the irrepressible Stu Wein to seek an alternative.
His Audio One Digital Electronic Stylus Force
Gauge is an effective substitute for the rather

means it lacks atiny detente where the stylus may
rest. This gripe aside, the Audio One is probably

exorbitant rivals as it sells for a deliciously

the most sanely-priced electronic stylus balance

affordable US $ 229. Even including postage, that

available today.
Ken Kessler

figure is around £ 140.
Make no mistake, the Audio One is ostensibly a

Supplier

jeweller's scale; it even comes with a100g weight
for calibration, because jewellers often have to

Audioparts Inc

value items that weigh far more than the amounts

struggle. It took under aminute for the automatic

we need to monitor styli. It measures atidy 3.5 x

procedure to run itself.

2.25 x0.5in, so positioning it on the platter in

This wee bargain has garnered criticism from
one corner, the critic arguing that the platform

Hu-FINews verdict

upon which you rest the stylus is too high and
should be at precisely LP height for an accurate

While ostensibly ajeweller's scale, the Audio One is
ahighly effective alternative to the electronic scales

reading. Had this vendor of arival scale bothered

offered by Clearaudio, Winds, and The Cartridge Man.

to think laterally, he would have realised that
simply removing the stick-on feet will lower the

However, the real attraction here is the price- tag.

the correct location is easy and it can perform
measurements over arange of 0.05-100g.
Setup and calibration are no more difficult
than with any of the other electronic scales, and
the instructions — written in some weird form of
Asian English — can be deciphered with little

www.hifinews.co.uk

(US code) 561-642-0414
audioparts@bellsouth.net
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"Best New Analogue Component Award" Hi Fi News, UK
"Best Buy" Hi Fi Choice, UK
"Highly Recommended" Audio & Video, Brazil
"Brilliant" Hi Fi World, UK
"Fantastic" Image Hifi, Germany
"Best New Record Player & Arm" Stereo Sound, Japan
"Excellent" Hi Fi review, Hong Kong

Distributed in UK through Henley Designs Ltd
Tel: 01235 511 166
info@henleydesigns.co.uk
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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CD player

Resolution

With the option of adgOig amatching amplifier, Resolution's
two- box player lo.s 'like amidi-system for the audiophile
When changing discs, the display relights in a

Resolution Audio Opus 21
PRICE

£2850

M

bold blue dot-matrix to show track number,
overall timing and output preset (gain). There is
no ' time remaining' readout. Serving as acontrol

hard consonants — in fact, out of absolute phase
was clearer. The slow movement from Vivaldi's
Concerto RV153 displayed an acidic string tone,

unit display when used with the s30, outboard

while the flow and logic of Brahms's Intermezzo
Op.117:3 was only restored when using the

thought that the Opus 21 might be some kind of

inputs are shown, as is the CD unit's 96kHz
maxinum digital input, accessible via the

out the soundstage. Most of the characteristics I

digital holy grail for the DNM enthusiast: Iwas
certainly expectant. First impressions are of small

handset.

DVD-player

would find essential as areviewing tool for music

connection ( PCM stereo setup) through its

size and discreet styling,

I have one

'superior circuitry', and Ienjoyed the DVD-A of

were available via the digital input.
Is the player ' DNM dependent'? No: Ifelt that

ergonomic complaint: unless the player is above

Ton Koopman playing Bach [Warner 8573 82041

artin Colloms's recent appraisal of the
Resolution Audio CD player and
amplifier [
HFN July ' 04] prompted the

but

Resolution

suggests

The Opus 21 shows asnappy sense of
pace, general musicality and good image
depth, if acertain lateral narrowing

508.20's digital-out, achange that also opened

AVI's Lab series integrated [
HFN June 2003]
made a very good partner, out- performing the
Resolution s30 and clearly showing the
desirability of connection from the player's DIN
socket rather than its variable output.
A friend heard straightaway the characteristics
Ihad been struggling with. 'Why is he speaking
like this?' she asked of the Peter And The Wolf
narrator; then, with the 508 as transport, ' Oh,

9], the imaging depth and Leeuwarden Grote Ke ,k
ambience registering clearly. This input also

that's normal!'. However, she gave Opus 21 top

allowed trying the Opus 21 as aDAC fed from a

want'. All aquestion of priorities, then. •

applies during initialisation and reading; the

Meridian 508.20 player, with duplicate copies of

Christopher Breunig

transport was inaudible in play mode.

the same CD in synCronisation.
Overall, the Opus 21 shows asnappy sense of

Supplier

pace, general musicality and listenability, good
image depth and a certain lateral narrowing

01277 227355

(speakers were the original Quad electrostatic),

www.resonaudio.com

hip level the open tray obscures two fascia
controls, which means groping blind for tray-close
or going straight to play. Mechanism noise only

Variable outputs are RCA/XLR with afixed 5pin DIN alternative; alas, the latter does not allow
the DNM user to bypass the pre-amplifier, not
even at the expense of channel balance. 'Variable'
defaults at switch-on to a 50 setting — the
maximum ( 99) is suggested for connection to a
pre- amplifier. But often, back in the listening

but it seemed slightly brighter and coarser than
my fully regulated PA3S. Isensed asoftening of

marks 'for producing the kind of sound people

Reson Audio UK

Hi-FiNews verdict
Bright, snappy and generally apleasure to use but

chair, achange in setting is desirable. By lowering

the brass attack in Sketches Of Spain; Steinways
became Bitisendorfe's; and vocal intelligibility

with afew ergonomic drawbacks, no 'time remaining'

the output to around 85, tiny +/- increments may

dropped in relation to my darker, more solid

readout, and no pre-amplifier bypass for DNM users.

be made with the elegant handset, which has the
usual CD facilities plus sound- mute, standby and

Meridian with its wider soundstages. The phase

Don't stack the Opus 21 and the s30: they benefit

test effects on Reference RX-1000 were less than

from being as far apart as the 0.5m cable will allow.

stepped display-dimming.

Icustomarily hear, wth softening of sibilants and

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Spendor

S6e

loudspeaker

Subtle, refined and tonally
neutral, Spendor's S6e proves to
be acapable and compatible
performer. Martin Colloms takes
this two-way to task

PRICE

£1495/pair

W

ith so many highly competent and well designed
loudspeakers on sale in the lower price range now

being manufactured in the Far East, auseful vehicle
for their assessment is the group test, where the fine detail of
performance, build and value may be compared.
At a higher price level, where the build is local and the
manufacturer seeks to control performance and finish to amore
exclusive standard, value for its own sake is harder to define.
While technical parameters such as sensitivity, power handling,
bass extension and distortion may give some idea as to the type
and size of a loudspeaker, it is almost impossible to estimate

60
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Lab test
loudspeaker

Driver desi n
Advanced techniques have been applied to the
Spendor S6e, and the bass- mid driver is both

strategically located braces which clamp the

designed and produced in-house. Anew die-

polymer pads.
Built of superior MDF, the enclosure has

cast alloy frame provides an excellent
foundation for the powerful main ceramic
magnet and the reverse-flux field- suppressing
magnet. The magnetic poles are computer
Spendor's own
bass/mid driver

modelled to create ageometry which provides
uniform and symmetrical flux distribution in
the gap. Working with an overhung, high

polypropylene/co-

temperature rated voice- coil, the assembly is
designed for superior throw linearity and

polymer cone

power handling, so giving lower distortion and

uses 180mm

providing higher maximum sound level.
sound quality from such details. Speakers with very similar
specifications can sound very different, and there are so many

The open nature of the frame allows the
critically flared and terminated polypropylene

back of the drivers via densely compressed

extensive circumferential bracing. A vertical
resonance mode is present due to the
enclosure proportion and this is addressed by
a centrally located acoustical damper, a
folded foam plastic element. Control of
resonance is also seen in the crossover
mounting, which uses arigid MDF spacer to
stabilise the circuit board and keep unwanted
accelerations to the crossover components to
alow level.
High saturation level iron dust inductors
complement specially selected

low- loss

cone to breathe freely into the enclosure by a
large, non-magnetic and tapered phase plug,

polypropylene capacitors in the crossover
network. Following BBC and Spendor tradition,

significantly different. Given variations in individual hearing and
in taste, both personal and in the type of music generally

fixed to the centre pole. EP38 is the

preferred, this can lead to surprisingly strong opinions as to who

formulation which features an improved
stiffness- to- mass ratio. Co- damping of the

the precise level matching for the tweeter is
not done with the usual series resistor:
instead, an auto-transformer function in the

subtle variations in the blend of design variables that even
nominally accurate and well-specified loudspeakers can sound

likes or dislikes which model.
At prices over £ 1000 apair you certainly might look for value
in terms of technical attainment, which may be aperfectly sound
approach for a home cinema application. Alternatively the

designation of the new cone material, a

enclosure and the drivers is provided by

crossover design allows level matching
without an intervening resistor.

Instead of aplain hole for reflex loading in the new model, the

emphasis may be on aparticularly natural and satisfying sound
quality, perhaps on asmaller scale, where agreater insight into
the music is conveyed. While in no way prejudging the technical

port is formed as a precision-cut gas-flowed
channel in the plinth, and should be

merit of this review speaker, it is this latter, more musical

before limiting sets in.
The new driver has exceptional

emphasis which Ibelieve is addressed by Spendor with their new
S6e floorstanding speaker, priced at £ 1500.
The current owner/designer axis of Philip Swift and Graham
Landick have fought for nearly two years to deliver a new
generation of Spendors, revitalising acompany which had spent
some years more or less treading water. They are attracting
considerable attention, not least in this journal. The smaller S5a
has performed really well under the recent detailed analysis of
Dave Berriman and Iam on target to deliver afurther review of

capable of much higher acoustic power

dabe

power handing, quoted as 250W
on music programme drive,
while Irecall that the original
BC1 was rated on sine wave at
just 8W. New materials for
building the voice-coil were
instrumental in attaining these
higher power handling figures,

yet another, the flagship S9a, in acouple of months.
Spendor's founder, the painstaking acoustic engineer Spencer
Hughes, was a vital member of the BBC design team. Their

while

comprehensive loudspeaker research in the 1960s and early

absorptive plating of the steel parts of the

'70s created studio monitors which set new standards in

magnet to pull heat from the coil. In theory, at
least, the S6e should substantially outperform the older

reproduction accuracy for cone and box systems. Tonal accuracy,
anatural timbre at anatural sound level, was something Hughes
understood implicitly, and with the new standards set for lowered
coloration from control of unwanted stored energy he created
many classic designs, including the legendary BC1.

this

driver

has

also

benefited from particular attention
to thermal issues including heat-

design, despite the somewhat smaller bass/mid driver.
Measuring 875 x192 x300mm (whd), the S6e comes with a
well- integrated factory-fitted floor plinth and is supplied with

SEAS- made
tweeter uses a
27mm soft dome

generous floor-coupling spikes. It's an easy speaker to place, and

The BC1 was arelatively compact two-way design of 40 litres,

it has a certain presence in the room without appearing

bass reflex loaded, and was mounted for domestic use on alow
trolley stand. (The third driver, a super tweeter' was added later

dominant. The fit and finish of the real wood veneer is first-rate
—this is top quality furniture, if nothing else!

and was not very important subjectively). Absolute control of the
main component, the vital bass- mid driver, proved essential, and
Spendor has made its own bass and mid drivers to its exacting
standards ever since.
Of the new range, the S6e is probably the closest equivalent
to the BC1 as it is atwo-way of comparable overall volume, with
the trolley replaced by the extension of the enclosure to floor
level to create aslim, elegant structure. The BC1 used a200mm
cast-frame chassis for the Bextrene cone, vacuum-moulded,
plastic bass/mid driver, and was married to a34mm acousticallyloaded pistonic tweeter from Celestion; in the Spendor S6e the
tweeter is acustom design made by SEAS in Norway, a27mm
soft dome, while the bass driver is aSpendor 180mm unit with
a vacuum-formed cone of selected polypropylene co- polymer.

www.hifinews.co.uk

Blending of the mid to the treble is
seamless, with articulate but
admirably unexaggerated sibilants
First trials showed awell-ordered sound with atidy bass and
neutral balance, and it was quite easy to locate. Not only is this
agood sign, but it also means that this design is less critical than
most in regard to placement. Conversely, if you want to get the
best out of it, the usual care and attention will pay dividends. I
found that the classic equilateral triangle geometry was effective,
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Amplifon WL25 (left): 28W/channel using 6P3, £795
Amplifon WT40 (centre): 40W/channel using 6C33, £ 1995
Amplifon WT30 II (right): 31W/channel using 6H13, £ 1395
Amplifon is proving to be ahuge success both with reviewers and customers alike - we are delighted! Now made in the EC (a
warm welcome to our Polish neighbours is in order), this range of three models, all superbly built, all featuring automatic biasing,
and all with large, wide bandwidth toroidal output transformers suitable for 4or 8Ohms, offer superb value for money. Sound
quality is reminiscent of the best classic designs of the past, but modern circuit techniques and transformers give an authority of
presentation and power reserve often lacking in older designs. Truly modern classics!
The Jadis Orchestra Reference (left) from
France, at £ 1699. Output of 40W/ch using
KT90s, and even featuring that long
missed attribute, tone controls - my, takes
me back!
The Consonance M1OOS (right), £ 1595, is
proving to be areviewer's favourite,
offering adelicacy which is aspeciality of
the 300B output valve, giving here
25W/channel.
For people who prefer the authentic Star
Trek look, the Shanling STP80 (left) fits
the bill perfectly! With superb build
quality, remote control, digital level
indicator, 35W/ch output, all for a mere
£1295. Oh, it sounds good too, by the way.
The Audiovalve Assistent 20 (yes, it is
spelt like that) is alittle gem from
Germany, with avery musical performance
-sweet as anut, we say. 30W/ch output,
in aneat chassis, for £ 1600.
The Musical Fidelity Trivista DAC: We have secured some of
the last remaining UK stock of this brilliant device. An utter
bargain for £ 1200 - and, as they say, once it's gone, it's gone!
Don't delay - pick up the phone now.

IC>

Cawsey may not be the best known cable
(others spend more on advertising) but it's
quite possibly the best sounding. We have
been selling these Australian made silver
interconnects for several years and can
recommend them without reservation.

Slinkylinks are solid
silver air dielectric
cables with the latest
bullet plugs, fantastic
sound at an amazingly
low price: £ 195 for a
1.2m set!

From £250 to £900 per metre set.

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve breuer
dynamic brinkmann cabasse cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio clearcover consonance decca
london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino ecosse final lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito infinity
isolda jadis jbl k2 klimo koetsu korato lavardin loricraft lyra michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost
nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pro-ject rega revolver ringmat roksan shun mook
shanling shelter slinkylinks sme sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tivoli audio tom
evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo

Lab test

loudspeaker

with the speaker angle toed out slightly, almost to be able to see

expensive speaker in the Spendor range, but the quality is

down the inner sides of the enclosure at the listening location.
The sound is quite acceptable with the grille in place but there

unmistakable and immediately noticeable.
Taking the basics, the overall tonal balance is commendably

is no confusion in this respect; for this model the best results

neutral; bass, mid and treble are present in the right proportions,

come with the grille detached, and this is what the designer

providing awide range sound with stable, natural perspectives in

intends. Typically, a position 800mm from the side wall and

the stereo image. Moreover, the class- leading power handling in

1300mm from the rear is agood basis for experiment.

the bass helps keep this important foundation in place over a

In fact the sound is so refined
that if you didn't know better you
might be initially underwhelmed

SOUND QUALITY
Spendor had already run these speakers in, and once the
temperature had stabilised Ifound the sound remained nicely
consistent. Good sound was available right away, but it was also
apparent that the S6e possessed a level of inner subtlety and
resolution which demanded careful optimisation of the system
and placement to fully explore.
In fact, the sound is so refined that if you didn't know better,

wide dynamic range. The speaker does not get thin, mean and

good things about it; nothing sticks out, and virtually no

nasal at high levels, acommon fault in this type of design.
While good weight and presence is shown in the bass, with a

you might be initially rather underwhelmed. This is one of the
identifiable error or artefact of sound reproduction unduly draws

nicely extended range matched to the room, the low frequencies

your attention or distracts you from the music which this speaker

are also tuneful and articulated, with agood turn of speed. While

lays out before you. This may not be the biggest or most

its character is instantly favourable for well- recorded classical

Lab re ort
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Axial sensitivity was on the button at 87dB/W. This

was good. On- axis response was generally flat, ± 3dB

treble by some 1dB, boosting the upper mid by 1.3dB,

result is augmented by a kind amplifier loading,

from 70Hz to 20kHz [ Fig 11. Crossover was set at

and it imposed unwanted variations of + 1.5/-3.5d6
through the treble and was clearly heard to degrade

represented by the impedance characteristic [ Fig 31.

4kHz as specified and off- axis traces showed good

With minimum of 6 ohm and an average nearer 10

integration both above and below axis, and over a

image focus. Such effects are typical of the average

ohm, almost any good amp will drive it, its moderate

range of lateral axis, if with some loss in the

grille. A moderate irregularity in the high treble,

current draw helping to improve sound quality.

crossover region [ fig 2: lateral responses, red on-

about 16kHz, of ± 3dB, was aresonance apparent in

axis; yellow 30'; green 45'; blue 601. This dip

MLS waterfall

with an in- cabinet driver resonance around 68Hz. A

around 2.8kHz was reflected in the effective power

listeners may hear this as a dry ' graininess' in the

moderate impedance glitch' was present at 450Hz,

response, which may be associated with amild lack

high treble.

probably a surround mode for the main bass/mid

of bite on percussion and related transients.

Enclosure bass tuning is indicated at about 36Hz,

measurements ( not shown). Some

Bass smoothness and balance through to the

driver, which might be associated with the mildly

With the LF response established by near- field

midrange was commendable, from aspatial average

'hooded' effect heard in the midrange. Up to 9kHz,

measurement [ Fig 1, blue trace), output was —6dB at

of 64 measurements [ Fig 41. Upper slope to the treble

phase angle of impedance was moderate, within

38Hz, with atapered response which matched room

was close to correct, if slightly dull and with amild

±45 . High power testing using pulses confirmed that

gain. As a result, in- room extension was to about

power loss around the crossover, 3-4kHz. The ± 3dB

distortion was generally low and that power handling

30Hz, — 3dB. The effect of the grille was to attenuate

limits were met from 30Hz to 8kHz — afine result.
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Accustic Arts AMP 2
EAR/Yoshino 890 stereo amplifier

Dual mono power amplifier 200W

Ideal match with the 8341_

An elegant sound from this quali

Pathos Logos integrated hybrid

pre- amplifier. £ 3075

manufacturer from Germany. £ 5375

amplifier Apopular amplifier

RCA output, £ 5820 genuine

with great look«, £ 2750

balanced dutput.

• •

•

Sugden Masterclass CD player
Asophisticated sound as you would
expect from this UK manufacturer.
Avery layered soundstage and non
aggressive presentation. £ 2750

Dali Helicon 400 loudspeaker
A2,/2 system with unique ribbon/
soft dome tweeter arrangement.
Easy to drive, capable of producing

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck

abig soundstage and avery open

With the new, thicker platter and

top end. Excellent appearance and

upgrade kit it produces an even

cabinet quality normally seen on

more neutral and stable image

more expensive products. £ 32oo

£1417

Stinting CD Tioo valve CD player
Superb sound and appearance.
£1650

•

Audio Physic Loudspeakers
We are pleased to be demonstrating
Finite Elemente Pagode furniture

the new range from this highly

Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD play

For extracting the very best from

respected manufacturer. Very accurate

The improved sound with the new

your equipment.

imaging and tonal balance with great

drive is astonishing. £ 2950

styling. Virgo 3 (shown above) £ 3999.
Tempo £ 2199, Yara £999.

ACCUSTIC ARTS • AMPHION

ART • AUDIO PHYSIC • AVALON .> BEL CANTO • BENZ•MICRO

EXPOSURE •

MCINTOSH

LYRA

QUADRASPIRE • ROGUE AUDIO ` SME

MONO

PULSE "

NORDOST •

CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO • CONRAD-JOHNSON • DALI

NOTTINGHAM

ANALOGUE

OPERA •

PAGODE

EAR/YosHiNo
I"

PATHOS

SHANLING • SHUN MOOK • SUGJEN • TRANSFIGURATION • UNISON RESEARCH • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • WADIA

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Demonstrations by appointment,

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG7 81A

Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.

from either Junction 12 on the My or Junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

T 0118 981 9891
Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our websi

AC/HFN/18

Auditions '

Conrad- Johnson Premier 350, Krell FPB700cx, OreIle Evo II SP100
and CA100 pre- amp, XTC Pre II, Quad ESL- 63, BBC LS3/5A ( 15 ohm),
Spendor SP2.2, Marantz CD- 7, Linn LP12 Lingo/Naim Aro/Audio Note
lo II and ANs-4 step-up, Transparent XL, Cardas Golden Reference and
Wireworld Eclipse and Equinox line and Oasis speaker cables.

understanding of tonal balance and timbre has been largely
achieved in this design, while issues of power nandling,
distortion, bass extension and tuning, plus advances in materials
technology and construction, have brought the other aspects of
The S6e is atwoway design in a

appearance and performance up to date. A hallmark of this
success is the ability to play well at low and high sound levels.

floorstanding
cabinet enclosure

CONCLUSION
The heart of aspeaker as good as this is in the midrange. By
optimising its own driver with the foreknowledge of the standaro

programme, in contrast to the original Spendor this one also has

required to achieve that well-blendec presence, Spendor has

apunchy, rhythmic bass which also does fair justice to rock and
jazz programme. With that natural balance comes considerable

aimed to marry the best of the old with the new.
Swift has judged the market position well for the architecture

smoothness the speaker sounds very even, well integrated and

of the new series, while Landick has found satisfying expressior

easy on the ears. In particular the blending of the midrange to
the treble is pretty seamless, with clear, articulate but admirably
unexaggerated vocal sibilants.
[here is also something else about it, aquality that is rarely
found in loudspeaKer systems: a sense of natural presence, a
feeling that the speaker, instead of behaving as a partially
obscured window, is actually transparent. This, combined with a
rarely ach eyed timbre, results in an unexpected degree of

There is also something else about
it, aquality that is so rarely found
in loudspeaker systems...

empathy for the listener. Hand in hand with this sweet spot for

of his skills in maintaining the established sound quality values

timbre and freauency balance is a lifelike performance on
s.nging voice, ar out- of-the- box result which significantly

of Spendor. All aspects are up to stancard, and the fine sound is
nicely reflected in the well-ordered and vice-free lab results. For

augments spatiality, the sense of good sound source location

the bandwidth and size the sensitivity is good, and the speaker

within the stereo sound field illusion.
The S6e de.ivers well-focused, transparent and deep

is particularly uncritical of amplifier type.
Build quality, pair matching and finish are tirst rate, and for

soundstages. up there with the best in its class. Coloration is low

its size and price the S6e is afine performer with extended bass.

overall, although there's atrace of a ' hooded' effect in the lower

The quality runs deep and it will prove to be capable and

midrange which is likely associated with the cone construction.
The box, while not asuper-damped type, is very well controlled,

compatible with awide range of systems, including some more
costly sources and amplification. Although we have noted some

close to stee-of-te-art in this class. Colorations are mild enough

slight reservations and, it must be said, it did not really set me

to be forgo:ten after afew hours of listening, and nothing gives

alight emotionally, the S6e is recommended and Ido feel this

significant offence in the longer term.
The leve of attention paid to detail in the construction and
driver mountings seems to have paid off in quite good dynamics,

trim and easily-placed design deserves to be heard. II
Martin Colloms

avery c!ean transient sound which is free of artifice, and good
musical filming. In addition a high level of inner detail was
consistently revealed in complex many- layered programme.
If it can be criticised, then the treble is slightly dull, so the
S6e may suit brighter amplifiers and cables, and there is some
lack of bite or attack in the upper mid, where wood block and
hand-clapping sounds should have a ' live' feeling. Here, the S6e
is atad reticent This may also link with the dynamics, which
were blander than expected, with the range of loudness
expression in the music proving alittle muted.

Spendor
01323 843474
www.spendoraudio.com

Hi-FiNews

verdict

Admirably well- voiced floorstanding loudspeaker, with low coloration
and good sense of transparency to allow the bcxes to iisappear.
Midrange performance especially was impressive, and the speaker
could play easily at higher levels. Another winner f
-om Speidor.

The above impressions suggest that the original BBC- Hughes
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Are you someone who is not easily satisfied? Someone who demands the very best, the
latest or perhaps the purest? Then you are going to love seeing what Unilet have in store.
Whether you are looking for aturntable or a state-of-the-art
home cinema set up, or perhaps that elusive speaker cable
that you read about in an American hi-fi magazine, you are
likely to find it at Unilet. For years Unilet has been the place
for the serious audiophile.
So why not come in and see us? You'll find us
tucked away off the High Street, opposite
Waitrose in New Malden, Surrey. We're
just yards away from the BR station and
acouple of minutes from the A3.

the sN mbol ol set uriO,

For acopy of our latest
price list please call:

020 8942 9567

\v‘ilet

or check us out on the web:

www.unilet.net

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street,
New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax: 020 8336 0820

dand
The Hidden Hi- Fi Store

Opinion

John
Crabbe
0

ne of my topping- up and gap-filling exercises this month,
starting with the July issue, where in coupling acritique

of bi-wiring with some excuses for bi-amping, Ifailed to
mention another role for the latter. This would exploit apossible

complementary relationship between loudspeaker crossover
frequency and the needs of tonal balance, by adjusting the
relative power fed to LF and HF drive- units from amplifiers
fitted with adifferential gain control, thus providing tonal
shelving without recourse to extra circuitry.
Such convenient reciprocity would of course be rare, as was a
seemingly successful adoption of bi-wiring brought to my
attention in the wake of that July article. It involved ahi-fi
beginner who had fitted the necessary extra speaker wires and
immediately heard aworthwhile improvement, about which he
enthused to amore experienced
friend who promptly went along for

A hi-fi beginner
fitted extra speaker
wires and heard
improvements. An
experienced friend
went for alisten...

alisten. But noticing that the
leads were extravagantly long and
alarmingly flimsy, his visitor
checked to ensure they'd been
connected satisfactorily, only to
discover that all four bass/treble
shorting bars were still in place on

with which audio folk are probably most familiar. But the
conch-shell's spiral is tapered, and if that taper were conical
(ie, area varies as length squared) the pipe would behave like a
half- wave resonator open at both ends, so doubling the
resonant frequency.
Yet this till leaves a15% shortfait, and I've been asked how
the assumed conical/exponential mix would help. Well, being
aware of aflare- related continuum, Ifirst hunted for evidence
of what happens on switching from conical to exponential
mode while leaving length/throat/mouth dimensions
uncnanged. Two examples came to light, with the resonant
frequency rising by 10% for columns with a3:1 growth in area

the speakers! So what the user had
been enthusing over wasn't

and 100% for 20:1 growth. Thus an exponential flare

bi-wiring, but the effect of halving
an unusually high lead resistance

somewhere between those limits might fit the conch-shell bill.
But so might ablend of flare modes, and with published

by simple duplication, thereby
reducing gratuitous impedance-related undulations of the
frequency response from speakers which ( so it transpired)
descended to a2.5 ohm low- point.
Removing the shorting links activated abi-wiring regime, but
at the expense of reversion to the compromised sound.
However, following installation of some decent low-resistance
cabling, the sound improved still further and bi-wiring ceased to

references freely citing both. the ' conical-cum-exponent:al'
suggestion struck me as reasonable.
Incidentally, for readers who keen HFN back- numbers, the
shifts in air-column behavior as one moves between various
exparsion laws were discussed in ' Sidelines' of Sept ' 93. But
beware of my m sleading use there of ' node' and antinode',
perhaps another subject for future attention.
Now to last month's ponderings, where

t has

been

make any difference. Now, feeling ruefully grateful for new
insights, the owner is hoping for swift oblivion regarding the

suggested that discussing Percy Wilson's pioneering work on

embarrassment he'd felt over those undisturbed shorting bars.

was amistake. But this is easily rectified, as there are two

In the September issue, embarrassment became mine, due
to omission of acautionary note concerning the story about use
of the lip-reed technique for energizing wind instruments. The

sources: ( 0within PW's autobiographical entry ir Gilbert

application of this to conch-shells was presented as if truly

blind listening procedures without citing apublished source

Briggs' Audio Biographies (
Wharfedale Wireless Works,
Bradford 1961); and ( ii) as an Audio Engineering Society
paper entitled ' A Repeatable Technique for Listening Tests'

innovative, whereas vibrating lips had probably been in use long
before then for powering animal horns. A pedantic point,

(AES Journal reprint, Jan 1967).

perhaps, as those conches provided aunique trumpet- like
power, tempting me to dramatize the occasion by creating a

people who find themselves climbing stairs in time with any

Finally, an entirely unconnected point. I'm one of those

lone would-be inventor. Possibly there really was such afigure,

music of commensurate beat that Pappens to be playing, and
have noticed that others do likewise with their jaws when

but Ishould at least have mentioned those pre-emptive horns.

chewing food. We all know that rhythmic musical sounds invite

Also worth clarifying was the supposition that 600mm
air-columns closed at one end could make sense of reports that

for neurologically damaged patients with movement difficulties.

bocny motions, afact that's even been exploited as atherapy

conch-shell tones are usually located in the treble-clef's lower

But how often, Iwonder, do such reactions spill over into other

regions from E=330Hz upwards, when at this length they would

unrelated activities. Are there folk, for instance, who key their

resonate at amere 143Hz. Presuming, that is, tubes of

computers, brush their teeth or polish their shoes in synchrony

constant cross-sectional area, giving the quarter-wave regime

with Bach, Bebop or Bossa Nova? II
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Above, from
left: an LS3/5
prototype; the
BBC No l'
LS3/5A; a BBC
researcher tests
a listener's
perception of
directionality.
(Nothing to do
with the LS/5A,
but it's agreat
picture!)

T

he closing paragraph of the fascinating interview [
I-IFN,
June '04] with Peter Craven: '...when Gilbert Briggs gave
his famous live versus recorded demonstrations in the
Royal Festival Hall in the early 1950s, the reason
people couldn't hear the difference is that he wasn't
trying to reproduce reverberation — he got it from the
environment' restates an observation that Imade some
years ago: the better damped (that is, dryer) the
acoustic, the smaller the perceived differences between
loudspeakers under comparative test.
Conversely, the more ' live' the acoustic, the greater
the differences, which — if taken to an extreme —
would mean that akitchen or bathroom would be an
excellent environment for fine discrimination of
loudspeaker subjective performance. Listening panel
evaluation conducted in absorbent environments in
the relative far-field (say, 3m or more from the
speakers) seem to level out performance differences,
and make critical, objective evaluation extremely
difficult or even impossible.
In the near-field, where the listener could, at apinch,
reach out and touch the speakers, the sound reaching
the listener's ears is greatly influenced by the
reverberant energy bounced off the floor/ceiling/
walls/furniture, and hence the discrimination between
models is marked. I have surprised myself by
observing that speaker A sounds definitely better than
speaker B in a dry acoustic, but in a more live
environment — say, my lounge — A is revealed as highly
coloured: ahard lesson to learn.
It is no coincidence that the ' BBC speaker
philosophy', which is the backbone of what we do here
at Harbeth, is that of designing speakers that will be
used in the near-field (just the other side of the studio
manager's mixing desk) for critical evaluation of audio.
When this is well executed, the performance in the far-
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field is excellent, but definitely not the converse.
With the former role of the BBC as designers of nearfield monitors such as the LS3/5A in mind, I'd like to
follow up on Ken Kessler's article ' The LS3/5A
wannabees' [also June '04]. The LS3/5A was the result
of ahappy accident. By chance, it was discovered that
the hand-built one-off miniature loudspeaker designed
for scale-model evaluation of studio acoustics sounded
rather good on speech, and this was further developed
into what we recognise as the LS3/5A.
In a quintessentially British way, the development
engineers led by my predecessor here, Dudley
Harwood, made a few pairs in a no-expense-spared
environment, with little knowledge or collaboration
from KEF, the supplier of the woofer and tweeter.
Indeed, both the drive units were off-the-peg —
completely standard parts — made to KEF's normal
well-honed commercial specification and tolerance for
its own consumer lines.
It must have been apleasant surprise to KEF to hear
that the BBC had selected its drivers for this scalemodel speaker system, but it was ill-prepared for the
consequences. The handful of specimens that KEF had
given the BBC were of a particular performance — it
matters not whether they were especially good or not —
and they were within KEF's QC limits at that time. But
with hindsight, they may not have been typical. The
problem that bedevilled the whole LS3/5A experience
is that the manufacturing tolerances of the entire
speaker depended upon dozens of interdependent
variables all pulling against each other. The 25-year
production of the speaker precisely to the original BBC
specification was only just achievable under the most
costly, fortuitous and optimistic circumstances.
As we have considerable experience manufacturing
our own drive units and those for other companies, we
www.hifinews.co.uk
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It's known and loved the world over arthe speaker that
met BBC spec. But building the LS3I5A was never easy.
Controversially, Alan Shaw spills the beans

fully appreciate just how difficult it is to maintain
standards with the drive units' Bills of Materials
involving dozens of parts and many different gluing
operations. And let's not forget that the global
consumption of plastics by the loudspeaker industry is
of commercial
insignificance
to
the
major
petrochemical companies, who will — and do —
change specifications when it suits them.
Harbeth observed the production of the LS3/5A from
a distance during the 1980s, aware of discrepancies
between the actual as opposed to fabled measured
performance of specimens that passed our way. We
have covered this on our website with frequency
response graphs of the time. We withheld our
involvement to become the launch manufacturer of the
Mk 2 'Computer Optimised LS3/5A' in 1988 (which I
still believe should have been named LS3/5B, but is
colloquially referred to as ' the 11
ohm version').
Thanks to KEF, who had the
means, skills and technology to
redesign the bass unit and crossover,

characteristic, however, is completely inappropriate
for digital recordings, for which the Mk 2LS3/5A is a
much better match.
Aside from the deliberate HF boost, there is one
other frequency response characteristic that has
bedeviled the LS3/5A from the very start: the 1-2k1z
region. It is refreshing to re-read Martin Colloms's
comprehensive technical review of the then-new
Harbeth Computer Optimised LS3/5A in HiFi News,
August 1988, where Graph One unambiguously
displays the HF boost of the original and the very
considerable peak at 1.3kHz on the earlier version.
Referring to the new Harbeth model, Colloms

The hand- built one-off miniature loudspeaker
designed for scale- model evaluation of studio
acoustics sounded rather good on speech...„

this
redesign
completely
and
brilliantly achieved the
BBC's
ambition of restoring the performance back to that of
the original 1974 Research Department model. The
reality is that drive units do vary in their parameters,
and this time, being involved from the start, KEF

intended that the design was sufficiently generous to
accept the vast bulk of its manufacturing output — a
very wise business decision.
The Computer Optimised LS3/5A — which includes
all Harbeth-brand LS3/5As — reshaped the frequency
response to that of the original 1974 BBC specification
except in high-frequency output above 10kHz. In the
1970s, pre-digital, aconsiderable lift at the top end was
www.hifinews.co.uk

considered a desirable characteristic to ' preemphasise the contribution of hiss from analogue tape
to a recording and hence to alert the sound engineer
how best to maximise dynamic range. This

commented 'the high treble has been tamed... and the
mid is undoubtedly lower in coloration and sounds
more uniform', as one could reasonably expect by the
flattening of the frequency response.
A peak in output at around 1-2kHz was not a
characteristic of the original BBC Design Report RD
1976/29 — although the HF boost is evident — and is
probably not present on the very first production
LS3/5As, but is in evidence with avengeance by the
mid/late 1980s, if not rather earlier. It is typically at
+6dB (that is, a doubling of sound pressure in ahalf
octave) above the average pass band output, and its
HI-FINews NOVEMBER 2004
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The comprehensive range of turntables by Pro-ject,
design is perhaps a little less conservative than the norm
and yes, products are available in blue, and red, and yellow, and green.

High quality record players are available from just over £ 100
Contact us today for details of your nearest Centre of Excellence.
Centres of Excellence are our elite dealers who have shown commitment to customer service, attended
regular product training seminars and offer demonstration facilities on the majority of the Pro-ject range.

Project Audio

Distributed by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, info@henleydesigns.co.uk

Feature
presence probably accounts for most of the perceived
differences between specimens. That the ' raw' bass
unit is at its most efficient (
je, loudest) in that region
was taken into account in the design of the network at
the BBC, and energy was sucked-out between 1-21(Hz
by judicious use of aseries notch filter comprising coil
L2, capacitor C5 and damping resistor R2 in the
crossover feed to the bass unit.
The equaliser is effective at flattening this acoustic Q
peak provided that the Q (or peakiness) of the extra
output from the bass/mid unit is spread over afairly
wide band, when the relatively simple equaliser can
exactly correct for it. The problem is that almost from
the start, the equaliser's electrical Q and that of the
drive units did not exactly match... except in the case
of specially selected, hand-made, laboratory samples.
The consequence was avaliant effort by KEF and the

Left: original

then licensees over some 20 years to periodically
adjust the equaliser circuit to try and make the best
attempt to neutralise the drive unit's growing acoustic

speake . Jsed in

peak. The reasons for the peak were never completely
resolved, but it is suggested that changes to the basic
Bextrene material resulted from the addition of fire
retardant to meet US car fuse box safety specifications,

Alan Snaw seen

with no thought to the acoustic consequences.
Our relationship with professional users is such that
we have accumulated trade-ins of the older BBC
speakers, and many dozens have passed through our
hands for replacement with new Harbeths. Many of
these old speakers have been worked hard, and often
have partially defective drivers, but usually one of a
'pair' work, giving us aunique opportunity to measure
and assess performance variations over the 25 year
production run.
Turning specifically to the LS3/5A, we have been
especially curious about variability. Whether the
speakers we have measured are truly representative or
not, we cannot say, and whether their performance has
varied significantly from when they were new is
unknown. They were all sold directly to the
broadcasters and, if anything, would have been to a
higher standard than retail examples. We long ago
ceased to convince ourselves that a typical first
generation LS3/5A (of the sort that would appear
secondhand to the public) is in any way superior to a
typical Computer Optimised 11 ohm pair. The later
speakers beat the typical earlier model for frequency
response flatness, lower coloration, maximum
loudness and distortion, precisely as Martin Colloms
stated in 1989. It may be the case — and Isuspect that
it is — that some of the very early retail pairs made
during say, 1975-80 are (or were) excellent, but only
because of the most excruciating selection of drive
units, a process which was simply not possible once
demand had rapidly increased. The adhesives used in
those units will have aged dramatically; these were the
days before cyanoacrylate's permanent bonding.
Taken together with Peter Craven's observation about
the liveness' of an acoustic playing a part in the
judgment of speaker performance, it is probably no
coincidence that in a soundproofed studio, even the
most peaky early LS3/5A could sound acceptable as a
Grade 3 monitor. But used in a more lively, harder
domestic environment, this 1-21(Hz peak and boosted
top end really draws attention to itself, and makes
speech quite noticeably ' hotter' than it really should
be. It's easy enough to prove this to yourself if you
www.hifinews.co.uk

scale model
research; right,
with a new
Harbeth speaker,
the NRG4

make aspeech recording outside with even amodest
equipment such as a borrowed microphone and a
MiniDisc recorder.
Although we started manufacture of the LS3/5A in
1988, within 18 months, as is well-known in the Far
East, we felt that we could design a system of lower
coloration, yet with the same overall bass response and
power handling, and the Harbeth magneticallyshielded HLP3 was introduced. The concept was not,
as was stated, to design another 'take' on the LS3/5A
for domestic users, but to offer an alternative to the
professional user who was troubled by the LS3/5A's
huge stray magnetic field. Colour-balanced Grade 1TV
picture monitors were, and are still, CRT-based.
In turn the P3ES was repackaged as the Monitor 20,
the

smallest

member

of the

Harbeth

20/30/40

professional line of drop-in replacements for the
LS3/5A, LS5/9 and LS5/8 monitors. In fact, well over
20 million UK viewers/listeners are hearing audio that

We long ago ceased to convince
ourselves that atypical first
generation LS3i5A is in any way
superior to atypical 11 ohm pair
has been mastered on Harbeth speakers every single
day, along with countless millions overseas.
So where does this leave us? There is certainly a
great affection for the LS3/5A, and so there should be
for the great British invention, but this nostalgia needs
to be moderated by the reality that the vintage of this
particular wine critically affects its flavour. May I
strongly suggest that future romantic rendezvous with
this charming old lady are chaperoned with some
modern test equipment? Reviews underpinned by
proper measurements are so much more satisfying —
and so much more revealing. Ill
HI-FINews NOVEMBER 2004
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AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
Fine Stereo Components
Home Theater Systems

1. AMcIntosh home- from- home:

Steve Rowell admitted it ha

Audio Classics Ltd in Vestal,

him stumped!

New York state, USA
www.audioclassics.com

4. Anice pair of Altec-Lans
massive Model Nineteen

2. One of many Marantz gems,

loudspeakers — 143Ibs of o

in this case an Audio Consolette

walnut cabinet and 15in ba

mono valve pre- amp in wooden

driver, with high sensitivity

sleeve
5. The Fisher Anniversary S
3. Karg Laboratories

90-T receiver complete win

Stereophonic FM tuner — even

Microbeam Tuning for radio

Audio
Classics
If you're the sort who can't let go of cherished components, spare a
thought for McIntosh addict Steve Rowell. He has astore full of them.
Ken Kessler meets the man behind New York's Audio Classics.

A

sone with no interest
in eBay nor in scouring
boot fairs or classified

Korea - has so fired up my almost-

the store, Decause Steve is not only

dormant collector's gene as visiting

providing some priceless research

Audio Classics Ltd in New York .

ads for vintage hi-fi, Imust admit

The reason Iended up there will

material, he's also the custodian of

to being slightly out of the

tell you more about Audio Classics

collectors loop. Let's face , t: I

amind- boggling amount of
historical documentation, point-of-

than just about anything it stocks:

attend enough audio flea markets
and already own enough antiques

I've been commissioned to write

sale material, old books ard

to be spared the trial of f!pding,
say, adecent Radford valve amp.
But nothing I've experienced in the
past decade - not even visiting the
amazing vintage audio stores in

72

magazines and even mint examples

here, tus selection of pre-owned'
components is simply astounding.
'I'd always had agreat interest in
audio, since my high school days,'
explains Rowell. After adecade
selling Yellow Pages advertising, I
bought aload of McIntosh

the history of McIntosh, and Audio

of early McIntosh gear for the

Classics' founder and president

book's photography. Obviously, he's

equipment from aretailer that had
closed. Ihad 13 pieces of
McIntosh - and on the way home

Steve Rowell is really, to all intents

atotal McIntosh addict, and as is

and purposes. McIntosh's selfappointed, unofficial historian. With

the dream of every enthusiast, he's

I'd sold most of them, and Imade

turned it into acareer as an audio

McIntosh's bfessing Pended up in

some money. Ithougnt, hey that's

historian-cum-vendor. As you see

pretty neat - Ithink I'll do this.
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Show resort
'So in 1979 Istarted selling
used McIntosh gear on the side. I
put my first advert in Audio
magazine in April 1979, and I
continued to do that until 1985,
when my wife encouraged me to go
full-time.
At the time there was ahuge
market for vintage gear, but it was
spread out all over the world — the
Japanese collectors seemed to
recognise quality early on,
everything from Western Electric to
Marantz... anything that was
"quality American", they were
buying. That hasn't changed so
much, but Isee the collector's
market slightly in decline primarily
because of the takeover of home
theatre systems. It's not convenient
to use six channels of tube
amplification in ahome theatre
system, and it's harder to get that
past the wife.'
Rowell's passion developed into
afull-time job, with apremises
boasting afully-equipped service
and restoration department, a
selection of new components
including McIntosh and Rotel, a

6. Sherwood S5500, a50 watt

kardon Citation IV pre- amp,

comfy demo room and a

stereo intergrated arnplifer.

complete with scratch and

department for musical
instruments. But the heart of Audio

Note the continuously-variable
loudness zontroi, second from

rumble filters, and separate

Classics is its enormous selection

right

and channel B

of vintage gear, including hundreds
of McIntosh components from every

7. From McIntosh 225 to the

era, most in polythene bags, filling
yard after yard of metal shelving.

Tivoli radio, aformidable
collectilr of audio history on

10. Steve Rowell, President
and founder of Audio Classics,

Proximity to the factory has been
beneficial for both Audio Classics
and McIntosh, and the company is
more than happy to send local
customers to the store. Rowell's
patrons include collectors from all

display

1979

Kardon, SAE and Crown, an AR turntable and
an Empire Troubadour record deck, Quad ESLs
leaning against Klipschorns, Altecs, big

8. Nice Thorens TD- 124
turntable with the appropriate

11. Shelf after shelf of classic
McIntosh kit, carefully bagged

McIntosh speakers and plenty of accessories.
What's most impressive is Steve's own grasp of

and McIntosh enthusiast since

SME 3009 arm — 16, 33 and

for sale — KK didn't bother to

vintage gear: if you need to know whether your

45rpm speeds available

count the actual footage.

speakers will work better with aPhase Linear or

9. On KK's Lust List, abarman-

Suffice it to say, he's never
seen more vintage

aDunlap-Clarke, he'll tell you.
Prices? Steve gave me some examples, all of

over the world. One, Rowell
remarks, has several hundred

bass and treble for channel A

pieces: ' Iasked his wife, " How
come you don't have any problem

which seemed ludicrously low thanks to aweak

with your husband collecting so

3000 or alegendary Mac ' 1700 receiver for

much equipment?" She said,

dollar: aMac MC275 valve amp for $ 2000-

"Well, one day Iwas thinking

$400-600, an original Mac C22 pre-amp for
$2000-2500, Thorens TD125 turntables for

about it and realised that my
husband's home with me every
night. He's not out bowling, he's

turntables selling for $ 50-200. Better still,
Audio Classics is forthcoming with accurate

not out drinking with the boys. So

descriptions, so there should be no nasty

if that's the trade-off, then he gets

surprises, and the company backs up its safes

to keep all the McIntosh gear and I
get to have my husband at home. I

with the kind of confidence- inspiring support

think it's finer

$150-400 and the aforementioned AR

simply not available from most online sources.
Among the ' 23 reasons' listed on the web site

Rowell oversees what most hi-fi
enthusiasts would find to be an

for shopping there are warranties, upgrade

irresistible ' toy store', possibly one

company's own rating system lets you know

without peer. Just glancing around,
Isaw dozens of McIntosh tube

what you're getting, from ' mint' to ' as seen',

schemes and generous buy-back plans, and the

whether you visit the store or buy online. Me?

amplifiers, prime examples of

I'm already saving up for that Empire

Marantz, Scott, Fisher, Harman-

turntable...

www.hifinews.co.uk
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ews
Pletnev's glass slipper for Argerich

Du Pré remembered

Music Reviews
Richter at Aldeburgh

Mahler 5remastered

audiophile releases including Brubeck in WWII songs, Perez Prado mambo

Classical
BEETHOVEN

MAHLER

as one SACD) for

Symphony 5

GU5TAV MAI11114 • SYMPTIONte I
105

BPO/Claudio Abbado
DG 477 071-2
69m 32s ( Especial) two discs

Symphonies 1-9
Magda Laszlo, Hilde
Róssi-Majden, Petre

Ben.eirn Prouvenonnen Cutup° Awe«)

recorded live in

Goodness knows why we need two discs ( albeit priced

1993 and first
issued in DG's

Ch/R PO/ Hermann Scherchen
Archipel ARPCD 0201
334m 04s (£) five discs mono
It was always my hope that I'd find

'40 Audio' series;
the break here
comes at the end
of the Scherzo.
Imust admit, though, that the sound is markedly

copies of Scherchen's early LPs of
Beethoven symphonies

improved, with the SACD layer opening out into awide
space with extended dynamic range. This contracts

(Westminster used to offer optional
couplings of those taking up one

with the CD layer, but it is cleaner than before and I
found deeper emotional engagement with it. Either

12in side) as, according to old
magazine reviews, some
movements were taken at the

way, however, it sounds like amulti-miked mix-down,
without defining any real ambient surrounding.

metronome markings and were
thus even faster than with
Toscanini. Even amonth or so ago I

Of the three postKarajan BPO Fifths I'd be hard put
to choose between Abbado's sensitivity and

found the Ninth with Five,

Haitink's; I
would not put the Rattle/EMI (abonus
DVD-A comes with his filmed version) in the same
category. CB

engrossing mastery of architecture and detail, and

unexpectedly on French Heliodor
pressings, but the efforts of MCA
and later Universal to get the cycle

PERFORMANCE COULD BE FIRST CHOICE
RECORDING HAS NEVER SOUNDED BETTER

on to CD were frustrating in that they
duplicated some but never
remastered others.
There were stereo remakes of
some symphonies - Speakers
Corner has the later Eroica on WST

Scottish
chamber

Orchestra

14045- but Archipel has worked
from copies of the 1951-54 mono

nnrKf IRAS

recordings: 2, 4, 5and 8with the
Royal Philharmonic ( originally
listed for contractual reasons as
The Philharmonic Symphony

111 B

Orchestra of London); 1, 3, 6, 7, 9
RI

taped in Vienna.

Kodály

artok-

o

lor String> Nute...0

lh,ertünento

Scherchen was not aconsistent
musician - often cutting Mahler, for
example, and his tempi for the

KODALY
Dances of Galanta
BARTOK
Music for strings,

Harnoncourt's live COE
performances reviewed in July.

Scottish CO/Sir Charles
Mackerras
Linn CKD 234
72m 56s (£££) SACD hybrid
Eighty next year, Sir Charles

faster in the stereo remakes. Neither

recordings of major works by these
two composers. ( As it happens, the

Pastoral has the necessary scherzo
repeat and Scherchen shows little

Haydn, Scherchen gives us plenty to
think over.

Kodály Dances were written to mark

interest in either the dolce markings
the Klemperer mould, with the

Although No.6 is dimmer than the
rest, these mono recordings have
plenty of life in them, but you'll need

middle movements respectively only

to boost the right channel to centre

alittle faster/slower; we have both
trio repeats and the opening scherzo

the image with all five discs! CB
PERFORMANCES STIMULATING BARGAIN SET

section played twice in ( ii); both bass

RECORDINGS STILL HAVE PLENTY OF LIFE

Hi-FiNews

spicing that Fricsay and Dorati

orchestra

ordinary but 2is full of energy and 4
ideal in tempi and shaping. As in

NOVEMBER 2004

nightmarish than usual. What Imiss
is the unmistakable Hungarian
brought to this music, or in the two

Mackerras has never been content
to let the grass grow under his feet Ibelieve these are his first

or the humour. His Ninth is rather in

the Divertimento is less terrifyingly

percussion and celesta •
Divertimento for string

and tenor solos in the finale are
rather strangely articulated. The
Seventh is conventional and

opening movements of the Eroica
and Pastoral were an astonishing,
perhaps even absurd 18%, 20%
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this remastering
of Mahler 5,
the Berlin
Philharmonie in

SACD hybrid

Munteanu, Richard Standen,
Vienna State Opera Orch and

=-_

rock round-up

the 80th anniversary of the
Budapest Philharmonic Society.)
He has enjoyed along partnership
with the Scottish orchestra and their
playing is responsive and
exceptionally well balanced. The

Bartók pieces the intensity of

Even so, this is avery good disc. CB
PERFORMANCES FINE ORCHESTRAL PLAYING
RECORDING GOOD

PROKOFIEV
Piano Concerto 1 •
Symphony 5
Nikolai Lugansky, RSNO/
Alexander Lazarev; National
Youth OrchNan Pascal Tortelier
Warner 2564 61551-2
59m lOs (££)
These are live performances from
last year's Proms. part of awell
presented BBC/Warner CD series

third movement Adagio of the

carrying aforeword by Nicholas
Kenyon. The Prokofiev First

Bartok MSPC is ravishing; that in

Concerto is perhaps astopgap until

www.hifinews.co.uk

Lugansky, amajor Warner artist,
records all five. While the
accompaniment here is abit rough
and ready, more of aproblem is the
Royal Albert Hall acoustic diffusing

JACQUELINE DU PRE
IN PORTRAIT
Includes Elgar Cello Concerto •
Beethoven ' Ghost' Piano Trio

the keyboard imaging and placing

Pinchas Zukerman, Daniel Barenboim,
Jacqueline du Pré, NPO

the orchestra too distantly.

BBC Opus Arte OA CNO902 D

young musicians under Tortelier
makes for aFifth Symphony that

155m (£££) DVD
Arecent Gramophone cover, the iconic 1965 EMI
recording of the Elgar Concerto with Barbirolli reduced

generates plenty of excitement, with
Prokofiev's gawky orchestration and

to midprice ( after all these years...) and now aDVD
coupling of two of Christopher Nupen's films. Have we

sinister rhythmic patterns
confronted head on. Ibegan to think

missed some anniversary? It seems not. Du Pré first

The sheer enthusiasm of the

that Karajan, in his justly admired
DG version, rather missed the point!
CB
PERFORMANCE SYMPHONY RECOMMENDED
RECORDING MODERATE

played the Elgar with Rudolf Schwarz and the BBC SO
in 1962, when she was 17. She died, the victim of
multiple sclerosis, in 1987. Nupen's black and white
documentary on her career, mostly told by du Pré
herself, was updated in 1989 to included colour
footage of her working with Moray Walsh at the early
stages of her illness; it segues abruptly into the

PROKOFIEV
Violin Concerto 1
SIBELIUS
Violin Concerto •

well-known Elgar Concerto performance conducted
by Daniel
Barenboim (the

Humoreskes Op.89
Ilya Gringolts, Gothenburg SO/
Neeme Jârvi
DG 474 814-2

more experienced conductor
Neeme Jarvi. But I
admire
Gringolts's candour in declaring that

only acrowd of young musicians showing off their

Philharmonia —

talents), at least showed arounded picture of this
'musical Mafia'. And the DVD Is filled out with long

was the paternal
Barbirolli who
had interested
IAt I
lgar

clip ( um emu

Bcrtho•cot Lhou [ no

the director in too reverential amanner ( I
was
reminded of the memorable query in the Lady

leading the New

amount of work
with the ECO). It

DG, thanks to partership with the

and his pleasure at Jacqueline's talent.
Nupen's documentaries, although voiced-over by

Chatterly trial Reverence to the balls?' — Ashkenazy,

doing avast

an individualist': aclaim born out by
these concerto readings— more
successful than his first pairing for

composer. We seehim talking about the Suggia Award

ECO'sJosé
Garcia is seen

at the time
Barenboim was

69m 18s (£££)
Gringolts I
see is being marketed as

lACUILIONL OU NE Will, DANIEL BARLNBOIM

the young pianist/
conductor in the

Barenboim, du Pré, Mehta, Zukerman, were, after all,

extracts from acomplete range of upcoming Nupen
films — subjects include Milstein, Segovia, Wagner.
Shot at St John's Smith Square is acomplete
performance of Beethoven's ' Ghost Trio; the red
Regency jacket worn by Barenboim is asight to
behold: apotent reminder of the long- hair and
sideboards' 1970s. CB
PERFORMANCE DOCUMENTARY INTEREST DV)
RECORDING FAIR - SOME IIODERN INSERTS

the four short Humoreskes with
string orchestra took up most of the
recording time. ( Two more were

were published as Op.87.) In the
booklet note Gringolts is also quoted

sweep of alternatives like the
Heifetz. The Hurrtoreskes come

on Sibelius's use of orchestral colour

across vividly, though. CB

in the Concerto, and how aslower
tempo for the finale — adopted here

PERFORMANCES INDIVIDUAL!

to questionable effect— suggests a
dance of death.
He's chosen the finer Prokofiev
First since it enjoys l.s exposure in
the West than No.2, and here he
really does take an imaginative leap,
not least in characterising as ironic

PROKOFIEV
Cinderella Suite
RAVEL
Mother Goose Suite
Martha Argerich/Mikhail
Pletnev

the ' love music' open:rig the finale
(over one of Prokofiev's typical

DG 474 868-2
49m 47s (£ specia)

'walking figure' accompaniments).

SACD hybrid
Mikhail Pletnev's EMI/Melodiya

This will come as ashock to those
brought up on the classic prewar
Szigeti version, now on Naxos, as
will be the rawness ofattack in the
scherzo, which I
liked very much.
Gringolts has afairly dry tone,
placing each note with exactitude.
This is effective in the Sibelius,
where Jarvi's orchestra really
shines, but where that measured
finale lacks the dragon-slaying

www.hifinews.co.uk

RECORDING VERY GOOD

debut LF', afterhis 1978 Tchaikovsky
Competition award, included his
own piano arrangements of
Shchedrin and Tchaikovsky;
transcribing has remained a
preoccupation — egthe Beethoven
Violin Concerto for the clarinettist
Michaeleollins — and here we have a
première record .ng of aninemovement suite for two pianos,

HI-FlNews
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dedicated to Martha Argerich, from
Prokofiev's infrequently heard ballet
Cinderella. This is aunique meeting
of pianistic talent - like the legendary
duo of Rachmaninov and Horowitz,
whom RCA omitted to record over
the years- capable of the widest

BEETHOVEN
Piano Concerto 1 • Piano Sonata in F
Op.54
Sviatoslav Richter, Boston SO/Charles Munch
JVC JM-XR24018
48m 07s ( especial)

expressive range. Dynamics too: in
the Cinderella finale Pletnev bangs

LISZT

on the exposed strings to reproduce

Piano Sonata
SCHUBERT
Moments musicaux D780: 1,3 and 6 •
Piano Sonata in E minor D566
CHOPIN
Barcarolle Op.60
Sviatoslav Richter
BBC Legends BBCL 4146-2
79m 39s (££)

at an emphatically slow tempo; in the live performance

When Sviatoslav Richter made his 1961 American
debut he was accompanied by aSoviet minder who
rebuked him when, delighted at the way aBoston
rehearsal had gone, he had kissed the hand of Charles
the sound of bells and on SACD it's a
tremendous thrumm. Cinderella has

Munch. How eagerly we snapped up those early
recordings ( incidentally, Richter loathed his Brahms 2

he throws liimself more fearlessly into Beethoven's
exuberant, long cadenza ( RCA's tapes have audible
hum levelswhich drop for some sob passages,
suggestingspliced takes).
The Boston version has, I
suppose, historic
significance and there is certainly plenty to admire more, I
think, in the sonata coupling, the most

many miraculous things in it, from
the ' Quarrel' to the motoric ' Gallop',

with Chicago/Leinsdorf), although this is nota

Bach- like of the 32. It was taped in adifferent studio

distinguished collaboration - Munch's and the

the shifting moods of ' Cinderella's
Waltz' may put you in mind of Ravel's
La Valse. Argerich and Pletnev, in
the four- hands Mother Goose, slip
perfectly into that composer's

engineer's aggressive, over-scaled orchestral sections
almost sabotage Richter's playing, and it is noticeable
that the Boston Symphony Orchestra
accompaniments become more transparent where

and the generally full tone becomes unpleasantly
metallic in fortetoccata passages. The big Philips
Edition contains a1992 live Concertgebouw
alternative but this is less expressive.
The BBC Legends disc, of 1964-6 Aldeburgh
Festival performances, includes aLiszt Sonata which.

child's-eye world - notably in the

there is interchange with the piano part.
Sviatoslav Richter gave over half his total of

finale where the glissandi have a
simple concision and the little

after afew imperfections near the beginning, evolves

performances of the First Concerto in this decade ( he
did not play 2,4 or the ' Emperor'), and amusically

military tattoos have asmall voice,

(tracking allows 11 entry points but I
cannot imagine

superior 1963 live alternative with the Moscow
PO/Kondrashin has appeared on Russian Disc ( RD
CD 11 041, mono), though it suffers from stretches of
watery piano tone. In both, Richter's first entry is taken

where others fatally inflate the
apotheosis. CB
PERFORMANCES OUTSTANDING DUO
RECORDING SUPERB

RAVEL
Shéhérazade • Le
Tombeau de Couperin •

into areading of awesome form, dignity and unity
anyone not wanting to hear the whole); apart from
some compression at high dynamic levels, the stereo
sound is suprisingly clean and satising.
The Schubert Eminor Sonata ( 1817) was
unfinished and perhaps the scherzo was meant to go
elsewhere; indeed, Richter repositions it to form a
Moderato-Scherzo-Allegretto piece which he plays
with characteristically calm authority. The last of the
Six Moments musicaux is turned into an intimate
communing lasting 12m 48s - Brendel omits both

Pavane • Menuet antique
DEBUSSY

Allegretto repeats but his adjusted timing would be

Danses • Le jet d'eau •
Trois Ballades de François
Villon

9m; his dynamic range is narrower than Richter's.
Apity the applause was not edited out after this
extraordinary reading. CB

Anne Sotie von Otter, Alison

PERFORMANCES ION RCA) NOT ESSENTIAL RICHTER

Hagley, Cleveland Orchestra/
Pierre Boulez
DG 471 614-2
76m 05s (£££)

RECORDINGS ' ,,
RD TONE IN THE SONATA
PERFORMANCES ( ON BBC LEGENDS) VERY SPECIAL
RICHTER WITH MUNCH AND THE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHES1RA

RECORDINGS

RPRISINGLY GOOD

With the expected hallmarks of
clarity, care over chording and
articulation, these 1999 Boulez
recordings ( including his second
Cleveland Pavane pour une enfante

We don't get, at climaxes, any sense
of the orchestra threatening to mask
the singer, as you would in real life.

PERFORMANCES VON OTTER EXCELLENT

défunte) seem to have received

And in the two Debussy Danses,

because Van Cliourn had asked the

RECORDINGS DISAPPOINTING

Soviets for the conductor who had
accompanied him at the 1958

some kind of engineering

scored for harp and strings, the

makeover: thus, in Shéhérazade,
von Otter's voice sounds almost as if
some echoev ambience of its own.

scale is inflated and unreal, with the
harp ( Lisa Wellbaum) spread across
three-quarters of the soundstage.

Nor are the words clear in the
Debussy settings. CB

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV

AUDIOPHILE

RISTOPHER BREUNIG

LER • ALL DISCS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE
PRICE CO

76

BEN WATSON
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JOHNNY BLACK
NEWS CO SERVICE

LEI full price; LE midpricei L. budget, Especial POA
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Tchaikovsky Competition to come to

Capriccio Espagnol

the States for repeat performances.

TCHAIKOVSKY

Kondrashin drives his players quite
hard. With an impressive dynamic

Capriccio Italien
CLASSICAL REVIEWS

July, these 1958 Manhattan Center
productions carne about largely

RCA Victor SO/Kyril Kondrashin
JVC JM-XR24013
31m 07s ( especial)
Companion disc to the Ka balevsky/
Khachaturian coupling reviewed in

range ( including much very soft
playing), his two Capriccios have
plenty of ' wow!' factor, rather less
'mmm' - Iprefer. for example,
Argenta's Rimsky-Korsakov from

www.hifinews.co.uk

Music Choice
Classical

the same year ( Decca). And RCA's
stereo engineering, though by no
means ' hole in the middle', has
surely altogether too wide aspread,
with Oscar Shumsky's violin solos
coming, oddly, from the outer edge
of the left speaker. CB

Two bear titles, ' II
favorito' ( rather
conventional Vivaldi)
and ' L'amoroso'
where Manze uses
guitar for continuo,
and mutes the
strings to create an
atmosphere of
intimacy. Some
cadenzas and
decorations were
improvised: Manze
has more of an
agenda than his
English Concert
predecesor Trevor
Pinnock, and
probably afan- base
too, among early
music specialists.
But I
find his
constant pushing of
intonation taken too
far and an overall
fussiness prevails: fiddlers are like
singers and, as with, say, Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf, you'll either be
enraptured or entirely put off! I
don't
think the featureless acoustic of Air
Studios helps this music genre and
the solo miking is unsubtle. CB

PERFORMANCES HARD DRIVEN

PERFORMANCES FOR MANZE FANS

RECORDING QUESTIONABLE STEREO

RECORDING FAIR

VIVALDI

VIVALDI

'Concertos for the
Emperor'
The English Concert/Andrew
Manze
Harmonia mundi
HMU 907332
78m 52s (£££)
The six reconstructec violin
concertos with string
accompaniments here were part of
aset of 12 written asa gift at a
meeting between Vivaldi and

Charles VI in Trieste, . n1728, the
composer probably hoping for an
court appointment under this highly
musical ruler. Archived away in
Vienna under the title ' La Cetra' they
were assumed to be the better
known Op.9 (
La Cetra) until
re-examined in the 1970s by
musicologist Michael Talbot.

www.hifinews.co.uk

'The Four Seasons'
HANDEL
Messiah — highlights
Hugh Bean, Sheila Armstrong,
Norma Procter, Kenneth
Bowen, John Cameron, LSO
and Chorus/NPO/Leopold
Stokowski
Cala CACD 0538
103m 55s (££) two discs
It is nice sometimes to turn the clock
back and enjoy music made in an
old-fashioned way. Stokowski's
'Four Seasons' has aBrahmsian
amplitude, huge rallentandos at the
ends of some movements, an
easeful pace completely at odds
with today's hyperactivity in Vivaldi,
and sweepingly wide contrasts
beween forteand pianissimo.
The late Hugh Bean ( albeit stuck
centred in the left speaker area —
these were 1966 ' Phase-4'
productions) plays with graceful
precision. But there's nothing
grandiose about the presentation;
and Stokowski had, in Charles
Spinks, adelightfully witty continuo
contributor — listen out for him. The
actual string sound, from Decca's
old West Hampstead Studios, is abit
washy and unreal. The second disc
gives us 58m of vocal, choral and

orchestral excerpts from Messiah
(texts are included by Cala); the
chorus sounds fairly modest in size.
The singers are all excellent,
especially Norma Proctor. Kenneth
Bowen is quoted in the booklet as
recalling that although Stokowski
had last worked on Messiah in
1909, he asked for hardly any
rehearsal; the red light was switched
on and off they went. Here the
instantly recognisable ambience of
Kingsway Hall plays its own part,
although the solo voices are very
forward in amonophonic, stuck-on
way ( our 1970s ' Quality Monitor'
features used the term ' pan
potted'). This is atruly enjoyable
coupling. CB
PERFORMANCES AMASTER AT THE WHEEL
RECORDINGS PHASE 4TRANSFERS

PERSPECTIVES 1

SCHUBERT
Piano Sonata in A minor
D537
ADES
Darknesse Visible
MOZART
Piano Sonata in B flat
K570
BEETHOVEN
Piano Sonata in C minor
Op.111
Andreas Haefliger
Avie AV 0041
70m 52s (£££)
The real cost of downloading,
suggested Paul Gambaccini in a
recent Radio 4discussion, would

programme) — although it is odd to
find Haefliger already duplicating a
sonata he included in his all- Mozart
Avie recital, reviewed in these pages
last December.
The recordings are indeed
different: Haefliger's Adagio is here
alittle quicker, with the staccato
semiquavers shorter in the opening
bars and aflurry of decoration for
9-12: not altogether convincing, I
thought, and absent before.
Perhaps one should not make
too much of the programme
sequencing (as listed above) or look
for non-existent relationships; I
would have preferred the Ades to
have followed the Beethoven
arietta, with Mozart before
Schubert. Based on Dowland's
lute song ' In Darkness Let Me
Dwell', this 7m piece ( 1992) relies
upon wide dynamic and pitch
contrasts, quoting Dowland's
melodic line by way of coda: I
found
it rather pretentious.
Haefliger's Beethoven reminded
me of Arrau in his middle years—
though not with the same tonal
richness. It even has the Arrau
slowing high in the treble register
before the long coda to the second
movement. It's avery persuasive,
ideally proportioned account of
Op.111 and in all three sonatas
Haefliger has one's attention
(though his Schubert has not the
depth of Michelangeli's televised
performance on aTDK DVD)
Possibly the studio resonance

be the album concept and artworks.
Although there's nothing to explain
it in the notes, there is evidently a

softens the effect of Beethoven's
dotted rhythms; for some reason
the Ades has greater presence. CB

sequence concept here ( as with
Hélène Grimaud's recent DG

PERFORMANCES WHOLLY ENGAGING
RECORDING GOOD PUT NOT SPECIAL
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Jazz
CECIL TAYLOR

musicians are listening right into the
central space and such is the vitality
of the interactions, one could almost

Algonquin
Bridge 9146

say the opening tracks are swinging.
As if to counter this tendency,
'Who Is Changing Places' is a

54m 45s (£££)
On 12 February 1999, courtesy of

severely low-key and minimal halfhour, but the performance

the McKim Fund, Cecil Taylor
performed aconcert at the Library of
Congress in Washington DC. He
chose to play aduet with violinist

nevertheless writhes with energy.
'Super Opposition' finishes the CD
with adeftness that could only come

Mat Manen. Manea emerges from a

from musicians, recordings
engineers and editors working

singular tradition largely invented by

according to ashared aesthetic.

his father Joe, which extends Bebop

Given the confusions assailing so

by paying attention to Viennese
Twelve Tone and the microtones of

much improvised today, this sounds
like amanifesto. Beautiful. BW
PERFORMANCES INTENT, ASSURED

Greek folk music. Of course, the
piano is incapable of microtones,

RECORDING STATE OF THE ART

but if anyone can make the
instrument talk between the notes',
it's Taylor. Taylor has split the

THE GAINELIN TRIO
15- Year Reunion: Live at
the Frankfurt Book Fair
Leo LR375

musical atom, so that no chord is
stable any longer. He plays anote
and it's immediately invaded by
contrary forces, anti- matter rushing
towards the new event. Manea is

39m 59s (£££)
After 15 years apart, the mighty

similarly focused on the scintillating

Ganelin Trio from Vilnius —

contradictions of the singleton note.

Vyac:heslav Ganelin ( piano, synth),
Vladimir Chekasin ( reeds) and
Vladimir Tarasov ( drums) — played

today about the differences
between jazz and classical withoJt
taking Ganelin into account.
Coming from acut-off land
where piano playing and romantic
music involved sociality and the
fingers rather than the academy
and the score, Ganelin used free
jazz as his excuse to extemporise

improvisor's focus on the instant
allows the duo to unfurl music of

together again at the Frankfurt

stunning symphonies. His synth
and Chekasin's double saxophones
improvise garrulous divertimenti,

Book Fair on 8October 2002, just

always held in humorous and

surpassing architecture. The live
recording has afew annoying

moments after the president of

swinging tension by Tarasov's
unique way with percussion. The
only music approaching this level of

Their duet here is simply
triumphant. Paradoxically, afree

coughs, but these are irrelevant
because Taylor and Manen i
discover
auniverse in the notes themselves.
When the music's this close to the
essence, the jazz/improv/classical
divisions fall away. Sublime. BW
PERFORMANCE A21ST CENTURY CLASSIC
RECORDING FINE THOUGH MICS ABIT DISTANT

NO SPAGHETTI
EDITION

FRANK GRATKOWSKI
Facio
Leo LR398
65m 29s (£££)
To record this set of compositions,
German clarinettist Frank

Lithuania made aspeech as
honorary guest (the first time
Lithuania had participated asan
'ndependent country). The Trio's
unique chemistry was evidently in

European transgeneric fecundity
comes from Nottingham's Jan

deep freeze, because it exploded

Kopinski. Superb. BW
PERFORMANCE PROLIX AND ORCHESTRAL

all aver again. No-one can talk

RECORDING RAW AND STRONG

Gratkowski brought in three other
consummate musicians:
trombonist Wolter Wierbos, bassist
Dieter Manderscheid and drummer

sound unnsky and twee. No-one's
surprisingthemselves.
Hemingway's concluding stomp

Tab Smith recordea for the United
label between 1955 and 1957 (the
fourth and final volurre of his

Mardi Gras. but it's Ronald

complete work for that label). There
are lacunae in the personnel, but we

play. The CD is asuite in nine

McDonald. Sleevenote witbrings

know Sam Malone clayed

movements: ' Evocation', ' Moving
Shades', Mix Up', ' Seek', ' Rush'

about postmodernism don't help. A

Hammond organ, Vernon King bass

case of conscious organisation

and Walter Johnson drums. Ray

on ' Celebration' is meant ta be

Real Time Satellite Data

Gerry Hemingway. Gratkowski was
clear about what he wanted them to

Sofa 513
71m 31s (£££)
The core of No Spaghetti Edition is
Ivan Grydeland ( guitar), Tonny

and soon. Each gives the four

producing banality rather than

King supplies echoey blues- ballad

Kluften ( bass) and Ingar Zach
(drums). Their last release (
Pasta

musicians aspecific task. The effect
is bright and trilling, bringing a

vocals on four numbers. The

Variations, Sofa 509) invited in
different guests. Here it's the turn of
Xavier Charles ( clarinet,

Mozartian clarity to bear on quartet
strategies pioneered by Braxton in

transformation. BW
PERFORMANCE TIGHT
RECORDING JPFRONT

harmonica), Michel Doneda
(soprano sax), Axel Donner
(trumpet/electronics), Andrea
Neumann ( inside piano/
electronics) and Rhodri Davies
(harp) to play with three Norwegian
musicians who have arare
understanding of pace, space and
sonority. This CD is the result of two

TAB SMITH

transfer from the master tapes is
excellent. Only ' Mambolino' and
'Just One More Time' are frornvinyl

Crazy Walk
Delmark DE- 555

(these arangements also stray into
kitschy Acker Bilk territory). These
short pop singles allemphasize

Gratkowski's all-too-worked-out
game plan blocks the in-the-

65m 21s (££)
In .
lazz: aPeople's Music (
1948),

me.ody statement over
improvisation, but the bluescry in

process alchemy of agenuine

Sidney FinKelstein said 'the alto sax,
in the wrong hands, can be even
more sickly and sentimental than

gives flavour to the sugar You listen
to ' Caravan' and you can't decide

the tenor. Benny Carter, Willie Smith
and Tab Smith, however, have given

whether it's swing, bebop, latin or
R&B: you see where Ja mes

it astrong, clean-cut tone, fit to carry

the 1970s.
Unfortunately, borrowed shoes
sound wrong in jazz, and

group. Although much free jazz
(especially in the States) is mired in
expressionist bluster, Gratkowski's
tight, bouncing music isn't the
answer. The compositions don't

Smith's saxophone ( alto and tenor)

amusica ,thought'. The words of the

Chance's No Wave collision of pop
and avant came from. BW

hair-trigger timing required for

offer enough challenges, and even
Gratkowski's attempts to emulate

great chronicler of popular-front jazz

PERFORMANCE EASY AND CONFIDENT

improvisation, but these eight

the blow-out solos of ' 70s Braxton

are borne out by this release of sides

RECORDING MUSICAL AND ROBUST

days' recording in Kampen Church
in Oslo. Echo can easily blur the

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Deposit £300
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Lindemann
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Schroder
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IRON
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Rock

ELVIS COSTELLO AND THE
IMPOSTORS

THE THRILLS

The Delivery Man

Let's Bottle Bohemia

Mercury B000259302

Virgin CDV2966

53m 25s (£££)
The edgy, cacophonous opener, ' Button My Lip',

35m 18s (£££)
My innate antipathy towards
contemporary bands with pithy
monosyllabic names ( Strokes/
Hives/Streets) took abit of atumble
last year when Dublin's Thrills
surfaced with asunny, Californiaharmony pop jewel of adebut
album that stood comparison with
anything by Cosmic Rough Riders,
Grand Drive or The Jayhawks. And
they've pretty much done it again.
The effervescent 'Whatever

suggests that Costello, just turned 50, has regained
some of the anger that made his earliest albums so
vital. When he follows it with an emotion-drenched
piano ballad, ' Country Darkness' and amediumpaced rocker, 'There's AStory In Your Voice', with big
splashy chords and aslurry guest vocal from Lucinda
Williams, it begins to seem more like he's trying to
cover all the bases. Then comes the tortured ' Either
Side Of The Same Town', aheart-wrenching lost- love
song almost on apar with the country-soul classic
'Dark End Of The Street', and it becomes glaringly
obvious that all he's trying to do is write great songs

Happened To Corey Haim?' boasts
asuitably uplifting string
arrangement; ' Saturday Night',
despite an unnecessary 'woo-hoo'

and perform them the way they need to be performed.

or two, lopes along and offers a
catchy hookline; ' Not For All The
Love In the World' is an
impressively angsty big ballad.

about halfway between Memphis and Nashville. The
Imposters ( including former Attractions keyboardist
Steve Nieve and drummer Pete Thomas) do asterling
job of adapting to Costello's whims. Apparently the

What's alittle odd is that Conor
Deasy's cracked, parched voice
sounds uncannily like one-time

album started out as aconcept piece about three
small town characters, but then got hijacked as
unrelated songs like the anti-American ' Bedlam'

If the album has aspiritual home, the soul grooves
and pedal steel guitars (and two guest slots from
Emmylou Harris) suggest that it would have to be
COSTELLO MEMPHIS MEETS NASHVILLE

wormed their way in. No matter. Thisalbum stands
up well, and is sure to be remembered among the
best of Costeilo's canon« JB
PERFORMANCE ECLECTIC TUNEWITHERY
RECORDING WARM AND ROUNDED

next- Bob Dylan candidate Steve
Forbert, which is no bad thing,
except that it makes it hard to

matter seems to be the universal

'Rest Your Head' where haunting

believe that any of this lot actually

stuff of lost love and broken hearts.

ethereal vocal harmonies and

hail from the Emerald Isle.
Overall, the album doesn't quite

'When You Found Me' and ' Don't

swelling synths swirl around a
simple acoustic guitar harmonica

Blame Me', for example, are both
in this potentially cliched vein, but

have the same impact as their first
offering, but that's largely because

Angell's performance makes them

arrangement whilethe lyric
suggests that somebody should

the shock of hearing this kind of
music at all has worn off. Mind you,

unsettling and profoundly moving.
And that's the magic of music. JB

friends. Strange stuff indeed, but

if I
was them, I'd still want to do

PERFORMANCE HEART-RENDING

something about that name. JB

RECORDINGS

PERFORMANCE GUINNESSY AMERICANA
RECORDINGS ROUGH-HEWN WOODY

TARA ANGELL
Come Down
Ryko 10664
47m 21s (£££)
Tara Angell is well worth alisten.

ALLSY LOFI

AERO

JEAN MICHEL JARRE
Warner advanced copy
72m 05s ( Especial)
Just when you're wondering if dear
old electronic pioneer Jean Michel

rest, give in and kill his ( or her)

choca- bloc with stunning whizzy
effects scooting around the room,

utterly compelling, iike ascary
peek inside the mind of amadman.
Similarly, 'ANice Drive' is a
pleasantly languid track telling of a

sound pretty much like the old
recordings but with abit less life in
them. ' Souvenir Of China', with its

car iourney which ends in mass
murder, and the gently strummed

clicking camera shutter percussion

'They Saved My Life' has nothing

remains as gorgeous an electronic
adagio as you're ever likely to hear

but the title as its lync. It's abit like
the musical equivalent of afilm like
Donnie Darko, where all the rules of

has finally called it aday, up he

but, for me, the 5.1 experience

More than anything, her dark and

pops with a ' new' album, blending

does very little to make it more

normal behaviour are suspended,

slightly twisted music reminds me

re-recorded versions of his hits with

of Lisa Germano combined with
Shelby Lynne and the later

genuinely new material. The official
excuse is that the re- recordings are
in 5.1 Surround Sound which, of

wonderful. Of the three genuinely
new tracks, ' Aerology' is the best

and stark fantasy blends with
mundane reality.

showcase for 5.1 but ' Aero' is the

approach is heart-warmingly
simple. She has songs and, it
seems, she goes into aroom with a

course, represents awhole new

PERFORMANCE PERCOLATING ELECTRONICA

le musical terms, these desolate
musical landscapes are only
matched by albums like Big Star

experience for the listener. The real
reason, obviously, is that his new

RECORDINGS PRISTINE PERFECTION

Third or Syd Barrett's post- Pink

bunch of sympathetic (and
probably somewhat grizzled)

label simply wants to have versions
of his hits to flog. I
don't actually
have 5.1 in my humble abode, so I

SINCE IWAS A
LITTLE GIRL

Marianne Faithfull, and the

musicians, and she records them
live, leaving in all those mistakes
and imperfections which top
producers delight in removing,
along with all the humanity and
spirit that made early blues and
jazz recordings so wonderful.
The songs themselves are fairly
slight, melodically, and the subject

www.hifinews.co.uk

best piece of music. JB

Floyd recordings. The album feels

had to nip round to afriend's house
to 'experience' the album properly,

WHERE IT'S AT IS WHERE

unfinished, but that's because it is.
James MacDonald died in acar
crasn before the project was
finished. It would be nice if it cart be

YOU ARE WIALP011

appreciated for what it is— a

where Ihad to sit very carefully and
very still in the middle of the room

51m 32s ( Especial)
College friends Jamie Cameron

sublimely strange set of songs — but
MacDonald's death may well

for optimum pleasure. And, even

and James MacDonald recorded
this album in Jamie's bedroom in

encourage adarker kind of
celebrity for the album. JB

Jarre's, I
find all this abit of apain.

Essex. It's athing of rare beauty,

The re- recordings, although

sometime exquisitely so, as on

PERFORMANCE STIMULATING STRANGENESS
RECORDING BEDROOM AteRIFVF

though I've long been abig fan of

Since IWas A Little Girl
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Acoustica. Chester, 01244 344227
Acoustica, Stafford. 01785 258216

Kimberley Audio Visual. Croydon. 020 8654 1231
Kronos Hi Fi. Dungannon. 028 8775 3606

Audio Destination.Tiverton. 01884 243584
David Orton Audio Visual, Hitchin. 01462 452248
Doug Brady Hifi,VVarrington. 01925 828 009
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"The little Xen is an excellent micro- monitor, notable for
it's exceptionally smooth, clean and open sound."
PaLII Messenger, HI -Fi+ magazine

An LS3/5A for the 21st Century?
The Leema Xen is the culmination of twelve man years of
research and development by ex- BBC engineers.
The design objective was simple:
To produce the best performing and best sounding miniature
loudspeaker in the world.
Originally released to critical acclaim in the professional audio
arena, Xens soon became sought after by music enthusiasts
the world over.
Xen redefines the standard for miniature loudsp4kers, with
unsurpassed power, rhythm and holographic imaging abilities.
Reviewers also agree, Xen is a true masterpiece. •
Book a demonstration at your favourite dealership b
our distributor below.
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....Prepare to be amazed
Leema Electro Acoustics Limited

Contact Paul Woodward
ISOL-8 Ltd.
'ST: 0208-404-4104
M: 07979-745662

Web: www.leema-acoustics.com
E-mail: info@leema-acoustics.com
T: 01470-511248
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Music Choice

Audiophile
DAVE BRUBECK
Private Brubeck
Remembers — Solo Piano
Telarc SACD-63605
61m 37s (Especial)
multi-channel SACD
Simply gorgeous, Bru beck
swinging, tinkling and swooning
through songs that lifted soldiers'
spirits during WWII, including
'Where Or When', ' The Last Time I
Saw Paris' and twelve more. For
some, pure nostalgia; for the rest of
us, ultra-smooth piano playing to
turn your home into aclassy lounge
ca. 1944. Contains abonus CD of
Brubeck being interviewed by
legendary American TV newsman,
Walter Cronkite. KK

SUGARHILL GANG

Best Of The Sugarhill Gang
Silverline 2882219
76m 44s (£special)
multi-channel DVD-A
Back in 1979, before hip- hop was hijacked by gun-toting misogynists with
dubious taste, the leading lights of the
scene were these funkmeisters, whose
'Rapper's Delight' is credited with
having launched the genre. Amultimillion seller, it was the template for an
entire musical school, but the sheer
musicality dates it when played
alongside today's more strident strain.
Owing as much to the sleek

PERFORMANCE WARM AS ACUP OF COCOA

arrangements and musicianship of
Earth Wind & Fire or late- period
Motown as it does to studio wizardry, it
still translates to 5.1 with embarrassing
ease. Go on: give your subwoofer a
work-out. KK

RECORDING qICH UR) ENVELOPING

PERFORMANCES TIGHT AND ENERGETIC

AIMEE MANN
Bachelor No. 2
Mobile Fidelity
UDSACD 2025
49m 25s £special)
stereo SACD
MoFi's second Aimee Mann
release is the 1999 solo set related
to her soundtrack work for the film
Magnolia, and there are those who
feel it may be the best thing she's
ever released. And that's saying a
lot, because she is simply the most
intelligent, if fragile distaff singersongwriter working today - what
Tori and Nora hand the rest should
aspire to, if they have any sense.
The sound, even when sparse,
washes over you, abath of emotion
that just may be too much for some
to take, but it will inspire gratitude
from those who find alack of
substance in much of today's
popular music. Full marks to MoFi
for again showing sheer class. KK
PERFORMANCE TON FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
RECORDING SYWATHETIC NI)
UNDBIRUSNE, NO THE SACD LAYER
EMBARRASSES 1HE CD

RECORDINGS CRISP AND PUNCHY

BARB JUNGR
Every Grain Of Sand
Linn AKD230
63m 12s (£special)
multi-channel SACD
Pleasant surprise from asinger
emerging as the star of the Linn
stable: adisc of Bob Dylan covers,
performed as breathy, jazzy works
worthy of Dusty or Peggy. OK, so
the Zim's hardcore following will
find this as heretical as Des
O'Connor covering Morrissey, but
somehow it works, especially the
opener, ' I'll Be Your Baby Tonight'.
Nice, too, is the mix of the obvious
with the obscure. KK
PERFORMANCE SEXY — DYLAN AS TORCH
RECORDING PRESTINE

SALENA JONES
Romance With
Beethoven, Bach...
And Selena Jones
JVC VICJ-61157
58m 58s(£special) XRCD24

PEREZ PRADO ORCHESTRA

THE BEST OF MAMBO

JVC SVC-1046
63m33s (£special) XRCD24
If your collection lacks some genuine mambo, look no further: PP
was the King. Sexy, swaying Latino passion music, it's your own
little Mardi Gras and Rio festival rolled into one. The familiarity of
many numbers will surprise and delight. Unusually, JVC hasn't
annotated this compilation, so the specific recording dates are
missing; suffice it to say, the sonics - especially the bottom end
and percussion- are remarkable. KK

PERFORMANCE AMUSING

compositions rather than cover
versions of their own masterworks.
So, if you ever wondered what
these axemasters would sound like
if reincarnated as classical
guitarists, this will amuse you especially if you're aguitarist
yourself. If not, then the obvious
ones - Django, Chet - may prove
the most accessible. Nice touch:
the sleeve tells you which guitarist
is ranged across the front in stereo,
or where they're located in
surround. KK

RECORDING , USH

PERFORMANCE EXPERT. IF ACADEMIC

This is bound to antagonise
classical purists, but that's always
good for alaugh: Jones has woven
standards into classical
masterpieces, so you hear Carole
King's ' You've Got AFriend'
merged into Beethoven's
Moonlight Sonata, ' Don't Speak Of
Me' with Bach's Air on aG-String,
'Tonight We Love' with
Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto No.
1, and so on. Does it work? Mostly,
yes. KK

LOS ANGELES
GUITAR QUARTET

RECORDING AIRY AM) UNPLUGGED

LAGQ's Guitar Heroes

JERRY LEE LEWIS

Telarc SACD-60598
61m 17s (£special)
multi-channel SACD
Bizarre but intriguing tribute to a
selection of famous guitarists (Jimi,
Steve Howe, John McLaughlin,
Chet Alk;ns, Django, Frank Zappa,
etc), their styles interpreted
through new, sympathetic

From The Front Row...

11

THE BEST OF

MAMBO
PEREZ PRADO
ORCHESTRA

Live
Silverline 2881709
40m 53s (£special)
multi-channel DVD-A
Caught live in 1984, the Killer
playing asolid, if subdued set which is probably better (and
certainly safer) than his gig earlier
in the year in Vegas, where he was
pissed as avicar and stormed off in
the middle of adevastatingly
beautiful ' Over the Rainbow'.
Anyway, this mixes country classics
with rock masterpieces, the high
point being amagnificent ' Georgia
On My Mind'. Which in itself proves
that Jerry Lee can sing the blues,
ballads, standards- you name it.
KK
PERFORMANCE GOING THROUGH THE
b1OTIONS BUT STILL THE KRIER

PERFORMANCES SULTRY

RECORDING NOT BAD BUT NO REASCN TOGO

RECORDINGS

51EITHER
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An assortment of
today's 'digital'
amps — some of
which aren't really
'true digital
amplifiers'. Below,
Sony's ' S- Master'
flagship AV amp,
SCD-XA9000ES

L

ike it or not, multi-channel audio has influenced, is
influencing and will continue to influence elements of audio

practice from one end of the recording-reproduction chain to
the other. New microphone techniques and revised
loudspeaker directivity are examples from either
extreme, but the move beyond two-channel stereo is also
having effects in between.
A prime example is the re-emergence of class D power
amplifiers after many decades in the hi-fi wilderness.
Although switching amplifiers — to use another of the
various terms used to describe them — have proved
successful in the professional audio arena, in the context
of high-quality domestic audio they have, to date, never
been more than a curiosity. Various technical

"Although class Damplifiers are
often referred to as digital, the two
descriptions are not synonyms
advancements have played a part in bringing class D
back into contention, not least the opportunity presented
by digital audio sources and inexpensive digital signal
processing to create true digital amplifiers, where the
signal is only restored to analogue form downstream of

the amplifier's output filter. There are even some
manufacturers, TacT Audio pre-eminent among them,
who argue that this allows digital amplifiers to perform
better than conventional alternatives in the very highest
echelons of audio. But arguably the principal driver of
this technology's rebirth — the product imperative that
has attracted big electronics industry players like Texas
Instruments — is the need to make multi-channel power
amplifiers cheaper and more compact.
Class D amplifiers are able to achieve this because they
have one overriding advantage over traditional forms of
amplifier: they are more efficient. They convert agreater
proportion of the electrical power they draw from the
wall socket into useful power delivered to the speaker.
This is tantamount to saying that they generate less waste
heat, and it's this that brings the price and packaging
benefits. Heatsinks are a major cost element in
conventional amplifiers, and they are bulky besides. If
you want to contrive amulti-channel power amplifier
that is as inexpensive and as small as possible, then
heatsinking represents amajor obstacle. By using class D,
the heatsink requirement can be significantly reduced.
Although class D amplifiers are often referred to as
digital, it is important to appreciate that the two
descriptions are not synonyms. Moreover, the 'D' of class
D does not stand for ' digital' — or anything else.
Historically, different classes of amplifier operation have
been ascribed letters of the alphabet on afirst come, first
served basis. When pulse width modulation (PWM)
joined the queue, classes A, B and C had already been
described, so the newcomer inherited the next available
letter. In fact PWM — which also isn't synonymous with
digital — is an altogether better term than class D since at
least it describes how the amplifier operates.
A more general term, also descriptive, is switching
amplifier, which forges the connection with switching
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The march of multichannel means Class D is on the rise.
Keith Howard delves into the world of the digital amp to
explain how this could benefit fans of stereo, too

(also known as 'switch mode') power supplies. To stir the
alphabet soup yet further, in the realm of true digital
amplifiers — sometimes referred to as power DACs or
digital PMAs (pulse modulated amplifiers) — there is an
alternative to PWM called PDM (pulse density
modulation). As this is the operating principle used in 1bit DACs and ADCs and now in DSD and SAO), PDM
amplifiers can also be labelled sigma-delta, delta-sigma
or even, Isuppose, bitstream.
It's little surprise, then, that switching amplifier
technology can seem a daunting subject. Even the
nomenclature is confusing. But the way switching
amplifiers work is fundamentally quite straightforward.
INTEGRATION
If you know anything of calculus then you will recognise
differentiation as the mathematical process used to
determine the slope of acurve, and integration as that
used to calculate the area beneath it. The terms
differentiator and integrator are applied in electronics to
describe high-pass and low-pass filters respectively,
because they mimic these mathematical processes. In the
switching amplifier context, the role of the low-pass filter

soon appreciated that PWM also lent itself to the creation
of anew breed of amplifier in which the output stage did
not generate an amplified facsimile of the input
waveform but instead a pulse train which, when low-

Heatsinks are amajor cost
element in conventional
amplifiers, and are bulky
pass filtered, would regenerate the desired signal.
Transistors are well suited to use as the electronic
switches required to generate this pulse train, so as soon
as suitable devices became available in the early 1960s,
interest in class D amplification intensified. (For a
detailed history of PWM amplification, something I'm
not going to delve into here, Irecommend you read the
relevant section in Ben Duncan's High Performance

Fig 1. Essentials

Power Amplifiers, which you can buy via the HFN

of aclass D,

Accessories Club.)
Fig 1illustrates the essentials of aclass D, analogue
input amplifier in highly simplified form. Here the

analogue input
switching power
amplifier

as an integrator is what interests us because its output
represents the area under the input signal waveform. By
removing rapidly changing elements of the signal, it
generates arunning average of it.
To understand why this is fundamental to the
operation of aswitching amplifier, let's look more closely
at PWM, the principle on which all class D and most
switching amplifiers operate. PWM was invented in the
late 1930s by the British engineer Alec Reeves, on his
way to inventing pulse code modulation (PCM) — the
method of representing acontinuous (analogue) signal as
a discrete (digital) one that lies at the core of CD and
DVD-A. Reeves was interested in telephony but it was
www.hifinews.co. uk
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Feature
amplifier circuit is represented as a three-terminal
operational amp, configured as avoltage comparator. The
gain of the amplifier is very high, so that when the
voltage at the non-inverting (+) input is greater than that
at the inverting (-) input, the output voltage rises rapidly
to its maximum. Conversely, if the voltage on the —
terminal exceeds that on the +, the output voltage
switches quickly to its minimum.
As shown, the input signal is connected to the noninverting input while the inverting input is fed an
ultrasonic triangular wave (asawtooth wave can be used
instead) generated by a local oscillator within the
amplifier. The result of the amplifier's voltage
comparator action is then to generate an output pulse
train where the width of the pulses reflects the amplitude
of the input signal — hence the description pulse width
modulation. This has been likened to representing the
signal as a barcode — an analogy that may help you
visualise the pulse train, although it only holds so far.
Fig 2illustrates the process in greater detail, with the
input signal (here asine wave) and the triangular wave
superimposed; the resulting PWM pulse train is depicted

Fig 2. Audio
signal ( red) and
the amplifier's
switching
frequency seen
superimposed.

beneath. The frequency ratio between the triangular and
signal waveforms here is 20:1 — a typical figure for
modern class D designs when reproducing frequencies at
the top end of the nominal audible frequency range. In
other words, atypical frequency for the triangular wave
is (20x20kHz.) 400kHz or thereabouts.
Fig 2represents classical two-level (binary) PWM but
a three-level (ternary) version is sometimes preferred,
depicted in Fig 3. The principal advantage of the ternary

11

1

The output is the
pulse train seen
below

alternative is that the output stage ceases switching when
the signal level falls to zero, whereas zero input with the
binary scheme results in the output stage generating a
symmetrical square wave (the average value of which is
zero). This gives the ternary approach a potential
advantage in two respects: it reduces the amount of radio
frequency interference (RFI) generated by the amplifier
and it ensures that the output stage's heat dissipation is
zero when there is no signal. Class D amplifiers that use
binary PWM, by contrast, can run quite warm under

Fig 3. Ternery
(three- level)
switching has
advantages over
the basic binary
version seen in
Fig 2

quiescent conditions.
To restore the desired waveform, the PWM pulse train
is passed through a passive low-pass output filter.
Usually this is asecond-order ( 12dB per octave) network
comprising aseries inductor and shunt capacitor, with a
corner frequency of around 60Id-lz. Its action can be
viewed in two ways: either as removing the high
frequency switching components from the pulse train or
as integrating the train to generate arunning average, as
described earlier. These amount to the same thing.
Because the input signal and pulse train look so
different, you may find this bald assertion that low-pass
filtering the latter regenerates the former difficult to
swallow. So let's confirm it by means of a software
simulation, the results of which are depicted in Fig 4.
This shows aspectrum analysis of the pulse train of Fig
2, running from 0to 2MHz and assuming the input sine
wave to have afrequency of 20kHz. The spectral line at
the extreme left of the plot is the desired 20kHz output;
the remaining lines represent ultrasonic distortion
components, clustered around harmonics of the
triangular wave frequency (400kHz). Applying low-pass
filtering of the type described (second-order at 60kHz)
attenuates these to leave almost the desired output
waveform 1Fig 61, the remaining ripples being due to the
filter's imperfect rejection of all that ultrasonic hash and
www.hifinews.co. uk
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Fig 4. Spectrum
analysis of the
pulse train of
Fig 2, assuming
an input signal
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the fact that it rings a little when subjected to the pulse
train's sharp rising and falling edges.
So PWM does indeed work as described. But where does
its efficiency advantage arise from? Fig 6gives the answer,
in the form of shaded areas that represent the residual
voltage across the output devices of aclass B and aclass D
Hi-FINews NOVEMBER 2004
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Fig 6. How the
switching amp
(below) is more
efficient: the
residual voltage
(shaded areas),
and hence
1111,

•1«1

•

IMMIF 11111" 911, IM•r

91.1.

V
9•1

power wasted
as heat, is
greatly reduced

••••I>

Fig 5. Audio waveform as recovered from the pulse train of
Fig 2 by applying a suitable low-pass filter

output stage reproducing asine wave. This voltage is one
factor determining the power dissipated as heat in the
output stage, the other being the current flowing through
it. Although Fig 6 only depicts the voltage part of the
story, you can see how the switching output stage
mounts its war on waste heat by reducing the working
voltage across the output devices to aminimum when
they are conducting. In an idealised class B output stage
the output transistors, under worst-case operating
conditions, dissipate amaximum of about 40% of the
amplifier's rated output power; in apractical amplifier
the dissipation is higher still. With aclass D design this
waste heat can be reduced by afactor of four or more,
depending on the details of the design.
PROS AND CONS
Commercial class D designs first appeared 40 years ago
but still remain relatively rare — albeit increasing in
number in recent years — which should alert you to the
fact that translating PWM theory into practice is not so
straightforward. To achieve the promised efficiency and
ensure low distortion, it is essential that the output
transistors switch between 'on' and 'off' states quickly
and cleanly. Until the early 1980s this requirement was
hamstrung by the need to use bipolar junction transistors
as the switches — initially germanium and later silicon
devices. Then suitable MOSFET transistors became

»uk

The output filter also causes another problem, in that its
frequency response is dependent on the loudspeaker
impedance. Fig 7illustrates this for resistive loads of 4,
8 and 16 ohms, for a60kHz second-order output filter
designed to have amaximally flat (Butterworth) response
when loaded with 8ohms. On a4ohm load the filter is
over-damped, so the response begins to droop within the
audible range; on a 16 ohm load the filter is underdamped, so the response peaks near 601cHz. At 20kHz the
difference between the 4 ohm and 16 ohm curves is a
little over 3dB.
Even if the speaker has anominal 8ohm impedance,
variations in the impedance value will cause frequency
response errors within the audible range. Fig 8 shows
the result of simulating the same filter loaded by a
representative two-way 8 ohm speaker. An assumption
made in generating this curve is zero amplifier output
resistance; in practice this will be finite and the response
errors may be larger in consequence.
The last major problem that afflicts class D amplifiers
(although certainly not the least) is the generation of
significant radio frequency interference by the switching
output stage. This has to be effectively screened, both to

With aclass D design the waste
heat generated can be reduced by
afactor of four or more

available, which made achieving the required switching
characteristics far easier — but still not that easy.
There are two sources of distortion in practical

keep it out of neighbouring analogue circuitry and to
meet
increasingly
stringent
electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) regulations.

switching output stages: pulse timing errors and pulse
amplitude errors. Timing errors can arise because of turnon and turn-off delays or finite rise and fall times in the
output devices; amplitude errors can be caused by power
supply problems (finite impedance or voltage ripple), the
finite on-resistance of the transistors and oscillation

PURE DIGITAL
Although the term digital has been applied willy-nilly to
conventional analogue input class D amplifiers and even
to non-switching amplifiers equipped with a D-to-A
converter so they can accept digital input signals, neither

(ringing) following the switching transients. All these
factors have to be closely controlled otherwise relatively
high distortion will occur at high frequencies — the bane
of early class D designs.
Negative feedback can help here but its application is
hampered in class D by the need to take the feedback
signal from downstream of the output filter, where the

-v

deserves the description because the signal is not

signal is restored to its analogue form. This adds
significant phase shift to the amplifier's forward path,
which restricts the amount of feedback that can be
applied without the risk of descructive oscillation.
Typically the practical limit is around 20dB of feedback,
whereas in aconventional amplifier it is quite common
to have 60dB or more at low frequencies.
www.hifinews.co. uk
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Fig 7.
Typical effects
of loudspeaker
load
impedance on
frequency

10

response: red
trace 8 ohms;
blue, 4 ohms;

-20

retained in digital form throughout. But this is the case
for a relatively new, truly digital breed of switching
amplifier, the first of which was TacT Audio's groundbreaking Millennium, based on Toccata Technology's
Equibit processing. A very different type of digital
amplifier arrived alittle later in the form of Sharp's SMSX100, which used PDM rather than Equibit's PWM — an
unpopular choice in commercial digital amplifiers
because the higher switching frequency (Sharp used
2.8224MHz to align the amplifier with the SACD
sampling rate) exacerbates problems with imperfect
transistor switching behaviour.
Since then there has been a flurry of activity in this
field, with companies such as Apogee Technology, B&O,
D2Audio and Texas Instruments (which bought up
Toccata) all now offering digital amplifier chipsets or
modules. Last year Sony also joined the party when it
introduced its S-Master technology. liipath's switching
circuit has also appeared in a number of audiophile
amplifiers, although in this case the input is analogue.
What distinguishes atrue digital amplifier — most of
which use PWM — from aconventional, analogue input
class D amplifier is that the modulator (the part of the
circuit which generates the pulse train) acts directly on a
digital input signal, and in the case of PWM generates a
finite set of pulse widths, typically 256. In most cases the
input signal must be in PCM form (
eg, from aCD or DVD
player), the exception being Sharp's SM-SX1 amplifier,
released in 2000 as asuccessor to the SM-SX100, which
accepted a1-bit DSD datastream from its matching DXSX1 SACD player.
There isn't space here to describe in detail the
processes used to convert PCM to PWM, except to note
that they involve the use of oversampling and noise
shaping. Instead let's close out this introduction to
switching amplifiers by considering the benefits claimed
for digital amplifiers, and how they go about providing
volume control.
Although, as indicated in my introduction, there are
hard-nosed commercial reasons for the recent
burgeoning of digital amplifier technology, that is not to
say that digital amplifiers are exclusively low- to midfi
in their aspirations. Far from it. In fact even inexpensive
realisations can achieve impressive sound quality, as I
discovered when Ihad ademonstration of the TI chipset
acouple of years ago. At the other extreme of the price
scale, TacT Audio has always marketed its digital
amplifiers on the basis that they sound better than
conventional alternatives, because the signal is kept
digital throughout and no loop feedback is applied.
This raises the question of how digital amplifiers can
control the switching behaviour of the output transistors
closely enough to achieve low distortion. The answer lies
in the use of digital signal processing, which can either
be applied pre-emptively to apply compensatory predistortion or within feedback error correction schemes
which monitor the pulse train and/or the analogue
output to correct errors. D2Audio's digital amplifier
www.hifinews.co.uk
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modules, for instance, do both.
The issue of volume control in digital amplifiers is not
atrivial one if the best results are to be achieved, because
attenuating the signal digitally is tantamount to reducing
its resolution. TacT's solution to this problem,
introduced in the Millennium and since carried over to
its cheaper M2150 and S2150 models, was to control the
output level by varying the power supply voltage over
the upper part of the amplifier's working range, and only
use digital attenuation at lower levels where the loss of
resolution is inaudible. This places high demands on the

Even inexpensive realisations
can achieve impressive sound
quality, as Idiscovered...
performance of power supply, of course: one reason why
TacT's amplifiers are not at the cheap end of the price
spectrum.
A source of comfort when listening to a digital
amplifier is that it cannot be driven into hard clipping
because its maximum output voltage is necessarily
pegged to OdBFS in the digital input data (whether
derived from adigital signal source or via an onboard AtoD converter). The worst that can happen is adroop in
power supply voltage al high output levels into low
impedance speaker loads, which results in aform of soft
compression.
The downside to this freedom from clipping is that it
can mean, when you want really to turn the wick up, that
you run out of available gain. This is the digital amplifier
telling you — benignly rather than by making rude noises
and perhaps blowing atweeter or two — that you really
need more power.
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25 years of audiophile magic

The new EAR 88P phono pre amp and new EAR 834T Hybrid
integrated amp are the a
r's prayer.

•
•
By popular demand, the legendary
EAR 509 mono- blocks are back with a
special limited edition to celebrate our
25th anniversary.
EAR
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The sound of digital... 20 years on
f
Recent quotes: Arcam, ' Buy aBetter CD

Sony's PCM-Fl
digital converter, with
(below) matching
portable Beta video
cassette recorder.
Find pictures and
more information on
www.audioscope.net

Player', Andrew Harrison, 'the artefacts heard

at CD's sample- rate and bit-depth'; Keith

Howard when transcribing LPs to disc, ' prefers
to burn to DVD-A, 24- bit and 96- or 192kHz
sampling rate,' [
HFN Aug 04].

SONY

All the comments above and others
commonly expressed by proponents of SACD
and DVD-A sent me to my shelves and my copy
of Gramophone for November 1982. This

in the listening room with aLP12/Ittok/Azak

dummies to get the idea. In all there were 60 of

contains afirst review of Sony's PCM-F1 Digital

source in an adjacent room feeding the Meridian

these completely ' blind' tests and the result

Audio Processor, followed by Bob Stuart's

pre-amp and apair of its M10 Active

showed that no degradation could be detected,

account of aseries of listening tests conducted

loudspeakers. Each listener had to press avote

and remember, these were hi-fi dealers well

at one of his Meridian Dealers meetings.

switch while the computer randomly chose the

used to quality sound.

Briefly, the PCM-F1 consists of an A-to- D
and D-to-Aconverter to 16- bit 44.1kHz

direct or digital path which it recorded. Each
listener was given 10 choices, after three

standard (the same as CD) into which aTV

So what has changed in the intervening 22
years? I'm hoping someone can tell me!
Geoffrey Horn, Oxford

recorder can be interposed thus using video
tape as recording medium. However, by directly

• We can't refrain from pointing out that HFN

linking the two conversions one can insert the

got there first, with areview by Martin Colloms

digital chain in real time in aworking stereo

in the October '82 issue. As it provided digital

system. This is what Stuart's team had

mastering at relatively low cost, the PCM-Fl was

organised, but cleverly arranged that the choice

agodsend for recording engineers at the start of

of direct or via digital was decided by

the CD era. Maybe some of them might like to

computer. Avery high quality chain was set up

comment on its transparency..

Going active with TACT

articles? Congratulations to the magazine,

Ihave just read the interesting review of the

especially to Martin Colloms for being so honest

Dynaudio? Of course, B&W and KEF make

TACT digital pre-processor and wonder if your

about — and so dissatisfied with — almost

outstanding speakers, putting in alot of research
that the entire hi-fi world is gaining from. Ican

example: apart from the T2.5 why don't you cover

reviewers had the same idea as me: going all the

everything he reviews. Just because athing is

way to active amplification, ie, using the digital

new doesn't make it better.

understand that you make space for them as they

crossover of the TACT unit to bypass the internal

Josep Armengol, Madrid

are English. But the other giant of Europe, when

Sounds to shell out for

speakers — and research — is Dynaudio of

crossovers of atwo-way speaker ( such as the
MartinLogans used by David Allcock in his

it comes to welrmade, high performance

review) and, in doing so, avoid all the losses

Reading John Crabbe's piece on the playing of

Denmark. Reading HFN, you get the impression

created by those extra capacitors, resistors and

conch shells caused me to revisit an album by

that the company doesn't exist. Why is that?

inductors between the power amp output and the

jazz trombonist Steve Turre who has used shells

Could it be that you ask for payment to make a

speaker itself. Of course, one would need two

to wonderful effect on anumber of recordings.

review (which Iknow Dynaudio does not accept).

stereo amps ( by the way, David Allcock had a

This particular one is even called ' Sanctified

pair of Bryston units on hand for the test).

Shells'! So if you like fairly straightahead jazz

because this means that your reviews are biased.

TacT's idea, which is to use its subwoofers, is

If it is like this, you should let readers know,

with atwist try it out and check his website at

At least there is arisk of this impression, which

not abad one, but if one owns anice pair of

www.steveturre.com. After all, anyone who comes

automatically downgrades your title as aneutral

speakers with their low-end units available, and

to your notice playing with and arranging for the

magazine when it comes to presenting news.

the work to disassemble the original crossover is

late, but still great, Lester Bowie has to be worth

not difficult and you can access the direct

listening to.

far as Ican see it contains products that aren't

speaker connections, then one could achieve a

Andrew Chester, London

on the market any more, like Krell's KAV-300iL.

big improvement thanks not only to TacT's own

Secondly, why continue with the ' Hot 100'? As

At the same time one wonders why there are no

benefits ( room eq) but from going all the way to

Why no Dynaudio?

active amplification. And you'll have no extra

I'm from Sweden and have been reading HFN

place. Or should this space be considered as ads

boxes in the room, by the way.

since the 1980s. Ithink your magazine is one of

paid for by the producers of hi-fi equipment? I

the best, but it will not be outstanding until you

also have atip for an article — maybe for Ken

cover more of the market. To give just one

Kessler. In Sweaen we talk about the ' English

Maybe this could be asubject for further Keith
Howard investigations and one of his wonderful

products from your 2004 reviews that can take a

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
www.hifinews.co.uk
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They're now considered
essential as far as I'm
concerned, and bring new
meaning to the term
"simply the best!"
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Dont be contained, be entertained
Prepare for deeper, wider, higher
Let the technology work, hear the music

Worlds 1st Audio Cables

Reset your definition of exceptional

designed purely for Vacuum

Experience sound without limits

Tube HiFi equipment

Enjoy the Spendor magic

...more details @ www.tube-shop.com
For all your vacuum tube needs

www.tube-shop.com
Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

Tel +44 (
0)1323 843474
Fax +44 (0)1323 442254

or call us on

0870 9220404

mfo@spendoraudio.com
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Views
;ound', which we consider as abit laidback

Origin motor exposes arm

• Andrew Harrison responds: Ihave had some

:ompared to the Nordic style where we seek a

Iguess this question is most suitable for Tony

experience with the Origin Live DC motor kit,

'lore neutral sound.
We say that Germans want very high resolution

Bolton but Iwould be pleased with any input. My

having installed it on TB's deck initially, and

equipment is as follows: Linn LP12 (formerly

subsequently sat in on the first listening tests.

nthe treble and full register, which could

Valhalla, now Origin Live upgrade, Cirkus), Ittok

I'm not convinced about the cause of the

?xplain why Quad has never been ahit in that

LVII ( with one-piece counterweight but with a

upper-mid hardness you describe, because the

:ountry. The Americans are looking for power;

screwed not glued arm section), and recently

deck Iheard also used an LVII, and the deck

;ound quality is not so important as long as you

rebuilt Karma moving-coil. Ialso use Naim 72-

plus arm plus cartridge gave asound that was

HiCap-135s (all recapped) and Rogers Studio

particularly smooth through the entire midband.

'eel the sound in your stomach.
Is this the real thing, or cultural stereotyping?
(ou could check how magazines are concluding
'heir tests or how manufacturers are seeing their
deal. Ithink this could make interesting reading.
In spite of these remarks, Istill enjoy every
ssue of your magazine, so keep on going.
?abed Petersson, Sweden
We'd love to know which magazines Robert

One loudspeakers.

My hunch is to suspect the cartridge initially;

Living so far away in New Zealand can have its
disadvantages, particularly when upgrading, as

but for the moment, and assuming it is an issue
with the Wok, you may like to consider avery

Everything you said about the
improvements is true, it was amazing.
But there is one problem...

Ilinks have asked manufacturers for payment to
eview

sometimes there is no way of listening prior to

good 'affordable' arm I've tried recently, the

'ow have seen, we tested the Dynaudio Contour

products. None in the UK, surely? As you'll

purchase. So Iread with interest in your

Roksan Nima. I'm not sure on Roksan

S1.4 in the September issue. And we do update

magazine about the improvements the fitting of

distribution in your part of the world, but the

te Hot 100 regularly — check it out again!

an Origin Live motor kit makes to an LP12

Nima has acertain liquidity that's not dissimilar

turntable, and ordered and fitted the top OL

to the Naim Aro, and it's somewhat cheaper.

Spendor versus Quad
nIan Harris's great review of the Spendor S8e in
luly he made reference to Martin Logan and
uad 22L speakers. Although there were

version ( DC200 motor, larger transformer, black
control unit).

The Michell arm is based on the Rega R8250,
and historically Rega arms are not noted for

Well, everything you said about the

synergy on LP12s. In any case, depending on the

improvements is true; in fact Ithink the

age of your Sondek, you may need to modify the

eferences to the MLs versus the Spendors, Iwas

improvement is quite amazing. But there is one

woodwork to install aRega (later plinths have a

iisappointed no direct comparison with the 22Ls

problem: with the removal of the LP12's mellow

corner brace which interferes with the Rega

vas made. Ihave the 22Ls and saw the review

coloration the upper- mid hardness of the Ittok

armpost). As for the Hadcock, Ibelieve Tony

vay back, but Iown them and wondered how

has become exposed.

finds the match very harmonious.

hey stacked up to the Spendors. Any chance of
;haring some brief thoughts, Ian, with along-

In fact Iremember
reading about the Ittok's

ime reader who hasn't the chance to compare

'glare' some years ago and

)rands, living in the lovely, but remote,

so Iwent looking through

"asmania? Ilove the Quads but need ayardstick

audio back- issues and found

or the future in this great hobby.

an Absolute Sound

Frio McCormick, email

[March/April 1987]
describing this exact

Ian Harris responds: Thanks for your comments.

problem with LVII Ittoks.

't was alittle remiss of me not to mention the

Snap! Ican't live with it the

bads, particularly when they make quite an

way it is, so the obvious

nteresting comparison. The speakers have alot in

thing to do is upgrade the

ommon, in that they eschew an overly 'hi-fi'

tonearm. There are cost

pproach in favour of awell balanced, truly

constraints, so the Ekos and

iatural sound. The speakers have many similar

Aro are non-starters, but

;trengths, but while, for example, the Quads

what about the new Michell

mage well, the Spendors are truly spectacular.

Tecnoarm ' A'? Do you think

The S8e also merits its considerably higher price

it would be areally good

vith staggering midrange transparency and its

match for my system given

?bility to add detail and presence to instruments

my current version LP12?

md voices alittle further down in the mix.
I'm glad you are enjoying your Quads. They are
?xcellent speakers, offering highly impressive

Worth saving
for: this is the
big Spendor
S8e, but see
also this
month's review
of the S6e

Also what about the
Hadcock tonearm that you
tried on your Origin Live

)erformance at the price. On the other hand, if

LP12 Tony? Did it have

uid when you decide on achange, if you like the

synergy?

?2L, you'd absolutely love the S8e.

Stuart Martin, New Zealand

• We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to 'The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address ( which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at
our discretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.
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New design team + new standards = Gil
"I have owned aMark 1Mini Sub as part of one of

ALL VINTAGE & MODERN HI-FI

my systems since Ireviewed it because Ifelt it
made asignificant improvement to the sound of a

PARAPHERNALIA

Hi Fi when compared to that of direct mains.

INCLUDING: VINYL, DISC ETC

Ifeel that the Gil brings even greater
improvements.
Tony Bolton, Hi -Fi News, June 2004
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INTERCONNECTS

It's because we pay attention to detail,
that you can.
Our award-winning range of interconnects, speaker cable
and digital connects are designed to extract every last drop
of information from your system. Listen to the difference
for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.
Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.
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Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.
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Accessories Club

inpli
M

AS WE ANNOUNCED LAST MONTH, it's show
time. Time for the Hi Fi Show & AV Expo 2004
and the chance to take advantage of bargains
courtesy of the HFN Accessories Club — there in
force with many suppliers and specialists
popping in, plus afull current range and lots of
new products. As usual, we've come up with
many show offers, but this year they will be open
to all. Following the gripe from one of our
Antipodean customers we decided to publish
some specials to enable those readers that
cannot get to the show to take advantage.
Originally these special prices were to be
available for the month of September only but,
due to overwhelming demand, we have twisted
arms and are now able to extend these offers for
October also. The prices will not be reflected in
the ordering system on our website. To get the
deals when ordering on the web, follow the
instructions by sending aseparate email
claiming your Show Special Prices. You'll find a
full list of these products below.
NEW PRODUCTS
We have expanded the range of Pure Power
Mains Conditioners. As well as the existing
500VA and lkVA models, we are introducing a

single component
version with a
power rating of
150VA, nicknamed
'Matilda', and a
2kVA monster
weighing in at
60kg, fairly
obviously referred
to as ' Big Bertha'.
All our mains
conditioners are
transformer based,
using the very latest transformer technology with
balanced outputs and not afilter in sight— many
filters can be heard to have anegative influence
on the final sound quality!
SRM Tech, who gave us arange of Turntable
Tune-up kits some months ago, is showing its
new range of Isolation Platforms, various levels
of isolation and size, all acrylic based and all at
reasonable prices. The full range of SRM Tech
products will be available for purchase at the
Accessories Club stand.
Missing from our product range for some time
have been the Gryphon Demagnetisers, both
cartridge and system type ( pictured above). It is
with great delight that we will be featuring the
firm this year! Incognito, who will be showing
and selling the full range of its full range of
tonearm rewire looms, will have its latest
analogue product on show, the Universal
Moving Coil Transformer with impedance
matching and flexible earth arrangement. For
the first time, HFN Accessories will also be
showing the whole range of Atlas Cables,
interconnect, speaker cables and power cords.
BOOKS, BOOKS BOOKS!
We've an extra extended selection for the show.
Come and browse the biggest selection of
specialist audio books in the UK, bang up to
date with the third edition of Bob Harley's Guide
to Hie End Audio, Morgan Jones's latest, and

SHOW SPECIAL OFFERS!

.

RINGMAT/STATMAT UPGRADES
Ringmat Developments is offering upgrades to the
latest version of its LP Ringmat and CD Statmat
(pictured below). Bring along your old Statmat
and swap for aCdi Blue for £ 20 or upgrade your
old Ringmat to the latest Anniversary versions
for £40. But don't forget, you will need to bring
along the old piece to complete the swap!
John Rogers has promised us awhole raft of
new products and concepts, no details at the
moment, but come and have achat with him!
All of the latest Accessories Club offerings will
be available at special show prices, including
the full range of Ben
Duncan products, his
Pure Power based
Mains Spur
installation system
with its associated
RF blocking Pure
Series components,
and the range of
exclusive HFN
products, including
the famous Test LP
now in its striking
new livery ( pictured
far left), the
Fluxdumper,
Blackhead MC
transformer, Wall nut
turntable support, plus our very own LP/CD
Modular Storage System.
Moth Group will include its full range of
tonearms and turntables, as well as the
ubiquitous Moth Record Cleaning Machines and
its range of Thirty Series amplification, and we
will be welcoming contributions from our guests
George Hadcock with his range of tonearms, and
the complete range of London Cartridges from
Presence Audio.

Visit www.hifi accessories club.com — email orders welcome

STEREOPHILE TEST CD set of three

£ 30

DEOXIT/PROGOLD PACKAGE £24.00

£ 24

accessories club order form

SOVTEK & ELECTROHARMONIX VALVES 20% off all stock types
MOTH RCM Mk11 £450 including 5 litres fluid and
200 'Nagaoka' type sleeves

Name

KAB STROBE/E'EN TEST LP/SHURE STYLUS BALANCE

£ 100 III

Address

SUPRA LORAD CABLE upgrade on all distribution blocks
GRYPHON EXORCIST & BLACK EXORCIST

£ 175 El

CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS BALANCE & DIGITAL LEVEL
LAST PRESERVATIVE & STYLAST

Paul Wilbur Klipsch, the
authorised biography.

£400 CI

Post code

£40

LAST POWER CLEAN/LP CLEANER/STYLUS CLEANER
INCOGNITO REGA LOOM/MICHELL TECHNOWEIGHT

£45 O
£ 150 CI

EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
£30
£25
£80
£12

D
D
CI
0
O
0
0
0
CI

HEN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12

£85
£99
£99
£75
£13
£10
£12
£12
£18

HEN 030 4mm BANANA PLUGS Set of 4

£10 O

HEN 001 FLUXDUMPER 'Magic Brick' for valve amps
HEN 002 TEST LP 'The Producer's Cut'
HEN 004 BLACKHEAD, Moving- coil transformer
HEN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel

Tel ephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ ( pounds sterling) made payable to:
'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*
Card Number

JUL It

HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360)11) x340(d)
CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)
CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) o 165(d)
HEN 017 WALLNUT il Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
HEN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150x3mm
HFN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 50
HEN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
HEN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

www.hifinews.co.uk

I:
CI

Expires ( da*e)

Signature

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK
OX Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OX Telephone: 01234 741152
04 Email: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom,
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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Back Issues
We can supply nearly any Back Issue front the last
three years. Please phone tc check availability.
Prices are on the order form..

Back Issues order form

Photocopy Service

Name

Address

Postcode

Tel

Issues required

Ienclose acheque/postal order/international money order for £

Hi-Fi News

If aback issue is not available, you can buy

Price per Back Issue
(including P&P)

(overseas) per article by credit card or personal
£5

Call 020 8774 0846 or e-mail

Europe

£6

hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

Rest of World

£7

( pounds

Price per Binder

Card number

(including P&P)
Expiry date

Send your order form ( or photocopy) to. Back Issues, PO Box 666, London, E15 10W

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail deliveries may take longer than 28 days.
Photocopies of this form are acceptable. IPC Media, publisher of Hi Fi News and IPC Electric (' IPC') will
collect your personal information to process your order and to gain a better understanding of our magazine
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cheque ( Switch not acceptei).

UK

Sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media' or charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex

1111111

photocopies of articles for £ 3.50 ( UK)/£5.00

UK
Overseas

£.50
£ 11

Binders
These sturdy, high quality, gold- embossed binders
help you to look after your copies of Hi-fi News.
Each binder holds up to 12 issues. Binders cost
just £7.50 in UK P&P ( overseas, £ 11) from the
Back Issues Department.

readership. We may send you details of our magazines and services. Please tick here if you would prefer not
to hear from IPC U. We may pass your details to other reputable compani•es whose products and services
may be of interest to you. Please tick this bou if you would prefer not te. receive any of these offers U

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components that we've
reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest-cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive —
components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
Listed are the issue date ( month/year) where you can track down
the original review, and the author's initials. If you want the full story,
there's no substitute for the full-length review, so you might want to
contact our Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or find the order form on page 114 of this issue.

CD players
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it
An improvement on the CD23, but 16_6,
vusuig

Wultbcr DALs. Strengths are (12icill, rsigi t
dilli dguuLl grip on

4110

WIllu

Arcam CD33T

£1300

08/03
AH

Arcam DIVA
CD72

£450

2001
Awards

£1960

07/02
AH

Chord's now fully-sorted 96k Hz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

£700

07/03
DB

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,

Chord DAC 64
Creek CD50

multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.
Based on 24-bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, with achassis damped by sound-deadening material. Optical and
coaxial digital outputs are provided. This is alively yet truly civilsed player, offering awell-aalanced performance at the right price.
concluded, ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'
extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

dCS Purcell/
Delius

12/99
AH

Linn Ikemi

04/01
AH

Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr-Brown PCM 1732 DAC. switch-mode power supply. Allows focus on individual

Linn Sondek
CD12

£12,000

07/99
08/99

The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt 'asense of disappointment', reinforcec by going back to his Meridian

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

07/03
DA

sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: 'natural' and ' unforced'.

Naim CD5

£1200

12/00
AG

and life that CD frequently lacks. Asolid, 3D quality, superb dynamics, and, naturally, amagic sense of timing.

Naim CDS3

£7050

10/03
MC

otherwise - according to Martin C,olloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

$1100/
$800

11/01
DA

Primare D30.2

£1500

06/99
AG

Rotel RCD-02

£380

2002
Awards

£1100

07/03
kk

Unison
Research Unico

Purcell is aD/D converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversior by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable
firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link
instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a 'relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital °trouts.
508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than most, ir the positive sense that it seemed to present more information.
DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's
It can't play CD-RW discs or give adigital output, and loading is ' manual' — but musically, in aclass of its own at the price, imbuing arichness
Top-of the-range two- box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival tor anyother player- high-resolution format or
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. Tne combinatior transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsarr
pier,
, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail orderonly in UK.
Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with Primare-tweaked software for lower noise, plus decoupling and amagnetic clamp. 8-times
oversampled Burr- Brown 1702 20- bit D/A converters.The balance between ability and smoothness in the D30.2 is about as good as it ges.
Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Althoue the company now makes DVD players and AV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio & SACD players
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

02/03
AG

video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

10/03
PM

performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this p'ayer is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.

Denon
DVD-2900

£850

09/03
PM

Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video

£1500

11/02
PM

Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player, Pioneer's DV-747A, but with added Marantz touches such as HDAM' output

£400

10/02
PM

It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first universal player, the DV- 747A. Pioneer then followed up with the lower-cost

£800

12/02
PM

This model plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V and CD. It also has an i
Link digital interface ( IEEE 1394 or fireWirel, adigital output for highres
data, allowing secure connection to asuitable amplifier (currently onty Pioneer's VSA-AX10i reiver). Now updated with PAL Progressive capability.

£900

04/03
PM

two-channel PCM could sound plummy and dynamically restrained, but multichannel SACD sound was outstanding.

Ma ra ntz
DV8300
Pioneer
IDV- 656A
Pioneer
DV- 757A1
Yamaha
DVD-S2300

www.hifinews.co.uk

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Eleg,ant styling and an extremely competent

performance. Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al, it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.
DV-656A, which delivers every format to astandard that many single-format players costing twice as much can't achieve.

Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this DVD-A/SACD/CD player is among the best of the new breed. Multichannel DVD-A was fine, though
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artloudspeakers
designed and manufactured in troon. scotia

To hear the new V6 loudspeakers or dn of the other
ART models, please call Of visit one of th °Mowing
specialist Dealers:
\\
Acoustica, Chester
Acoustica, Stafford
Adventures In HiFi, Wigan
Audio Consultants Reading
Audio Salon Glasgow
Divine Audio Market Harborough
Hazelmere Aucl
High Wycombe
HiFi Corner, Glasgow
HiFi Corner, Edinburgh
HiFi Corner, Edinburgh
HiFi Corner, Falkirk
Laser Audio Kilmarnock
Moorgate Acoustic Sheffield
Sounds Perfect, Dundee
The Audio Republic Leeds
The Audio Room Hull
The Audio Works, Cheadle

01244 344 227
01785 258216
01942 234 202
0118 981 9891
0141 333 9700
01536 762 534
01494 865 398
0141 226 5711
0131 220 1535
0121 556 7901
0132 429 011
01563 540 292
0114 275 6048
01382 226 592
01132 177 294
01482 891 375
0161 428 7887

ihr»
tel/fax 44 ( 0) 1292 319 416 l contactáloudspeaker-art.com
www.loudspeaker-art.com
overseas (
ANJ International Ltd. Hong Kong) tel 00 ( 852) 218 00 88 I anjiïà'yardway.com.hk

Impression 2
Expression
V8
> V6
Stiletto
Skibo
Skibo CC

filtration

Racks
and
Cableway

For Superior filtration qualities in line Connections

Experience Filtration Ltd

PO Box 6155

Derby • DE24 OZZ • ENGLAND

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1332 757 068 • Fax: + 44 (0)1332 572 713
info@experiencefiltration.com
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www.experiencefiltration.com

performance
dedicated
loudspeaker
supports

tel/fax 01777 708673
E-mail: info@hne.co.uk
www.hne.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk
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TacT RCS 2.2X pre- amp
£3195
Many companies have promised room correction, but few
have delivered asystem that's truly versatile. By using the
latest DSP engine to number crunch the huge amounts of
data involved in processing sound so that it suits the room
in which it is heard, TacT has come up with a neat, and
highly effective, solution. If you are thinking of spending
even £ 2000 on an upgrade, an audition of the RCS 2.2X
is mandatory. It's likely to do more for recreating the
musical experience in your room than any other upgrade.

CPO

695

6

a

FQ

EAFIE2

Turntables
Price

Tested
02/04

How we rate it
uugr

Jccept arms of up to 12in effect ..' ventu..

Avid Diva

£1100

Bluenote Bel lavista
Signature

£1900

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; buta fire rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base

Linn LP12

from
£1015

Classic three-point suspendec chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models hut with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves

Michell Gyro
SE SP800

£870

the engineering concepts of Ayid's bigger models, and the bund is not far behind them ether.
07/03
AH

Italian design, suspended plater weights àla GyroDec, but adual-deck rectangular plinth. Agood blend of acrylic, bronze, aluminium, Teflon.
and polyvinyl combined in avery clean, fast and musical deck. Borromeo unipivot arm (£ 1000) competes high-performance combination.
and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed c-onge t045.
room for improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and w;t11 either Akito or Ekos tonearms.
Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended from classic Transcr iptors and Hydraulic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A
neutral deck, great sound at areasonable price. Optional upgrades include QC PSU (£4410) and aclamp - the latest version uses aDC motor.
Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m-n cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, lust clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'

Pro-lect Debut

£120

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

SME Model 10

£4255

Roksan
Radius 5

£850

11/03
All

contrast and timbral colouring.with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

Transfiguration
Temper V

£2550

12/02
AH

enunciate the trickiest of vocal Gnes... or to showoff ethereal sourd effects' with the greatest ease. Chal soges some cartridges at twice its price.

commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with.fine speed control, £ 160).
Basic design i525 years old bu I
according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems
are athing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.
Price quoted includes asimpliied version of the classic Series Vtonearm. 'So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best

ambassadors yet for the greatness of anabgue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the n-•usic and nothing else'.
Price quoted includes the Ni Ma tonearm. This Roksan decK offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
It's difficult to define atonal character for this cartridge; more acc urate to describe it as musical and transparent: ' Inordinately articulate, able to

Tuners
Make/model

Price

Arcam DT81

£650

Creek T43

£400

Magnum
Dynalab MD102

£2200

Marantz ST- 17

£600

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

£330

Tested How we rate it
With better controls than previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinc -way of opening up abroadcast makes his arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with a :otal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi- path
distortion are displayed.

1H found it had 'afull-bodied sound the's nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'

Toronto- based specialist MagnLm Dynalab still makes all-analogue FM-only tuners, this one has optional remote control for fine-tuning and
switching between five presets. AG thought it ' musically superb ,to any other tuner that I've heard... In every respect it's nothing less than stunning'.
Three wavebands and RDS; for IH the sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle
bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best ofweak s'gnals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
Winner of our three-way group :est, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable F'vl tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are SIM plicit,./ themselv — atop-drawer product.

Oracle Delphi MO

£3180

Something of a legend among vinyl
enthusiasts, this classic three-point
suspended subchassis design is now in its
25th year of production and available in
the UK once more after some years'
absence. Sounding fast, transparent,
precise and airy, the Oracle digs up bags of

.hifinews.co. uk

textural information and excels when it
comes to female vocals. Thanks to the
attention lav:shed on the suspension and
main bearing, the Mk Vversion also proved
an incredibly quiet turntable. The deck was
tested using the ' Turbo' power supply,
available as a £ 600 option.
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Make/model

JD4

Densen Audio Technologies

Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602
HI-FI Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185

The New B-250 Pream
rom Densen
-Versatile Musicality
The new reference preamplifier from Densen is perhaps

Technical features:

the most advanced stereo preamp on the market. It is

Line inputs: 4sets + 2tape loops

filled with advanced solutions, which all share the goal of

Preamp outputs: 4 sets

giving you even more musicality. The volume is controlled

Power supply size: 3x20 VA

by an extremely precise attenuator made of

Storage capacity: 100.000 uF

Vishay

metal film resistors, which is switched by relays controlled

Output stage: 6watt class A amp with zero

by the microprocessor.

feedback
Upgradeable internal CPU unit

This results in an unsurpassed precision and refinement,

Upgradeable to surround with add-on board

and the attenuator contains no less than 256 steps! It

Ready for Densen's DP-03 8( DP-06 phono stage

contains socket for the SA Board for surround, sockets for

Ready for the Gizmo system remote

DP-03 and DP-06 MM and MC stages. The amplification

Ready for multiroom

stages are all completely new designs, based on

Ready for intelligent communication via the

advanced

DenLink cable

class

A

designs,

which

have

been

encapsulated on the board to avoid any kind of

Upgradeable with external power supply

interference with the delicate signal, while producing a

Available in black with gold or chrome knobs or

musicality which is truly outstanding by any standards.

albino silver chassis.
Lifetime warranty

Densen • Lundevej 10 • 6705 Esbjerg 0 • Denmark
Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 • E-mail: mail@densen.dk • www.densen.com

Midland Audio
Exchange
Belbroughton
Tel. 01562 731100
Mike Manning
Taunton
TeL C)1823 326688
Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel. 01935 479361
New Audio Frontier≤
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002
Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230
Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004
Zen Audio
Hull
Tel. 01482 587397

essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers
Make/model

van garle
Uno

Price

Tested

£7350

05/00
SH

How we rate it
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system
sensitivity of 1C0d B/W. SH saic it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

P500

01/C1
lic

With its 5litre volume, this miniature ( 265 x140 x205mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm Vita

£260

07/1X/
AH

Though small, the Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall

£180

12'r
AG

In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get

£6000

09/C1
AH

One of B&Ws finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£730

07/C2
TES

vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. ( Special finishes available at extra cost.)

Dynaudio
Contour T25

£2460

08/
88

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

E'ac CL82 Mk Il

£340

12/u
AG.

volume levels with negligible compression or distortion. Bassines are particularly well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.

Energy
Encore 2

£750

omi
Ac

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to

£500

200.
Awards

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple

£1300

06/93
MC

AVI Neutron Ill
Blueroom
Minipod
B&W DM303
B&W
Nautilus 802

Ems M12
Fla rbeth
Compact 7ES

Í

pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8k Hz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on it; predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.
resolution is not especially high, and treble occasionally stood out, but there wasa refreshing lack of woody coloration.
harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.
TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater

The Contour12.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the
Elac's aluminium composite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high

reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volurnes. All in all, simply agreat find.
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by bam-dcor s.andards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counteriayers, with
the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.
Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little

Jamo 0830

05/02
AG

1Mlab
Cobalt 816
1Mlab
Utopia Alto Be

£860

05/(X
AG

£11,000

02/04
AG

With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/ tW) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs caref.JI positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth

£635

11/0
AH

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non-parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

MartinLogan
Prodigy

£8970

08/00
MC

MartinLogan
Clara

£2500

08/01
DAxa

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis

£800

11/0
AG

The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system ( it's also available as atwo-channel sub-sat system), the

QJad ESL- 989

£4000

07/00
08

Jark Etude

£500

05/0
AG

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back

£950

10/00
AG

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/m ids and a28mm silk dome that

£5000

09/0 4
XX

Another beautiful ' boat-tailed'floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002

Linn Katan

Mission fs2-AV

Jar
Prologue
Sonus Faber
Cremona
Sonus Faber
Stradivari

strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble, but
the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.
and scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.
Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had ' stature, presence and tonal accuracy.., exceptional
spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching butafantastic loudspeaker!
fs2-AV consists of acorner submoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.
Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic '57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.
presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS315A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.

takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

ate

Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry

MC/101

of Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.

£6500

04/01
MC

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has

£840

07/90
PH

Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to caste stereo image across, behind and around the

£120

09/01
12/01

Wharfedale
EVO10

£320

06/02
AH

and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.

W ' son
Benesch ACT 2

£9000

10/95
AG

rather bright balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.

Wlson Benesch
Discovery

£5500

08/01
AH

Tannoy
Dimension TI:112

Totem Arro
Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£22,000

Wilson WAT!
£22,500
Puppy System 7

www.hifinews.co.uk

12/02
MC

Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid mid band.
An opinion divider. KK found 'zsoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener :hought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.
AG and his panel thought its 'erengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open mid band
High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a

A 150mm Tactic bass/mid and 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.
Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.
Even compared with the excel ent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thc_ight substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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e, Special Christmas Subscription Offer
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with the perfect Christmas gift

MASSIVE MARAIII1

* Great seasonal savings!
Prices from just £ 17.10 every
6 months

_
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MUSICAL FlUELITY'S X-RAY
t, ••••ii ttasottio ‘nrhvolb

VONV. tiffinew,

Bigger savings when you buy 2
or more magazines online.
Over 70 magazines to choose from
EXCLUSIVE

Free postage and packing ( UK only)

amazing
room .
correcioon
system

FREE prize draw!

See page

J
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PLUS
FREE GIFT
CARD*

adream holiday
in Sri Lanka worth £3,5001
For more details visit www.giftmags.co.uk
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Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
stocks a wide range of Hi -Fi separates, DVD
players, amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens,
LCD televisions and projection systems from

NEWSNEWSNEW

ABERDEEN (
NEW)
BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM
BRIGHTON

all the leading manufacturers.

BRISTOL

From starter systems to custom designed multi- room and

BROMLEY

home cinema installations, our friendly staff are available in

IBM IMO 1ln

all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you through the

CAMBRIDGE

home entertainment jungle. If you're interested in home

CARDIFF

entertainment and want to avoid the confusion, contact your

CHELSEA

local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store and experience more.
0% interest free option^ is available on most products.

CHELTENHAM
,

Ma« '
Meal

Minimum balance £ 400. Subject to status.

EALING (
NEW)

DENON DVD-3910
UNIVERSAL DUD PLAYER
Replacing 2003's all conquering DVD-2900, the new
Denom DVD-3910 moves Denon further ahead with a
massive performance and feature upgrade.
Us.rig leading edge audio and video technology and
heavyweight construction, this Universal player promises
to deliver the highest quality picture and sound quality
from your entire disc collection.
Handling both DVD-Audio and SACD, the ' 3910 will also
play MP3, WMA, JPEG and Photo CD plus all varieties of
DVD/CD - R and + R. It includes every digital and
analogue audio/video output: -IDMI, DVI, FireWire,
Component, Composite and S-Video.

CUSTOM
INSTALLATION

Our installation exports are folly
trained to the highest standards andl
wit continue to support yu and your
equipment long after yourfirst vis:t to.
one of our natiorwide stores.

ARCAM DIVA AVR250
HOME CINEMA RECEIVER
Following the success of the AVR300, Arcam has its
introd aced its smailer brother, the AVR250. As you
would expect from a company with an audiophile
heritage this 7.1 chiannel receiver has been designed
to deliver excellent audio reproduc:ion. This is
combined with connectivity and decoding modes that
will satisfy even the most ardent AN enthusiasts.

solutions to the most grandiose.
We can help transform every room
and every home, whatever your
needs and budget.

Why not pay us a visit and pick

now, from
your local
store.
• I

Enjoy the freedom to listen to the music
of your choice or watch TV independently
from other rooms othe home

LEEDS
LINCOLN

PLYMOUTH
POOLE
PRESTON
READING
SEVENOAKS
SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHGATE

Want to know more?

available

KINGSTON
LEICESTER

OXFORD

from the most simple, affordable

Guide,

HULL
IPSWICH

PETERBOROUGH

Our custom install services range

Installation

HOLBORN

NORWICH

audio and video and easy lighting

up a copy of our FREE Custom

GUILDFORD

NOTTINGHAM

of home cinema with distributed

lifestyle and your home.

EXETER
GLASGOW

NEWCASTLE

A carefully considered installation

ever dream of - enhancing your

EPSOM

MAIDSTONE

Modern home entertainment

and vision performance you could

EDINBURGH

MANCHESTER

doesn't have to be intrusive.

control can give you all the sound

CRAWLEY
CROYDON

"Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers.

fit
Flush- mounted in- wall speaker, ea

STAINES
)0

/ D J

caoa

give you at the sound you can handle
but won't eat into your tom spa -e oe
clash wit', your deco,

ARCAM FM.1 DV29
DVD PLAYER
.Arcam's flagship award- winning FMJ DV27A DVD
player is being joined by the DV29 to deliver DVDAud o compatible HDMI. In addition to excellent video
performance, the DV29 promises to deliver
first-class sound quality.

wwwsevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

SWISS COTTAGE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYBRIDGE
WITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON
PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE
NUMBER DETAILS

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Arcam DiVA
CD192 CD Player
£849.95

•
o

"Latest DIVA has some fresh vigour, but
manages to retain its predecessors refinement
and deftness with detail - agreat listen"
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FREE GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD
TOGETHER FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN*

H

NOT IN CONIUNCTIOM WIN MY OTHER ORB OR NOMOLIOX

Michell Gyro SE
Turntable IRB300 Tonearm
£1049.95

I

Fi

Marantz
CD5400 CD Player
£119.95
_Best

% 2CO3

0 •

1
"The Gyrodec SE sounds great, combining the best

0•••00 0

sonic characteristics of rivals... Quite simply, the Michell

•
•

e
G..

•

Gyrodec SE is terrific. Nothing compares at this price
point - its well deserving another Best Buy."

CLAIM f50

Musical Fidelity
X-80 Amplifier £599.95
X-150 Amplifier £799.95
X- Ray" CD Player £899.95

Marantz
PM 7200 Amplifier
£249.95

TOWARDS THE GOLDRING
CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE*

"This is one of the most
powerful amps in its class,

Musical Fidelity has unveiled two integrated

at 95w per channel, and it

amplifiers and aCD player as part of its revamped

sounds it with anything from

X-series. The 40 wpc, X-80 and the 80wpc X-150

dance to abig orchestral

amplifiers feature adual-gang analogue volume

work, offering adelicious

control and

combination of poise and

high-output

impact. Stick with fast,

transistors for

dynamic speakers such as

each channel.

B&W DM601 S3s or KEF's

The X-150 also

equally capable C)1s and

Pro-ject
1Xpression Turntable
£209.95

the results will amaze."

o

high quality

legendary X- Ray and uses the same DAC and

Pure Digital
DRX702ES Analogue/DAB Tuner
£279.95

vinyl and give the Xpression aspin."

upsampling principles as the acclaimed TriVista SACD
player. From atechnical standpoint, the X- Ray' is equal
of some of the most expensive players on the market.

"So do you buy adigital tuner? Or an analogue

Hit ••••
;5get Wooes

one? Now you don't have to pick: just buy Pure
Digital's DRX-702ES! Whether on FM

rietiefeeee

PURE
87. 50 M-1.,

r14

s o

®."

...it

or DAB, this tuner sounds
superb... The overall balance is
powerful, dean and crisp,
making this afine tuner by any
standards, and asuperb buy
given its excellent flexibility."

o

e

The X-Ftae CD player, is the replacement for the

"Compared with a £200 CD player this

• *

—

±,Ée-

phono stage.

(
Black)

deck sounds remarkable: dig out your

P11:44 1
'
41
't>,Mr/
"ax

•

includes a

6 1
11111.11111
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Cyrus
8vs Amplifier £799.95
CD8 X CD Player £999.95

The Q4 is one of the latest additions to KEF's acclaimed Q

Cyrus has been developing high performance hi-fi systems

Series. At the heart of this floorstander lies the Uni Q driver

KEF Q4
Speakers £399.95

for over 20 years. Today their upgrade,able, modular

array - a 130mm die-cast chassis housing along throw

product range includes multi- room systems, home cinema

cone and coincident mounted 19mm aluminium dome HF

and some of the world's finest hi-fi systems. The new 'VS'

unit. This driver arrangement makes the speaker much

preamp circuitry, incorporated in the 6vs and 8vs amplifiers,

easier to place in the room and alleviates the sweet spot'

has dramatically improved their performance while

found on ordinary speakers. This has been combined with

the CD8 X is aheavily revised version of the 008.

adedicated 130mm LF unit for extended bass output
which belies the size of its diminutive cabinet.

SPEAKER CABLE

FREE
QED

WITH ALL HI- Fl
SPEAKER PAIRS
OVER £299*

?HACH"

T.

*****

£60
£80
£1 20

£299
£499
SPEAKERS OVER £999

WITH SPEAKERS OYER

WITH SPEAKERS OVER
WITH

"Here's a machine that advances the
ability of its excellent predecessor by an
almost absurd degree. The Cyrus 8vs is

Cyrus
6vs Amplifier £599.95

B&W
DM602 S3 Speakers £299.95

an absolute superstar"

"These solidly made standmountes perform well

'A significant upgrad, ,
to what was already

across the whole range of rrusical styles... Add these

an impressive amp -

speakers to your hl-fi system and you're guaranteed

Cyrus' new entry-level

magnifioent integration between the drivers and an

integrated is a peach"

even tonal balance."

Iiimantr,

WORTH

Ott

*****
FREE

'
iDO SR60 ' -'
1=4-10NE OFFER`

Roksan Kandy
KD1/III CD Player £649.95
KA1/III Amplifier £649.95

Ruark
Epilogue Il
Speakers
3
classy Ruark Epilogue
They're the priciest here,
with plenty to justify that p
tag. They have aseamless sound that

"Timing and rhythm are excellent. DJ Shadow
is delivered with clarity and atight bass, while

•

at the other extreme the treble is sweet and
detailed, getting the most from Wagner's Ride
of the Valkyries. The result is a breathtakhg
Best Buy amplifier that betters its competition
with ease."

KANDY HAI/III AMPLIFIER - AWARDS 2003

'The Kandy KD1 /Ill CD player offers agreat array of talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you

l'enritt,"

have something dose to the ideal visual and sonic combination."

*****

draws the listener into the music and
keeps the senses captivated."
WHAT HI*F1? SOUND AND VISION • AUGUST 2002

FREE

PRICING POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at
alower price, please bring it to our store managers' attention.

GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHER FROM ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN* ooc03or,00wm000040 °REP DP .01.40,10.1

r
-, i
r
r

j

0,

FINANCE OPTION*

/ J Spread the cost of buying.
finance option

G

available on the vast majority of products we stock.

'WM*, dotools on request. LIONOnd crecht broken. Moomourn balance (400. 5b,ect to status.

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.

ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 21/10/04, E&OE.

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Rotel
RA- 1062 Amplifier £ 594.95
RCD-1072 CD Player £594.95

COMPACT SYSTEMS

"At the heart of the 60-watt RA- 1062 is atoroidal
transformer and apower supply, which Ratel clams,
helps the amp maintain performance even at high
volumes... Crank up the volume and, as promised, the
Ratel keeps its composure and balance... If you want a
£600 integrated, be sure to audition the RA- 1062.
First impressions of the RCD-1072 are excellent. This is

Linn Classik
Music System £ 799.95

the slickest machine in this group: the casework feels
solid and the finish exceptional at the price... On its own
terms it remains an enjoyable and informative CD player."

When purchased with speakers over £ 299'
When purchased on its own £ 849.95

WHAT HI • Fl? SOUND AND VISION • SEPTEMBER 2003

"The Classk sounds simply marvellous... It offers the
performance you'd expect from high quality

Acoustic Energy
Aelite Thr
Speakers £ 749.95

•

"Acoustic Energy's new
Aelite Threes weigh in at a

separates in one lovely package - this is avery

Pioneer PDR-609
CD Recorder £ 169.95

superior product."
MED

"This is the third time Pioneer has won Product of
the Year in the recorders section. First with the

1
"e
't
'1, 2003 it
••••

PDR-509, and then last year with the PDR-609.

hefty 18kg apiece, and their

Features include 24-bit/96kHz digital-analogue-

curved, real wood finished

conversion, backed up by Pioneer's Legato Link

cabents both look handsome

filtering and manual recording level controls, ideal

and make good acoustic

when making compilations to standardise levels.

sense... So how do they

All this means you get great copies from the

perform... Give them abig

Pioneer... and remarkable value."

UD-M31 CD

room and postion them in
free space and they'll

Denon DM31
diver £ 189.95

When purchased with speakers over E99*

deliver great things... If

When purchased on its own £ 199.95

you want abig sound
Id et

for sensible money,

"The D-M30 was exemplary. as its three What Hi -Fi?
Sound and Vision Awards clearly show. The D- M31 is

.4.
'31

Pr 81 ud

don't hesitate to audition

even better, making it phenomenal value for money."

uf the),"

the Aelite Threes.'

•
-

2002

NB - DENON DM31 & LINN CLASSIK PRICES EXCLUDE SPEAKERS

e_tere.F,e '71
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MUSIC
ALL AROUND THE HOME

BitcW
704 Speakers
£1399.95

You've heard of hi-fi - now welcome to the world of wi-fi!
Wi-fi devices allow you to network arange of devices
together - from your music system to your PC - without
the wires. For example, amultiroom server like Yamaha's
MusicCAST can wirelessly send music to up to five 'client'

are part of B&W's

playback systems dotted around your home. That music

new 71X) series.

could be stored on the MusicCAST server device or other

These floorstanding,

sources - existing hi-fi kit, maybe, or an internet radio

two-and-a-hatf-

station or MPS files from your PC: plug-in adapters make it

way, vented box

easy to wi-fi-enable products.

speakers and are
variety of attractive

YAMAHA MusicCAST
mcx A10 £599.95

finishes. In arecent

(MusicCAST Client)

available in a

1000

What Hi Fi? Sound

MCX

and Vision group

(MusicCAST Server)

£ 1799.95

CYRUSLINK

test the 704 offered
"Remarkable

Linkserver 160 £2999.95

openness and

(Four Zone RD Server 160Gb Drive)

clarity that is

fie t.
0 Cie '

unrivalled at
this price."

MINIM

o
11.1

*****

Linkserver 250

f3499.95

(Four Zone HD Server 250Gh Drive)

Linkport

f649.95

Linkwand

f199.95

.111111•181.11...

YAMAHAS MusicCAST
etri
e

AVAILABLE AT SELECTED
SEVENOAKS SOUND& VISION STORES

MCX-1000 DIGITAL SERVER
MCX-A10 CLIENT

41111111111111111110111011M111101.PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 21/10/04, E&OE.

o

SEPARATE HI-Fl SYSTEMS
Rotel
RCD-02 CD Player
RA-02 Amplifier

Roksan Kandy
KD1/111 CD Player
KM All Amplifier

Monitor Audio
Bronze B2 Speakers

Monitor Audio
Silver 56 Speakers

HI- Fl
SY$T,FM

For this recommended Hi Fi System we have
combined Rotel's highly rated RCD-02 CD player and
RA-02 amplifier with Monitor Audio's beautifully
balanced Bronze B2 speakers. This package gives a
powerful, fresh and vibrant sound. The compact ' 62
speakers, available in avariety of finishes, were
awarded ' Best Buy' by What Hi- R? Sound and Vision,
with the sound being described as "Superb...
Speakers don't get much better than the B2S".

Arcam
CD73T CD Player
A65 Plus Amplifier
KEF
Q4 Speakers
'Attar

The RA-02 amplifier features remote control and a

and KEF both have an enviable reputation for

The cornoinatioll

01

speaker specialists,

producing great sounding kit without breaking the

Roksan's Kandy MK3

Monitor Audio. The

bank. This system shows why with awell balanced

CD and amplifier is,

combination of Roksan's

sound that's both musically involving and enjoyable.

according lo What Hi -

excellent rhythm and

Fi? Sound and Vision,

timing, with its tight bass

At the front of this package is Arcam's upgradeable

"Somethng close to the

and sweet detailed

CD73T CD player - aWhat Hi Fi? Sound and Vision

ideal visual and sonic

treble coupled with the

phono input. The RCD-02 (***** - What Hi Fi?

'Product of the Year 2003. We've coupled this with

combination" (December

'S6's ability to stay

Sound and Vision - August 2003) is HDCD

Arcam's complementary A65 Plus integrated

2003). We have

unruffled even when the

compatible and includes adigital output for

amplifier and KEF's new 04 floostanding speakers

partnered these with the

music is at its most

connecting to adigital recorder.

featuring KEF's unique Uni Q technology for easier

Silver S6 fioorstanding

complex, makes this a

room placement.

speakers from British

remarkable system.

SYSTEM PRICE SAVE

SYSTEM PRICE

SYSTEM PRICE

SAVE

£99.95 £129

£99.95 £149

HI-FI SYSTEM I • NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

HI-FI SYSTEM 2 NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

PRACE C<CLUDES CABLES & STANDS

PRICE EXCLUDES (
UFA FS & STANDS

£1889.95

.11A)E EXCLUDES CABLES &STANDS

HI-FI SYSTEM 3 • NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Musical Fidelity X-80

£ 599.95

Pioneer

:
370

Musical Fidelity (- 150

£ 799.95

Pioneer

,
575A Universal

Musical Fidelity 43.2

£ 979.95

Pioneer I
tV668Av Universal

£ CALL

£ Cot.

REL

Musical Fidelity 23.2 Pre

£ 999.95

Pioneer .'868Avi Universal

£ CALL

£

REL

£ CALL

£

REL

£CALL

£

Musical Fidelity 23.2 Power

£999.95

Musical Fidelity 4308

£1999.95

Quad

£549.95

Roksan

may (Al MI011

£ 649.95

Roksan ..aspian M

£ 999.95

H
available at all stores. Please call to eavailability before traued£

Michell ) SE/RB300 tso anima CARtneer £ 1049.95
Michell

loDec (Ex Arm)

Project

ut Phono SB

Project

ut It! (Black)

.

£574.95
£ 169.95
£129.95

Project ,,,tbut III (( nInorS)

£ 144.95

Project 1Xpresion

£209.95

TUNERS
Arcam DIVA T61

£ 229.95
£499.95

Denon ", ' 1K11

£ 99.95

Hannan Kardon 3970 DABANEM

£ 299.95

Maranta
Pure ,
Pure

I., U

f99.95

016 DAB

£ 199.95

126 Aralogue/DAD

Roksan

£279.95

uty KT1 MI011

£ 549.95

CD PLAYERS
Arcam

C0192

£849.95

Arcam ' CC33T

£1349.95

Cyrus
Cyrus

£ 599.95

X

£ 999.95

Cyrus
Denon

£ 1099.95

.
186

£ 119.95

Linn

£ 1099.95

Linn

£2199.95

Maranta

£ 119.95

Musical Fidelity

Ray

Musical Fidelity

£ 899.95

2

£ 999.95

Musical Fidelity A108

£ 1999.95

Quad
Roksan

£ 999.95

Uy KD1 MKIII

£649.95

£ CALI
£CALL

E CALL

£CALL

Panasonic TI-142PW6B 42"

£2399.95

Panasonic DMR-E95 DVD-RAM £ CALL

£CALL

Panasonic TH37PE3OB 37"

£ CALL

£149.95

Panasonic TH42PE3OB 42"

£ CALL

Pioneer j)P434HDE 43"

£ CALL

Acoustic Energy Aelne Three

£749.95

Pioneer '1R-5201-1HDD/DVD-FiW . E CALI.

£CALL

Pioneer JP435HDE 43"

£3999.95

Acoustic Energy AE1 MKIII (From)

£ 1699.95

Pioneer

7R- 720H HDD/DVD-RW ..£ CALL

£CALL

Pioneer (( P5041IDE 50"

£ CALL

£249.95

Pioneer

I/R-920H HDDAJVD-RW . E CALL

£CALI

Toshiba 12WP36P 42"

£ CALL

B&W

u.,

£299.95

B&W

£ 1399.95

B&W

£ 899.95

KEF

£ 249.95
£ 399.95
£ 749.95

Mission

31

Mission

BOSE

Mission

-.' SE

Monitor Audio
Monitor Audio

-'
nue

£ 119.95
£ 349.95
£ 899.95

82

£ 199.95

',)rSi

£ 299.95

Monitor Audio , in S6

£ 599.95

Monitor Audio . er S8

£ 799.95

Monitor Audio

cl Reference 10

Monitor Audio ..d Reference 20 ..

£ 799.95
£1499.95
£379.95

Quad 12L

£ 499.95

Quad 22L

£894.95

Ruark Epilogue II

£344.95

Roark

man III

Ruark

uIII

£1499.95
£899.95

Wharfedale Pacific Evolution 30

£649.95

HI-FI SYSTEMS
,
11Ex

Speakers

£499.95
£299.95

Denon ' .. 1Ex Speakers

£199.95

Linn

£849.95

oMusic Ex Speakers

Teac Legacy.

£199.95

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon ADV-M71 It
Denon
Denon
Jamo

. nakers

500SD Inc 5.1 Speaker Package
' 770SD/AVR-770S0
,"
nA305PDD

aSpeakers

Inc Speakers

Jamo .•- 33/A355POD Inc Speakers
KEF k11100 Inc Speakers
Linn Classik Movie Di

£499.95
£499.95
£599.95
£649.95
£899.95
£1199.95

aSpeakers

..

Teac Legacy 700/LS-L800 Inc Speakers

£2299.95
£799.95

MULTI-ROOM AUDIO
£3499.95

Arcam
Arcam
Arcam

Cyrus
Cyrus

AMPLIFIERS

£ 649.95

fAxand

£199.95

Yamaha MusicCast ' 1GX Al 0

£ 599.95

Yamaha MusicCast

£ 1799.95

1000

,L't) PLIS

£389.95

290

MAKE UMODEL

REGION 2 MULTI REGION

Cyrus

Cyrus Bus

£ 799.95

Denon

£1099.95

Denon

(Fact £ 1199.95

Denon

£ 179.95

Denon

£ 574.95

Denon

£544.95

Denon

Linn KolecterPre
Linn LK85 Power
Maranta PM4400
Marantz PM7200

o

£ CALL

Panasonic TX22LX1 22"

£ CALL

R300 AN Receiver

£1299.95

Arcam

5P7 NV Pre/Processor/Power

£5749.95

Panasonic

£1099.95

Panasonic TX32LXD1 32"

£ CALI

Philips

£ CALL

Cyrus

;,28 AN Processor

Donen AVC-Al SRA AN Amplifier
Denon AMC- Al SR AN Amplifier

£249.95

Harman Kardon

,.
530"

Sharp Aquos

.- 15S1E 15"

£ CALL

Sharp Aquos '.- 20S1E 20"

£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL

Denon . A2805 AN Recoser

Sharp Aquos

32GA3 32"

£ CALL

Denon

Sharp Aquos '• 320D1 32"

£ CALL

£599.95

Sharp Aquos

37001 37"

£ CALL

£999.95

Sharp Aquos

370X3 37"

£299.95
£ 449.95

:
,,
805 AN Receiver

Hannan Kardon AVR330 AN Receiver .
Hannan Kardon

408630 AN Receiver

Hannan Kardon DPR2005 AN Receiver
Onkyo
Pioneer

£1299.95

• IAA/ Receiver

£ CALL

"
th 0501 NV Receiver

£329.95
£319.95

PROJECTORS

£649.95

Maranta OR- 12S3 DU'

Pioneer VSX-AX5 AN Receiver

£ CALL

NEC ' '() DLP

Pioneer VSA-AX10Au AA/ Amplifier

£ CALL

Sanyo

Rotai RSX1067 A/V Receiver

£ 1799.95

1066/RMB1075 AN Pre/Power £ 1799.95

Rotel

098 NV Processor

£2294.95

Yamaha DSP-AX750SE AN Amplifier

£ CALL

Yamaha DSP-AX640SE AN Amplifier

£299.95

Screenplay
Screenplay

£ 4999.95

205 DL?

Sharp ,

.
141E DL?

Sharp

7200 DLP

£1799.95
f( IAL I

£ CALL

Sim 2

£ CALL

Sim 2 ' 00 Xtra HDMI DLP

.
no 20 DL?

£CALL

Sim 2

Yamaha 3X 4240ORDS AN Recoser

ECALL

ThemeScene

Acoustic Energy -ego P5/l1
138,W

251

B&W

ID AV

Castle

tnact CC3

KEF

£ 994.95
£849.95
£ 899.95

£7999.95
£ 24995.95

Cinema DLP

TtiemeScene : 1;,6 Cinema DLP
ThemeScene i-177 Cinema DL?

£1199.95
£ 1999.95
£3499.95

REMOTE CONTROLS
Maranta

1;5400

£399.95

Maranta fiC9200
Philips

£799.95

'
onto RU1000

£1399.95

£ 499.95

0150 FREE OED CABLE •

£799.95

0200 FREE QED GABLE'

£1199.95

KEF 07 AV DOD FREE QED CABLE"
M&K -

Iuy DLP

£3999.95

£999.95

£ 100 FREE (IED GABLE'

KEF KHT2D
KEF KFIT5()

£499.95

o.,u

£3499.95

uno 20 HDMI DLP

Yamaha Pc-V140ORDS AN Receiver

Artcoustic

£1299.95
£ 2199.95

Yamaha °X- V650 AN Receiver

£749.95

£ CALL
£ 1449.95

(
t5 DL?

Yamaha RX-V550 AN Receiver

A/V SPEAKERS & PACKAGES

£8499.86

Screenplay .• r)0 DL?

Sim 2

Acoustic Energy Fus 38

ECALL

11

£3299.95

Yamaha DSP-Z9 AN Amplifier

£ CALL

Toshiba t2WL36P 32"

Pioneer VSX-M3 NV Receiver

Rotel

£ CALL

Toshiba :.. 36P 26"

Pioneer . SX-D812 A/V Receiver

£2199.95

0250 FREE QED CABLE'

£ 1699.95

M&K

£ 1894.95

25

CALL
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

£2249.95

"
1'
,11850

Mission

£ 3899.95
•

£ 449.95

we 82 AV
,
Ize

£799.95
£ 499.95
£ 999.95

£ CALI

£ CALL

SUB WOOFERS

£CALL

£ CALL

B&W

£ CALL

£ CALL

26GA3 26"

AN Recorrer

If2105 AN Receiver

Monitor Audio / us 270

£ CALL

26"

Sharp Aquas

-.
1
R1905

Denon

Monitor Audio ', fins 5.1

£ CALI.

navel

Sharp Aquos .- 22AD1E 22"

Denon

£ 1199.95 £ 1199.95

INJ Acoustics Pro 50 Sid

PRICING POLICY
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION
OPERATES A PRICING POLICY
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE
£60 RED CABLE

£949.95

AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.

£299.95

PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.

MJ Acoustics Pro 100 43,,k £60 QED GABLE'

£599.95

M.1 Acoustics Ref 100 IBA EEO QED CABLE'

£349.95

£299.95 £ 299.95

MJ Acoustics Ref 1 (Black EEO QED GABLE'

£699.95

£399.95 £ 399.95

REL • . EM101(Biittex BEe,

£499.95

£ 1599.95 £ 1599.95

Hannan Kardon

£249.95

£ 1599.95 £ 1599.95

£879.95 £899.95

£ 149.95

£2199.95

Denon AVR1705 AN Receiver

£ 949.95

£ CALL
,
VH

£ cut

84 AV

,
H)Llul,ersal

£ CALL

Arcam

Monitor Audio

Arcam

Denon .',56

Panasonic TX171.X1 17"

Monitor Audio

£ 599.95

Cyrus Mono XPower

£ 999.95

AN Receiver

£ 699.95 £ 699.95

Cyrus bus

LCD TV

Arcam

Arcam

£ 999.95 £ 999.95

£3909.95

Hitachi 28LD5200 28"

£849.95

Arcam

" : 210 42"

£799.95

£ 599.95
£ 1199.95

Yamaha .

Arcam AVI3200 MI Receiver

NI&K

Arcam ,232

Cyrus Pre Xvs Are

A/V AMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS

M&K

DVD PLAYERS

A450

£ CALL

£399.95

£2999.95

£169.95

£ CALL

Hitachi ; 2PMA500E 42"

£499.95

Cyrus -,eivef 250

RECORDERS

Hitachi t2PD5200 42"

f379.95

B&W

„
Ti3100S DVD-ReN

£ CALL

Pioneer MR51COFIS DVD-R/RW £469.95

£279.95

Pioneer

£5799.95

Hitachi C2P05200 32"

£449.95

Cyrus Hnkserver 160

Pioneer MDR-9CC-RW

Fujitsu , 30X1-0.30 50"
REGION 2 MULTI REGION

Panasonic DMR-E85 DVD-RAM

£ 379.95
£ 594.95

£ 3499.95

CALL

£ 1099.95

uulO7t

£ 2999.95

Fujitsu E421-0
1430 42"

L55 DVD-RAM

Rotel
Rotel

PLASMA
Fujitsu P-121.4-1A30 42"

F.65 DVD-RAM ...£ CALL

Roksan ,, pan M
2

£699.95

Panasonic

Denon ' ) 1Ex Speakers
£ 399.95

£549.95

5IBrittex Black) £100 en GABLE'

Panasonic

Denon

Arcam . 2CD 73T

.'

£594.95

Quad 11L

Cyrus FM X

£349.95

Rotai RA- 1062

£649.95

£139.95

£399.95 £ 399.95

iBrittex Black) ...
:
,ecle (
Black) £100 OED CABLE .

DVD RECORDERS

KEF X01

GoIrking

£119.95 £ 119.95

Yamaha JVD-S1500

£999.95

MAKE & MODEL

KEF

TURNTABLES

Yamaha DVD-S540

£724.95

,Brittex Black) £10o 9ES GABLE .

£349.95

Acoustic Energy Aelite Two

all Sevenoaks Sound & Vision stores.

Toshiba G340E

•V (
Brittex Black) £100 QED CABLE•

£249.95

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three

on display and available for demonstration

REL

Rotai RA-02

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One

are

REL

Robe RA- 01

SPEAKERS

An outstanding selection of prod

ECALL

Toshiba s0240E

£ CALL

£149.95 £ 179.95

nee Ow GABLE .

*Added Value Otters- From range available in-store.
Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advertisement valid until at least 21/10/04. E&OF.

DEMONSTRATION

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?

SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE
ABERDEEN 57 CROWN STREET (NEW)
01224 252797 OPENING SOW

Founded
Vision

in

1972

Sevenoaks Sound &

is one of the largest

and

most

FACILITIES
Our comfortable demonstration rooms are

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers in

among the finest in the country,

the country.

complying with full THX specifications.

Each Sevenoaks

Sound & Vision

store

stocks a wide range of quality products,
covering all categories of specialist home

BEDFORD 29-31 sr Pt-FERS STREET
01234 272779

entertainment,
systems

to

from
DVD

Hi Fi

separates and

players.

widescreen

BRIGHTON 57 WESTERN ROAD. HOVE
01273 733338

all at highly compettive prices.

BROMLEY 39A EAST STREET
020 8290 1988

advise, demonstrate and guide you through

plasma televisions and projection systems,

Friendly staff are available in all stores to
the home entertainment jungle.

BIRMINGHAM ARCH 12. uvEsy STREET
0121 233 2977
BRISTOL 928 WHITELADIES ROAD. CLIFTON
0117 974 3727

NORWICH 29-29A ST GILES STREET
01603 767605

CAMBRIDGE 17 BURLE/OH STREET
01223 304770

NOTTINGHAM 597-595 MANSFIELD ROAD
0115 911 2121

CARDIFF 104-106 ALBANY ROAD
029 2047 2899

OXFORD 41 ST CLEMENT:; STREET
01865 241773

CHELSEA 403 KINGS ROAD
020 7352 9466

PETERBOROUGH 36-: /8PARK ROOT
01733 897697 OPEN SUNDAY

standards in all areas and provide a prompt, reliable

CHELTENHAM 14 PITTVILLE STREET
01242 241171

PLYMOUTH 107 CORNWAII STREET
01752 226011

installation

CRAWLEY 32 THE BOULEVARD
01293 510777

POOLE LATIMER HétUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET
01202 671677

CROYDON 369-373 LONDON ROAD
020 8665 1203 opeisum9Ar

PRESTON 40-41 LUNE STREET
01772 825777 opoisuNao,

EALING 24 THE GREEN
0208 579 8777

READING 3-4 KINGS WALIC SHOPPING CENTRE
0118 959 7768

OPENING EARLY SEPT

EDINBURGH 5THE GRASSIMARKET
0131 229 7267

SEVENOAKS 104-113 LDNDON ROAD
01 732 459555

EPSOM 12 UPPER HIGH STREET
01372 720720 OPEN SUNDAY

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAD. HEELEY
0114 255 5861 op& straw

EXETER 28 CO WICK STREET
01392 218895

SOLIHULL 149-151 STRATFORD ROAD
0121 733 3727

GLASGOW 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD
0141 332 9655

SOUTHGATE 79-81 CHASE SIDE
020 8886 2777

GUILDFORD 738 NORTH STREET
01483 536666

SOUTHAMPTON 33 LMDClN ROAD
023 8033 7770

HOLBORN 144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD
020 7837 7540

STAINES 4THAMES STREET
01784 460777 OPEN SUNDAY

HULL 1SAVIE ROW. SMILE STREET
01482 587171

SWISS COTTAGE 21 NORT-IWAYS RN. FINCHLEY RD
020 7722 9777 (PEN SUNDAY

IPSWICH 12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET
01473 286977

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 33-30 ST JOHNS ROAD
01892 531543

KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD
020 8547 0717. OPEN SUNDAY

WATFORD 478 ST ALBANS ROAD
01923 213533 OP91 SUNDAY

LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET
0113 245 2775

WEYBRIDGE 43 CHURCH STREET, TILE QUADRANT
01932 828525

OPEN SUNDAY

LEICESTER 10 LOSEBY LANE
0116 253 6567

WITHAM (
ESSEX) - TI-EGROVE CENTRE
01376 501733

LINCOLN 20-22 CORPORATION STREET
01522 527397 (OFF HIGH STREET)

WOLVERHAMPTON
01902 312225

MAIDSTONE 96 WEEK STREET
01622 686366
MANCHESTER 69 HIGH ST, or CENTRE
0161 831 7969
NEWCASTLE 19 NEWC,ATE STREET
0191 221 2320

many

30CLEVE_AND STREET
PEN .;IINDAY

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the integration of a
home cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and seamlessly as possible. A I
electronics can te hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted eithe' in the wall or
ceiling and the complete system operated via remote control.
Our installation experts are fully trained to the highest
and professional service. Whether you're looking for a
multi- room

system,
with

a dedicated

home

a retractable screen

and

cinema
built-in

speakers or an tntegrated control or lighting system,
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has a diverse range of
products available to cater for all your requirements.
FREE 8 Page Custom Installation Brochure
available now from your nearest store or
via our website.

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group
and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store.

SPECIAL OLTERS
There are hundreds of special offers and stock clearance items available from our stores
nationwide - many with savings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, veil
www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk and click on special offers

PRICING POLICY
Whilst we do not claim always to be the cheapest. we try to ensure our prices are highly
competitive. Take into account the expert advice, unrivalled product selecton, demonstration
facilities and excellent pre, during and after sales service and the lower price might not look
such good value.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please
bring it to our store managers' attention. We will always endeavour to offre you the best deal.

Pick-up your FREE
68 page guide at your
nearest Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision store
or order a copy via
our Website. The
brochure will be
posted to you (UK

OPENING HOURS

mainland addresses

PLEASE TELEPHONE OR 051T DUR WEBS Ti FOR

only) free of charge

UP-TO-DATE TRADING HOUR:;

while stocks las:.

E-MAIL
[insert store focabonleseyenoaltoundanclysion co uk

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk
0

Hazlemere Audio

MEE

Digital
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 ( new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle

Vinyl
Avid
Garrard
Oracle
Speakers
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A

‘mplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Power supply
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

If you

SOUND & VISION
STORAGE

Cables
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Supports
Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)

(
01494 865829)

Call High Wycombe

t

Fidy away your collection of CDs, Videos, DVDs, Audio tapes, LPs,
MDs or Talking books into one of our range of lovely cabinets. Styles
from traditional to contemporary, achoke of wood finishes and sizes
to suit the modest and serious collector alike. For abrochure please
phone (24hrs) write or email to

JOHN AUSTIN FURNITURE LTD.
Greatwoith Park, Banbury, Oxon OX17 2H13

ar

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle
Atacam
Audio Anal° ue...
Castle
Cyrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ Acous
Monitor
Monno
NAD
Nordost
Opera
Origin
Ortofo
Pathos
Picken
Primare
Pro- Ac
Project
QUAD
REL
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
TAG Mc a
Tannoy
TEAC
Trichord
Unison R
Van Den
Wharfed
Yamaha

114
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Tel: 01295 760017 Fax 01295 760177
info@john-austin-furniture.co.uk
wyr.john-austin-furniture.co.uk

Award Winning Retailers...

kers Hi- Fi
The North of England Hi -Fi Specialists

Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 10C to £ 10,000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 35yrs experience.

Qualified staff

Comfortable dem rooms
Main road location

SJperb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Service Dept.

Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit*
/Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit)
Delivery & installation

only 20% deposit
subject to status

Part Exchange

Open 10:3Ciam - 5:30pm

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa. Access. Switch etc.

24 Gillygate. York Y031 7E0
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967
Hi-FiNews

vvvvvv.hifinews.co.uk

Acoustic Solid
Small Royal Turntable
Omm platter topped with 6mm
crylic platter and leather mat.
Precision bearing, weight approx
25kg. RRP £ 1280.00 excluding
arm. Three tone arms can be fited.to the turntable. Read review
by www.enjoythemusic.com

ALJutiA EUPEN L.SA 2.5 AUDIO AC POWER CORD
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with FERRITE TECHNOLOGY polymer material mixed with a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality
ferrite powder.is extruded around the copper conductors. GNLM cables are further pro-

...-7
• :- ,

tected with afoil shield and a drain wire, specifically manufactured for High End audio use

' NEW Eupen CSM Interconnect, with extruded ferrite - RCA/XLR, £45 for
lm pair. Eupen Video Interconnect £25 for 1m RCA/BNC/RF
Power cables are fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable is also available with our
all steel 4, 6 and 8way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with Eupen cable a
an extra cost option. Refer to our web site for details.
AUDUSA — 00M Silverlink OCC balanced speaker cable
stranded, silver on OFHC plus three strands of OCC for improved bass performance.

GNLM 05/2.5
(CSA2.5)
£48 for 1.0m, £ 58
for 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m.

GNLM 05/04
£58 for 1.0m, £72
for 1.5m,
£86 for 2.0m.
Both GNLM
cables are available off the reel
and for export.

Mylar infill and with designed in protection against RF and EMI.

LAT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA Silver fused technology Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects

Threshold

and Speaker cable better than most at double the price.
We have developed a cabling ( weaving) pattern along with an
unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the garbage

et ,

that contaminates your components. The difference you hear
sea,
ma,
11111113311311111111 asaiturie•1111111t.
1111111333111•111111111111311111111111111111111111.11111111111t Ian
OP P.

with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes advantage of
silver in its design through use of our proprietary Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with PTFE; the best
insulation available. Fitted as standard with IEC / MK Toughplug. . 60cm £62, 90cm £ 75, 1.2m £ 88, 1.5m £ 101, 1.8m £ 112
etc Other lengths available and.off the reel. 4, 6 and 8way all
steel mains distribution blocks fitted with UK, Schuko or
USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains distribution units

LAI AC-2Power cord
compare with products
costing ten times as
much, then decide

manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished in black and fitted
with highest quality 13amp sockets. It has no filters, circuit

S/5000e,

breakers, surge protection, transformers, resistors. capacitors,

2 x250w power amp

LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regulators, just fitted with 1m of
AC- 2 mains cable.From £ 166 for 4 way, £ 198, 6way, £ 229 for 8
way. Interconnects IC-200, IC- 100, IC80, IC50, Video Vi-6, VI-6
Component, Digital - DI-20, Speaker SS800 and SS1000

Stasis pre amp

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com
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headphones
beyer
grado
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something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
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Beauhom, Border Patrol, Clearaudio, Diapason,

harbeth

EAR/ Yoshino, Experience, Filtration, ;,inal,
LFD Audio, Lyra, Music First AudM,

imerge

Nottingham Analogue, Opera, Pathos AcJustics,

in focus

Quadraspire, Transfiguration, SME, Shun

lexicon

sig

michell

Mook, Unison Research, Vandersteen Audio.

maim audio

Demonstrations by appointment
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tor gnown-ups

neat acoustics
parasound

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
e: peterOalternativeaudio.co.uk
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

PERFECTION IS A PASSION
Experience dictates that a passive L-pad attenuator forms the most
accurate and transparent volume control, irrespective of cost. Our new
passive preamp, PASSION Ultimate, is just such an L-pad with

pnmare
pure digital
sme
tannoy
trichord

ipswt ch ( o 14 7 3 )
)

fa x ( 0 14 73
655172
signals
bu cklesham
W

W

W

sign

6 55

email:enq®signals.uk.co
ipswich
a

suffolk

IPio

oDY

Is.uk.co

UfarneScaye gl/

Audio Specialists -Another Vision

only 2 resistors and no switches in the signal path at anytime.
I
dB Steps and Full Remote Control. Nothing comes close to its
utter transparency.

All items available for home demonstration only by prior arrangement.
Cables are also on asale or return basis, as cables are always system dependent.
Home trials are essential to get the right purchase.
An advise line on our website to exchange and share views is also available.
Home demos within the greater London area will be most welcomed.

11=1111=131111r

Most items will be dealt with directly " pending on location" or collected
by couriers and promptly dealt with.

rincm==mme
an internal option for the PASSION Ultimate we are very proud to
offer the PASSION Phono, a state of the art gain stage RIAA equaliser
offering ahigh68dB of gain with extremely low noise in afully discrete
minimal design capable of stunning clarity.
As

Tel: 0115 922 4138 Fax: 0115 922 9701
www.audiosynthesis.co.uk
emaiksalesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk
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Will be considered depending on the age and condition of equipment
and the item required
Email
phone
mobile
opening hours

j.seph.gallart@ntlworljl.com
02(3 7565 2979
07811 594 587
We newer close

All manufacturers products that we deal with, can be viewed on our website

www.homescapeav.co.uk
www.hifinews.co. uk
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Only at the Audio Salon can you hear
the world's best sounding high-end,
free from commercial bias or the latest distractions and best sellers.
The source is the first component
to get right. While The Audio Salon
cautiously accepts DVD-A and SACD
as high resolution formats, these
claims need to be taken with caution. Their obsolescence seems assured with the next format of blue
ray approaching its first public demonstration in the UK as we write.
The truth is that most of the high
resolution from SACD comes from
DSD mastering, and regular CDs are
now mastered with this and even
better AID techniques. ( Remember
that sound is analogue, so until bioimplants are announced, digital is
the encrypted intermediary). Several arguments against SACD include
the hybrid layer which renders SACD
machines hardly necessary. As the
audio journalists are discovering privately, playing a well- mastered CD
and SACD on dedicated machines
reveals very little difference. Players
which purport to play three diverse
formats will inevitably compromise
on two, and always favour their corporate technical alignment.
Unfortunately, enthusiasts who read
reviews believe what they want to
believe and are disappointed only
when they get to hear one- box solutions. (What's new?)
The Audio Salon strongly recommends spreading a budget on one
or more dedicated CD/DVD/SACD
players.
Our customers enjoy advice which
is not only free, but saves a lot of
money and alot of disappointment;
note how many complete systems
have been dumped on the market
this summer! Counter intuitively, the
web- based bargain sites are recycled disappointment shops but The
Audio Salon runs asafer alternative
with high-end standards; it's called
Hi-FiShop.com.
MAY THE SOURCE BE VVITFI YOU...
FN
Don't neglect the airwaves. In the
days of download and digital, FM
offers the least compressed signals
and fears of its premature switch off
are ill-founded and ill- intended. The
Sugden FM- Master (£ 949) outperforms far more costly tuners, and

will recoup its investment by access
to master quality music over the
years. Highly recommended.
VINYL
We only sell the equipment that we
respect and recommend and use
ourselves. There are very few turntables which combine analogue magic
with good looks and total consistency, and these manufacturers are
highly acclaimed. We start with the
budget of £ 1000 for the MICHELL
Gyrodek, then the Orbe and then
step up to SME and Oracle products.
We love ORIGIN LIVE. For pickup
cartridges, the Sumiko Blue Point
Special is Dead, Long Live the Blue
Point Special EVO 3. Astonishing improvement, high output and down
in price to £ 239. For the truly ambitious, LYRA is the one to trust: absolute consistency, long- life, no-one
else gets close. If you want hassle,
try the vast choice of exotic cartridges. The new LYRA Dorian at £495,
the Helikon models and up to the
breathtaking LYRA Titan at £ 2,695
outperforms rivals at 2-3 times the
price. For the ultimate vinyl source,
nothing under five figures gets close
to the legendary Simon Yorke S7
record player. It is deeply impressive.
The phono stage is the neglected
part of the vinyl playback system,
and the current state of the art is
quantum leaps ahead of only afew
years ago. The Audio Salon highly
recommends budget products by Tri Chord and EAR. At the £ 1200 price
point the Pathos InTheGroove and
Sugden MasterClass will amaze you;
at £ 1990 the ART and Ayre Acoustics P5-x will bowl you over; and
the Gryphon Legato is so physically
and musically overwhelming that
you will, in the words of IAR, " Sell
the Merc, pawn the fur coat, etc!"
(Did we forget to mention the price,
oops?)
Cu,
Our best-selling CD players based on
customers who listen are the Unico
at £ 1,195 and the Ayre Acoustics
CX-7 £ 2,495 — the bargain of the
decade ( How do they do it?).
Of course very serious audiophiles
think multi- boxes as separate DAC
and power supplies, but we have not
one but two superlative machines
that prove one compact box suffices.
The Mark Levinson 390S offers flexibility with digital inputs, and fixed or
variable analogue outputs, balanced
and singleended. This state-of-the
art player can be used with apair of

active speakers from ATC or
PassLabs, or direct to your power
amplifier, or in aregular system with
apre-amp for maximum control and
the performance only a pre-amp
brings to the party. The Gryphon MIKADO offers a real alternative, the
choice is yours. Spend some time
and get it right.

In the jungle, the king is back. Mark
Levinson is relocated in its new factory. Quality and performance is up
5% and the prices are down 10%
due to the favourable exchange rate.
Under one roof, unique in the UK,
we offer the world's finest amplification, as people seek awide variety of
products offering a huge variety of
sonic presentations, valve and solidstate. We are proud to showcase
amplifiers by ART, ATC, Ayre, Bow,
EAR, Gryphon, Manley, Parasound,
PassLabs, Pathos, Primare, Shanling,
Sugden, Unison Research and VAC.
Our experience and demonstrations
are ( hopefully) valuable facilities because they take you to levels of performance and personal preference
that reviewers and websites cannot
begin to do in the high-end.
LIIII7NSPEAKERN
As we go to press, we are delighted
to have been appointed dealers in
Thiel loudspeakers, a brand highly
respected worldwide but scarce in
the UK. By the time you read this we
should have on permanent demonstration the models 1.6 (£ 1,8q5) and
2.4 (£ 3,495). These are exceptional
value and should be auditioned before making a purchase at twice or
even higher multiples of their prices.
For £ 7,000 plus audio cables, we
have aCD system of Ayre CX-7 and
AX7with the model 1.6, as recommended by UK distributor Symmetry. This system combines three very
classy products with heightened
synergy.
What are you waiting for?
We are located ten minutes from
Glasgow's International Airport and
a budget fare and a single day can
change your musical life for the better and avoid expensive mistakes.
How many times have we heard
people wish they had come earlier
to The Audio Salon? We are not a
shop.
This is the big difference: we recommend equipment we have enjoyed
ourselves, and sold for years.

audio salon ltd, the townhouse, 4park circus, glasgow, G3 6AX, scotland, uk
telephone 0141 333 9700 I fax 0141 333 9097
info«_Daudiosalon.co.uk I www.audiosalon.co.uk

Connoisseur ,ku_ctio

VISA

GUARANTEE
• TO BEAT ANY GENUINE PART EXCHANGE OFFER YOU HAVE BEEN MADE
• Minimum 24 Months WARRANTY ON ALL NEW EQUIPMENT

Tel : 0845-166-1249

6MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT

dAl

t

Email: sales@connoisseuraudio.co.uk

l'.1.1\11.F

FULL RANGE OF NEW EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FROM:
AUDIO ANALOGUE , AUDIO PHYSIC, ANALYSIS-PLUS, BEL CANTO, BLUENOTE, CROFT, DYNAVECTOR, EAR/YOSHINO, ECOSSE
FINAL, GRAAF, LYRA, OPERA, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, ORTOFON, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, PLINIUS, PS AUDIO, SUMIKO STAN, TRIANGLE
UNISON RESE 112(11 and others ALL WITH GREAT PART EXCHANGE DEALS!

d.flason

www.connoisseuraudio.co.uk
SELECTION FROM PRE-OWNED and EX-DEM EQUIPMENT
Please Phone or Email For Full Details/Prices
Selected Ex-Dem Equipment: Audio Physic Virgo 3, Avanti & Spark3 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD - Bel Canto DAC2 - Bluenote T/Tables & Stibbert CD - Chord Phono
£875 - Clearlight RDC Racks - Croft CGI Twinstar - EAR 509 Jubilee LE Monoblocs XLR - Ecosse Legend SE XLR - Diapason Adamantes - Lyra Argo - Opera VQuinta - Triangle
various - Pathos Logos-Classic 1- Sumiko Bluepoint Spec. - Triangle Celius 202 - PS Audio P5oo £ 2200 - Unison Research Hybrid Amp & New TEAC Mechanism Unico CD Unison Research S2k

Selected Pre-Owned :_Attarn FMJ CD23 £525 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD Processor £ 1275 - Audio Physic Virgo 2 - £ 1499 -Cary 3ooSEI LX-2o New Valves £2200 - Croft
Epoch Pre plus Twinstar Power £2599 - Diapason Adamantes & Stands Walnut - £3499 EAR V20 Int. £ 2495 - EAR 834L Chrome Deluxe £699 - Graaf GM20 OIL £2799 - Opera
SP2 £ 1075 - ProAc Response 1.5 Yew £999 - Pathos Classic 1 £ 1175 - Roksan Kandy MkIll Twin Amps £699 - Santis Faber Musics Amp £ 1250 - Triangle Ventis £ 1949 - Unison
Research S6 £ 1249 - UR Smart 845's £2799- Unison Research Hybrid Amp £799 - YBA2 Pre 8z Power £1499 - Tag McLaren DAC2o £55o - Musical Fidelity A3.2 Cd £525 - Roksan
Caspian Amp £375 - Philosophy Cables XLR Interconnects £ 175 - Tara Labs Dig. RSC Decade XLR £375
Full Range Audio Physic, Analysis Plus, Audio Analogue, Bluenote, Bel Canto, Croft, Diapason, Dynavector, EAR/Yoshino, Final, GRAAF,
Lyra, Opera, STAN, Sumiko, Triangle, Pathos, Unison Research - Call For Great Part_Exchange Proposals

ELECTROCOMPANIET
If music really matters...
FULL RANGE ON DEMONSTRATION
auoio• note // accuphase // nagra // dcs // bei canto // spectral I/ Focal-JMIab // peak consult
siltech // densen // sme // quad // orelle // electrocompaniet // halcro //
vpi //

orpheus

labs //

penn

audio //

stereovox //

ecs //

leema

acoustics //
MI

(01563) 574185
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
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Beauhorn„

loudspeakers
what do they offer you?
they give you the most natural, realistic sound
from your recordings
they meet the demands of the highest quality
equipment, like low- powered single-ended
triode amplifiers
they are unrivalled for the replay of orchestral,
chamber, instrumental, vocal, jazz and blues
recordings "... and at least very good at most
everything else." [
Listener]
they enjoy aworldwide reputation as the very
finest music loudspeakers available

if you really love your music, hear
them now, and give your ears atreat!

website: www.beauhom.com e-mail: infon@beauhom.com Hastings TN35 4NB England

Purveyors of esoteric & quality hi-fi components
ITel

Telephone: +44 (0)1424 8113888

the AUDIOVISUAL Lounge

email

THIS MONTHS DELIGHTS

seeing and hearing is believing.

LOOK EXCLUSIVE!
Perpetual Technologies, P1- A, P3- A
plus power supply. Modwright upgrade.
The current state of the art in digital replay under 5k.
Brand new please phone.

POA

Mark Levinson No 31 ref Transport
(£ 8,500) £ 2,995
Theta Pro Gen V ( balanced)
(£ 6,200) £ 1,895
Theta Data Transport ( US spec)
Audio Synthesis Passion 8 preamp
Musical Fidelity F22 preamp
Krell KAV 300i1

(£ 2,950)
(£ 1,995)

f795
£ 995

([ 1,200)
£495
(£ 3,900) £ 1,995

AVI monoblocks

( 11,600)

Musical Fidelity Nu Vista power amp
Mark Levinson No 27 power amp

( 13,300) £ 2,495
( 15,500) £ 1,695

Mark Levinson No 23 power amp
Counterpoint SA200 power amp

(£ 6,500)
f1,995
(£ 3,000)
£ 795

Rotel RB 993 power amp
(£ 1,600)
Celestion Al ( rosewood) (£ 900)
Tag Maclaren Calliopes (with stands)
Beauhorn 2.2 (with plinths)
Wilsor Audio 5.1 with tails etc

£ 750

f750
£ 395

Specialist in Audio and Visual
entertainment systems from the world's
best manufacturer's

( f2,500) £ 1,295
(£4,200) £ 2,495
( 18,000) £6,495

Apogee Duetta Sigs BRAND NEW
North reek, c/overs, custom finish,
crated, totally amazing,
Priced less than 15 years ago! Phone! ....( 14,700) £ 3,395
Mark Levinson 38s preamp
( 16,500) £ 2,395

WWW.hifinews.co.uk

NAD
NORDOST
CIRTOFON
PRIMARE
PRO- AC
PRO-JECT
REGA
REL
ROKSAN
SME
SUGDEN
TANNOY
VIENNA ACOUSTICS
UNISON RESEARCH
AND MANY MORE

STOCKISTS OF
AVID
ANTHONY GALLO
ARCAM
AUDIO RESEARCH
B&W
CHORD ELECTRONICS
DALI
EXPOSURE
ECLIPSE TD SPEAKERS
HARMON KADRON
I
SOTEK MAINS CLEANERS
KEF
LEXICON
M ONITOR AUDIO

the AUDIO.VISUAL lounge
135-137 Commercial Street,
London El 6BJ

Tel: 020 7375 3601
Fax: 020 7377 1756
Email: info@theavlounge.com
1-1i-FiNews
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

West Midlands
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
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Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi- ti and home cinema lioin Arcalm Audioyest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan.
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30. late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
1
,
1TEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL
TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL,

9MARKET STREET.
STOURBRIDGE,

WEST MIDLANDS B92 81
TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB
TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,
SUTTON GOLDFIELD,
WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD
TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

London
OM\

»

1.(I1.1%

O'Brien HiFi

gee

•AKG • ARCAVDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • BEYER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • CUSTOM DESIGN • DENON • DENSEN • DIAPASON
• DYNAVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRADO • GRAAF • GOLDRING • GUTWIRE CABLES • JADIS • JECKLIN • RE • MICHELL • MONRIO • MOON • MYRVAD • NAD

%I DIO 5\ 51 01.l F

•NAIM • OPERA • ONKYO • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • OW • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • STANDS
• UNIQUE • SPECTRAL • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WATERFALL • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Haynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

11

AnalogueegraCnPoç?ieele„

Audio
del £1700
4 £1300
per Reg (centre channel) (s/h)
Arcam Nicam tuner (en)
£rO
£399
per
£43
£50
Audio Analogue Bellini Pre-amplifiers (s/s) ,5 £45 Audio Analo ue Puccini amplifier (new) §£699
onneteer Sedley Sono stage(ex-dem) £45
Audio Analogue Cherubini tuner(ex
Audio Analogue Paganini ( new)
110 Il CO21 (new)
£104
dem)boxedffiertect
Z725 OW Copland C0 A022 (ex.dem £ 15
£1348
beta Data 11 CD
£15
Aurtió Analogue Donizetti Power Amp (s/s) £595 £
450 Monno Ar
ad:Diner 50 Watts ex dem)
4 £350 Transparent MusicLink Plus il)m) new £2
Audio Analogue Donizetti
NAD T76 A amp (ex de m)
6 £300 Transparent PLP power lead 2m) en-dew _£14
Monoblocs(éx-dem)boxed/ perfect £1050 £550 Onkyo M 2521 Minidisc recorder (ex-dem)
5 £100 Zingalli 2S boxed, books. pe ect (s/h) £250
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 011/11
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: vvmst.obrienhifIco.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifIcom

Devon

UK Wide

Audio
Destination
Devons Audio Specialists
eill"

11!"
1!
1

WITH

THE

Stockists oS Audia, Audio Physic, Audion,Ayre, Bel Canto,

Totem Acoustics, Tube Technology, Vertex-AQ and many more.

HIGHEST

QUALITY

seas
No

TEL:01453 752656
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unison research
sonus faber
pathos
bSom
spendor
jm lab

morel'

fettle

the audio room

IsleRDOST

2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH

RON
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.
O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 537444283 USA
TEL 608431-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
Web

tel

014E12 891375

www.theaudioroom.co.uk
open mon sat 9a m - 6p m

UK Wide

iI
b

Page "

REPAIRS & ADVICE
On High-End & Quality Hi Fi

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
01752 779933

To find out more quickly
www.avihifi.com

linn
naim
cyrus
sugden
rega

C

"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"

01922 457926

', oleo Fast Caps

scart-speaK

What HiFi 5 star and best buy

37 High Street, Aldridge

Inductors

krell
audio research

AtS2/•

UK Wide

AVI'S NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE "EDITORS CHOICE"

Infinity, Linn, Marantx, Mordaunt Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord

BIEFLEM

• o%

A V INTERNATIONAL LTD

specialists in hOrne er,erlainment

ACOUSTIC PANELS

FINANCE AVAILABLE* aDEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•CHILDS PLAY AREA • OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS
•HOME DEMONSTRATION
Tel 0188a 743584 Mon Sat p.00 - 5.00pm
MIKE + CAROLINE LOON FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

Finance Available
‘Vrilten details on request

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harmon Kardon,

Fostex

FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE

328 Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email info@audiodestination.co.uk

SPEAKER

PARTS AND ADVICE.

e21.%..,Skaaning
‘>%..4 l!
e/ Loudspeakers

Chapter Audio, Chord, Exposure, Isot-8, Monitor Audio, Moon,
Musical Fidelity. Myryad, Parasound, Primare, Rel, Ruark, Thiel,

KRELL
111011111

sound cinergy
PROVIDES

S
c

•HI-FI • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM

750
49

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

M ADISOLIND
BUILDERS

COPLAND

To advertise in this section
Call 020 8728 8323

free carriage nationwide
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

The Guide
Hertfordshire

Nan Audio Specialist
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Hi Fi & Home Cinema
Cables & Accessories

Living Voice Loudspeakers
Tom Evans Audio Design
Resolution Audio

— 0800 373467

Neat Acoustics
Border Patrol
DNM/Reson

The largest selection of mint, pre-loved
Nairn Audio components on the planet.

Quoting code: AN

Exclusive du retailer for

Audio Physic

KIM3ER KAHLE

LFD Audio

FREE CATALOGUE

the sound prác'tice,
architects of extraordinary
2channel audio systems

OCG,
Tel: s

www.thesoundpractice.com

893928

surgery@thesoundpractice.com

www.tomtomauclio.com
tunes

www. russandrews.com

St Albans ( 01727) 893 928

terntomaudio.com

WILSON and KRELL SALE
Wilson WATT/Puppy 5.1 (
black)
Wilson WATT/Puppy 6.1 (
black)
Wilson MAXX (
black)

Hull, HUI 3SA
Tel: 01482 587397
Audio & Vision

Wanted
Classic English 1
1iFi Component
or Systems

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,
ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,

ALSO
Accessories or Literature

UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

Good-HiFi

0845 644 3340

Gloucester

no glaucester hiri

marantz, meridian, project, pure, rako, ref,
unison research... more
www.gloucesterhifi.co.uk

111N

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

Audicgram MB2- Integrated Amplifier
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers

/..," I
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Gloud
64 Eastgate S
Gloucester,
GL1 1ON
T:

Dynavector's SuperStereo puts you in the same room as the music.
How? We apply frequency related time delays
to the signal through 2small sub- speakers without altering the front signal.
(Just as sound travels at frequency related speeds in real life).
"Extraordinarily convincing"
Paul Messenger Hi Fi Choice.
Make the most of your vinyl & CD's with the award winning Adp-2 adapter £895.
Visit us at the Heathrow Hi Fi Show, Sept, 2004. Info & sales direct from:

Dynavector SuperSterea
Tel/fax: (01202) 767873. E-mail: dynavectorgonetelnetuk
Web: http://web.onetel.netuk-dynavector
www. hifinews.co.0 k

Please call for details and prices

AlERIDIAN

Fine products on demonstration from...
pioneer, roksan, ayi, chord, creek, epos,

Krell PPB-600

Absolute Demos

Full design and installation service

fujitsu plasma, infinity, jm lab, harmer kardon,

Krell FPB-650m monos

MY:eslarefelett•ITE

.1 , •

Home Cinema . Hi -Fi . Multi- room

Wilson WHOW sub biacK)
Krell FPB-750mcx monos

quatityaudio@2die4.com - +44 ( 0) 79 61 13

25 Story Street

1 C265.00
£219.00
£3499.00
£800.00
£1999.00

Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier
California Audio Alpha - DAC
California Audio 0X1- CG Player
Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD
Copland CDA2138 - CD Player HDCD

£499.00
£349.00
- £799.00
49.00
.00
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier
.00
Copland C3A303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
.00
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
:•;£1400.00
Goldmund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier
£899 00
Jadis Orchlstra - CD Player
11599.00
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier
£800.00
Krell KSL - Preamplifier
1:1200.00
Krell CD-DSP-Top loader CD Player
£949.00
Martin Logan Cinema - Centre channel
,t1499.00
Marlin Logan Theatre - Centre channel
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic
PS Audio Uhralink II - DAC
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp
Sonus Faber Concertino Home Loudspeakers
Semis Faber Grand Piano Hase Lardspeakers
Theta Digital Dreadnaught - 5 ch amp
Theta Di9itaf Carmen II - CD/DVD Drive
Theta Digital David 11 -CD/DVD Drive
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver
Wilson Audic CUB 11w/stands Black
Wilson AJdna Witt II Loudspeakers Black
Z Systems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalize

no grey imports - all equipment

comes

with 1year full warranty

To advertise in
this section
Call 020 8726 8323
Hi-FiNews
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Surrey

Cables

Norfolk
The Old School
Road, Bracon Ash

Stockist. of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•‘ I » OMEGA • NAIM AUDIO* NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•RI

)) • SUARINIAN • TEAC • Y% MARA & MORE

n

ioeiit

indecently good hi-fi

yY

9 High Street. Flamplon Wick. Kmplon upon Iharne.,
Surrey (TI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
OW Teas — Sat 10am —

l
i>ikSchool

High End Cable

ti Near Norwich, Norfolk

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim.
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers.
Stax, Teac, and others

with quality new and previously
owned cable from some of the
worlds leading manufacturers.

Cartridges

www.basicallysound.com

Call 01775 761880 or visit the

Suffolk

website for our current stocklist
_

Front End Problems?

o

www.highendcable.co.uk

then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,

AMAZING CABLES!

E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES

with air/Teflon insulation and WBT plugs,

NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge retipping service
%Vet) Site: listenatilthecartridgeman

020 8688 6565

Tel: (01508) 570829

.6!

II

Solid silver interconnects from £ 110,
solid silver speaker and mains cables from £250,
fantastic performance, refund guarantee.

Ipswich ( 01473) 655171

Tel: 0115 982 5772 after 7pm,

, 47()

E-mail: boba skydivers.co.uk

www

555172

emall.t..nq(8signal,

uk con,

signals.uk.com

MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
HUGE expensive " High End" *

Money back guarantee

(
less £30 UK or £ 100 overseas , within 30 days )
"potted" transformers
that our "
Hi Fi Myth Exposed" are true! Customers use our amplifiers with " High End"
speakers like £8,000 JM Lab Mezzo Utopia , Yamaha NS- 1000M Studio Monitors
with Beryllium metal dome midrange + tweeter, Linn lsobariks, RTL transmission
lines , £3,500 Martin Logan , Quad ESL 57, ESL 63, smaller Sonus Faber

•

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

Hi Fi Myth Exposed (
part 1) Our £ 1,000 " High End" 80 watts + 80 watts VALVE
amplifier will probably sound as loud as £ 10,000 160 watts + 160 watts
TRANSISTOR amplifiers because most transistor amplifiers clip violently
(and audibly) and most 6inch speakers struggle with 10 watts of bass, so the rest
of the amplifier power is as useful as 160 m.p.h. cars in crowded town centres!
Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 2) The most important sound on the CD of your favourite
singer is the voice of your favourite singer. Our £250 valve amplifier + hilariously
priced £250" 3way" speaker + good "live" recording will trick you into believing that
the singer is in the room with you ! Our £ 1,400 " High End" valve amplifier will do this

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

Ultra Linear
£1,050 £ 1,150

Compare our HUGE powerful
"potted" transformers
with £ 4,000 amplifi

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £1,400
Reliable valves
have 2 years
guarantee, and
NOT the
"typical"
90 days
guarantee

trick, with 10% to 20% of studio recording. We challenge you to do this trick with
transistor amp or transistor / valve hybrid amp, £250 cable, £250 of modification
with £10 volume control, capacitors, etc. We also promise huge reduction of
irritating sibilance ( e.g. " his" sound like "hisssssk" ) , even with £250 valve amp!
Hi Fi Myth Exposed (part 3) Most people will prefer our MODIFIED IN ENGLAND
valve amplifiers ( from £600+ ) to most transistor amplifiers, most valve amplifiers
like TAC 34 , TAC 88 , TAC 834, Roger Cadet, £4,000 power amplifier and
£25,000 monoblocks. There is adifference between " High Price" and " High End"
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
review in Gramophone Magazine and
Summary of 21 testimonials
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
www.affordablevalvecompany.com

Powerful 40 watts + 40 watts
Twice as powertui as old Cvad It
old Leak Stereo 20 . old
Roger Cadet

ELI,'valves are bigger
and more powerful
than EL84
ECL82
ECL86
+alveb

models. 2 years guarantee for most
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Larger
transformer
•

'huge
transformer

£1,000
80 watts + 80 watts
Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves
40 watts
40 watts

4 years of proven reliability, for many
models. 1year guarantee for £ 250 amp

Looks like
Euro 2,000
(about £ 1,500)
TAC 834

thin 30 da

f' 25( )
with 1year guarantee
r3()( )
volh 2 years guarantee

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000
KT88 Triode Connection
4. £
50 for carriage
+ £
50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600 £700
www.hifinews.co.uk

wwwitektropacksicoiuk
Not enou h RGB Scart sockets on

our TV

2 way. 3 way
5 way Automatic RGB
Scar( control switches. The Trilogy

Looking for aNew CD Player?

range give perfect loss free switching of
any AV signal - DVD. Digibox. SKY. Darn.,
console. etc. Trilogy 1 has additional
feature of recording one signal whilst
viewing another • Video,endor
Audin
output connections.

•s'
5way RGB Auto
Scarf Controller Trilogy i£99

3way RGB Auto
Trilogy 2 £.59

2way RGB Auto
Trilogy 3 £39

Watch and Control Satellite or VCR round your house
No wiring - send DVD. SAT. Video. etc to any room
in your house. New improved version gives crystal
clear picture and sound and also lets you control
your
equipment
remotely with your existing
remotes. Easy plug and play version. Cables inc.

Videosender system
VSplus £54.95
Extra receivers £30

Rated 4.87 out of 5, with over 110 reviews on ' audioreview.com'

S-Video signal from your Digibox or DVD
Converts a RGB signal from DVD or Digibox to a
high quality S video signal. Ideal for routing thru .
Surround amps. or connecting to Projectors. etc.
Also available - Component to RGB converter.
Digital to Analogue converters. etc

RGB to S- Video plus Composite Converter
RGB-5 £ o

Plasma Solutions
Connect a scart ROB signal from Digibox or DVD
to the Component IYIJVI inputs on any Plasma
screen or High end Surround Amp. Just one of
many Plasma solutions offered by Lektropacks

Saul RGB to Component Converter
CS Y-2100 £75
Call for

Lektropachs

FREE
8o page
Catalogue

Unit 6, Metro Industrial Centre,

too's of Audio
Video & PC
Solutions

St. Johns Road, Isleworth, Middx. 1W7 6NJ.
email: infordlektropacks.com

Consider the AH1110E T10E8'. Gives amazing sound
quality from your existing CD collection. Detailed yet
very smooth sound that only valves can give.

KIMBERLEY
AUDIO
84 VISUAL
_
352/354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON CRO 7AF

TEL: 0208 654 1231 / 2040

5 Page rave review in November ' 03 ` Stereophile'
"I can't recall hearing a more musically involving, fulsomely
detailed, three-dimensional presentation from any other CD
player at such a modest price". - Chip Stern

4000 Valve CD player a24bit 192khz UPSAMPLER'
1 Optional 192khz 24bit Swiss Upsampler only £ 249.95
2 Dual power supply with toroidal low noise transformer.
3 Massive 30,000uf of PSU smoothing caps
4 Philips Military spec 6922 valves
5 ' Supercrystal clock' for super low jitter
6 High quality drive mechanism
7 Output voltage adjustable from 0.7v to 5v
8 AC ' Noise Killer' fitted
9 Full remote control with adjustable volume
10 Optional Audiophile mains lead
11 Optional Burr Brown OP amps
12 All versions upgradeable to ' Reference' model
AK of Holland take a basic CD player and substantially modify it Inc
adding a second power supply. an AC noise killer, a low jitter clock, a
new PCB with valve output stage, Only quality audiophile parts are used
such as VVima and Vishay The Swiss Upsampler by Anagram
technologies uses Analog Devices AD1895 2" generation 24bit sample
rate converter. For the upsampling aWolfson Microelectronics VVM8740
DAC chip, 24bit 192khz chip The result is simply stunning value!

Prices from only £429.95 to £899.95.
Basic
Super

Inc Super Crystal', Digital Transformer
Upgraded version

£429.95
£529.95

Ultra

Inc Burr Brown op amps & Siemens valves

£699.95

Reference Inc 24bit 192khz Upsampler & all upgrades £899.95
Or choose the Basic or Super and add your own upgrades

The Amazing left 66' Amplifier

SOUTH LONDON'S
PREMIER DEALER
QUALITY HIFI SYSTEMS
& HOME CINEMA EQUIPMENT
MULTI ROOM SYSTEMS
COMFORTABLE LISTENING
ROOMS
• HOME DELIVERY
• CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
• QUALITY SERVICE FROM OUR
EXPERIENCED STAFF

Following in the footsteps of the acclaimed Moe
Tioeb' CD player AH! Of Holland have breathed their
valve magic into the Tjoeb '66' amp. High-end sound
at avery affordable price.
»allot those who want the silky worm tones of valves
combined with Um muscle of solid state.'
Features include: 2x 60watts Full remote control. Separate low
noise power supplies for pre/power circuits. Low feedback
design. Audiophile components. Inc Phono stage Only £ 649.95

Stockists of

ARCAM, ATC, BOSE,

DENON, KEF, LEXICON,

LINN, MISSION, NAD, NAIM AUDIO, PIONEER, PRIMARE,
PROJECT, PURE, QED, QUAD, REL, ROKSAN, SENNHEISER,
TEAC,

TUBE

TECHNOLOGY,

VIENNA

ACOUSTICS,

WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA AND PRODUCTS FROM HITACHI,

Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet.
Auditions by appointment. www.iconaudio.co.uk
Phone 07787 158791. Email iconaudioentlworld.com

•
LC_CFM- £7'17LCGO351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard

JVC, LOEWE, PANASONIC, SONY & TOSHIBA

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Staffordshire

Yorkshire

?t,\1
1 -k,',ev-%

Audio Synthesis

AUDIO
Atmosphere

AVI

CeltsttrcItirig

Auction

SHUNYATA RESEAR
ZYX . SEEC . HEGE
ZERODUST. FURUTECH

gsp audio
Sennheiser

ii

fAn, -ricle

rif

Sound

For friendlu adt ice or to arrange your demonstration if some of the
World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY on
LEEDS 101131 204 9458 ( evening calls welcome). Generous part
exchange allowance always available.
Agencies include ATC • AVI • Bryston • Chord • Gamut • Lexicon
•Nordost • Primare Stnene • Red Rase • REL • Spendor • It ilson Itent,h
•The Professional »Minn.Co • Ventas • Wadi» and

ACO.TIC.6. 4

01785 711232

GamuT
morn,

stuart@audioatmosphere.com

TEAC
von Schweikert

Waeia

• R EID R LDSE

Penkridge Staffordshire

Lam
L-Nlail:
ebsite:

www.audioatmosphere.com

Nottingham

ioeoescr)

LEEDS ( 0113) 204 9458
(0113) 253 3098
infoWaudioreflections.co.uk
sr sr
ud io ren ref ion s.co.0

Premier Audio
ROOM I

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over S100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.
A.•••••

Now demonstrating
Des Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport. Plinsus CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Some Faber Speakers. Siltech

'Roma

Chantry Audio

Cables, Isola Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands
Audio Arm, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
liPT
UBE
S
Coll, write, fox or email for details and free consuhation
(215) 862-4870 • fax ( 215)862 4871
Visit our wash at:
Idtp://www.fatwyre.com
fatwyrefatwyre.com

Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Ism& Sub Station WS

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the Wor Id of Specialist Hi Fi

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

SME
Thorens

CHOKING

Audio Synttsisas» Audio Physics Audio Ares, - Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora - Plinius - Siltech - Arcici BDA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Ormfon • Van den Hull - Mirage

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

PAC

Avid, Iola, Primaluna ( voice), Krell, Martin Logan, Theta, Copeland,
Audio Research, B&W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Son Projection
Sonos Faber, DNM, Crimson, Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio, Myryod

wekome 'tionuf Jemonstrunon

THE
CAME

C
l
oud.sefection of Sbfand

We are 10mins J39 - M1
10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045
Colin Grundy

comm

Michell S.M E, Role!, Denon,
CHANTEY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
B&W CDM7NT Speakers, boxed, cherry ( s/h) £ 1,250 £695
Ratel RSX 1055 AV Integrated
receiver/amp, boxed
les den') £ 1,195 £ 795
Ratel RSPI066 AV processor/pre, boxed ( ex dew) £995 £695
Pink Triangle 3box, transport, Doc, DC,
external bespoke supply, boxed
Is/h) £4,500 £ 1,495
Myryod MDP 500,
pre processor, Silver, boxed
( ex deer) £ 1,800 £995
Myryad MDV 300 DVD player, Silver, boxed ( ex dew) £900 £599
Please contact us for afull list of ex- dew equipment
To see our full up to date listings go to www.chontryoudio.com
NB. All Ex Dens Berns ore as new, unmarked, and boxed and include tire
full manufactures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon the product,
Mail Order Available

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit;
www.servicesound.com
or phone Geoff on 01424 216245

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

Does

reel to reel tape recorders

'-

This Seem Familiar?

0 0

Specialists in Valve and

Loud

It's

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

0

Too Loud

a common problem.

Way too Loud

The usable range on the

volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone ( 01777) 870372 Facsimile ( 01777) 870437

LAID-BACK AUDIO LTD
For the sweet sound from asingle-ended
valve amplifier made by hand.

Surrey

For more information

Rothwell

01905 640028 •

Fax

01905 641596

and effective solution

In- Line Attenuators. They can

pre/power or integrated
problems of excess gain

with

amps
and

to

- the

be used
cure the

bring

benefits, even with the most expensive

sonic

equipment.

The cost is only £ 39 per pair r!.• . ' red. To order, call

Hothwell: 01204 366133 or

mail@laidbackaudio.co.uk
Phone

too.

imposs.ble. The noise floor may be audible
There is now a simple

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in Hi- Fr Choice, HI-FI World
1-11 Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

REALITY AUDIO
Are you hearing all there is on your CD's.
From budget to high end systems

To
advertise

can be dramatically improved with

in this section

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

Call

See the TAINUY Cones

the right treatment of CD's,
player and leads. For a demonstration
of just what can be achieved
call 01306 885793 (
Surrey area).
£45 a visit ( as long as it takes) but I
expect to be with you for some time,
you'll want to hear more and more

Hotline at

of

020

your music as you've never heard it

I'll leave you with a smile on your face.
NOVEMBER 2004

Hi-FiNevvs

Spares and repairs

as

before. Just prepare to be shocked and
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•
lockwood Audio

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on

8726 8323

+44(0) 20 8864 8008
Aloe
\COP

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064
mail: saleselockwoodaudio.co.uk

VISA

www.hifinews.co.uk

,

0

,

"HiFi Exchange - Mail us your requirements Now
,-.
HI-FI

4:"Z) Li A

FL -1
- EF,
L L_

Choice
rhe Choice HiFi Exchange- the fastest
way to find or sell your equipment.
'lad us your requirements and you
will be added to our huge and ever
;rowing data base where adaily
search seeks to match the wants and
;ale items. Get regular mailings of
atest hot deals and new in items.
3ecause we act as middle men you
)uy with confidence and the the
Zhoice HiFi guarantee.

ourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
AC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Efectrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
'merge
I M Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M.C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rote)
Ruark
Snahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
'(BA

£430.00

£8,995.00
£2,495.00
I , 500.00
£5,995.00

£12.000.00
£5.000.00
£3,000.00
£14.000.00

£195.00
£8,995.00
£4,995.00

£285.00
£12.100.00
£10.498.00

£8,995.00

£14,000.00

£5,975.00
£1,895.00

£7,244.00
£4,000.00

£1.400.00
£2,995.00

£1.650.00

ASK
£3,995.00
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK

£9,500.00
£8,000.00
£1,300.00
£1.700.00
£3,500.00
£5,500.00

ASK
FROM £ 2500
ASK
SPECIAL
ASK

£3.000.00
£6,000.00
£3,750.00

amplifiers

Jeff Rowland Model I
L1,295.00
Bel Canto Evo 4i
ASK
VTL MB450 Sig
£3,995.00
Gamut D200 mk III " Hi Fi Choice Product of the Year"
¿On Dore
Musical Fidelity F15
£ 95.00
Cello Duet 350
£4,995.00
Krell Showcase 5
£3,995.00
Tensoras TAM 60 Monoblocks
£ 1,995.00
Muse Model 300 Monoblocks
£2,495.00
Plinius SA 250 mk IV
£2,995.00
ART VT60
£995.00
Krell FPB 250m Monoblocks
£4,995.00
Melos 402 Gold Tiode Plus Monoblocks 400wpc
£, 990.00
Bryston 4BSST
£ 1,895.00
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA
£5,250.00
Krell KSA BOB
£ 1,395.00
Naim Nuit 3
£375.00
Cary 805 C Monoblocks "
new"
£4,500.00
Cary SLA 70 mk II Silver
£995.00
Conrad Johnson MF2500
£2,795.00
'(BA Passion Monoblocks
£4995.00 *
Audia Flight IGO
¿ On Dew
Audia Flight One Integrated
¿On Dore
Linn Klimax 500 Solo (4)
£3995.00 each
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300
I2,695.00
Boulder 500 AE
£2,495.00
ES Lab DX- 54
£1,395.00
Roksan Caspian Integrated
¿On Dem
Roksan Caspian Power
¿On Dem
Krell FPB 700cx
LI 1,995.00
ES. Lab DX- 58
¿On Dore
Plinius 8200P
¿On Dew
Plinius SA 102 "new"
ASK
Bryston 4BSST
¿On Dore
Linn Bass Active Card
£69.00
Krell MDA 300
L4,995.00
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
£895.00
Boulder 1060 Power "new"
¿On Dens
Primare 30.1 mk II Integrated
L1,350.00
YBA Passion Stereo " new"
£3,995.00

F' r-e

.

£14.500.00
£995.00
L895.00

thismonth

N.", e 1
-

i

INSTALL

£2,995.00
£395.00
£395.00
£95.00
£195.00

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Nairn Nap 500 + 500 PS
Krell 250 A/3
Parasound 12 Channel Amp
McIntosh MC2000 Anniversary
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Nairn Headline
Naim 552 + 552PS
Audio Research Ref 2ink 11
LOUDSPEAKERS
13 & W Nautilus 800 Sig
CD PLAYERS & DACSI DVD PLAYERS
Naim CDS 3 + XPS 2
Sony SACD I
TURNTABLES,ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
SME Series VArm " new"
Oxford Crystal Reference/ Air Tangent
AV COMPONENTS
Lexicon MCI2 rev 4
Krell FITS Processor
Primare A30.3
Primare A30.5
Parasound C2 ( Halo)
Parasound CI ( Halo)
NAD
Maranta
PLASMA PROJECTORS
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Panasonic TH 42 PWD6
"
new"
In Focus 5700
In Focus 7200
SIM 2Domino 20
MULTIROOM INSTALLATIONS • s.
Linn Knekt
Living Control
Lutron Lighting
System- Line
Helvar Lighting
Each system taylor made to your requirements

youchoose

MULTIROOM

£3,895.00
£7.000.00
£3.990.00
£2.000.00
£10,000.00
£4,995.00
£7,000.00
£4,500.00
£6.350.00
£2,395.00
£10,000.00
£9,000.00
£2,350.00
£7,000.00
£3,600.00
£608.00
£8,250.00
£2,250.00
£4,000.00
£9.500.00
£6,500.00
£4,500.00
£6,000.00
£3,300.00
L5,500.00
L2,000.00
£895.00
£645.00
£15,000.00
£2,995.00
£1,550.00
£3.750.00
£2,350.00
£120.00
L12,000.00
£1,030.00
£16.500.00
£1.500.00
£5.995.00

amplifiers

Krell KRC
Audio Research LS9
Musical Fidelity F22
Cello Palote Pre
Tesserac Tala Pre
Audio Research LS25 mk II
Audio Research LS7
Mark Levinson 380 S
Boulder LSAE Pre Amp
Klein 7LX 3.58
Audio Research L53
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre xdom
Conrad Johnson PV I
4L
Audia Flight Pre
Musical Fidelity NuVista
YEA 2a Line
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Boulder 1012 (pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
'(BA Passion Pre (inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Minn. 16L "new"
CAT ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono "
ne,'

1,/:020
fa X

:020

Open from

£I,995.00
£1,200.00
£95.00
£,995.00
£495.00
L3,995.00
C695.00
I4,495.00
£I,750.00
L2,900.00
£795.00
L1,295.00
L1,650.00
¿On Dew
£995.00
LI,295.00
ASK
¿On Dew
£3,995.00
CP.O.A
¿On Dew
ASK

839 2
8392

£6,000.00
£2,000.00
£1,195.00
£5.995.00
L1 . 750.00
£6,995.00
£3,500.00
L5,400.00
£1.997.00
£2,794.00
£2,250.00
L4,500.00
£1.200.00
£1,995.00
£2,700.00
£13,000.00
£5.595.00
£30.000.00
L3,200.00
L7,350.00

UY/SELL

£13,995.00
£0n Dew
£995.00
ASK
ASK
ASK
L4,995.00
L1,795.00
L695.00
L1,695.00
Coming Soon
Coming Soon
£395.00
L4,995.00
£695.00
L3,000.00
L4,995.00
£6,995.00
L7,495.00
£495.00
£9,995.00
LI,750.00
£,150.00
£795.00
L2,995.00
£1,595.00
¿On Dew
¿On Dew
¿On Dom
¿On Dew
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
L225.00
L625.00
L415.00
¿On Dew
ASK
¿On Dew

Sonus Faber Amati Homage
M Lab Alto Utopia BE
M Lab 926
M Lab Nova Utopia
M Lab Diva Utopia BE Signature Finish
M Lab Micro BE Utopia + Stand
Wilson Benesch Act 2 ( Iupgrade)
REL Stentor Ill
ART Audio Stilleto
Sonus Faber Electa Amator 11 ( no stds)
Revel Studio
Revel Salon
Linn Kielihds (+ Active Cards)
Wilson ACT 2 ( Upgrade)
JM Lab Sib & Cub (5.1 spk sys)
JM Lab Mezzo Utopia
Audio Physic Avanti
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
JM Lab Utopia
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Aerial Acoustic SW12 Sub Woofer, Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Rel Q 200 E
Rd lQ 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub ( wood)
Audio Physic Tara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cubasse io 5.1
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo 111 "new"
Audio Physic Tempo III "new"

2.000.00
1
el 1,000.00

£2,200.00
£21.500.00
£7,600.00
£4,400.00
£9.000.00
£2,500.00
£900.00

e-

£1.000.00
£9,000.00
£859.00
£7.899.00
£7.800.00
£19.000.00
L13,000.00
£1,100.00
£18,000.00
£2,250.00
£1,795.00
£1,750.00
L5,200.00
£4,100.00
£650.00
£500.00
L1,799.00
£999.00
£6,000.00
£1,700.00
£3.500.00
£2,170.00
£298.99
L749.00
£468.99
£750.00
£4,000.00
£2,000.00

DACS

£2,200.00
L £1,900.00
£6,500.00
£4.400.00
£4,500.00
£5,000.00
£7,500.00
L £2,950.00
£2,890.00
£8,000.00
£9,000.00
£9.600.00
L1,295.00
£6.500.00
£12.000.00
£6,500.00
L1,500.00
£995.00
£500.00
£5,500.00
£1,600.00
£1.000.00
£4,500.00
L1,000.00
£24.000.00
£4.000.00
£1,195.00

0,395.00
L1,695.00
£695.00
L4,500.00
L3,795.00
ASK
£1,695.00
£,995.00
L1,195.00
ASK
L1,995.00
£2,795.00
L3,750.00
L3,995.00
L495.00
¿On Dore
L7,995.00
¿On Dew
L595.00
¿On Dew
L295.00
£,995.00
L750.00
L750.00
¿On Dew
¿On Dew
LP.O.A
LI,995.00
¿On Dew

Audio Synthesis DAX
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
Theta Pro Prime 2
Mark Levinson 390S
Acuphase DP67
Audia Flight CD 1
PS Audio Lambda Transp/ duc
Wadia 860 x
Theta Data Pro Prime 11
Gamut CD I
R mk 11
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
BAD DSP9000 Pro Series Ill
Wadia No 27 Dac
Mark Levinson 31.5 Transport
Theta Pro Geny
Acoustic Arts Drive I
/ Dac 1mk II
Linn Sonden CD12
Linn UNIDISK 1.1
Linn Numerik
Roksan Caspian CD
Trichord PD- S503
'(BA CD' Delta (Twin psu)
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Boulder 2020 duc
Theta Data II Transport AT + link
YEA CD Integre "
new"

decanaloque
SME 20/2A
SME 30/2 A "
new"
PS Audio Power Plant 300 y Ultimate Outlet
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
Nottingham Analogue "The Analogue" 12" arm and deck
Fanfare FT' Tuner
Tara Labs 10m Bal The 2Interconnect
Tara Labs POS ( Mono) pair
Tara Labs The 2Speaker Cable 4ft
Roksan Xerxes 10/DSI.5/ Artemiz/ Jubilee
Ortofon Jubilee
Roksan Caspian Phono se
Roksan TM52/ Artemio
Michell Orbe/ VC/ RB300
Project RPM 6 "
new"
Project RPM9/ arm
VPI TNT mk IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/VPI Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc. '
new'
Roksan Radius 5 ( Acrylic)/ Nima arm "new"
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Earmax Pro
Moth Record Cleaning m/c
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 "
new"
Ortofon Rohrnann
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b "
new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 "
new"
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq iran/mc
Pink Triangle PT Ext pou
Plinius 14 Phono "new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans - The Groove 'new'
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X- demo
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X-demo MM/MC

AN/

components

¿On Dew
00,495.00
£1,300.00
L995.00
C4,495.00
C595.00
£2,000.00
L500.00
L1,300.00
ASK
ASK
¿On Dern
£0n Dens
ASK
¿On Dew
¿On Deny

£5,273.53
£12,289.00
£1.900.00
£2.000.00
£8.000.00
£1,500.00
£5,000.00
£1,000.00
£3,000.00
£4,500.00
£1,500.00
£950.00
£8,500.00
£2,350.00
£500.00
£1,000.00

C8,500.00
¿On Der,
¿On Dem
¿On Dens
£395.00
L245.00
¿On Dens
¿On Dew
ASK
£495.00
£495.00
¿On Denny
095.00
ASK
[1,695.00
£640.00

£16.000.00
£850.00
L1,100.00
£425.00
L £325.00
£1.050.00
£500.00/£750.00
£1.100.00
£ ££2,750.00
L400.00
£1,795.00
£2,065.00
£740.00

ASK
0.500.00
L1,995.00
£5.500.00
ASK L5000.00/£5750.00
ASK
£2,300.00
L7,500.00
£9,000.00
LI,295.00
£2,000.00
LOn Dew
£ 2,000.00
ASK £8100.001 L8900.00
ASK
£3.500.00

Parasound A51 - 5Channel
Lexicon MCI
Lexicon MC8/ MC8B
Lexicon RTIO DVD Player
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Lexicon MC I
2 / MCI2B
Parasound C2
PLASMAS/ LCD/PROJECTORS
Seleco/Sony/Sanyo

1959.S. 020

1994

>>
speakers

Isaleitems

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer)
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pre 5" new"
Quad 33/ 303
Rogers LS55 ' new'
Reduced this month

NJ eNev

HOME
CINEMA

II

8392

ASK

1963

-einf o@choice-hifi.corn

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

'Von Schweíkert Audio
www.vonschteeleertedm

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor

LI

di I —. nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In
'Engineered to perform
like a microphone.

aword, gobsmacking."

COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

in reverse'

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

Call now for pricing, literature and to arrange a demonstration / consultation either at nome or at our
business premises

Amplifiers / Pre • Power
-Pass Labs Aleph 3 stemo power )30wpc pipe classA,
-Pass Labs X150 poenry150wpc SS class Ad)
-Conrad Johnson Premier 140 snare° power ,140wpc PP)
-Manley labs 300b nee-classic rnonoblock power ( 22wpc)
-Rogue 88 mag stems power (60wpc push-pull / 30wpc triode)
-llora Galaxy Ref power,(50wpc bode)
-Audible Illusions hrlod'34, Pre (
line MoVhome) wryer
-Ore/le SP100 evo ( 10.1wpc) / Drelle XTC P-e II preamplifier

-Von Schweikert VR-1 et) monitors (
Cherry ex demonstration)
-Von Schwekert VR-2 PSI Flooreanders (Haselwood xdemonstration)
-Quad ESL63 Electrostars (dar* brown. £70Chtotal rebeild perfect with stands)

-Wadi') 16 (21bit. 32)ms. digital volume. 4deal inputsloulputs. cmk4 VRDS transport)

£2250
£4250
£7500
£7200
£2000
£1500

£1195
£ 1995
£4500
£3250
£ 1195
£2800

£2500
£2000

£1495
£ 1195

£985
£2495

F:745
£2095

£3500

£995

£'500

£2495

£1)70

-Cardas Golden Reference interconnect lm Rea
-Cardas Golden Crossogerconnect 15m Rce
-Symo LS5sX single 25m pr (
Stoss spkr caber
-Transparent MUSIC Wave Urea XL bi-aire 811 spades
-Transparent MUSIC Premium ROC dgi-link

£970
£550
£2750
£350

£545
£545
£350
£1195
£195

Dealers of new and previously owned high-end audio.
buy, sell, source, exchange, design, repairs and upgrades. Demonstration by appointment.
daytime - Ch,as Beechirrg

+44 (0)1797 253744

mob:- 07770 920040

evenings/weekends -Simon Phipps :- 544 (0)207 3596962
audioplay@btinternetcom

mob: -44 (0)7966 101971

"You will not be prepared for the difference the DC motor makes,
or the magnitude of improvements made by swapping the
partnering switch boxes and mains transformers"
HI FI NEWS

niversal turntable motor kit - No one would
blame you for being sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc
motor upgrade. Especially one that improves on the best of other
power supplies costing over 4times as much or your money back. It
is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement attained
by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over
amillion times! Our DC motor kit offers vast improvements to all
versions of Linn Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock
etc. The kits consist of adrop in replacement high grade DC motor
and off-board 2speed control box. Why not place your order now?
see web site or phone.
ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £ 339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £ 570
Upgrade Transformer - I
75
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 109 with kit

www.originlive.com

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 WEB: www.hcathcotcatidio.coalk E-MAIL: FleatlicotcAudio@aoLco
SPECIALS
SOUNDSTYLE ST-10C/105310 FEW ONLY
NEW BOXED.... £275
SOUNDSTYLE XS-100/1D5 FEW ONLY
NEW/BOXED £195/210
GOLDEN TUBE SE1-50 MK.11RENUTE EL34 INTEGRATD EX.DIS/BOXED.... £750
PRIMAPE PRE-30 & A-D.2 PRE/ POWER AMPS (£2700 9)
EX.DISPLAYMOXED
£1750
PRIMARE A-20 MK- 11 INT. AMP
EX.CISPLAY/BOXED.... £495
PRIMAPE V-25 DVD (ClOGO)
EX DISPLAY/BOXED.... £695
GRAFF GM-100 POWER AMP/t4759(
EX.DIS.£2995
GAMUT D-200 POWER AMP (£3950)
BRAND NEW/BOXED... £2995
AUDIO RESEARCH 100.2(£3700+)
BRAND NEW BOXED... £2995
AUDIO RESEAnCH VT-50 (£3650 WAIL)
BRAND NEW/BOXED... £2750
ROGUE AUDIO TEMPEST SLVER MAGNUM
(£2700)
BRAND NEW/BOXED £2250
PERR TECH PA-3/PA-1S-IG-2 & MCDRIGHT PSU
BRAND NEW BOXED
£1995
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS ROSEWOOD (£1500+) BRAND NEW/BOXED £1150
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE ( RETAILE650?)
BRAND NEW/BOXED . £450
SOUNDLAB MIL-381-WIRE (£9308)
EX.DEM . £5750
BLACK RHODIUM S-25 &VMS LEADS BRAIDED
OUGHPLUG OR PLATED RLUG)
BRAND NEW £65/£100

ART ii1J0 10OUINTET
MINT £795
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
REDUCED... £2995
AUDIO RESEA8CH D-115
REDUCED... £1495
V.R.R ADUR MONOBLOCS
REDUCED.... £895
JADIS JPS-2 WAS £8300)
£3450
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22
MINT/BOXED. . £2795
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9MKII
MINT/BOXED.. . £995
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRDPHONO
REDUCED . £595
CONRAD JORNSON PV-4PFIEPHONO
£395
COMPACT DISC

CECIL-51/00-51 MK1'1 TFeNSIDAC(£3000)
3MONTHS OLD £2295
PERP. TECH PA-3/PA-1SIG-2 & MOD PSU
BRAND NEW BOXED £1995
PERP TECH SIS2PA- PA-1 /MOD PSU
EX.DEM... £1595
CHORD DSC-500E/16C0E(2 DACS/PRE)
MINT/BOXED... £2950
MICOOMEGA 03-3/DUO-PRO COMBO
MINT/BOXED... £1250
MICROMEGA DLO
MINT/BOXED . £995
THORENS TCD PLAYERITRANSPORT
MINT.... £495
WADIA WE-3203/ DM X-32 SAC
MINT/BOXED... £1795
TECHNICS SL-D000/SH-X100
REDUCED... £1995
THETA CARMAN CO/OVO TRAN.
REDUCED... £1695
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT
REDUCED.... £795
MARANTZ
CDA-94
TRAN.AT&T
REDUCED . £575
'SUMNER SALE MANY ITEMS REDUCED'
THETA DS PROGEN III AT&T
REDUCED . £1995
SOLID STATE
THETA PRE GEN III
REDUCED... £1495
GRYPHON SONATA-ALLEGRO PREIF12000)
6MONTHS OLD £6495 THETA DS PRO BASIC-11 DAC
MINT/BOXED... £1275
MARK LEVINSON NO.38 PRE AMP
MINT/BOXED... £1995 PIONEER PD-9
1
MINT/BOXED.... £395
CONRAD JOHNSON PER-PRE
MINT/BOXED... £1795
vinyL
ALOIA PST11.01 PREPSd
REDUCED... £1395
CONRAD JOHNSON PF1.
REDUCED.... £995 FORSELL AIR REFERENCE MK-11
£7500
GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP
MINT... £2895 FLYWHEEL & AREA($30,D00)
BOXED
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWERAMP
MINT... £2795 NOUS ANALOGUE MENTOR REF/ALIEN ARM
EXCLT
£2250
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL-56
EXCLT... £2895 CONRAD JOHNSON EF-1
MINT/BOXED
£
1°
95
MARK LEVINSON. NO 21
REDUCED... £1395
LOUDSpEAKERS
THORENS TA-2000
REDUCED.... £395
EXCLT... £1395
MARANTZ SC-221 MA-22
REDUCED... £1100 CELESTION A-3 CHERRYWOOC
EX.DIS. . £995
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL
3MONTHS USE... £2495 CELEUION A-2 SANTOS RMOOD
APOGEE
CALIPERS
VGC £1250
ORELLE SA- 100R REMOTE
MINT/BOXED.... £375
MINT/BOXED.... £995
CYRUS STRAIGHTLINE
MINT.... £250 DYNADDIO CONTOUR 1.3/STANDS 1MONTHS USE
ALR MOAN NOTE-5 (BOBINGA)EX.DEM
REDUCED... £1295
VALVE AMPS
005 1)17 MK II iLIPREME
EX.DEM... £1375
UNISON RESEARCH 845 MONO'S/MYSTERY PRE AMP
MINT/BOXED... £2995 M. LORAN CLS11Z & SUS
REDUCED... f5450
AUDION 300B SIL.KNIGHTY2 BOX DRE(GOLD)
EXCLT... £2250 KLIPSCHORNS BIRDS EYE MAPLE)
FANTASTIC!... £3750
UNISON RESEARCH S-6
EX DEM... £1275 L. von AUDATORIUM
EX.DEM... £ 1075
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Fli-FiNews

REGA XEL (WALNUT

...... REDUCED. £495

KELLY KT-3 (95 OBI

BOXED. £750

EPOS ES-14/STANDS

MINT. £375

A.ENERGY ASW FB110 SUB

AS NEW £350

REL STORM- 1SUB

VGC £450

CELESTION A-6S SUB

NEW £375

UKD OPERA MINI

EX DIS

£375

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
VDH. REVELATION 2METRE PAIR EX OEM

£500

VDH. REVELATION HYBRID 2METRE PAIR

£500

QED GENESIS 3METRE.AIRLOCS EX.DEM

£200

XLO REFERENCE 6FT. PAIR

£275

AUDIONOTE AN-L4METRE

£225

AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE

£225

M/FID.NU-VISTA 2METRE

£200

XLO 7.1 SIG.7 FT PAIR X2BRAND NEW PACKAGED . ( EACH PAIR). £1200
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET 8I-WIRE

£795

PS.AUDIO X-STREAM 3METRE PAIR

£750

DIAMOND HI SILVER CABLES 20 3METRES

EX.DIS

MIT MH-750 12 FT.PAIR BI-WIRE

REDUCED.. £795

NIRVANA SL- 2.3 MURE EX OEM

REDUCED. . £475

InTERconnEC1
SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR (£1200)

EX DEM. . £595

ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER SIG. 3.5 METRE XLR

£
1450

ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER SIGNATURE
XLO 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM
MUS F10 NU VISTA 2.4 METRE

£495
£225

BRAND NEW £250

AUDIOOJEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR

£395

VAN DEN HUL 0.8 MO GOLD XLR

BOXED/AS NEW. £200

NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METR

BOXEDAS/NEW £225

BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 METRE/1 METRE .... BRAND NEW £50/65
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 0.5/1 MEER
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA

BRAND NEW £80/100
BRAND NEW PLEASE RING

MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED, SIMILAR QUALITY
VINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE CASH
PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

www.hifinews.CO.L1 k

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS

CARTRIDGES

Prestige

EXCHANGE

> ETON

N/A

> FOSTEX

£62

GEX

£52

> LPG

£95

£76

GEX

£67

> MOREL

1022 GX

£124

£100

GEX

£86

£ 635

1042

£143

£114

GEX

£100

£450

Eroica LX/H

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

N/A

£330

£280

1006

£76

£ 175

1012 GX

£ 265

Reference RS- 1
RS- 2

SR 60

£ 75

Audio

SR 80

£ 90

Technica AT OC 9ML

SR 125

£ 140

Goldring

SR 225
SR 325

OED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Full range of QED Switch Boxes,
Cables & Interconnects available

AT 110E

Ortoton

See website for details.
CARTRIDGES

Shure

> AUDAX

EX

N/A

Grado

STYLUS
£16

£28

Denon

DRIVERS:
> ATC

STYLUS

> MAX FIDELITY
> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

> VIFA

> VISATON

> VOLT

£22

£34

N/A

MC 15 Super 11

£130

£110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

MC 10 Supreme

£304

£258

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme

£452

£385

EX

N/A

HARDWARE

510

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

DL 110

£79

N/A

Kontrapunk a

£412

£351

EX

N/A

DL 160

£ 95

N/A

Kontrapunkt h

£530

£451

EX

N/A

HOW TO BOOKS

DL 304

£ 210

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643

£548

EX

N/A

Prestige Black £40

£27

Kontrapunkt c

£824

£700

EX

N/A

Prestige Gold £ 110

£73

Rohmann

£837

£742

EX

N/A

M97 XE

£ 98

£58

Blue Point Special

£265

£237

EX

N/A

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.
•

V 15 VxMR £ 304

£213

V 15 V MR

N/A

£158

V 15 III MR

N/A

£112

Sunk()

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Ovei500 replacement styli types stocked

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50

eveet
e

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, OC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

Tel 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: solenOsolen.ca
Web: www.solen.ca

SELBY NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

e

trAd.

% SOLEN

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,

éL.

en'

01376 521132
07802 483698
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net

www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsfo9Essex

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS-BUYER COLLECTS-IMMACULATE
£3495
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 8004-BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1495
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO AI INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BLACK AND BOXED
£79
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO CD4 CD PLAYER BLACK AND BOXED
£89
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SA 100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED £649
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB 80
£249
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-£ 1000 NEW
£595
EPOS ES ¡ 2LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS £399
KEF CRESTA ONE BLACK ASH BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£59
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695
LINN SONDEK LPI2 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB £ 1295
LOEWE ACONDA 32 FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 1295
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDMON £399
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPLIFIERS BLACK
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£349
MORDAUNT SHORT MS05 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK AND BOXED IMMACULATE £49
NAIM CDX CD PLAYER 1998 IMMACULATE
£ 1295
NAIM NAP 140 OLIVE FRONTED AND BOXED, SUPERB
£399
NAM CDS MK IAND CDSPS 1993 BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 1795
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
NAIM NAT 02 TUNER IMMACULATE CONDMON
£795
MAIM SBL LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH LATE 1995 MODEL LATEST DRIVERS £995
NAIM SUPERCAP 2POWER SUPPLY BLACK 2004 MODEL BOXED MINT
£2395
ONIX 0A35/0A IMO PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£795
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
PROCEED AVP AUDIO/VIDEO PRE AMPLIFIER AC-3, DTS, THX,DPL (NEW £4700) £ 1795
PROCEED AMP 5 125 WAIT 5-CHANNEL POWER AMP THX APPROVED (NEW £5K) . £2295
PROCEED MDT MODULAR DVD TRANSPORT (NEW £5500)
£2495
QUAD 33/303 PRE/POWER AMPS LOVELY CONDITION
£399
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE
£995
REGA PLANAR 3BLACK, RB300, ROKSAN CORUS BLACK, REGA MOTOR UPGRADE £279
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW
£449
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£395
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2495
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED £ 1495
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£349
TRIO KT 917 TUNER
£599
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS £995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

30 years of Excellence
55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fr: 10 am to 9pm

Absolute Analogue
Direct sale bargain

the Nordic Concept Artist
*One of the fins mil bargains
in high-end hi-fi.
•Derised from the acclaimed
Nordic Concept Reference.
•Alternalise construction
techniques lead to significantly
reduced manufacturing costs
but still amazing performance.
*Unlike the Reference. the
Artist is designed specifically
to he sold direci h
n the
distributor rather than sia
dealers.

Included atone is the Nordic
Concept unipisot arm. Also mailable is the
Nordic Concept air- hearing arm.

Get it right!
Hi-FINews

*The result is toils high-end
performance at a fraction of
the normal cost.
PO Box 30429, Iondon, NW6 7GY
Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Absolute Analoguera email.msn.com
wnh.ahsoluteanalogue.co.uk
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the

• buy your hi-fi
• trade-in hi-fi
• we collect your hi-fi

1-

shop

• all major credit cards

Please visit www.hi-fishop.com for acomplete up-to-date list as the
list changes daily.
MRP

Audio Research LS2B Pre-amplifier
BAT VK40 Pre Amplifier
BOW Warlcxk SE Pre (inc phono stage)
Cary 306/200 HDCD 24/192 CD Player
JM Lab Micro Utopia Speaker inc stands
Linn Keilidh Speakers (walnut)
Mark Levinson 31 CD Transport
Mark Levinson 3605 Dac
Mark Levinson 390s CD Player
Micrornega Duo CD Transp & Pro Dac
Mission 753 Speakers (black)
Myryad T60 Power Amp
Parasound JC1 Monobkxk Pair
PMC FB1 Speakers (6mnths old)
Pnmare SPA20 Digital Controller Amp
Primare V25 DVD Player
Proac Future 2 (walnut)
Revel Ultima Studio (rosewd/piano black)
Tara Labs RSC Air3 XLR 1m pair
Unison Research Absolute 845 I
nt
Yamamura Quantum Power Card

s/h
s/h
exd
s/h
s/h
sib
s/h
exd
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/11
exd
s/fl
exd
exd
s/h
exd
s/h
s/h

Special Offers

MRP

ART Audio Diavolo Stereo (volume control) exd
ATC CA2 r/c Pe-amp
exd
ATC Active 10a-2 Speakers
exd
AT( Active 20a-2 Speakers
exd
ATC SCM7 Speakers (cherry) - small mark new
Audio Note CDT-One Transport
s/h
Audio Physic Virgo 2 (black/mahogany)
s/h
Audio Research VT2(X) midi
slh
BOW Wazoo XL Integrated Amp
s/h
BOW Wand Remote Control (silver)
s/h
BOVV ZZ-Eight 16 bit CD Player
new
BOW ZZ-Eight 24/192 CD Player
new
Cary SLP-50 Pre-amp
s/h
Cary SLAM 100 monoblccks
Wh
Castle Chester Speakers (mahogany)
s/h
CEC (Belt Drive) TLO CD Transport
exd
Creek CD 43 CD Player
s/h
Crown Jewel SE MC Cartndge
Cura CA21 Loudspeakers
Wh
Gryphon XT 2-box Pre--amp
s/h
JPS SC2 1m Interconnect
s/h
Manley Reference (Professional) DAC
exd
Mark Levinson 28 Pre + Power Supply
s/h
Mark Levinson 27.5 Power Arnp ( 100wpc) s/h
Mark Levinson 32 Ref Pre -amp

£4,750 £2,750
£765 £499 :
£1,978 £ 1,250
£3,25 1 £2,250
£199 £400
£1,095 £650
£2,995 £ 1,395
£11,892 £6,995
£2,995 £1,495
£329 £149
£4,995 £2,750
£5,495 £3,250
£1,995 £1,200
£5,400 £2,400
£700 £350
£12,995 £5,495
£599
f))9
£2,695 £995
£1,300 £575
£4,500 £1,995
£450 £300
£8,140 £2,995
£3,295 £1,500
£4,295 £1,995
£15,949 £9,995

Complete system (london) - can split

MRP

e

e

Mark Levinson 32 Pre-amp
Mark Levinson 37 CD Transport
Mark Levinson 360s DAC
Mark Levinson 380 Pre-amp
Mark Levinson 335 Power Amp (250wpc)
Audio Physic Avantis Speakers
Meridian 598 DVD Audio/Video Player
Nordost Blue Heaven I
ntercon 0.6m pair
Nordost Red Dawn Intercon lm paw x2
Obelisk Turntable Pedestal, 2Delabole
Slate Shelves
Ortofon MC25FL
Pass Labs Aleph 3Power- amp
Perpetual Tech PA-3DAC, PA-1A
Upsamper & Power Plant PSU
Proac D25 (ebony)
Proceed PMDT-PVP DVD Transport
Proceed AVP2
Proceed PVP
Zingali Overture 2s
Zingali Overture 3s
Zingali Home Monitor 11 5-2

VISA

If 5,
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s/h
5/11
s/h

Audio Analogue Paganini CD X-dem
dCS Purcell Upsampler Non Firewire S/H
dCS Delius 24/192 DAC Non Firewire S/H
Mark Levinson No 360s x-dem
Rega Jupiter CD Silver x-dem
Rega Planet CD Black x-dem
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Unison Research Unico Valve CD x-dem

899
2999
5999
7495
998
498
2990
6290
1195

599
1695
2995
3999
699
349
1195
2499
895

Clearaudio Solution/RB300 x-dem
Clearaudio Unify Unipivot Tonearm New a Boxed
Clearaudio Accurate MC x- demo 2800 1699
Clearaudio Victory MC New a Boxed 1030 699
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi STurntable New a Boxed
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New a Boxed
McCormack Phono Stage New Et Boxed
Rega Planar 3/Heed PSU/Bias S/H
Transfiguration Aria MC10 hours use

1595
795
2800
1030
N/A
650
650
630
690

999
599
1699
699
1399
449
399
269
479

Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier x-dem
Krell PAM7 2Box Preamplifier + Phono MM/MC S/H

625
N/A

499
599

Audio Analogue Corelli Stereo Power Amplifier x-dem
Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers xdom
Audio Analogue Puccini Integrated xdom
EAR 509 Anniversary Balanced Valve Mono New Et Boxed
Nagra VPA Mono 845 Valve Amplifiers S/H

695
1050
525
5998
10000
1500
1000

479
729
399
3999
7499
995
649

ci") Martin Logan CLSII Anniversary Electrostatics 7mths S/H
tr
uj Martin Logan Aerius I
Hybrid Electrostatics Oak S/H
Naim Audio Intro Black Ash S/H
< Rol Acoustics Strata III Grittex S/H
a_Rega Jura Floorstanding Black Ash S/H
• Rega ELA Cherry X-dem
Verity Audio Fidelio Piano Lacquer x-dem

6700
2389
875
695
450
749
7995

4295
1299
499
450
199
579
3999

tr) Cardas Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H
Madrigal CZ Gel 1.5m Balanced New Et Boxed
co Madrigal MDC 2 1m Fatboy Digital cable New a Boxed
< Madrigal MDC 20.5m Fatboy Digital cable New Et Boxed
Nordost SPM 1m RCA- RCA S/H
QED QNEXII 1m RCA- RCA Interconnect S/H
Siltech SQ58G3 2x4m Balanced Interconnect x-dem
Siltech Signature G5 1m AES/EBU 110ohm Digital S/H

550
599
319
279
650
N/A
2370
625
105
499
800
1400
2100

375
299
159
139
479
22
1499
449
55
249
499
799
1199

Offer

Offer

Wh

£15,949 £8,995
£4,495 £2,250
£7,495 £3,495
£4,495 £2,495
£8,495 £4,495
£7,500 £3,750

s/h
s/h
exd

£3,195
£145
£660
£1,600

£1,895
£79
£330

s/h

£300
£2,250
£1,990

£150
£950
£1,250

exd
s/h
sel
s/h
exd
exd
exd

£3,575
£7,490
£6,495
£1,495
£2,495
£2,995
£8,950

£2,995
£2,995
£2,750
£695
£1,895
£2,495
£4,950

e
e

DEMONSTRATOR AND USED ITEMS

£3,249 £795
£4,395 £1,695
£3,995 £ 1,995
£4,495 £2,195
£4,250 £1,395
£850 £275
£8,995 £3,295
£7,495 £3,750
£6,495 £3,500
£3,099 £995
£795 £275
£300 £100
£5,200 £3,995
£1,410 £749 ,
£2,500 £ 1,950
£1,000 £695
£10,575 £4,995
£9,995 £4,995
£380 £ 175
f)),500 £6,995
£599 £249

AMPLIFICATION

Further Reductions

Primare A30.1 Integrated Bstock New Et Boxed
Red Rose Sprit Integrated xdom

Siltech SPX10 0.5m mains cable New Et Boxed
Siltech LS 25 2x 2.5m speaker cable x-dem
Spectral MH-330 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA xdom
Spectral MH-750 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA x-dem
Spectral MI- 350 20 ft Speaker cable x-dem

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

Call 0141 333 9700 today or
visit www.hi -fishop.com
The Fir fi Shop Ltd is owned and operated by
The Audio Salon Ltd 4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX.
Reg office and showroom.
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1-11-FINews

t. 01562 731100

f. 01562 730228

m. 07721 605966

THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY9 9TD

www. hifinews.co. uk

Audio

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/GOLD

Linton.

EXCHANGED
SALE

Heatherdate
.audio limited

i

specialists in audio and video •

List

202, Findon Road Worthing, BNI4 0E]
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.biji-stereo.com

NEW THIS MONTH
SONUS FABER CONCLRTINO HOME SPEAKERS
IN WALNUT AND IRONWOOD FIXED STANDS S/H £495 £889
SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATOR 2SPEAKERS
IN WALNUT AND STONEWOOD STANDS S/H
£1,795 £3,497
HOVLAND MP100 VALVE PREAMP
SUPER LOOK 8 SOUND E/D
£2,995 £5,750
MASSIVE

o

REDUCTIONS

WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTICAL
INTERFACE ALL UPGRADES DONE
6BOXES IN ALL
£3,000 £ 17,000
ACCUPHASE DP90 - DP91 TRANSPORT & DAC S/H £3,495 £20,000
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST STUNNING S/H £3,495 £ 12,300
KRELL MD10 SIGNATURE CD TRANSPORT
RARE SA-I
£
2,495 £9,000
KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP
£3,495 £8,750
JADIS JA80 MK3 VALVE MONO AMPS
£3,495 £9,580
GENISIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS IN ROSEWOOD
INCLUDES ROWLAND BASE AMP
ADJUSTABLE TO SUIT ANY ROOM
£3,495 £ 15,500
AVALON ACCENT 2SPEAKERS IN BURR ASH
WITH SEPARATE CROSSOVERS S/H
£3,495 £ 14,800
PROAC FUTURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD S/H £3,495 £ 11,450
DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS UGHT OAK
STEREOPHILE A S/H
£2,495 £8,500
KRELL KBL LINE PREAMP BAL S/FI
£ 1,495 £4,820
LUMLEY REFERENCE 120 VALVE MONO AMPS,
THESE AMPS ALSO HAVE THE OPTIONAL
TRIODE MODE S/H
£ 1,395 £3,500
ATC 20 ASL PRO SPEAKERS & STANDS
GUNMETAL TYPE ANTHRACITE FINISH.
STUNNING ACTIVE SPEAKERS S/H
£2,500 £4,400
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTERGRATED AMP S/H £3,795 £ 5,995
AUDIONOTE AN- ESP SPEAKERS IN FULL
EBONY VENEER WITH AUDIONOTE STANDS £ 1,395 £2,800
AFfTEMIS LOS 2SIGNATURE SPEAKERS & EXTERNAL
CROSSOVERS SUBWOOFERS, ROSEWOOD, S/H £5,995 £ 15,000
KRELL KAV 250A POWER AMP, S/H
£ 1,695 £3,698
LUMLEY LMS 1000 SPEAKERS BEECH WOOD, S/H £3,500 £8,000
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK, S/H £2,500 £5,690
AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CD PLAYER BLACK, S/H £ 1,295 £3,290
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS
BLACK S/H
£2,995 £8,800
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS BLACK, LID £2,795 £5,875
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTICAL INTERFACE
ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6BOXES IN ALL
3,500 17,000
ACCUPHASE DF90 DF91 TRANSPORT
DAC SUPERB
3,995 20,000
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST
STUNNING LOOKS
3,995 12,300
BOW TECHNOLOGIES MODEL U-8 CD PLAYER,
EXCELLENT
2,395
4,995
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 TRANSPORT + DA2,
DAC SUPERB OPEN SOUND BARGAIN
1,695
3,800
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
995
2038
KRELL MDIO SIGNATURE TRANSPORT. RARE
2,995
9,000
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 DAC
UPGRADEAVAILABLE
895
2200
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
395
950
MERIDIAN 566 20BIT DAC BALANCED
395
1095
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
150
450
GRADO SIGNATURE TONE ARM VERY RARE
495
1795
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE STEAL
995 46,000
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PREAMP
VARIOUS MODULES + MASTER SUPPLY
7,995 23.000
AUDIO RESEARCH LS33 REMOTE CONTROL
PREAMP
1,395
3,125
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M
REMOTE PREAMP
795
1,695
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY
ONE VALVE PREAMP
695
1,750
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP, 1WEEK OLD
1,295
2,109
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 UNE PREAMP
595
1,797
AUDIO RESEARCH CASE INTEGRATED
REMOTE CONTROL AMPLIFIER JUST SERVICED 1,895
3,945
VTL 85 VALVE INTEGRATED LATEST
REMOTE CONTROL
1,295
2,400
MICHELL 150 HERA PHONE STATE
250
600
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP & SUPPLY PHONO
495
1,650
KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP
3,995
8,750
KRELL FBP WO POWER AMP
4,995
9,450
JADIS JA80 MK3 MONO POWER AMPS
3,995
9,580
GRAAF GM 20 OTL VALVE POWER AMPS
1,895
3,300
GAMMA AEON TRIODE VALVE MONO BARGAIN
1,795
6,995
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2MONO AMPS
8,995 27,500
GOLDMUND MINIMIS 2POWER AMP
1,495
5,150
LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP, BARGAIN
895
2,700
LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP, GREAT COMBO
895
2,700
NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP
185
450
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
595
1,220
ELECTROCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY
POWER AMP
895
3,000
NAKAMICHI DRAGON CASSETTE
DARK CLASSIC
895
2,800
STAJ( LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES
175
370
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
INCLUDES ROLAND BASS AMP ADJUSTABLE
TO ANY ROOM
3,995 15,500
AVALON ACCENT 2SPEAKERS IN
BURR ASH WITH SEPERATE CROSSOVERS
3,995 14,800
PROAC FUTURE 2LOUDSPEAKERS
ROSEWOOD
3,995 11,450
DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LTOAK
STERIOPHILE A
2,995
8,5130
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS
CHERRY BARGAIN
795
2,500
WHARFDALE OPTION 1ACTIVE SPEAKERS
FLAGSHIP MODEL
995
6,000
ATC 10 SPEAKERS + STANDS, BLACK
495
1,300
PROAC FUTURE 5LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK
1,795
3.500
WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HEATS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

www.hifinews.co.uk

Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference products
THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN

Ratel in the North of England
A

SPEA KERS

small selection of some of our used ¡
te

Tannoy Monitor Gold 12" in Lancaster

Advaniuç,e PI / A30 pre / Power amps
£ 2200
Arcurn CD82T
£ 449
orn.AVR200 AV an iplitier ( new, slyer)
DV88 plus DVD player ( silver!
ID loudspeakers

size Cabinets

£549

Revel F30 Loud Speakers

£499.

Ex demo were £2,995

£ 650.

lob 8000a amplifier grey

G SPM800 power OM

£ 395.

Eltax Symphony floor standing speakers

Purs

£800.
£ 549.

upsorirpl(non 1394)

ESI Sspeakers

Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£275.

£5995.

115ck)

£29

eCube power Conditioner

£350

Conrad Johnson 16LS Pre Amp

£3,995

Advantage Integrated Amp

£1,495

Hafler DH- 200 Amp

£ 125
£695

Mark Levinson 20.5 Ref Mono Blocks,
superb condition

/Akito turntable
nS

Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp

Michell Alecto Amplifier

SI 000 hard disc server
5 MK I block, brand new)
arripros 1

£ 150
£1,395

AMPLIFIERS

£ 1500.

Debts/Purcell (
boa 05D-13941

speakers oak, ex dem

Boulder 102 AE Power Amp

£ 1500.

io loudspeakers

ai Fidelity Trivista 300 amplifier
CDS2 / XPS

with MF3A Pre Amp & PSU

£ 7500.

Nalm NAP 90/3 Power Amp

£ 1050.

al Fidelity Trivista CO/SACO

CD PLAYERS

£ 1200.00

Nairn NAC92/libU90.3biawef
NaimNAP13.5•Gch
Nairn NAP 140 ( alive)

POSS Lobs X150

£ 500.00
£ 1250.00

£ 395.00
£4995.1

Nairn N8L passive louCI&PeaKers fet^erlY)
Nakamchi RE10 Amplitter/tuner

£249.

Arcam CD72 CD Player ( superb condtion)
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU

(UK retail price £ 2270
Mark Levinson 36s Dac

£250.00
£ 495.00

Oahu boxiG 2 and DSPro Basic 3 CD/DAC £ 2700.00

J
J

£ 1,135
£ 1,995

CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport NEW £ 1,495
DVD PLAYERS
Yamaha DVD - S795

£ 145

MISCELLA NEOUS
Pioneer RT-707 Reel to Reel 3 Head Tape Recorder
extremely rare

latest stock - mail otclet ovailob

£2,995

Lab 47 Progression DAC 4705

£ 250.

ee www.lintone.co.uk

£ 175

Accuphase DP67 CD Player Unused

£ 400.00

Ail brand new, sealed boxes

£895

Rotel RCD971 CD Player

DACS

£ 2200.

e.
29).9..0)D0
6amplifier £449.00

£ 195

Roksan Massa CD Transport with

Rego Mira 3 amplifier

iyE.

£ 395

& TRANSPORTS

Quad 306 Power amplifier
Rego i2adio 3
ers TTP/ TTA pre power

£695
£ 350

Yamaha CA1010 Int Amp

£ 2995.
£2995.

£3750.

Nairn CDX CO player

£4,495
£ 1.595

Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps

£1950.

A370 power amp

£ 4,995

Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp

£ 195..

y loudspeakers

1g

£ 99

PRE-AMPS
Sony 1000 ESD Digital Pre Amp

£ 1WO.

r DVJ80O DVD/CD ( Silver, new)

£995

Acoustic Research 338 Stand Mount Speakers .... £275

£395.
£160..

PSXF power supply

£60
£ 140

Audio Physics tempo speaker

£ 4500.

DD8 DVD player black, ex dem

£4,495

Eft« Floor Standing Liberty 5+ Speakers

B&W Nautilus ASWIi100 active sub (
cnet7Y)
£1100.
Castle Bastion Centre Speaker ( brand new, yew( £ 199.
Caste Avon Sprisokei s ¡ awry)
Castle Richmond 3speeters brand new

Now £2,395

Warledale Diamond II Speakers

Pre amp ( silver) £ 275
•power amp ( silver) £ 325.
Pagetnini CD ( silver)

£750

Revel F50 Speakers ( new)

£ 195

B&W Nautilus 802 speakers ( cherry)

£795

Rel Strata 3 Sub Woofer (ex demo)

£295

Lecktropacks CDM-820 Multisystem Converter .. £ 125
Shunyata ex Demo 3m Lyra Speaker C/W Spades

1

with locking connectors
normal retail £ 1500 our price

£995

Audio Note ( Kondo) 3mtr pair
SPZ speaker cable

£1,995

Stax 40/40 Headphones

£850

Yamaha CT- 810 AM/FM Tuner

£ 125

Nakamichl BX2 Cassette Deck

£ 195

Selection of high quality Kontak Audio Cables,
balanced and single ended

uï4.4

TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES 6 TONEARMS
RS Laboratory RS-Al with rotary headshell

Musical Fidelity Xl0v3
Class A Tube output stage £ 299.00

, , •1 JJ•11_.1

(unused) ( retail £980)

£695

Dynavector DV-507Mk11 bi-axial arm
(unused) ( retail £2995)

£ 1,995

ZYX R1000 Airy1-x ( 0.24mv) cryogenic
treated copper coils ( unused)(retail £ 1650)

£ 1,195

Project Phono Box S/E ( unused) ( retail £ 125)

6Mk*

thiketquidomiurp
IMinim C
Merl

one Audio

www.lintone.c
info@lintone.c
TeL UK 0191 477

no cartridge fitted ( retail £465)

£ 325

Rega Planar 3Turntable

£ 195

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
WE NOW OFFER 0.1 .FINANCE' (• sublect to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION

Atsdlieusicce
iseatTlissiego

7-11 Pork Lane Goteshe

£ 90

Project Classic 9 piano black ( unused)

MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

NE8 3JW

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel

_

Evenings

=1.

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
Hi-FiNews
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definitive audio
Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is irresistible.
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all
Others.

www.hifiguy.co.uk
01424 201157 OR 07734 436180

Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Kondo amplifiers from Japan. We
have the M7 Line, M7 Phono, M77 Phono, the Neiro Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh. We also have a range of single minded
amplifier designs from, amongst others, Border Patrol, Art Audio and Sugden.
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge, the Kuzma Airline, Triplanar 8. and SME Series V tonearms.
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables including the
Scheu range and the unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference.
We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2.

HIFI equipment.

Sale

New

• We will travel anywhere in the

Audio Note Japan M7 line pre-amplifier with stepped attenuator volume
control. Fully serviced. Rare affordable opportunity to visit the Rondo planet. £4000
Meridian 508 - 24 bit CD player with luxunous desktop remote control

£ 1200

£2500

Clearaudio TOI tonearm massive acrylic linear tracking device - unusual
opportunity - spotless and as new - no box
£ 2000

£ 3880

Merlin Music Systems VSM/M loudspeaker. Obscure here, popular there unusual US design with cult following - includes BAM bass module

£2500

$9000

Living Voice Avatar It - cherry - 12 months old, nearly spotless - lovely finish £2000

£27013

Aloe. PST 11.01i HI-end 2 box pre-amp - slick and stylish Italian. 12 months
old - boxed - perfect
£ 1500 £2800
Pro Ac Studio 200 - yew - nice - vgc
£800 £2150
Pro Ac Superlower - big bruiser - black. At least 10 years old, very loved and
dog-eared. Great sounding den/party speaker - good working order

£ 1900 £ 2795

Dynevector 507 tonearm - strange device seeks strange owner
Art Audio PX25 - 5 wan stereo power amp - big with Lowther fans

£ 1500 £ 3000
£ 2500 £4500

Quad 989 Electrostatics - 2 pairs - black - big - boxed - perfect

£2900

£4500

£2500

£ 3500

Tom Evans Vibe Pulse - line stage with external Lithos PSU
£3200
Tom Evans Micro Groove Plus - moving magnet
£ 500
Tom Evans micro Groove - moving magnet
Tom Evans micro Groove - moving coil OM

£ 300

£4800
£800
£400

£ 300

£400

Sugden Masterclass Stereo AA power- amp with matching pre - beefy class A
scud stam - ex-dem - boxed - light use
£ 3750

£5800

Revolver R33 bookshelf speakers - new - boxed
Nairn 425 plus HI- Cop plus 135 monos - 19 year old job lot - including rabbit
droppings - giveaway

£1000

Roksann Xerxes Cognoscenti turntable - SME cutout - firewood

£ 100

Linn Isohank - dinosaur design at dinosaur price

£300

MO

£250

CR Developments Romulus line integrated - as new but hums - giveaway £ 300
Quad FM4 tuner - no comment
£ 90
ATC SCM7 - cute mini- monitors on saucy bright finish Panington stands

£450

£ 700

Eastern Electric Mini- Max - super cute line pm-amp with valve rectification
and hard wiring. New and boxed
£ 500
Epos ES30 loudspeaker - substantial floorstander - some marks - giveaway £ 650

£800

Cardas Neutral Reference 2.5m speaker cable with spade term - new
Cardas Neutral Reference 1m interconnect - new

Tel:

0115 973 3222

Internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Fax:

£ 500

£ 775

£ 300

£ 500

0115 973 3666

email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
ESL 57

LE 1
SPARES & REPAIRS
Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue
Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58068 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

WILMSLOW AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER

SPECIALISTS

• Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Volt, Vita-Scanspeak,
Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.
• Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound, SCR & Hovland Musicap), cables, damping and grille materials.
• UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.

Phone today for your FREE FULL COLOUR catalogue or check out our website.
'WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com
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country to pickup or deliver equipment
• We update our website everyday
with used and xdem equipment

£ 300

Lyra Titan mono - cartridge with kudos in a hairshirt stylie - 40 hours

Tom Evan• Groove plus - phone stage with extemal Lithos PSU

• We are the south coasts leading
stockists of quality used and ex dem

More Importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life.
interest and fascination into your relationship with music.
Call us for an informal chat or to arrange an appointment.
Sale of part exchenged and ea-dem Items

MINTON HIFI EXCHANGE

• We are also agents for the following
products: plus many others.
Plinius
Boulder
BAT
Clear Audio
Oracle
Border Patrol

C.A.T.
Garnit
Graham
Cabbase
Pass Labs

Acoustic Zem
Audience

b-191111111,

Reference 3A
Transfiguration
Vincent
Hovland

We have just been
appointed the
dealership for
the superb Oracle
Delphi turntable
Now on demonstration
(Read July 2004 issue of Hifi News magazine
AUDIO RESEARCH LS 2
£795
£2,200
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3
£3,250
£5,500
MACINTOSH MC2000 ANIVERSARY
£6,995
£ 15,000
MACINTOSH C200 TWO BOX PRE
£3,250
£7,000
SONUS FABER GUARNERI (9 months old)
£3,250
£5,295
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD208 RECIEVER
£2,995
£ 1,600
MARK LEVINSON 335 POWERAMP
£4,250
£7,500
MARK LEVINSON 380 PREAMP
£2,500
£5,500
MARK LEVINSON 360S DAC
£3,250
£7,995
MARK LEVINSON 33 MONOBLOCKS
£ P0A
£39,000
WILSON MAX ( FERRARI GREY)
£18,995
£40,000
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 140
£4,500
£7,500
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 11
£ 1,995
£3,800
MARANTZ MA24 MONOBLOCKS
£ 1,200
£2,800
LINN SONDEK LP12/ITTOK
£550
£n/a
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MK2
£795
£2,400
BAT VK60
£1,900
£4,500
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD1
£850
£ 1,500
UNISON RESEARCH SIMPLY 4
£695
£ 1,495
PROAC FUTURE POINT FIVE
£ 1,900
£3,800
MF NU VISTA INT AMP
£ 1,695
£3K
MF NU VISTA M3 CD
£1,695
£3K
KRELL KPS 20IL CD/PRE
£3,750
£ 11K
KRELL KPS 20 T/TRANSPORT
£2,800
£9K
BORDER PATROL MONOS
£3,995
£9K
MICHELL ALECTO/MONOS
£950
£2,500
MICHELL ARGO/HERA
£395
£N/A
PIONEER PD95 CD
£850
£2,500
AUDIONOTE E40 INTEGRATED
£750
£N/A
MERIDIAN 596 DVD PLAYER
£ 1,200
£2,400
WADIA 709 FOUR BOX CD
£6,500
£24,000
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
£850
£2,400
KRELL FPB600c
£6,500
£ 14,000
MARTIN LOGAN SEQUALS/SL3 PANELS
£ 1,200
£N/A
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL VIRTUOSOs
£2,450
£4,400
WESTERN ELECTRIC GOTHAMS
£5,500
£ 14,000
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST Z
£1,900
£5,500
AUDIO RESEARCH VT150 MONOS
£3,995
£ 12,000
BAT VK5 (cd player)
£2,400
£4,500
BRYSTON 20
£350
£800
PLINIUS LAD (preamp)
£1,500
£2,950
KRELL FPB 700 CX
£8,500
£ 15,000
LUMLEY ST 70 (poweramp)
£750
£2,700
THIS IS A VERY SMALL SELECTION OF OUR USED AND EX DEM STOCK,
FOR MORE UPTO DATE LISTING PLEASE PHONE OR CHECK WEBSITE

www.hifiguy.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

elincs

.ike new, nothing like the price!
etww.audiolincs.corn

eATC SCM 100 With C6 Subs
scm

Speakers

100's with latest SEAS hf units, new in 2004

and finished in piano lacquer black. This extraordinary
system includes matching ATC C6 subs and PS Audio
1200 PowerPlant power supplies. A rare opportunity.
New £30,500
Now £ 15,495

e

Power Amp

BRYSTON 14B ST

Pristine. 500 wpc of pure power and infinite finesse.
HiFI + magazine's ' Product of the Year - 2001' as well

as 'best amplifier in the world' comment in Hi-F1 News.
17 yrs warranty. Was £5,000
Now £2,950

•

BRYSTON 4B ST
Power Amp
250 wpc - do you really need more power than this?
Absolutely unblemished example with 17 yrs warranty
remaining.

•

Now £ 1,695

CLASSE Omega Mk111
PreAmp
Latest version of this outstanding two box pre-amp.
Bought new in 2004 and absolutely as new condition.
New Price: £ 13,500
Now £7,995

eDCS Verdi la Scala/Elgar Plus

CD/SACD

Probably (almost inarguably) the finest, most musically

convincing CD player on the planet. New in 2004 and
still boxed without even the transit screws having been
removed. An unbelievable opportunity, amassive saving.
New price £ 19,000

Still 'new' at £11,595

eEAR 859

Integrated Amplifier

Multi-award winning valve integrated with single

ended output.
Immaculate.

e

Latest

mods

and new valves.
Our price £ 1,195

HORNING Agathon
High sensitivity,

Speakers

Lowther DX3

and

PM6C drivers.

Horn loaded design for corner or wall positioning and
they just love valve amplifiers. Superb tonal colouring
and huge soundstage. We love them. Amazing at £ 1,595

SMANLEY

Pre-amp

and monoblocks

The legendary ' Purist' pre-amp and

brand

new

120 wpc monoblock power amps. Fbrsonal favourites
of ours, valve richness and fluidity with serious punch!
Retail £4,295

Now £2,295

e

DAC

MUSICAL FIDELITY A324

Upsampling enriches CD sound. Keep your own player as
atransport and just listen to the music! Like new £695

e

MUSICAL FIDELITY A308

Pre Er Pwr Amps

High end really can be affordable. We can confirm
that both items arrived here unused and are now
offered as apair although we might consider separating.
Boxed as new. Save E500!
Now £2,700

•

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3

Pœ Er Pwr

Amps

Virtually unused, we know these to have been reboxed
and stored soon after purchase. Supplied with two pairs of
Kontak/W13T interconnects.
MUSICAL FIDELITY

As new £ 1,195

A3.2

CD Player

Pmminent amongst the new generarkm of players that
demonstrate just how far CD replay has come. Billions of music
CD's ensure the format's figure, so (by today's standanis) the
A3.2 appaus to Le quite amcdest invostment . Mint £895

▪

SUGDEN 41 Signature

Power Amp

Beautiful condition,

super value.

seductive sound,

We've owned several Sugden products, we're big fans.
New £ 1,200
Now £ 395

eVERITAS C400 / P400

Pre & Power Amps

Check the reviews (Hi-F1 News especially) - possibly
the 'clearest' amps ever and 400 watts per channel!
Beautiful to look at as well, see the pics on our website.
New in excess of £4,500

WBT

Like new £2,295

Interconnects

The real thing - WBT connectors with WBT cable.
Return them if you aren't impressed - see our website
for details. Price includes postage:

1mtr

pair £ 155

Speakers

WILSON BENESCH ACT

Wow! Impeccable piano lacquer finish in ' Bordeaux'
stained cherry. Supplied with (E600) optional bases.
New more than £9,000

VINT CONDITION HIGH-END
ITEMS BOUGHT FOR CASH
:IRANTHAM - LINCS

Tel: 01476 591090
www.hi finews.co. uk

Like new £6,295

•
HIGH- END
REPAIRS
AND
SERVICE

HICAM
ALOIA PST 11.01 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
ALOIA ST15.01 POWER AMP 60 WPC
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INTERGRATED AMP NEW
AUDIONOTE OTO SE INT AMP LINE LEVEL NEW
AURUM CANTOS MUSIC GODDESS FLOORSTANDING SPKS NEW
AURUM CANTOS LEISURE 2SE SPEAKERS NEW
AUDIONOTE M3 LINE PRE AMP NEW
AUDIONOTE M2 LINE PRE AMP
AUDIONOTE CONQUEROR SINGLE ENDED CLASS ANEW
AUDIONOTE 210 SIGNITURE DAC NEW
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP NEW
AUDIONOTE ARM 3 eINCH TONE ARM NEW
ACCUSSTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE
ACCUSTICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130 WPC
ACCUSTICS ARTS PLAYER 124/96
AVI LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 200WPC
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
AVI NEW LAB SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL PHONO/DAC
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
AUDIOLAB 8000T TUNER BOXED PRE OWNED
AUDIOLAB 8000 DAX/CDM DAC TRANSPORT BOXED
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1MTR PR INTERCONNECTS
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO IMTR PAIR NEW
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2MTR PAIR
BLACK RHODIUM HARMONY 1MTR PAIR NEW
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM I IMETRE PAIR NEW
DENSON D30 POWER AMP 200WPC4t4 OHMS STUNNING
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
CLEARAUDIO MATRIX RECORD CLEANER MACHINE
CLEARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MM/MC
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED NEW
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO NEW
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE NEW
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASSA NEW
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
EAR 864 PRE AMP NEW
ELAC CL 310.2 JET SPEAKERS NEW
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
GAMUT C2 RPRE AMP BALANCED
GAMUT 0200 POWER AMP NEW
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200WPC
GRADO RS 1HEADPHONES NEW
HALCRO DM8 PRE AMP /RCA/BALANCED
HALCRO DM 38 STEREO AMP 180WPC
KRELL 3001 INT AMP/BOXED/ REMOTE PRE OWNED
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
MICHELL OC PSU NEW
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS USED
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP . PSU USED
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
MICHELL ISO IBERA MC PHONO STAGE USED
TOTEM MANI 2STAND MOUNT SPKS CHERRY FINISH USED
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 0.36 MV
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 0.38 MV
MICHELL GYRODECK PLATTER.RECORD CLAMP NO SPINDLE
STELLO P200 PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
STELLO A1320 INTERGRATED AMP
STELLO DP 200 DAC/PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
STELLO S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC
SHAHINIAN SUPER ELF SPEAKERS INC STANDS BOXED
NAIM 32.5 PRE USED
ORELLECA100/SP100 PRE POWER NEW
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM + SUB NEW
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER EX OEM
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC WC NEW
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
PLINUS 9100 INT AMP 240WPC040HMS EX DEM
PLINIUS P8 POWER AMP 200WPC0/80HMS
PLINIUS M8 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUB WOOFER AS NEW
RUARK PROLOUGE ONE SPK RAN FINISH BOXED USED
RUARK VITA 1005.1 SPK SYSTEM INC RUARK ACTIVE SUB
RUARK VITA 1205.1 SYSTEM NEW
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
QED FULL RANGE
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
SME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINT
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES VARM
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT IMTR NEW
WIREWORLD ALANTIS 5IMTR INTERCONNECTS NEW
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5FOR NA1M OWNERS DIN/DIN
STAG SR 007.SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAG SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAG SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL evo III MC NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5IMTR INTERCONNECT NEW
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
WIREWORLD STARLIGHT 5HDMI 1MTR CABLE
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICHORD DELPHINI MIONEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO. LARGE PSU NEW
TUBE TECHNOLOGY PROHET PRE AMP USED
VDH PBS S MTR INTERCONNECT NEW
VDH THE SOURCE HB 0.8 METRE NEW
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
VIVANCO FMH80,90 FM HEADPHONES NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR
WIREWORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT
DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS

NOTEWORTHY AUDII
Hi- ft by enthusiasts

WAS

NOW
2565
2600
60 .. 30
3350
1599 1599
2500
900
3550
1499 1499
1999
1999
3300 3000
1899 1899
599 . 599
2350
3690
2895
1299
POA
1399
1399 1399
1499 1499
800 . 395
2500 . 725
95 .. 70
135 . 95
150 . 135
60 .. 37
597 . 375
1247
800
1500 . 695
297
810
1490
230
2400
POA
2440
975
715
3075
3250
2690
2275
1850
799
799
599
2499
499
1950
3990
6100
750
9480
13550
2700 . 1295
795
1145
1249
495
440 . 440
2100 . 795
1083 1083
2298 2298
1600 . 700
700
600 . 295
3200 1295
690
2250
125 .. 50
1195
1685
1495
1495
1600 . 950
125
1998 POA
975 POA
1499 1199
1199 POA
1470 1470
970 . 970
1570 1570
1970 1970
1700 1350
2250
2250
275
500 . 225
995 . 525
1695 . 750
1695 1500
900 . 800
POA
1250
159
2643
1126 1000
1615 1400
5273
499
149
POA
109
2495
349
995
589
65
239
69
199
475 . 425
1270
299
315 .. 285
995 .. 900
1400 .. 525
65 ... 35
29 ... 20
99 . . 69
FROM 032
219
149
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LORA, SUMIKO, uED, GAMUT, ORIGIN LIVE, MLLE. WIREWORLD.
TRANSFIGURATION, AURUM CANTUS, ACCUSTICS ARTS. HALCRO.
STELLO, CLEARAUDIO. ALOIA. SHUN MOOK
PHONE FOR BEST PRICES
CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
NAIM.MERIDIAN. KRELL, %NADIA, SONUS FABER. MARTIN LOGANMARN LEVINSON,
COPLAND. QUAD, EAR, AUDIONOTESME MICHELL. AUDIO RESEARCH

Open Mon-Sun lam - 6pm Now in Northampton
2minutes off A508
For further details
Tel, Fax
Mobile

Website

..

01604 842379
07973 233380
HICAM.CO.UK

J_

We think we are arefreshingly different hi 1 shop.
why not pop in, visit our web-site or call us and see i
you agree.
Special offers
Below is asmall selection of some of our ex den onstration
and part exchanged special offers. For more info mation ano
photos of most items please see our web Xe
as

Turntables

No

Linn Basik with Basik LVX arm ( lid marked)

19.

Manticore Mantra/Musician in Mahogany

39
.083

72

Rega Planar 25/RB600 in Rosewood. Ex dem

620

49'

Re a Planar 25/RB600/Su

769

57

Audio Note CD Tl transport. Ex dem

100

87

Exposure 2010 CD player in silver. Ex dem

600

47'

Rega Planet cast case version, choice of 2

500

32'

Marantz CD6000 OSE LE CD player
Marantz DV8300 SACO/CD/DVD-A. ex dem

300

21'

Michell Gyrodek SE with RB300 tonearm
rEl sin Cher

CD Pla ers

,500

Sony SCD-777ES stereo SACD/CD player

99
1,27'

Talk Electronics 3.1 CD in silver. Ex dem

,900

1,701

Chord CPA2200/SMP600 Pre/Power

,295

3,90

Chord SPM3300 220w integrated

.305

4.75,

Consonance Reference 1.1 Line preamp

,495

1.99

Exposure 2010 line level amplifier in black

600

49

Icon Stereo 20 integrated 20w valve amp

650

59

Icon Stereo 40 integrated 40w valve amp

900

79

Tuners

Re a Radio ori.inal version

15

Amplifiers

Magnum MP300 & 2x MF300 pre/monoblocks

85

Quad 99 Stereo power amplifier. Ex demo

550

48

Rega Elex integrated with MM phono stage

21

Rega Mira Cast case with MM stage
Rega Maia 2000 power amp in Silver. Ex dem

24
498

37

Sugden AmpMaster stereo power amplifier

698

39

000

31
1.50'

Talk Electronics Cyclone 1in silver
Tube Tech Seer/Unisi svalve •rei•ower.
Speakers

Beauhorn B2 Gold. ATD driver & Vibraplinth

289

BC Acoustique Tibre in cherry, ex dem

890

73

Cura CA-10 Birds eye Maple. marked

800

36

Elac Jet 3101 in VVhite with matching stands

,000

Epos 14 in black with matching stands

58
31

Harbeth Super HL5 in Eucalyptus

1.30

Hedlund Horns fitted with Lowther EX2*s

2,65

Final 700PL 1.8m tall Electrostatics, as new

.345

2,49

JM Labs Micro Utopia including stands

,250

2,75

KEF Coda 70 in Maple. Ex dem, marked

200

Linn Kaber in Black

13
79

PMC FBI transmission line in Ash. Ex dem

1,490

1.15

Rethm ' Second Rethm' serious Lowther horn / ,000

3,99

Ruark Templar floorstanders in Black
Vienna Mozart in Gloss black ( Ii•htl

23
marked)

500

99

Denon DVD-A1 their flagship DVD player

.500

147

Micromega DVD DTS Multi region

700

57

330
1.050

25

Home Cinema

Nad 7532 DVD player. New
Pure 601ES Processor and 5ch power amp
Stands unique Fathom subwoofer in silver

72
21

lsotek Cleanline 6 output filter. Ex dem

295

23

lsotek Cleanline 6 output filter. New

295

26

NOTEWORTHY DIY
-Stoetkit superb range of Valve
amplifier kits starting from £395.
-Audio Note Dac Kits from £ 550
Lowther drive units
-PHY-HP Drive units
'Wonder Solder
•Eichmann phono and 4mm plugs
•Furutech IEC sockets and plugs
-Inca Gold plated mains plug
Deox17/Pro Gold contact cleaner
•Unsleeved 0.5mm Pure silver
wire
Visit noteworthyaudio.co.uk/diy for further details or cal to re
ceive a copy of our DIY brochure.

Clearcover
We hold what we believe are the last remaining stock from Clearcover, who sadly
ceased trading in May 2004. Whilst stocks
last we are able to offer these superb
turntable covers and bases at discounted
prices. Call for more information or visit:
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk/clearcover to
see details of sizes and models available

NOTEWORTHY AUDI
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks,
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Setup

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.0
NOVEMBER 2004
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Eminent Audio Presents

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

MASSIVE SALE
TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE E. SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP.
rialjeara
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
SUMIKO
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
GRADO
DENON
ORTOFON
RESON
CLEAR AUDIO

CLEAR AUDIO
HADCOCK
usi
l m
i
l za
ASH DESIGN
OPTIMUM
APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
SOUND
ORGANISATION
ALPHASON
MrSiffl
OED
TRANSPARENT
M
KOETSU
IEZE
IMI
BLACK RHODIUM
SOUTHER
GRAHAM
MOTH

ORTOFON
NORDOST
ARGENTO AUDIO

MEID712IMI

eV- E

:

Croft TransvalveTm Technology 2004

LOUDSPEAKERS

CLCEHAERLA
MI
Lti D , o

EZEIBEEEM eAFersr
a
PIONEER
TEAC
OPERA
WIEZEZEM
EPOS
STAX
SONY
BEYER
MOZIMI OLR
AE
C
LLE
SENNHEISER
SONY
SONY
CREEK
M=111
AKG
.
.
1
MONRIO
GRADO
SONY
HALCRO
AUDIO TECHNICA
MIZEZIEM GRAAF
MIZIIMM CREEK
C AT
SONY
MOTH
GAMUT
TRICHORD
ALOIA
IMIZEM EAR
EAR
CREEK
TOM EVANS
ORELLE

"With ataste of the best of both tube and transistor,
this is atruly endearing power amplifier."
Haden Boardman, Hi Fi World, March 2004

«MP

4111i•

40.

en>

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE AAVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING, ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8, BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DESS ISSO
TEL: 01283 702875 9arn.9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

THE DIRECT DISC

"The amplifier has been taking on bigger, beefier competitors and
slaughtering them, a real David versus Goliath scenario."
Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News Jan 2004

VINYL VINYL VINYL
Thousands of records always in stock.

(Lp

+ afull range of sought after compact discs.
Extensive search service for wanted albums.
Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue
available at £ 1.50

Wigan

Definitive Audio

Nottingham

tel: 0115 9733 222

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity
Retro Reproductions

Birmingham

tel: 0121 427 4740

Glasgow

tel: 0131 558 9989

Sounds of Music

Crewe

Stone Audio

South East

The Cartridge Man

Croydon

tel: 0208 688 6565

Zouch Audio

Leicester

tel: 01530 414128

tel: +44(0)1746 769 156
tel: +44(0)121 373 1442

Telephone 01493 651019

fax: +44(0)121 681 8772

Or visit our website on

tel: +4410)07792 420 266

www.directdisc.demon.co.uk

hifisound

)

Audio Classics

Di

tel: 01942 257525

tel: 01270 214143
tel: 01202 201735

M

Hendon, North London
Five minutes from Junction 1, M1

tel/fax: +44(0)208 201 9286

4) mobile: +44 07952 756 881

website: www.eminentaudio.co.uk

website: www.audioflair.co.uk

email: audiognosiseeminentaudio.co.uk

email: adrianeaudioflainco.uk

30b Larchfield st, Darlington - 01325 241888
or e-mail us... hifisound@btinternet.com

Turntableworld - A selection from our stock...
Chord
Phono stage - ex
Linn
LP12 - Biggest selection in the UK
399 to
Michell
Gyrodet - vgc. gyropower ps, Orbe platter, smoked case
Michell
Gyrodec SE - boxed vgc
Michell
Orbe - ex, smoked
Michell
All Models - Best trade ins
ON
Origin Live
Rega Arm mods - Best Trade ins
ON
Pink Triangle
LPT/RB250/Reson- ex/ex,
Project
Classic - ex display, chen rstrod plinth, boxed
Roksan
Nima - nearly new, boxed
SHE
309 - nr mint. boxed
SME
V - nr mont boxed
Trichord
Dino / Plus - Best Trade ins
ON
Wilson Benesch
Act 2 - stunning arm, boxed
Digital - CO, OVO etc
Arcam
Alpha 8SE - nr mint, remote
Arcam
CD72 - nr mint, silver, remote
Krell
CD-DSP - ex. clear and smoked lids, remote, stunning
Meridian
200 transport and matching dac - ex, superb combination
with Trichord mod
Micromega
T- drive and Tduc - vgc, boxed, remote, superb sound. E1000s new
Micromega
Trio - the original classic
Nairn
Cd I - ex. remote
NVA
The Transparent Statement - vgc, crated, remote, ultimate NVA
Roksan
Caspian - nr mint, silver, boxed, remote
Amplifiers
Arcam
Alpha 10 power - nr mint, boxed
Arcam
A65+ - ex display, boxed, remote, silver
Arcam
A85 - ex, remote, silver
Arcam
P75 - ex display, remote, silver
Audiolab
8000A - ex, black, boxed
Audiolab
8000S - nr mint
Meridian
605s - ex pair boxed monoblocks
Meridian
505s - ex, pair monblocks
Primare
A30.1 - nr mint, boxed
Primare
A20 - nr mint integrated
Roksan
Caspian - nr mint, silver, boxed, remote
Rotel
RB03 power - ex display, boxed silver
Shearne
Phase 2 - nr mint, boxed, blue marble styling
Sugden
AU4 Ipre/power - ex, black
Trio
2x L-05M - ex, with free preamp - call for details
Speakers
Acoustic Energy
AE505 - new sealed box, superb floorstander, were C800!!!
Acoustic Energy
AEI - new tweeters, scruffy grilles
MIS - nr mint, light cherry, boxed
P
aÎ
'
l
s
o
5.1 - ex display, boxed, gorgeous!
Monitor Audio
S6 - nr mint, boxed
Monitor Audio
Studio Centre - ex display. boxed
Monitor Audio
Bronze 82 - nr mint cherry, boxed
Mordaunt Short
912 - ex display, boxed
QUAD
ESL63 - nr mint, unused since Quad service with new boxes
REL
Strata - ex
Miscellaneous
Atacama
Equipment supports - Your kit deserves them!
ON
Cyrus
FM7 tuner - black. digital, presets. nr mint
Rotel
RT02 - ex display, boxed, silver
Stax
Lambda Nova Signature - nr mint, superlative quality
TAG McLaren
T20 - ex display. boxed

G

999
1999
875
699
I199
OEM
OEM
379
299
279
479
999
OEM
749
349
279
1499
449
799
1499
699
1749
449
349
199
425
199
249
329
795
949
799
379
399
199
279
499
749
299
279
449
999
299
299
129
149
1499
299

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

TeL 01423 500442 Fax. 01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk
The Old Chapel
282 Skipton Road
5-farrogate, N York:
51G1 351E

DEM
229
199
699
699

•YOUR EQUIPMENT WANTED FOR CASH • BEST PRICES PAID • COMMISSION SALES TOO!
Call 01325

241888 and don't be frightened of the machine.

Opening hours are 10 til 5 on a Saturday only
email us... hifisound@btinternet.com
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"One might expect the Stereo 401
to cost in the region of £2,000..."
Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B A T • Boulder • Hovland
•Kharma • Lumley • Pass
labs • SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACCUPHASE DP7OV
ADVANTAGE Si CD
ATC C2 SUBWOOFER
ART AUDIO DIAVLO 300B BALANCED CHROME GOLD
AUDIO LAB CDM/ DAX
AUDIO NOTE M3 LINE PRE
AUDIO NOTE TT2 REGA RB600 AN 103
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
AUDIO RESEARC VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE
AVANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER
AVANTGARDE DUO LATEST SUBS METALIC RED
AYRE K-5X PRE
BAT VK D5SE CD
BAT 51SE PRE
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC PHONO
BOW WIZARD CD
CARDAS GOLDEN REFERENCE 2.5 MTR BI WIRE
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,T01 ARM
CLEARAUDIO SINATURE M/C LOW HOURS
CLEARAUDIO SIXSTREAM 1.5 MTR PHONO CABLE
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TO1 LINEAR ARM
CONRAD JOHNSON EV1 VALVE PHONO
DCS VERDI LA SCAL
DENSEN BX340 NEW
DENSEN B400XS NEW
DENSEN B200 NEW
DYNAUDIO 2.8 CHERRY
EAR V20
GRYPHON ADAGIO CD PLAYER
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA IMTR
JM LABS ELEKTRA 907 BE LIGHT GOLD LTD ED 4MTHS OLD
KIMBER 4TC 2X4 MTR BANANA'S
KRELL KAV 250A
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
KRELL FPB 600C
LFD MISTRAL SILVER SIGNATURE INTEGRATED
LINN LP12 LINGO TRAMPOLIN AKITO K18 BLACK ASH
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
MANA SOUNDFRAME
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED AMP
MERIDIAN 562V
MERIDIAN 506 20 BIT
MERIDIAN 518
MERIDIAN 502
MERIDIAN 557
MERIDIAN 505
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 PIANO ROSEWOOD
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO CENTRE PIANO ROSEWOOD
NAIM CDS 2 + XPS
NAIM CDX
NAIM 102
NAIM PSC
NAIM CD5
NAIM 140 OLIVE
NAIM 180
NAIM AV2
NAIM 175
NAIM 112
NAIM 92
NAIM CDS MK1
NAIM FLASH 2 NEW
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 3MTR BI WIRE BANANA REV 11
PLINIUS CD LAD PRE
PLINIUS SA100
QUAD 606 MK1
QUAD 99 POWER
REGA ELA CHERRY
REGA PLANET CD
REVOLVER R33 CHERRY NEW
ROKSAN XERXES X ROSEWOOD XPS5 DS1.5 NEW UNUSED
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW SEALED CRATES
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE
SONUS FABER CONCERTO WITH IRONWOOD STANDS
SONUS FABER CREMONA MAPLE 6 MTHS OLD
SONUS FABER GRAND PIANO WALNUT WITH MARBLE BASES
SONY XA333ES SACD
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS CD
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
T AND A TALLIS 5.1 NEW UNUSED
THETA PROGENY
TRANSPARENT MUSIC WAVE ULTRA 2X15 FT BI WIRE
WILSON BENESCH ACT 2

RRP
4000
3150
1700
4500
N/A
3700
1585
N/A
1400
2000
2000
8500
4700
12000
3000
5495
7950
12950
3500
2000
6020
1755
505
7575
1700
10000
1850
2500
1000
3200
3500
5000
400
1700
250
3698
7639
15000
950
N/A
N/A
175
3500
6500
1300
1200
1200
1500
1600
900
5000
2000
6500
2500
1210
195
1230
800
1220
2250
1270
660
N/A
4000
350
650
2400
3500
N/A
550
800
450
600
3000
8295
11850
1300
5000
1970
1200
2700
4000
2300
2200
1100
3400
9000

NOW
1495
1495
995
1995
995
1995
795
1095
695
895
995
2795
1995
3995
1795
2495
3995
7995
1495
1295
3495
895
295
3995
895
6995
1250
1795
695
1195
1995
2695
195
995
150
1795
3295
5995
495
895
150
95
1795
3995
395
450
450
795
895
395
1995
795
3495
1295
595
125
795
350
695
1695
895
495
195
1795
195
350
995
1995
295
395
395
250
295
1995
3995
7995
795
3495
995
795
1795
2495
595
1295
395
1395
3995

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

Stereo

-44=bi

EL34 integrated 40+40w (or 19+19 Triode)

"The sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with plenty of
depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass below
10H1' ..."Stunning styling and an impressive spec at avery sharp
price"._ Hi Fi Choice June ' 04
Awarded Hi Fi News Ellitots Choice 2003'
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power and built to agood standard"

Hi Fi News Feb ' 04 said...

"
air pie, deep, bass, underpinning a

lucid and effortless midrange and treble"..."I liked the impeccable
finish and feeling of bomb-proof solidarity as well some of the most
natural sounding music that Ihare heard at home". Tony Bolton

New Bitty level version Only £549.95
Exactly the same specification only without
tape monitor and triode facility.
Triode only conversion £50.
Mullard 8. European valve upgrade £50.

No One else gives you all this value!
•Beautiful see through valve cover ( included in the price)
•Choice of Mullard, JJ, EH & Svetlana valve upgrade worth
over £ 100.00 inc a NO EXTRA CHARGE ( limited offer)
•Triode Mode switchable ( highly praised in the reviews)
•Tape Monitor, essential for Tape. CD- Rand home cinema
•Tape out (essential for any kind of recording)
• ' Soft Start', protects from switch on ' power surge'
•HT Delay to protect valves & extend life ( optional extra)
•Circuits developed in Leicester, manufactured in China
•Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester
•Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!
To find out more, ask for an illustrated leaflet
Features Include : All Triode front enc. Hand built Point to Point wiring.
Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit board. All
gold plated terminals. Audiophile components. 4 & 8ohm speaker
matching. Stainless steel & 10mm alloy plate construction. Soft start
Stainless steel & Plexiglas valve cage included. Upgrade options.

Stere

EL84 15watts integrated

£649.95*

Stereo 4k4Z1i
EL34 40watts integrated
Stereo 44Die EL34 40watts integrated

O

£899.95*
£549.95*

LA a

£649.95*

Triode Line Level pre amp

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO . LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME • ATC
STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH
ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

1V1 Et 25
300B PP 28w Mono blocks ( pri £1999.95
Beware of imitations! Other amps may look similar, but our circuits are unique
to us adesigned for UK 240v operation. Fell repair aafter sales in Leicester UK.

TEL: 0121 747 4246

Visit our new website at www.lconaudio.co.uk

Open Mon -Sun 10.00 to 8.00

Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
www. hifinews. co. uk

'Tly for 30 days. refund it not delighted! ( UK only, conditions apply)
Subsidised International Shipping Available, ask for details

Auditions by appointment Dealer inquiries welcome
c7eii_d;0--

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked
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For sale

amp) unmarked, complete with remote handset,

portable DAT, no battery £ 95, all ono or the lot for

leads, manual and boxes £ 1400 when new, give

£1595, Tel: 01279 724804 or 07764 960127

Levinson 383 integrated amp £3500 (£ 6000),

away at £600 the pair, Tel: 07795 552220

Herts [ KM48]

Townshend lsolda DCT speaker cable 4m £ 200

(mobile) 0121 3580459 ( evenings) [JL171

Quad ESL- 63 speakers, black with rosewood

(£500), Ecosse MS2.2/MS2.15 speaker cable

Krell K.R.C. H.R reference pre-amplifier with

finish, excellent condition £825, 606 £ 300, 34

7m bi-wire 100 (£ 746), Ecosse Reference

PSU £3750 (£ 7000), Naim 01 tuner with PSU

£100, FM4 £ 200, 34/306 £300, FM4 £ 200,

interconnect balanced 0.5m £ 100, Audioquest

£900 (£ 1350), Audio Research BL 1Balancing

Tel: 01335 343335 [ KM17]

Emerald interconnect 0.75m £ 50, Tel: 01299

unit £350 (£ 650), all items in mint condition

Quad 306 amplifier, 34 pre- amp, m-c & m- m

404506 [JL171

and boxed. Tel: 01384 371586 day or evening

modules, very good condition, recently serviced,

SME IV, c/w damping trough, silver-wired,

[J1171

solid sound £ 500 ono, Tel: 01142 630620 or
email: ep@clara.co.uk [ KM171

manuals, tools, boxed, mint £ 1467 new, £850

Interconnect cables all terminated with balanced

ovno, CJ EFI phono stage, mint, manual £ 2000

XLR connectors, ie, 2of 2.5 metre lengths of

Haim SBL speakers, late 1995, vgc, latest

new, £850 ovno, Diapason Adamntes Mk Ill, bi-

Mandrake £450, 2of 3metre lengths of

drivers, new gasket and Linn Skeets set, original

wire c/w dedicated stands, mint, crated, boxed

Transparent Musiclink £ 150.00, 2of 1metre

packaging, black ash £ 900 ono, Naim Naxo 2-4

£2475 new, £ 1400 ovno, Tel: 02894 479053

lengths of Madrigal £60, all items in mint

active crossover, olive style £ 220 ono, Tel:

[JL17]

condition, Tel: 01384 371586 day or evening

01442 876191 ( Herts) EKL141

Pathos Twin Towers pure Class A, single-ended,

[JL17]

Wadia 301 CD player £ 2750, Krell Integrated

zero-NFB hybrid integrated amplifier with remote

Quattrofils 1m pair, £400 (£ 1375), Valhalla

amplifier £ 1295, Sonus Faber Electa Amator II

control, as new £ 2150 (£ 3250), Tel: 01202

£550 (£ 1850), unopened, boxed Red Dawns

with ironwood stands £ 1700, Transparent

767873 ( Dorset) [ JL17]

£175 (£ 300), VdH First Ultimates £ 115 (£ 230),

Musicwave plus bi-wire 8ft £315, Tel: 07901

Kondo Neiro silver capacitors £4500, Forsell air-

SPM speaker cables 2.5m as new, £ 925

566606 [ KL14]

platter CD transport and DAC £4500, Arcici TNT

(£2600), also 2m, 3m, Tel: 01895 677714,

Linn AV5103 AV pre-amp, vgc £ 1500, Linn

Airhead table £450, Living Avtar bi-wire ribbon

Mob: 07960 169644 email: shasha@fsmail.net

Kaber speakers with Activ cards £600, Tel: Mark

speaker cable sets £850, Tel: Derek 01923

[JL171

on 01923 686110 ( day), 01923 225108

826830 EJL171

AVI NuNeutron Ill speakers, cherry finish, 2years

(evenings) [ KM17]

Boulder L5AE pre-amp £800 (£3500)

old, excellent condition, boxed £ 220, Tel: Stuart

Quad 99 pre and 909 power, excellent condition,

immaculate, boxed, Tara Labs The 2balanced

01689 834136 evenings [ 117]

boxed, manuals, remote, links (£ 1650) asking

interconnect 10 metres £800 (£ 5000+) boxed,

Quad complete package 707 amp, 77 pre-amp

£1250. Tel: 0131 6645433 email: phillip@

Tara Labs the 2speaker cable 4ft £ 250 (£ 2000)

and remote, 77 CD player, 77 tuner, black,

evans1952.freeserve.co.uk [ KL14]

boxed, Kimber 4TC 8.5 metre pair £ 175, 4TC

perfect condition £ 1500. Tel: 01449 768730

Krell KSA50, mint condition complete with

4.5 metre pair £ 90, XLO digital 0.9 metre £60,

(Suffolk) EKL141

dedicated stand, all silver £ 950 (£300), Tel: Jim
01733 760688, email: imorland@tiscali.co.uk

XLO 0.5 metre £40, Kimber D-60 1.5 metre

MartinLogan Ascent I, latest spec, only 3months

£150, all items ono, Tel: Bob 01604 720122

old, mint £3450, Vincent SA.93PREJSP991

[KL14]

[JL23]

monoblocks, 300 watt, 3months old, mint,

Cyrus III Integrated amp, Cyrus power amp, 2x

Wadia 27ix DAC and Wadia 270 transport

superb build and sound £ 2000, Tel 02380

PSX-R power supplies, mint condition and boxed,

£10,750, Krell FPB 600C amplifier £8800,

224003 ( Southampton) [ KM17]

cost £ 1700, sell £650, Tel: 01869 241358
(Oxon) [ KL141

Krell pre- amp £ 7300, Marantz CD7 CD player

Linn LP12, walnut plinth, Ittok LVI I
tonearm,

(Champagne) £ 2800, Tel: 07860 620921

K18 cartridge, boxed £625, excellent condition,

Stax SRS 4040 headphones, very little use,

EJL171

Linn Nexus speakers £ 125, two Rotel power

amazing sound, first-class condition, boxed with

PS Audio P300 powerplant mains regenerator, as

amps, monoblocks or stereo, boxed £ 120, able to

instructions, £ 500, no offers ( new £ 1200). Tel:

new with packaging, PS Audio minilab power

demonstrate 07968 256177 [ KM17]

01623 740872 or mobile 07816 063648

cables with Neutrik connectors for Powerplant

Cyrus 8amp, black £ 500, mint condition, boxed,

[KM17]

£1500 (£ 2100), 18 months old, Tel: 01625

Cyrus CD7Q, black £ 700, mint condition, boxed,

Unison Research Unico hybrid integrated amp

537630 ( Cheshire) [ JL17]

Cyrus PSX power supply £ 150, mint condition,

£600 ono, Unico tube CD player, £800 ono, both

Electrocompaniet Class A, 180 watt monoblock,

boxed, all just 1year old, offers welcome, Tel:

boxed, little used and in very good condition; will

power amps, includes Electrocompaniet power

07763 925513/07963 912031 ( Coulsdon,

consider offers. Tel: Andy 07791529128
(London) EKL141

upgrades, powerful and refined, more musical

Surrey) [ XFOC1

than Chord or Krell, georgeous looks, near mint,

Theta Generation Va DAC, single-ended output,

Krell KPS-20i/L Reference CD player, volume

wonderful £ 2700 (£ 4400), Tel: 01308 868044

silver faceplate, boxed,£2200 ono (£ 5000), Tel:

control, remote, manual, mint, boxed £ 3495

[JL17]

Gary 01242-236981 [ KL141

(£11,000 new), Sonus Faber Extrema, custom

Wadia 860X, mint, boxed £ 3495 ono (£ 7500),

Hi-fi clearout, Sound AV rack black £ 95, two

solid walnut spiked stands, mint, boxed, £ 3750

Dal i
Grand Coupe speakers £ 750 ono (£ 2500),

Sonus Elite 4-shelf black stands, white glass, as

(£7500 new), Tel: 01449 676335. [ KM17]

Audio Note Anvz 1.2m interconnect £ 595 ono

new, mint £ 175 each, two Sound ST- 105 silver

Musical Fidelity TriVista 21 DAC, see HFN

(£1500), Incognito Rega arm re-wire kit £65,

stands aqua glass £ 175 each, Revue B710 Mk II

December'03 review £ 975, Tel: 020 8393 4265

Tel: 07812 084848 EJL171

cassette deck £ 295, Nakamichi 600 cassette

or 01737 362899 (evenings) [ KL14]

Thorens TCD2000 CD player and Thorens

deck £295, Moth stereo power amp £ 60,

On offer, superb DNM system, two PA3s amps

TDA2000 DAC with remote, as new, boxed, sale

Marantz PM-66SE integrated amp £ 125, KEF

and DNM 3C Pre, new £ 9900, will sell for

due to upgrade £ 950 ovno (£ 1900), Tel: 01883

Q85s speakers £ 60, Sony TC-229SD cassette

£4000, both amps and pre-amp have separate

348561/077897 90711 EJL171

deck, plays but not recording £40, two Target

power supplies, Tel: 01622 715851 [ KM17]

Naim NAC 102 pre-amp with optional NAPSC

power amp stands £ 50 pair, Sony 55ES DAT,

PMC DB I , cherry, 2pairs £ 265/pair, Marantz

power supply (to control digital circuits of pre-

needs servicing, mint £ 75, Sony TCD-D3

CD17K1£480, Panasonic PT-AE500 projector
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and screen, two hours use £800, 10m Sqart

£2200 ono. Tel: Peter on 0121 4541893 or

cable £85, Tel: 01295 275983 ( Banbury)

07791 749921 [ KM17]

Musiclink plus 20ft, £ 175, Musicwave plus 8ft,

EKL14}

Graham Model 2tonearm with ceramic wand,

£150, HNE granite amp stands £ 75 each, Tel:

Linn Wakonda phono, Linn LK100 £875, Linn

excellent condition, boxed with tools £ 1350 ono,

020 7394 6391 [ LA171

Keilidh mahogany finish, bases, bi-wired with

Audio Innovations Pl valve phono amp, excellent

Audio Note CD transport (£ 2000 new) £ 975,

4.5m flatline twin £ 525, Meridian 200/203

condition £ 295 ono, Tel: 01380 831261 [ LA17]

immaculate, Audio Synthesis Dax Decade black

£375, all as new, boxed, manuals, genuine sale,

Thorens TD150 teak base, Perspex lid, SME

gate DAC £875, Chord DAC 64 £ 1075, Marantz

Tel: 02392 716319/07977 288513

Series 2, Ortofon 520 fitted, Ortofon VMS 20E

CD 94 £ 275, Audio Innovations 800

(Portsmouth)

Mk Il spare with stylus, numerous LPs, offers. Tel:

Anniversary, Border Patrol, full upgrade and MB

Linn LP12 Lingo, Ittok LVI I, Trokia Trampolin'd

01730 815468 [ L81

power supply £ 850, Tel: Mike on 01224

£1000 nearest offer, Exposure four dual

KEF 103/4 speakers, black, boxed £ 250 ono,

572370 ELM141

regulated power amp, 11 pre- amp, 12 power

Monster cable banana plugs ( 16) phono plugs ( 8)

Shanling SCD-T200C valve/solid-state

supply £ 1000, nearest offer, all boxed and in

gold banana plugs and spade connectors ( 8)

CD/SACD player £ 1699 ( new), Shanling CD-

excellent condition ( Guildford) Tel: 01483

unused £ 50 the lot, Tel: 01229 580862

T100 CD valve/ SACD player, £ 1049, both UK

855687 [ KL14)

(Cumbria) EL81

spec, Sony SCD1 SACD/CD player, £ 1849, Bel

Finite Elemente Pagode Reference rack, 5-tier in

Heybrook Quartet bookshelf speakers, excellent

Canto DAC2 £ 749, Tel: 07979 903989

black with premium chrome sidebars £ 1100,

condition, bi-wirable £ 210, Tel: 020 7582 8681

(Bristol) ELM141

PSAudio Ultimate Outlet HC £ 210, TacT Audio

(London) [ L81

Monitor Audio Studio 60 £ 2500, Musical

Vifa sub drive unit £ 150, email:

SDI floorstanding loudspeakers, teak, ribbon

Fidelity CD PRE £ 1150, Aerial Acoustics model

S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk. Tel: 0131 225 9002.

tweeter 10in bass, 8in midrange, 250W, easy

6 £ 1250, Primare D30.2 CD player £800, all

£900 the pair, both boxed, Transparent

[KM171

drive, tri wire or amplify, superb sound.

excellent condition, for more info Tel: 020 7433

Opus Multi- room entertainment system,

1250H,380W,330D, £ 500 ono, Tel: 01884

3840 [ LMFOC]

unwanted competition prize, cutting edge, new

34849 ( Devon) ELM14]

Rogers LS8A 3-way floorstanders in black,

technology, must be seen, value £4200, wanted

Aragon 4004 Mk II, £ 650, Aragon 18k, £350 -

Technics 3- head cassette deck RSB705,

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi_ ads@ipcmedia.com. For your security, do not include acredit card number
in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit card details.

Hi-FiNews

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please publish the above advertisement for _ insertions under the heading:

Name

FOR SALE

Address

-I

WANTED

Box number required

-I
-I
yes

-I
no

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ _ ( pounds sterling) made payable to
IPC Media or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amee

Card Number

MED ELUDED D E
Expires (date)

Signature

Daytime telephone number
Date of sending

Send toi Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High street, Croydon CR9 1HZ.

*Please ondrcate which

• No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
• We are not responsible for clerical errors

www.hifinews.co.uk

Hi- Fr News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry Would you like to receive e- mails from
Nees magazine and IPC containing
news. special offers. and product and service information and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes.please tick here J. 111Fi News magazine and IPC would like to contact
you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services Tick here if you prefer not to hear from us
In may occasionally pass your details to carefully
selected organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their products and services. Tick here if you prefer rialto be contacted J.
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The Market

Audio Research LS7 £ 550, Krell KSA100

(day) 07815 084988 [ L8]

Technics Graphic SH8045, Technics deck

£1099, Audio Research LS2B £ 799, TEAC Ti

Spendor SP1/2E Speakers, 28 months old,

SLBD22D ( new cartridge), any offers? No room in

transport £ 275, Musical Fidelity X-DAC £ 100,

cherry finish in excellent condition, packed in

new house, Tel: Mike 07774 885176. Aylesbury

Musical Fidelity XPSU £ 150, Transparent Ultra

original boxes, includes Something Solid stands

area. [ 1_81

lm RCA £ 299, NAC A5 cable 3m x6 £ 99, Sony

£975, Tel: 020 8951 0676 [ LA171

Quad 44/405 with Chord Co leads and spare

XB940 £ 110, Chord Cobra DIN-to- DIN £ 50,

TDL Studio One transmission- line floorstanding

input boards £ 300, Marantz DU4100 OSE multi

Mithril pure silver speaker cable 2m pair £ 150,

speakers, finished in dark oak with plinths,

region DVD player £ 100, Celestion A3 speakers,

Tel: 01706 351962 ( Home) [ L161

cabinets marked hence price £ 100, Nokia Media

black finish £ 550, Tel: 0191 488 6737

Siltech interconnect cables, SQ28-G 1metre

Master digital TV receiver £ 20, Tel: 07980

(Newcastle) EL81

pair, WBT plugs, cost £ 280, 3months old, boxed

295916 ( after 6pm) [ L8]

Technics CD player SLP222A, good condition

with instructions, half price £ 140, Tel: 01274

TAG McLaren (
latest transport) + DPA32R ( latest

£95 collect, Wilmslow subwoofer, black CDVC

632492 ( West Yorks) L81

processor) + 250x2R, all black, all mint with

£110 collect, Tel: 01227 462200/457429 [ 1_81

Audio Research SP10, Audio Research SP11,

original packaging, awesome! Total £4800

Jeff Rowland 8Ti Power, Audio Aero 24/192 cd

Audio Research SP6, Audio Research VT150 SE,

(£9000), will consider separate sales, as new

player, Valhalla 4m speaker cable, Transparent

Audio Research M100, Audio Research M300,

AV32R remote £ 25, Tel: 07776 177485 ELM141

Reference XLR lm interconnects RCA, Merlin

offers invited, if no answer, leave number, calls

Audio Note Quest 300B monoblocks ( pair)

VSM M with BAM speakers, Mana bespoke stand,

will be returned. Tel: 0191 281 0260 [ LM141

£1400, Quad 303 amp, mint £ 125, Quad 34

sell total system for 12k,email:

Quad: complete 66/606 system, 66 pre- amp, 66

DIN £80, Tel: 01737 764939 [ 1_8]

multiperspectives-art@yahoo.co.uk [ LA171

FM tuner 606 Mk II power amp and 66 control

Audio Research LS25 Mk II pre-amplifier £3500

Mark Levinson 335 power amp, 2year old Al

panel. ( new m-cboards fitted by Quad on pre-

(£5999 new), mint condition, 30 months old,

condition £ 3500, also 380 pre-amp, Al

amp), mint, boxed with manuals £ 700, Tel:

original box, manual and remote, Si ltech 4-80S

condition £ 2350, plus 360s Dac Al condition

01457 871622 [ LM14)

interconnect 0.5m XLR £ 450 (£ 800 new),

£2600, all UK spec and boxes, Revel Ultimate

Apogee Duet ASignature, special order, marble

excellent condition, outstanding classic Si ltech
silver cable. Tel or text: 07765246756; email:

Studios, black gloss with rosewood sides, mint,

finish £ 1650, KEF 107 Reference £ 750, Naim

£4500 boxed, Tel: 01206 298836 / 07870

SBL £ 750, Snell Type K £ 175, Naim NAP 250,

k.booker-milburn@bristol.ac.uk [ LA17]

840425 ( L81

early £ 500, Naim 32.5 £ 175, Naim Snaps

TacT Audio 2.05 pre- amp with room correction

PS Audio 300 Powerplant with multi-wave 2,

£125, Tel: 0191 281 0260 ILM171

and DAC, as new, boxed £ 1500, Dynaudio Crafft

mains regenerator, £850 ono, BAT 150SE

Lexicon MC-8pre- amp processor £ 2750,

speakers with Dynaudio stands, as new, boxed

monos, £ 17,000, sell for £ 8500, as new Ref 3A

Townshend Pioneer 747, Ultimate Silver disc

£1750, Zsystems RDP1 digital pre-amp 24/96,

Royal Virtuas, sell for £ 2500, Tel: 07960

player £ 1750, Bryston 9ST THX 5channel amp

as new £ 2500, Tel: 07791 720602 [ LA17]

041559 anytime, ELM141

£1995, Istotek Substation £ 500, all

Wilson Audio X1 Grand Slamm, last model Mk III,

Naim SBL, beech finish, passive crossover, five

ex.condition, email: michaelchadwick@

black lacquer, original wooden crests, mint

years old, single owner from new, absolutely mint

blueyonder.co.uk Tel: 020 8365 3367 ELM141

condition, Transparent XL interconnect cable,

condition, boxed with manuals £850 (£ 2500

B&W Nautilus 801, walnut, mint £ 3800, bi-

XLR, fully balanced, original box, 7.5m, mint

new), Tel: Geoff on 01189 698654 ( home),

amped 2xChord SPM 100013 £ 2500, the lot

condition, Tel: 0049 40 229 65 70 ( Germany)

07770 598254 ( mobile) [ LA171

£6000, Theta Basic II and Progeny £ 1300 inc

[LA17]

Quad ESL- 57, very late black pair, unmolested,

Siltech Coax Connect, Tel: Norbert 020 7286

Hi-fi/Record Fair, Grand M25 Audiojumble at

excellent, Quad serviced, £ 750, Quad I
Is

0642 evenings, email: sbreis@aol.com [ LA17]

Leatherhead Leisure Centre, M25, Jct 9, Sunday

original, serviced, GEC, Mullard, £ 500, FM4,

Michell ' so HR phono stage £ 350, KEF K4

7th November,10.30 am, Tel: 07730 134973

grey phono, excellent £ 250, Tel: 0113 257

speakers, black £ 250, REL Storm sub, black

for details [ KM171

7793 Leeds [ 1_81

£250, Tel: 01923 445249 [ 1_81

Ruark Solstice speakers, cherry, top of the range,

Lumley Ref 120 monoblocks, top condition

superb sound, mint condition, (£4500) £ 1495,

£1000, Unison Research Mysteryl pre £ 500,

owner upgrading again, Tel: 01623 798210

boxed, manuals. Tel: 01865 848015, email:

Wanted

ELM14]

paul.logan6@ntworld.com [ 1_81

L- 07D turntable, dead or alive spares,

Cyrus 2/TDL system amp PSX tuner, RTL3

Tandberg 73 reel-to-reel recorder player £ 50, Tel:

accessories, manuals, packaging, anything from

speakers, all vgc, floorstanding speakers,

01189 860951 ELM141

this classic record player, cash paid instantly, Tel:

including connect cables, except aerial, below

1970s collection, Garrard 401 turntable, Ortofon

01782 680376 ( Staffs) email:

average use £ 500, Tel: Derek Vivian 020 8763

pickup SL15, Audio Technica ( AT) 1007, Pioneer

tmsherratt@beatlesone.fsnet.co.uk [ JL17]

1717 ( 9-5) or 020 8660 1148

stereo receiver 7x700L, £ 200, no offers, Tel:

Shure VST Vcartridge ( less stylus, unless

evenings/weekends ( Surrey) EL111

02920 627286 ( Cardiff) [ L81

unused) also Townshend damping trough

Quad, two MAI Iamplifiers, one 22 control unit,

Celestion Al/A65 set-up £ 1200, cherry,

complete. Tel: + 353 ( 0) 1280 1467 [ KL141

one FM tuner, one AM tuner, serviced by Quad,

stunning power and detail, A4c centre £400 and

Maxell DM series DAT cassette boxes in styrene in

email offers to: a-kerr@amserve.com Purchaser

Acompacts with stands, cherry, for home cinema

which DM 46 and DM 60 are supplied, email:

collects from Worcester [ 1_81

£300, Tel: 01342 719601 / 07815 084988

mjcm4p@hotmail.com or fax 01453 843598

Cyrus CD7Q CD player plus PSX-R, black, as new

complete or split, sensible offers considered,

[KL14]

£850 (£ 1500), gladly demo, Tel: 01179

excellent condition, boxes, manuals [ 1_81

Rogers, Harbeth or similar, one pair of BBC

498117 ( Bristol) [ L81

Audiolab 8000Q pre-amp £495, 8000M

LS3/5A speakers, private buyer, Tel: 01394

Sennheiser HD545 Ref headphones and Creek

monoblocks x4, £400 each, complete or will

388399 [ LA171

OBH11 headphone amp £ 60, Tel: John on 020

split, excellent condition, boxed leads manuals.

One pair Wharfedale TSR 110 hi-fi loudspeakers,

7536 0466 [ 1_81

Tel: 01342 719601 ( evenings) 01444 245677

Tel: 07876 710945 [ LA17]
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next month nHi-ANews
Is this the
world's best
pre-amplifier?
Conrad-Johnson's new
flagship ACT 2 is the subject of
our exclusive technical review. Our
Group Test compares six key under-£ 1000
speakers, with full lab results and ' blind' panel
listening. And our exclusive full lab test on Denon's
latest universal SACD/DVD-A player. Plus reviews on
Nairn and Nagra, Audio Research and Audio Analogue, Inca and Epos.
Features include Hi -Fi Show highlights, and tonearm geometry explained
Don't miss HiFi News, December issue, on sale Friday, 5 November
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
G

iven the dearth of pages and asurfeit of news and
events, I'm always taken by diary'-type columns, as in
one or two car magazines. The columnists use the

format to cover amultitude of topics that emerged that week or
month, eg visiting an obscure car museum, learning that a
neighbour owns arare Austin 7Special, re-discovering a
forgotten motoring book. So many small- but-noteworthy
music- and audio-related subjects have entered my little world
this summer — despite it being the 'quiet' period — that Ican't
resist using the same technique to cover them all.
This year marked, if you count Elvis's first single as the birth
of rock'n'roll, the 50th Anniversary of agenre that nay-sayers

In the interim, what happens? There's aklezmer music revival,

adjudged aflash in the pan. In addition to being the

the Yiddish party music that Katz used as the foundation for

single- most important/influential musical force of all time

his parodies. The world music craze embraces everything, and

(commercially, artistically, politically, globally and culturally,
whether you care to admit it or not), the celebrations have been

solely for its musical content, Isuddenly find myself in the

ludicrously low-key. Why? Because only RCA/BMG benefits from
it if you hold Elvis as the key.

possession of adouble CD afriend bought at arecord fair,
containing the bulk of Katz's work for Capitol. The label is a

This year marked
the 50th Anniversary
of rock'n'roll.
Celebrations have
been low-key. Why?
Because only
RCA/BMG benefits

Be that as it may, acouple of
stunning releases came out of

phantom. No address, and no joy when Itapped the name into
Google. But, hey, I've got agenuine copy and it sounds well...

this celebration, in addition to a
fine CD of Elvis's work for Sun

astounding. Beyond sensational.
Itorment everyone with it. Harry Weisfeld of VPI turntable

Records — Elvis At Sun [
RCA

fame, Robert Pincus of Cisco, reviewer Michael fremer, Roy
Hall of Music Hall, guys who understand abit of Yiddish.

82876 61308 2] — and
remastered US CD reissues of
Buddy Holly's eponymous solo
and The Chirpin' Crickets.
To celebrate Elvis's role in the
birth, RCA has remastered and
expanded the DVDs of two of his
finest performances — ironically,

They're blown away. Now remember: these are mono recordings
from 1950-1958, on aCD of utterly indeterminate origin. But
bolstered by the response, Itry it on some of my
uncircumcised ( if not literally, then metaphorically) colleagues,
who have no DNA link to the material.
Same response. Brian Smith of Presence Aucho and London
Cartridges. Charles Hansen of Ayre and Nigel Crump, his UK

from late in his career. Both the

distributor. The guys from PMC, one of whom is an ex- BBC

'68 Comeback Special [
82876

engineer. My buddies from the Saturday Morning Sad Bastards

61306 9] and Aloha From Hawaii [
82876 61307 9] are now
multi-disc affairs with virtually every scrap of footage contained
in the bonus discs. The 5.1 sound is fabulous, and they prove
that, even after the King grew addicted to fried peanut- butterand- bacon sandwiches, he was aperformer without peer.
Yours truly has spent the past few months collaring victims
into hearing what he believes to be some of the finest-sounding

Club. Now they all want copies.
Then Idig out the mono vinyls. Now Iswear that Inever
played these in full-on Reviewer Listening Mode. But if we
thought the semi- kosher CD was breathtaking, black plastic
made silver sound like two tin cans and astring. The
percussion on ' Roisele Fun Texas' (' The Yellow Rose of Texas')
matches Kodo for depth arid weight. The xylophone playing in

commercial recordings ever. And they're mono. And his

'You Belong To Me' exhibits transients — to say nothing of

revelation came from aCD of dubious origin.

musical skill — so blindingly fast that every listener could only

Many years ago, Editor Harris allowed me to be more

sigh. Vocals? Clear and in the room. We could only surmise

self-indulgent than usual, so Iwrote apaean to an almost-

that the sound was so utterly astonishing because it was

completely forgotten Yiddish musician-comedian named Mickey

all-valve, made with care, and recorded in the same studios as

Katz. Until recently, Ithought of him only for the right reasons:

Frank, Dino and Nat used for their classics. They could get this

content and musicianship. For the former, his Yiddish-ised

sound 50 years ago, but riot now? Wh a-a-a?!?!? Jim Creed said

parodies of the hits of the day — ' That's Amore', ' Sixteen Tons'
and the like — presaged awonderful stream of comedy that

it best: ' Why did the record industry throw all tnis away?'
While wandering down Memory Lane, Ifired up the Apogees

includes every parodist from Allen Sherman to Weird Al

again. They ate every amp in the building, with the exception

Yankovic. For the latter, well, let's just say that any band

of the Nu-Vistas, so Iwill be borrowing apair of Musical

containing Ziggy Elman, Si Zentner and Manny Klein, with CVs

Fidelity KWs just to see if Ican play the Cars' Best Friend's

including Spike Jones's and Benny Goodman's orchestras, is

Girl' without generating noise akin to the sound of asubway
train passing below. If, that is, they'll fit nthe room. •

gonna be amazing.
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osymmetry

A new name

Symmetry may be a new name in hi-end audio
distribution but it's acompany with an impressive
heritage. Founded by the driving force behind the
highly esteemed ' Path Premier', Symmetry brings to
the market 16 years of specialist experience in
distribution, technical support and customer service.
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We share your passion for the world's leading
audio products. We're equally passionate about
applying our insight and expertise to ensure you
get the very best from your system. Whether you're
seeking assistance with components, installation,
system matching or simply some advice, our expert
opinion is always on hand. Symmetry — a new
name, built upon sound principles.
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t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk
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Transparent Cables are created through aunique process combining the best of laboratory
technology and critical listening tests by music lovers. Hand- assembled by Maine craftspeople with
years of specialized training, Transparent Cables are the only in the world to have their networks
optimized for each length of cable. With every increase in performance level, the selection, physical
placement and electrical matching of the cable components becomes more critical. It is these
touches and attention to detail that make Transparent Cables rise above the competition, producing
asound unrivalled by others.
Transparent Audio, providing performance and complete audio and AV solutions since 1979, from
entry level prices, to money-no-object ultimate high-end.
Absolute Sounds, leader of high-end audio imports, have built up knowledge and respect for the
cables they distribute. As with all their imports, extraordinary quality and design are prerequisites of
Transparent Cables. Absolute Sounds invite you to contact them for your nearest Transparent Cable
centre.

=
absolute sounds ltd
---• 58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
ABE_ T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: + 44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com

info@absolutesounds.com
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